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0. EDUCATION PRECEDLNG THE FIRST LEVEL

The initial stages of organized instruction as defined for purposes
of ISCED. The educational programmes included here therefore do not include
play groupa, day nurseries, creches, child-care centres, or similar
organizations that have no sustained educational purpose. The age of entry
to education preceding the first level is arbitrcrily defined as not less
than three years to eliminate most if not all of the "child-care centre"-type
activities mentioned above. The upper age limit for education preceding the
first level depends in each case on the usual age for entry into primary
education.

Programmes at this level place little emphasis on literacy or
general education, the activities being directed mainly toward the children
becoming accustomed to group activities such as singing, dancing, participation
lu rhythm groups and group games to promote healthy and socially desirable
habits. Also stressed is the development of skills in handling colouring,
moulding, lettering and similar materials as well as simple tools. The

programmes are designed primarily to introduce very young children to
anticipated school-type environment, i.e. to provide a bridge between a home
and school atmosphere.

In addition to the above or the "core", this level covers programmes
consisting of the initial stages of organized instruction for those who, due to
mental or physical handicaps, are unable to undertake the kind of educational
activity followed by unhandicapped children. Programmes for the handicapped
have the same general objectives as the "core" programmes, but the pupils
generally require more individual attention and a different sequence and range
of activities. No age limits can be specified for the handicapped group
at this level.

Programmes of education preceding the first level are usually given
in nursery schools, kindergartens, or similar institutions, although some are
found in special sections attached to primary schools. Programmes for the
handicapped may be given in hospitals or in special schools or training
centres. Upon completion of these programmes, children continue their
education at the first level.
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001 General programmes for children of pre - primary age

Programmes are known variously as early childhood education,
infant education, nursery education, or pre-school education. They are more
concerned with the social, mental and physical development of the young child
than with his acquisition of specific knowledge and skill, a,J,ough they
may include activities designed to prepare children for the 1,.-arning of

reading, writing and mathematics.

These programmes arc usually optional and should be distinguished
from facilities such as day nurseries where the objective is simply to take
care of young children outside their homes. The programmes are designed
for young children between the ages of three and seven years before they are
admitted to regular primary schools, although in some countries they may be
considered as the first stage of regular primary education. Extensive use
is made of play methods, the toys provided often being carefully designed to
promote learning, for example, of numbers, spatial relations or reading.

Programmes are given in nursery schools, kindergartens, and similar
institutions, or in special sections attached to primary schools. Children
completing programmes preceding the first level usually go on to education
at the first level and for many children this pre-school stage is omitted
altogether.

080 Special programmes for the handicapped

Programmes of education preceding the first level concerned with
the social, mental and physical development of young children who are unable
to undertake the usual pre-school or kindergarten programmes because of
physical or mental handicaps. These programmes are designed not to transmit
specific knowledge and skill or literacy but to introduce very young
children to activities in a school-type atmosphere.

Although the play methods, toys, and other equipment employed are
similar to those in the regular kindergartens, these programmes tend to be
tailored to the particular needs of children with different handicaps.
Because of their nature, these programmes are often provided in special
schools or special classrooms, and sometimes in hospitals or other insti-
tutions. Some children may spend as many as five years in this kind of
Programme.

Upon completion of these programmes, the children proceed to
education at the first level.
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1. EDUCATION AT THE FIRST LEVEL

The "core" at this level consists of education provided for children
in all countries, the customary or legal age of entrance being not younger than
5 years or older than 7 years. This level then covers five or six years of
full -time schooling. Programmes are designed to give the students a sound
basic education in reading, writing and arithmetic along with an elementary
understanding o' other subjects such.as national history, geography, natural
science, socia_ --fence, art and music, and in some countries religious
instruction is featured. These programmes are rarely specialized by
subject but are organized usually on a unit or project basis. In a few
countries education at this level is divided into two stages usually a first
stage of four years and a second stage of two years which may be combined with
the first stage of the second level.

In addition to the above for the "core" this level covers special
programmes for the mentally or physically handicapped, many of whom will have
made slower progress in education than the average. These programmes are
specially tailored for the pupils and the usual order of subject matter is
not necessarily followed. For many of these pupils more emphasis is given to
vocational training than to general education.

Throughout this level the programmes are organized in units or
projects rather than by subjects. This is a principal characteristic
differentiating programmes at this level in most countries from those at the
lower stage of the second level.

General programmes with a vocational emphasis are found at this level,
especially in areas where opportunities for further education are currently
limited or non-existent. These programmes are generally within the school
system and usually cover most of the traditional elementary programmes but
give less attention to general subjects and instead devote the time to
vocational instruction suited to the needs of the area served.

Literacy programmes outside the school system for those considered
too old to enter elementary schools (or for whom no school places are available)
are also included at this level because they require no previous formal

education. Because these programmes are designed for illiterate adults they
are of a different type to those in elementary school in terns of content.

They are usually part-tine, voluntary and of relatively short duration (say,
up to a year).
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101 General elementary programmes

The ordinary first-level elementary or primary programmes usually
have a duration of five years (i.e. designed for children between six and
eleven years of age), although they may last for only three years or extend to
eight years. In some countries adolescents or adults may enrol, usually in
special adult classes, to make up schooling missed in childhood. These
differ from literacy programmes designed for adults (108 and 110) in that they
follow more closely the regular primary school curriculum.

The programmes stress the mental, social, and physical development
of the individual. They do not generaliy aim at imparting knowledge or skills
of a vocational or specialized kind. It is expected that the pupils will be
taught to read and gradually master writing, and simple mathematics while
improving their command of the mother tongue and/or another current language.
They will also frequently have the opportunity of learning a little simple
science and some of the history and geography of their own and other countries;
and aspects of manual, social and physical fitness and co-ordination.

Attendance is compulsory for children in most countries.
Certificates are often awarded upon completion of the programmes, sometimes
after an examination or other evaluation (or test).

104 Elementary programmes with some vocational emphasis

Programmes at the first level derived from 101 and used in circum-
stances where the usual general elementary programme alone would be of question-
able value. The aim is to combine general education with specific knowledge
and simple vocational skills appropriate to adult life and work in the local
community. Programmes are usually designed for children between six and
fifteen years of age, but older people sometimes enrol. The programmes are
often planned to cover three to five years and are considered to be part of
the regular school system.

The programmes include reading, writing, and simple mathematics
combined with improving the command of the mother tongue or basic language,
social studies and simple science. . These subjects are often used to impart
knowledge of the local environment and the basic principles underlying social
and vocational practices such as agriculture, horticulture, animal "ousbandry,
conservation of natural resources, pest control, co-operative organization,
local crafts, health and sanitation, and the improvement of housing.
Practical work may take up to half the total study time, and is given on
school farms or gardens, sometimes on demonstration farms or gardens in the
community, and/or in school workshops.

In some countries, programmes of this kind may replace general primary
education with no vocational emphasis. In others they may be given as an
alternative in particular areas (e.g. in some rural areas) or in particular
schools (e.g. "nuclear" schools or "community" schools). Vocational
instructors, often part-time, may be employed in addition to the regular
primary teachers.

Certificates are usually awarded upon completion of the programmes,
sometimes after an examination or test.
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108 Simple literacy programmes

Programmes designed to impart the basic skills of reading, writing
and sometimes arithmetic to illiterate adults who have no previous education
or have regressed into illiteracy, and sometimes to children who have no
access to regular schooling. They generally aim to enable the learner to
read with understanding and to write simple messages related to his everyday
life, and sometimes to do simrle calculations.

They do not integrate literacy with general education or with
technical and vocational training. In this respect, they differ from
functional literacy programmes. Programmes involve organized courses that
are usually part-time. They last up to a year or more, and cover at least
100 hours of study. The language of instruction is generally the learner's
mother tongue, but may be a second (local, national, or world) language.
In the latter case programmes may be longer, involving the element of second
language teaching. Note, however, thet programmes primarly designed to
teach a national language to linguistic minorities or immigrants with
varying levels of previous education (or none at all) are included in category
920 - Language ("foreign" or second language) programmes.

Programmes are generally organized by whatever government department
or service is responsible for adult literacy (e.g. mass education, social
education services, agricultural extension, labour, community development,
or animation (Fr.)); by non-governmental organizations (e.g. co-operatives,
trade unions, women's organizations); by industry; by co-operative arrange-
ments between two or more of these.

Learners are generally organized into classes or study groups, often
meeting at night or during off-work hours. Programmes are usually given in
organized classes in available buildings, including schools, temples,
churches, farms, factories and other work premises, residential centres
(e.g. community development, animation, co-operative or farmers' training
centres), private homes, or occasionally in the open air. Programmes may
also be given with the help of radio or television.

Certificates may be awarded, often after the passing of a simple
test in reading, writing and arithmetic. Adults usually continue in the
same occupation, but may sometimes continue regular education at the first

level.

110 Functional literacy programmes

Programmes designed for illiterate adults and young people not

enrolled in the regular school system. Semi-literate students who have had

an incomplete elementary schooling or who have followed an elementary adult

literacy programme, are sometimes admitted. The programmes aim to impart
functional literacy "enabling a person to engage in all those activities in
which literacy is required for effective functioning of his group and community

and also enabling him to continue to use reading, writing and calculation for
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his own and the community's development". (Z) Some programmes integrate

literacy teaching with the acquisition of knowledge useful in the learner's

everyday life; others, of a "work-oriented" kind, integrate it with
elementary vocational training in fields appropriate to the learner's
occupation (e.g. agriculture, crafts, industry, or home economics). They

will generally impart the ability to read written instructions at work,
popular literature and newspapers, and to keep simple accounts.

These programmes differ from Elementary programmes with some
vocational emphasis (104) in that they are designed for adults and are
outside the regular school system, and from Simple literacy (108) in that they
include elements of general education in such fields as elementary science;
hezAth and hygiene; nutrition; civics; religion, and, in the case of "work -

oriented" programmes, training for work. They also differ in the level of
literacy to be attained. This level may be measured by comparison with
the standard reached by children after four to six years of school, or by
the number of hours of study required, e.g. not less than 300 hours for
students beginning a programme as total illiterates compared with the 100
hours considered a minimum for elementary literacy programmes. Programmes

involve organized courses which are usually part-time and generally last a
year or more.

Content in "work-oriented" programmes is generally based on a study
of the existing skills of the learners and the requirements of the job.
Content also includes ideas, knowledge, practices and skills appropriate to
the urban and industrial environment. It may further include elements of
education for health, family life, family planning, and other subjects
relevant to social and individual development.

The language of instruction is generally the learner's mother tongue,
but may be a second (local, national, or world) language. Programmes are
usually organised by whatever government department or service is responsible
for literacy (e.g. agricultural extension, labour, community development,
animation (Fr.), mass education or social education services); by the armed
forces; by non-governmental organizations (e.g. co-operatives, trade unions,
women's organizations); by industry; or by co-operative arrangements
between two or more of these. Learners may be organized in study groups
with a common focus of interest, e.g.members of a co-operative, workers in
a particular job, mothers, housewives, etc., often meeting at night or in
off-work hours, or, sometimes, in the case of "work-oriented" programmes,
in the work place and during working hours. Teaching may take place in any
available buildings, including schools, community training centres, private
homes, or occasionally out of doors. Classes or groups of workers may
receive training both in literacy and in the skills required for work, from
instructors or literate workers and classroom sessions may alternate with
practical training in the work place. In other programmes the teaching of
reading, writing, and calculation may be done by literacy teachers and
integrated with vocational training and the acquisition of useful knowledge.
Programmes may be given through or supported by radio or televinica and
special courses may be organized for women.

(1) Definition of "functional literacy" adopted by the International Committee
of Experts on Literacy, UNESCO, Faris, June 1962.
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180 S ecial programmes for the handicapped

Special programmes at the first level designed for those - usually
children - who, because of cognitive, physical, or emotional disability, are
unable to progress normally in the regular school curriculum: for example,
those handicapped by blindness, deafness, cerebral palsy, severe retardation,
emotional disturbance, or a combination thereof. Those enrolled in these
programmes may have had experience in a similar programme preceding the
first level.

Programmes in this category provide general education, while allowing
for individual differences and the development of cognitive, physical,
communication, and social skills. Special equipment such as auditory
trainers, walking boards, and language teaching aids are often required.
Instruction in specific areas may be provided, including, for example,
lip-reading instruction, and manual communication skills for the deaf,
mobility skills for the blind, or adaptive physical education for those with
motor handicaps. Supportive services including audiology, speech therapy,
nutrition, psychology, counselling and occupational therapy play a major
role in special programmes.

Special programmes for the handicapped are provided in special
classes in regular schools, residential schools, clinics, hospitals, etc.
Children and adults may receive special assistance in any of the above,
regardless of their age at the onset of disability. Adults and young
children may be grouped homogeneously or heterogeneously in classes, or in
institutions providing educational programmes and custodial care.

Note that the programmes included here are programmes of education.
Rehabilitation programmes, i.e. health care programmes designed to overcome
or mitigate a physical or mental handicap resulting from a disabling
illness or accident, are not included in ISCED.

18001 Special programmes for.the handicapped, general education

Programmes at the first level, primarily designed to stimulate the
cognitive, physical, linguistic, and social development of physically,
emotionally or socially handicapped students requiring such special programmes.
These programmes stress the acquisition of specific knowledge and skills
utilizing approaches particularly suited to individual needs and abilities.
Students receive initial instruction in reading, writing, simple
arithmetic and language arts. Major emphasis is placed on specific skills
related to particular disabilities, e.g. the teaching of braille, or manual

communication.

Principal course content usually includes the following: arithmetic,
spelling, reading, language, social studies and science. Individuals with

major learning weaknesses receive special tutoring. Developmental reading

programmes, memory training, perceptual training, mobility training, speech

correction, or behaviour management are usually a regular part of a school

day in the special programme. Handicapped persons may spend five or six

years at this level.
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Certification by a licensed medical doctor or psychologist is
often required for the admission of a student to a special programme.

Attendance is compulsory in some jurisdictions but not in others.
Handicapped adults may receive instruction on a voluntary basis.

Special programmes for the handicapped are provided in special
classes, residential centres, clinics, hospitals, or other agencies. Note
that students suffering from jcint physical and mental handicaps are usually
accommodated in programmes for the mentally handicapped (See 18005).

18005 Special programmes for the mentally handicapped

Programmes at the first level, known variously as special classes
or auxiliary classes for the trainable or educable mentally retarded. Emphasis
is placed on the development of physical, social, and cognitive skills as
well as beginning reading, writing and arithmetic. Activities and games,
arts and crafts and extensive audio-visual instruction are usually
predominant. The main goal is to prepare students for some productive
role in society.

Enrolment usually depends on the individual's performance in standard-
ized intelligence tests. Students tend to be either trainable (intelligence
quotients under 50) or educable (intelligence quotients greater than 50 but
under 70). Admission procedures vary from one country to another, some
requiring a more thorough evaluation of the individual than others. Pro-
grammes are usually given on the basis of the student's ability as shown by
his progress or performance in various areas - for example, motor
functioning, reading ability, arithmetic skills, communication skills,
and perceptual skills. These programmes are usually directed toward the
development of vocational competence consonant with the individual's abilities.

Programmes are usually provided in special institutions or in special
classes attached to regular schools.
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199 Other programmes of education at the first level

This group includes programmes at the first level not included in the
programme group definitions above, i.e. 101 to 180. The programmes
included are at the first level of education in the sense that admission to
them does not require either literacy or previous formal education. It is
not likely that many countries have programmes of this kind, all the usual
programmes being included in 101, 104, 180 and the literacy programmes.

In some countries young people of primary school age attend classes
in such activities as learning to play a musical i=strument, dancing, etc.,
outside the usual school day. In some cases, especially talented children
are enrolled in special classes in music, drama, the dance, or other artistic
activities in addition to the usual primary school curriculum, with the
object of becoming professional artists. The above are merely examples of
prcgrammes that would be included here.
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2. EDUCATION AT THE SECOND LEVEL : FIRST STAGE

The "core" at this level consists of education continuing the basic
programmes constituting the first level but usually on a more subject-
oriented patters. Some small beginnings of specialization may be seen at
this level with come students having the opportunity to direct their attention
more particularly to certain types of seljects, e,g. commercial or technical
subjects. This level concists of three cr four years of full-time schooling.
Programmes are composed of the subjects mentioned under level 1 with a broader
approach to mathematics, more attention to literature and composition in the
mother tongue, other modern languages, and a beginning at specialization in
some natural sciences such as chemistry, botany and physical geography. In
many countries this level of education is carried on in the same institutions
as levels 1 and 0, in some it occurs in "secondary schools" along with level 3,
'chile in some cases separate institutions are provided for approximately the
6h to the 9th years of schooling.

In addition to the above for the "core" this level covers a wide
variety of programmes consisting of subject matter usually having a specific
vocational emphasis. The common feature of all these programmes is their
entrance requirement, i.e. a minimum of first level education (some five to
six yeara of schooling) completed or demonstrable ability to handle the
programme ehrough a combination of basic education of something less than five
years and vocational experience.

Many of the vocational programmes at this level designed to train
for a specific occupation (in contrast to the more general commercial or
technical school programmes) are associated with relatively unskilled jobs.
Typical cases are domestic science programmes intended to train domestic help;
agricultural programmes for farm or plantation hands; elementary commercial

programmes for typists and for operators of simple office machines.
Programmes for medical auxiliaries such as assistant nurses and assistant
technicians are offered in some countries as are teacher training programmes
for teachers of elementary school or teachers' aides.

Those apprenticeship programmes for skilled trades and crafts that
provide further education as part of the programme, are also included, e.g.
building trades, mechanical repair trades, metal trades and printing trades.
Such apprenticeship programmes take from three to five years for completion
in contrast to the other vocational programmes at this level which last
usually from a few weeks to ode year.

Also included are programmes for the mentally and physically
handicapped which are similar to those at the first level but more advanced

in terms of subject matter.
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201 General programmes containing little or no technical education

These general programmes account for the great majority of the
school population at this level in many countries. They are usually part
of compulsory education and often cover two to four years from the age of
about 11 or 12 to 15 or 16 years.

The general programmes are designed to extend education at the first
level on a broader and more theoretical basis and to stress the intellectual
and social development of students. Subject specialization is rare, and
no special attention is paid to future vocational intention.

Programmes for adults at this level who have completed primary
education are often more specialized, and may give greater emphasis to the
problems of everyday life and to social responsibilities. They are generally
part-time.

Opportunities are sometimes provided for discovering interests
and aptitudes. Students may be divided into "streams", some of which devote
more time to manual and practical activities, while others spend more time
on theoretical instruction. General education based on the work of the
first level takes up most of the study time. It usually includes study of
the mother tongue or another current language and its literature; science;
mathematics; a foreign language; history; geography; manual training;
music; art; moral, civic and sometimes religious education and physical
education.

Programmes are usually given in schools that are not concerned with
vocational training (e.g. general secondary schools, special grammar schools),
or are given as a general section or "stream" in schools also providing
vocational training (e.g. composite schools or technical schools). Pro-
grammes for adults are given in evening classes in schools; in special
institutions providing for adults; and by correspondence. Broadcasts
(television and radio) may also be used to supplement other teaching
methods.

A diploma or certificate is frequently awarded upon completion of
the programme, usually after an examination, either by the schools themselves
or by a public authority.

214 Teacher training programmes

This field includes programmes that combine the extension of general
education through the secr.nd level, first stage, with teacher training
designed tc equip students cease complete the programmes to teach in schools
at file first level of education. It includes also programmes for the training
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of staff for adult education and adult literacy of extension and community
development workers and of vocational and ctaft instructors. These
programmes do not exist at this level in all countries. They are found
in countries and areas where a maiked shortage of elementary school
teachers exists or where adult education, extension, community development,
vocational and craft training employ instructors and field workers at
local community level.

In programmes for elementary school teachers at least half of the
subject matter in a programme usually consists of general education at the
second level, first stage. This includes such subject matter as the grammar
and literature of mother tongue or another current language; general science;
mathematics; history; geography; often .a foreign language; and sometimes
hygiene, manual training, music, art, moral or religious training, and physical
education. The teacher training part consists of the history and principles
of education, teaching methods, classroom management, and lesson planning.
In addition, some time is spent in practice teaching and in observing
experienced teachers. In programmes for adult education, extension and
related activities subject matter consists partly of the knowledge and skill
to be imparted by the trainee in his future job (e.g. agriculture, bricklaying,
etc.) and partly skills of communication and teaching.

These programmes are most commonly taken by adults add young people
who have left school, but to handle the subject matter adequately, all candid-
ates must have completed at least education at the first level. In the main,

these programmes are of relatively short duration,i.e. one year or less,
and often part-time. The programmes forming part of the regular second level -
first stage - curriculum are usually full-time and last from two to five years.

In some countries, programmes for "teacher aides" train assistants to
participate in classroom and other activities, helping the teacher with
routine duties. They do not take full charge of a clasp.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate
issued either by the school or by a public authority.

21401 General tsacher training for elementary school teaching

Programmes that combine the extension of general education at the
first level with preparation for teaching in elementary schools; the students

having usually completed fom years of education at the first level. The

specialized teaching part of the programme is devoted to very simple
instruction in teaching practice.
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These programmes are found mainly in "developing" countries faced
with a marked teacher shortage. Elementary instruction is given in the
methodology of teaching, based on the first level school curriculum, class
management, elementary child psychology, and the history and principles of
educational ideas. Students do practice teaching under supervision.

General education based on the work of the first level takes up at
leant half the total study time. It usually includes study of the mother
tongue or another current language and its literature; science; mathematics;
a foreign language; history, geography: hygiene; manual training; music;
art; moral, civil and sometimes religicus education; and physical education.
Limited subject specialization may be allowed.

Usually full-time, most programmes last two to five years, but some
consist of shorter training courses. Programmes of the latter type may train
adults and young people out of school who have completed education at the first
level. Such programmes usually contain little or no general education, and
concentrate on methods of teaching. They last from a few weeks to one year
or more.

Some "developed" countries provide programmes of training for
"teacher aides", who participate in classroom teaching at a non-professional
level, helping the teacher with routine duties. Such programmes may be
classified here as 21401.

A diploma or certificate of competence is frequently awarded upou
completion of the programmes, usually after an examination.

21408 Teacher training for specialists such as those in vocational or adult
educatiol_programmes

Programmes of tlxis kind at the second level of education, first stage,
are found chiefly in the "developing" countries. They are designed for crafts-
men and technicians who, having first level and perhaps some second level
education, are being prepared to teach their own special craft or skill,
either in a school or out of school. Included also are programmea for those
who will become agricultural aides, demonstraters, village-level workers in
community development, youth leaders, sanitary aidea,Jand similar types of
workers in a wide variety of services of non-formal education. In some
"developed" countries, programmes at this level are designed to train "teacher
aides" who assist in classroom or shop work in schools without taking full
charge: of a class.

Stress is laid chiefly on teaching practice under the supervision of
skilled teachers and on group discussion of problems under the leadership of
a teaeaer or college lecturer. In addition, courses usually include school
management, elementary psychology and the history and principles of education.
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General education may also be included, e.g. study of the mother tongue,
mathematics, national or world history. For programmes in non-formal
education the techniques of teaching and of group leadership are supplemented
with training in the use of audio-visual media, demonstration, etc.

Programmes, usually full-time, last from a few weeks to a year.
Some first level education is required fcr admission to the programme, usually
supplemented by an into view.

A diploma or certificate of competence is frequently awarded upon
completion of the programme, often after an examination.

21416 Teacher training.for adult literacy teachers

Programmes of this kind at the second level, first stage, are found
chiefly in "developing" countries in places where there is a shortage of
people with complete second level education. They are designed for persons
enrolled as teachers in simple literacy (and sometimes functional literacy)
programmes.

Stress is laid on how to organize and manage adult classes and on
teaching practice, under the supervision of an experienced teacher super-
viser, using the books and other teaching materials and media that will
eventually be used in the literacy classes. Content generally includes
elements of adult psychology.

Programmes may be full-time or part-time, pre-service and in-service
and may last from a week or two to several months.

234 Commercial programmes

This field includes a number of programmes that combine education at
the second level, first stage, with some training in commercial, clerical,
and stenographic skills as well as an understanding of general office routine.
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The principal course content of these programmes consists usually of
about one half general education at the second level, first stage, the other
half being either general commercial training, training in typing and shorthand,tt
training in some other commercial programme such as bookkeeping, business
machine operation, office clerical operations, etc. The general education part
of the programme includes, i.a. study of the mother tongue or another current
language and its literature; mathematics; a foreign language; history;
geography; civic and sometires religious education; and physical education.
The specialized or commercial part of the programme varies according to the
particular speciality. The list of subjects includes commercial correspondence,
typing, shorthand, bookkeeping, business law, filing, operation of office
equipment and machines, commercial geography, elementary economics.

Programmes are s2onuored by a wide variety of schools, including state
schools and private business or secretarial schools or colleges, business
machine companies, private employers, government departments, etc. The
programmes forming part of the regular school programme at the second level,
first stage, are usually full-time and last from three to five years. Many
of the other programmes have a duration of one year or less, and some of them
(for example, training courses provided by vendors of particular nachines)
may last for only a few weeks.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion Df education at
the first level. Admission to some programmes, particularly those that do not
form part of the regular secondary school system at the second level, first
stage, may be granted primarily on the basis of interest and aptitude as
indicated by experience and maturity rather than on the bails of educational
attainment.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

23401 General commercial programmes

Programmes that combine the extension of general education at the first
level with a knowledge of simple commercial, clerical, and secretarial
activities. The programmes are not intended to provide vocational training in
the sense of the skills, knowledge, and abilities required for a specific
occupation but simply to provide a general background in office work. Those
enrolled have completed at least four years of education at the first level,
and these programmes usually last two to five years, full-time. These
programmes are sometimes attended by adults or by young people who have been
out of school for a time, for such students, the programmes may be offered
part-time acid may be of shorter duration (e.g. one year). In most cases the
general education component is important, but it may be somewhat diminished in
the part-time programmes.
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The specialized part of the programmes deals with subjects such as
commercial correspondence, simple bookkeeping, filing, typing, shorthand, the
use of office equipment, commercial geography, and the distribution of goods,
and services.

General education at the second level, first stage, usually accounts
for at least half of the total study time. It includes study of the mcther
tongue tInd/or another current language; simple science and mathematics;
history; geography; and sometimes civics, religious education, and physical
education.

Programmes are usually given as a special section or "stream" in a
general (secondary) school or in special institutions, public or private, such
as commercial colleges, technical schools, business colleges, or
secretarial schools.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma, usually issued by the school or college.

23404 Typing and shorthand programmes

These programmes are similar to those in 234(1, the distinction being
that within the specialized vocational component great stress is placed on the
acquisition of skill in typing and shorthand. The general education
component is often diminished to a third of the total time, one third or more
is allotted to shorthand and typing, and the remainder to learning about
general office routine.

The definition in 23401 applies in all other respects.

23499 Other commercial programmes

Programmes that combine the extension of general education at the
first level with training in an aspect of commercial or office work other than
typing and shorthand. The chief aim is to provide background in some aspect
of office work and routine while extending the student's general education.
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Those enrolled have completed at least four years of schooling at the first
level, and most are engaged in full-time education in a programme to last for
two or three years. Some may be adults or young people wh have left school,
and, in this case, the programmes may last only a few months or weeks, part-
time.

The specialized part of these programmes usually stresses one aspect
of office work, such as bookkeeping or business machine operation, but they
also include some training in general office routine, filing, typing, and
business correspondence.

The general education component varies in relative importance
according to the kind of institution providing the programmes and the kind of
student enrolled. It usually includes study of the mother tongue and/or
another current language; commercial geography; current affairs; history;

mathematics; and science.

Programmes may be given in secondary schools, public or private
commercial colleges, business or secretarial schools or colleges.
Occagionally they are offered by buaineas machine companies or private
institutions concerned with promoting the use of a particular type of machine.
They may be brief in-service or retraining courses.

A diploma or certificate of competence is usually awarded by the
schools or colleges themselves.

250 Health-related auxiliarmjmusEmEl

Thia field includes a variety of programmes that usually combine
education at the second level, first stage, with some simple training in
general health-related procedures. The programmes are designed to prepare
students for careers as cssistants to poubPic health auxiliaries. At this
level the programmes are typically directed towards the application of
technology in relevant procedures rather than towards the theoretical and
scientific principles involved.

Important subject matter included in these prograwmes consists of
study of background subjects such as chemistry, biology, basic human
anatomy and physiology, hygiene, and first aid.

Programmes may be either full-time or part-time, day or evening,
and usually include practical demonstration and student participation
in the relevant operations either in practice sessions or as employees.
They are often conducted in hospitals, clinics, or spacial schools.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education
at the first level, but mature students, especially those with relevant work
experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

.
25001 General medical auxiliary programmes

Programmes that combine the extension of general education at the
first level with classroom instruction and practical demonstration of
general public health problems and the administrative procedures used in
handling them. Included also is study of medical terminology and medical
record-keeping practices.

The specialized part of the programmes usually includes the
principles of public health, first aid, medical terminology, maintenance
of health records, hygiene, and general office procedures.

The general education component usually includes study of the
mother tongue and/or another current language; simple mathematics; science

(often related to health and hygiene); social studies; civic and/or

religious education; art; music and physical education.

Pupils are usually between 11 and 16 years of age, and have usually
completed at least four years of first level education. The programmes*

mainly full-time, last from two to five years. Programmes for adults
are usually more specialized, often part-time, and may last for one year
or less.

Programmes are usually given in special sections or "streams" of

general schools. Programmes for adults at this level are often held in
adult education centres, technical colleges, or other institutions.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate
issued by the school or by a public authority.
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25011 Nursing programmes

Programmes that combine the extension of general education at the
first level with classroom instruction and practical demonstration of basic
nursing procedures.

The specialized part of the programmes usually includes nursing
theory; nursing practice; basic human anatomy and physiology; hygiene; first

aid; nutrition; and elementary sociology.

The general education component usually includes study of the
mother tongue and/or another current language; simple mathematics;
science (often related to health and hygiene); social studies; civic and/or

religious education; art; music and physical education.

Pupils are usually between 11 and 16 years of age, and have
usually completed at least four years of first level education. The
programmes, mainly full-time, last from two to five years. Programmes
for adults are usually more specialized, often part-time, and may last for
one year or less.

Programmes are usually given in special sections or "streams" of
general schools. Programmes for adults at this level are often held in
adult education centres, technical colleges, or other institutions.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate
issued by the school or by a public authority.

25021 Midwifery programmes

Programmes that combine the extension of general education at the
first level with classroom instruction and practical deuonstr.tion of pre-
and post-natal care of the mother and child.

The specialized part of the programmes usually includes the
principles of obstetrics and gynaecology; basic human anatomy and
physiology; midwifery practice; hygiene; first aid; care of mother and
child; nutrition; and elementary sociology.

The general education component usually includes study of the mother
tongue and/or another current language; simple mathematics; science
(often related to health and hygiene); social studies; civics and/or
religious education; art; music; and physical education.

Pupils are usually between 11 and 16 years of age, and have
completed first level education. The programmes, mainly full -time, last
from two to five years. Programmes for adults are usually more specialized,
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often part-time, and may last for one year or less.

Programmes are usually given in special sections or "streams" of
general szhools. Programmes for adults at this level are often held in adult
education centres, technical colleges, or other institutions.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate
issued by the school or by a public authority.

25099 Other health-related auxilimmes

Programmes that combine the extension of general education at the
first level with classroom instruction and practical demonstration in the
practice of medical technology.

The specialized part of the programmes usually includes the principles
or techniques of elementary medical technology; basic human anatomy and
physiology; laboratory safety; collection and handling of specimens;
shipment of specimens; instrumentation; sterilization and disinfection;
laboratory glass and plastic ware; and first aid. Stress may be laid on
some of these and some may be omitted.

The general education component usually includes study of the mother
tongue and/or another current language; simple mathematics; science (of tan

related to health and hygiene); social studies; civic and/or religious
studies; art; music; and physical education.

Pupils are usually between 11 and 16 years of age, and have
completed first level education. The programmes, mainly' full-time, last from
two to five years. Programmes for adults are usually more specialized,
often part-time, and may last for one year or less.

Programmes are usually given in special sections or "streams" of
general schools. Programmes for adults at this level are often held in adult
education centres, technical colleges, or other institutions.

Usual award for successful completion is a dip-oma or certificate
issued by the school or by a public authority.
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262 Agricultural, forestry and fishery programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes that combine education at
the second level, first stage, with some training in agricultural, forestry
or fishery operations.

The specialized parts of these programmes tend to be concentrated on
practical aspects of farming, forestry, or fishery activities. These usually

consist of work undertaken on special farms, in woodlands or in fisheries.
Such practical work is combined with lecture and discussion periods covering
some basic principles of agricultural, forestry or fishery operations. The
general education component covers such subjects as study of the mother
tongue or of another current language and its literature, mathematics, history,
geography, and sometimes physical education. Programmes may be either general
or specialized in terms of subject matter. Specialities are usually provided
at this level in accordance with the particular structure of the agricultural,
forestry, or fishery industry in the area.

Programmes vary in duration, i.e, they may be for as long as two or
three years, with some lasting only a few weeks. They are usually given in
agricultural, forestry, or fishery schools or as special sections in general
schools. Programmes for adults may be given in special inntivttions for adults,
or in night classes in schools and technical training institutions.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the first level. Admission to some programmes, particularly those that do not
form part of the regular secondary school system at the second level, first
stage, may be granted primarily on the basis of interest and aptitude as indi-
cated by experience and maturity rather than on the basis of educational
attainment.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

26201 Agricultural programmes, general

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with elementary agricultural training. The main aim of these
programmes is to meet the needs of pupils in areas in which agriculture is the
principal e:onomic activity.

The specialized part of the programmes usually includes work in a
school garden or a farm, and practical instruction in the maintenance and repair
of simple farm machinery. Principal course content usually includes subjects
such as the use and application of fertilizers and insecticides; drainage
and irrigation; treatment of waste; comvosition and treatment of soils and
the preservation and processing of foodstuffs. The general education
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comporent usually includes study of the mother tongue and/or the current
language; simple mathematics; science (often related to crop and livestock
technology); social studies; art and music; civic and/or religious
education; and physical education.

Pupils are usually between 11 and 16 years of age, and have usually
completed at i.--ast four years of first level education. The programmes,
mainly full-time, last from two to five years. Programmes for adults are
usually more specialized, often part-rime, and may last for one year or less.

Programmes are usually given in special sections or "streams" of
general schools or in agricultural schools. Programmes for adults at this
level are often held in adult education centres, technical colleges, or other
institutions.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma
issued by the school or by a public authority.

26205 Agricultural programmes, specialized

Programmes at the second level of education, first stage, designed to
provide training in an agricultural speciality along with sone:general
education at this level. This kind of programme is usually directed toward
improving the skills and knowledge of those already employed in agriculture, or
toward equipping those who have left the ordinary secondary school programmes
for employment in agriculture.

Principal content of the specialized part of the programmes usually
includes work in a school garden or farm, and practice in the maintenance and
repair of simple farm manhinery, along with the study of one or two subjects
such as the use and application cf fertilizers and insecticides; the processing

of agricultural products; cattle breeding; dairy science; drainage and

irrigation; poultry farming; and farm management and record keeping. Rela-.
tively little time is usually spent on general education, although brief courses
in arithmetic and in the mother tongue and/or another current language are
often.intluded.

Programmes are usually given in agricultural or technical schools or
colleges, or sometimes in large farm enterprises; they are usually

accelerated and intolsive, lasting for one year or less.

Usual miniuum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the first level, but mature applicants with relevant experience are often
admitted with louer educational qualifications.
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Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

26211 Forestry programme, general

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with elementary training in forestry. The main aim of these
programmes is to meet the needs of pupils in areas where forestry is an
important (or the principal) economic activity.

The specialized part of the programmes usually includes work projects
in the forest and on the maintenaneP And repair of simple tools and equipment.
The principal course content usually includes the ecology of woodlands;
growth of trees; chemistry and physics of wood; logging and logging methods;

and forest protection. The general education component usually includes
study of the mother tongue and/or another current language; simple
mathematics; science (often related to forestry applications); social

studies; art; music; civic and/or religious education; and physical

education.

Pupils are usually between 11 and 16 years of age and have
completed at least four years of first level education. The programmes,
mainly full-time, last from two to five years.

Programmes are usually given in special schools. Programmes for
adults at this level are often held in adult education centres, technical
colleges, or other institutions.

Usual award is a certificate or diploma issued by the school or a
public authority.

26215 Forestry programmes, specialized

Programme, at the second level of education, first stage, designed
to provide training in a specialized aspect of forestry along with some general
education at this level. This kind of programme is usually directed toward
improving the skills and knowledge of those already eTnployed in forestry, or
toward equipping those who have left the ordinary secondary school programme
for employment in forestry.
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Principal content of the specializdd part of the programmes usually
includes projects of work in woodlands or forests and in the maintenance and
repair of simple equipment, as well as study of one or two subjects such as
the vbenistry and physics of wood; logging and logging methods; forest land
manesement; forest harvesting; and forest protection. Relatively little
time is usually spent in general education, although brief courses in
arithmetic and in the mother tongue and/or another current language are often
included.

Programmes are usually given in agricultural or technical schools or
colleges, and sometimes in large forest enterprises. They are usually
accelerated and intensive, lasting for one year or less.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the first level, but mature applicants with relevant work experience are
often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

76271 Fishery prnerammes, general

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with elementary training in fishery technology. The main aim of these
programmes is to meet the needs of pupils in areas where fishery is an
important (or is the principal) economic activity.

The specialized part of the programmes usually includes work projects
in fishing, the care of nets and other gear, the simple maintenance and repair
of boats and engines; courses in subjects such as pisciculture; the food of

fish, crustacea, and molluscs; the identification and classification of fish;
the preservation and processing of fish and other sea food; fishing methods;

and oceanography. The general education component usually includes study of
the mother tongue and/or another current language; simple mathematics; science

(often related to fishery applications); social studies; art; music; civic

and/or religious education; and physical education.

Pupils are usually between 11 and 16 years of age and have completed
at least four years of first level education. The programmes, mainly full-

time, last from two to five years.

Programmes are usually given in special schools. Programmes for

adults at this level are often held in adult education centres, technical

colleges, or other institutions.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma
issued by the school or by a public authority.
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26225 Fishery programmes, specialized

Programmes at the second level of education, first stage, designed to
provide training in a specialized aspect of fishery technology, along with some
general education at this level. This kind of programme is usually directed
toward improving the skills and knowledge of those already employed in fishing
or related activities, or toward equipping those who have left the ordinary
secondary school programme for employment in fishery.

Principal content of the specialized part of the programmes usually
includes work projects in fishing and in the maintenance and repair of fishing
gear and other equipment, along with the study of one or two subjects such as
the preservation and processing of fish and other sea food; the control and
use of wastes; new fishing technology; fish reproduction and pisciculture;
tha pollution of waters; and fishery protection.

Relatively little time is usually spent on general education, although
brief courses are often included in arithmetic and in the mother tongue and/or
another current language.

Programmes are usually given in technical or adult colleges, and
sometimes on large fishing vessels. They are usually accelerated and
intensive, lasting for one year or less.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the first level, but mature applicant! Toith relevant experience are often
admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

266 Home economics (domestic science) programmes

This field includes a number of programmes that combine education at
the second level, first stage, with some training in domestic science, including
general household arts.
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These programmes usually consist of at least one half the study time
devoted to general education at this level, the other half being either general
home economics training, home economics with specialization in cooking and
baking, home economics with specialization in dressmaking and sewing, or home
economics with other specialization such as household decoration, furniture
selection, or family 'budgeting. The general education part of such a pro-
gramme usually consists of study of the mother tongue or of another current
language and its literature, mathematics, science, history, geography,
and sometimes civics, religious education, and physical education.

These programmes are not designed to provide complete vocational
education but are intended to introduce the student to the field of domestic
science education which will be supplemented later by experience in operating
a home, on the job, or by further education.

Most programmes of this kind are given in general secondary schools,
often in special classes or sections. Some programmes are designed for adults;
these are likely to be held in iustitutions or community centres, and are
often of short duration.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. Admission to some programmes designed for adults may be granted
with lower educational qualifications to those having relevant experience.

Usual sward for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

26601 General home economics_ programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with some training in home economics, i.e. housekeeping, sewing,
cooking, consumer education and other household arts. These programmes are
not designed to provide complete vocational education but are intended to
supplement the basic part of education at this level with a general background
in domestic or household science. Many countries do not have these programmes

at this level of education.

The specialized part of the programmes deals with such subjects as
elementary cooking and food preservation, dressmaking and other sewing required
for household or family purposes, home decoration and the choice of furniture,

and usually some principles of nutrition. General education at the second
level, first stage, which usually accounts for at least one half of the total
study time, includes study of the mother tongue and/or another current language
and its literature, elementary science, elementary mathematics, history,
geography, and sometimes civics, religious education, and physical education.
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Programmes tre given in special sections or classes in a general
secondary school. In some cases, programmes of this kind are designed for
adults, and may be held in technical institutes or community centres. The
latter type of programme is often of short duration (up to six months), and
may be provided on a part-time basis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. Admission to some programmes designed for adults may be granted
with lower educational qualifications to those having relevant experience.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

26604 Rome economics ro rammes with re-vocational training in dressmaki
and sewing

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with some training in home economics and specialization in dressmaking
and sewing. These programmes are not designed to provide complete vocational
education, but are intended to supplement education at this level with some
basic household science and especially dressmaking and sewing. Many countries
do not have these programmes at this level of education.

A specialized part of the programmes deals with such subjects as
elementary cooking and baking, home decoration and the choice of furniture,
family nutrition, and especially dressmaking, including simple pattern
making, and other sewing required for household or family purposes. General
education at the second level, first stage, which usually accounts for at
least one half of the total study time, includes study of the mother tongue
and/or another current language and its literature, elementary science,
elementary mathematics, history, geography, and sometimes civics, religious
education, and physical education.

Programmes are given in special sections or classes in a general
secondary school. In some cases, programmes of this kind are designed for
adults, and may be held in technical institutes or community centres. This
latter type of programme is often of short duration (up to six months), and
may be provided on a part-time basis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. Admission to some programmes designed for adults may be granted
with lower educational qualifications to those having relevant experience.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.
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26608 Home economics ro rammes with 're- vocational traini in cookin and
food preservation.

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with some training in home economics and specialization in cooking and
food preservation. These programmes are not designed to provide complete
vocational education, but are intended to supplement education at this level
with some basic household science and especially cooking and food preservation.
Many countries do not have these programmes at this level of education.

A specialized part of the programmes deals with such subjects as
sewing, family nutrition, and elementary techniques in the home preparation
of food, especially cooking and baking, including basic sauces, the use of
condiments, canning and preserving of fruits and vegetables, including making
pickles, jams, etc. General education at the second level, first stage, which
usually accounts for at least one half of the total study time, includes
study of the mother tongue and/or another current language and its literature;
elementary science; elementary mathematics; history; geography; and some-
times civics, religious education, and physical education.

Programmes are given in special sections or classes in a general
secondary school. In some cases, programmes of this kind are designed for

adults, and may be held in technical institutes or community centres. This

latter type of programme is often of short duration (up to six months), and
may be provided on a part-time basis.

Usual minimum educeional prerequisite is completion of first level

education. Admission to some programmes designed for adults may be granted
with lower educational qualifications to those having relevant experience.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate

or diploma.
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26699 Other home economics programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with some training in home economics and specialization in a home
economics subject not covered by the above specialities, i.e. 26604 or 26608.
Some examples of the specialities included are household decoration, furniture
selection, family budgeting. These programmes are not designed to provide
complete vocational education but are intended to supplement education at this
level with some basic household science. Many countries do not have these
programmes at this level of education.

The specialized part of the programmes deals with such subjects as
elementary cooking and baking, dressmaking, and other household sewing, with
emphasis on the student's particular speciality within the field of home
economics. General education at the second level, first stage, which
usually accounts for at least one half of the total study time, includes study
of the mother tongue and/or another current language and its literature, Lc

elementary science, elementary mathematics, history* geography, and sometimes
civics, religious education, and physical education.

Programmes are given in special sections or classes in a general
secondary school. In some cases, programmes of this kind are designed for
adults, and may be held in technical instieutes or community centres. This
latter type of programme is often of short duration (up to six months), and may
be provided on a part-time basis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. Admission to some programmes designed for adults may be granted
with lower educational qualifications to those having relevant experience.

Usual award for successful completion of a program= is a certificate
or diploma.

274 Trade, craft, and industrial programmes, n.e.c.

This field includes a variety of programmes at the second level, first
stage, which combine general education with instruction and workshop experience
and technical or vocational subjects. When given in general secondary schools
these programmes are not designed to provide vocational education of the type
that results in qualification for a specific type of job, but are intended to
provide a general education with a vocational emphasis enabling the student to
sample various vocational fields and to acquire some familiarity with workshop
methods. Some programmes like designed for school leavers and for adults, and
these tend to be more intensive with little or no emphasis on general
second level education.
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The principal subject-matter content of these programmes includes much
of the regular school curriculum at this level, with somewhat less emphasis on
language, literature, and social studies, and in some cases with more attention
to mathematics, science, elementary drafting, blueprint reading, and a range
of technical subjects depending on the student's speciality. In addition to
the general technical programmes, the type of programme includes metal trades,
woodworking trades, electrical trades, other construction trades, mechanical
repair trades, printing and bookbinding trades, food and drink processing
trades, and others such as tourism and hotel trades.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. In programmes for school leavers and adults, however, vocational
interest and relevant experience may be given some weight and be substituted
to some extent for previous education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

27401 General trade and craft programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education

suitable as preparation for a range of specialized, more advanced, vocational
programmes or for on-the-job training, including apprenticeship.

Principal course content usually includes some basic instruction and
shop practice in such subjects as hand- and machine-tool operation, welding and

soldering, metal work, woodwork, electrical wiring and basic circuity, cement
work, plastering, bricklaying, tile setting, internal combustion engine

maintenance and repair, other mechanical repairs, drafting, blueprint reading,

plane geometry, etc. The general education component usually includes
mathematics, literature, science, and physical education, with little attention

paid to foreign languages, history, geography, or social studies.

Thede programmes are usually given in general secondary schools or
in technical schools. As general programmes, they form part of the secondary

school curriculum in many countries.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level

education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate

or diploma.
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27404 Metal trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in metal trades. These
programmes provide a general education suitable as preparation for a range of
specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job training,
including apprenticeship. They are not designed to give specific vocational
dducation for any particular occupation.

Principal course content varies with the particular specialization,
but usually includes, i.a. bench work, use of hand- and machine-tools, welding
and soldering, blueprint reading, metal casting, sheet metal work, and study
of occupational hazards and safety. In addition, the general education
component, which occupies at least one half of the study time, usually
includes literature, mathematics, science, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside of
the usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant
experience may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for
previous education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

27408 Woodworking trades programmes.

Programmes that combine general education at the second level,
first stage, with instruction and workshop experience in woodworking trades.
These programmes provide a general education suitable as preparation for a
range of specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job
training, including apprenticeship. They are not designed to give specific
vocational education for any particular occupation.

Principal course content varies with the particular specialization,
but usually includes, i.a. bench work, use of hand- and machine-tools,
methods of joining wood, basic carpentry, varieties of wood and their
characteristics, blueprint reading and study of occupational hazards and
safety. In addition, the general education component, which occupies at
least one half of the study time, usually includes literature, mathematics,
science, and physical education.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside of
the usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant
experience may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for
previous education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

27412 Electrical trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in electrical trades. These
programmes provide a general education 'bitable as preparation for a range of
specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job tr4ining,
including apprenticeship. They are not designed to give specific vocational
education for any particular occupation.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. bench work, electrical
circuit design, use of electrical switch gear, use of electrical test equipment,
diagnosis of faults, basic electricity and the principle of electro magnets,
operation of simple electric motors, blueprint reading, drafting, and study
of occupational hazards and safety. In addition, the general education
component, which occupies at least one half of the s-tudy time, usually
includes literature, mathematics, science, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level

education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside the
usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant experience
may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for previous

education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate

or diploma.
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27416 Building trades programmes, n.e.c.

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in building trades aot
included in 27404, 27408 or 27412. These programmes provide a general
education suitable as preparation for a range of specialized, more advanced,
vocational programmes or for on-the-job training, including apprenticeship.
They are not designed to give specific vocational education for any particular
occupation.

Principal course content varies with the student's particular
speciality, but usually includes general shop work to familiarize him with
shop work routines, blueprint reading, use of hand- and machine-tools,
drafting, study of local building codes, and vocational hazards and safety.
Examples of the trades included are cement work, brick laying, tile setting,
plastering, roofing, insulation work, heating and ventilating. In addition
to the specialized subjects of these trades, the general education component,
which occupies at least one half of the study time, usually includes literature,
mathematics, science, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside the
usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant experience
may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for previous
education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

27422 Mechanical repair trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in mechanical repair trades.
These programmes provide a general education suitable as preparation for a
range of specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job
training, including apprenticeship. They are not designed to give specific
vocational education for any particular occupation.

Principal course content varies with the student's particular
speciality, but usually includes, i.a. general shop work to familiarize him
with shop-work routines, blueprint reading, bench work, use of hand- and
machine-tools, internal combustion engine repair and maintenance, other
machine and mechanical equipment repair and maintenance, welding, sheet metal
work, and study of vocational hazards and safety. In addition to the
specialized subjects of these trades, the general education component, which
occupies at least one half of the study time, usually includes literature,
mathematics, science, and physical education.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. Howe'er, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside the
usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant experience
may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for previous
education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

27428 Printing

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in printing and bookbinding
trades. These programmes provide a general education suitable as preparation
for a range of specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-
job training, including apprenticeship. They are, not designed to give a
specific vocational education for any particular occupation.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. printing techniques,
press operation, typesetting and plate making, photo-engraving, kinds of paper
and their uses, types of printing ink, bindery processes, layout make-up, and
study of occupational hazards and safety. In addition, the general education
component. which occupies at least one half of the study time, usually includes
literature, mathematics, science, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside the
usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant experience
may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for previous
education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.
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27432 Leather and textile trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in leather and textile trades,
such as tailoring, upholstering, dressmaking, hat and cap making (millinery),
shoemaking and shoe, repairing. These programmes provide a general education
suitable as preparation for a range of specialized, more advanced, vocational
programmes or for on-the-job training, including apprenticeship. They are not
designed to give specific vocational education for any particular occupation.

Principal course content varies with the student's particular
speciality. It usually includes, i.a. general shop work to familiarize
the student with shop-work routines, simple pattern making, techniques of
cutting, sewing and other stitching, riveting, gluing and other methods of
fastening materials, leather tooling, etc. In addition to the specialized
subjects of these trades, the general education component, ihich occupies
at least one half of the study time, usually includes literature,
mathematics, science, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside the
usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant experience
may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for previous
education.

Usual award for successful comp1er4mn of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

27436 Food and drink processing trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in food and drink processing
trades, such as milling, baking, confectionery making, slaughtering add
meat cutting, fish curing,-canning and -preserving, fruit and vegetable
canning and preserving, milk processing, sugar processing, and beverage
processing. These programmes provide a general education suitable as
preparation fora range of specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes
or for on-the-job training, including apprenticeship. They are not designed
to give specific vocational education for any particular occupation.

Principal course content varies with the student's particular
speciality, but normally includes, i.a. general shop work to familiarise him
with shop-work routines, along with study of the particular materials used in
his speciality, their properties, uses, and the processes required for their
transportation, storage, handling, and processing. In addition to the
specialized subjects included in a particular programme, the general education
component, which occupies at least one half of the total study time, usually
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includes literature, mathematics, science, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside the
usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant experience
may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for previous
education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

27442 service trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and practice in service trades such as retailing;
barbering and beauty culture; waiter-waitress training; hotel trades;
laundry trades; dry cleaning and pressing; tourist guide, etc. These pro-
grammes provide a general education suitable as preparation for a range of
specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job training,
including apprenticeship. They are not designed usually to give specific
vocational education for any particular occupation.

Principal course content varies with the student's particular
speciality but these programmes usually include instruction and practice in
subjects such as the use, maintenance and protection of the relevant equipment
or machinery; study of the materials and supplies to be used; occupational

hazards and safety; methods and standards of customer service; etc. In

addition the general education component usually includes literature,
mathematics, science, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prereqbisite is completion of first level

education. However, for school leavers and adults outside of the regular
school system, vocational interest and relevant experience are often given
some weight in determining an individual's suitability for admission to a

programme.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.
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27499 Other trade and craft programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, first
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in a trade or craft not included
in the above list of programme groups (i.e. 27401 to 27442). These programmes
provide a general education suitable as preparation for a range of specialized,
more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job training, including
apprenticeship. They are not designed to give specific vocational education
for any particular occupation.

Principal course content varies with the student's particular
speciality, but these programmes usually include instruction and shop work
practice in subjects such as the use of tools and machines, study of the
materials and supplies associated with the speciality, occupational hazards
and safety. In addition to the specialized subjects included in a particular
programme, the general education component, which occupies at least one half
of the total study time, usually includes literature, mathematics, science,
and physical education.

Usual minilLum educational prerequisite is completion of first level
education. However, in programmes for school leavers and adults, outside the
usual secondary school programmes, vocational interest and relevant experience
may be given some weight and be substituted to some extent for previous
education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

280 Special programmes for the handicapped

Special programmes in education at the second level, first stage,
designed for thosa who, because of cognitive, physical, or emotional disability,
are unable to progress normally in the regular school curriculum - for example,
those handicapped by blindness or deafness, cerebral palsy, mental
retardation, emotional disturbance, or a combination thereof. Most of those
enrolled in these programmes have had previous learning experience in a
similar programme at the first level of education.

Programmes in education at the second level, first stage, are
primarily designed to extend and amplify instruction provided at the first
level. Subject content may be entirely of a general or partly of a technical
nature, and methods of instruction allow for individual differences between
students. Programmes continue the fostering of tha development of cognitive,
physical, communication, and social skills. Special etuipment such as auditory
trainers, developmental reading programme, and language aids programmes may be
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utilized although usually not to as great an extent as at the first level.
The basic subjects at this level - i.e. reading, language, mathematics, and
science - are included, and remedial instruction is provided on a regular
basis. Vocational education is often included also, particularly for the
mentally handicapped. Generally, students have compensated to some degree
for a specific disability as the result of previous remedial work, so that
instruction can now be provided via a method suitable to their current needs,
e.g. manual communication. Academic work closely parallels regular
programmes for the non-handicapped at this level. Supportive services including
audiology, speech therapy, psychological counselling, and occupational therapy
may be important elements in these programmes.

These programmes may be provided in special classes in regular
schools, residential schools, clinics, hospitals, or other agencies.

28001 Special programmes for the haadicappeds general education

Prcgrammes in education at the second level, first stage, primarily
designed to extend the elementary programmes of education at the first level.
Stress is placed on the acquisition of specific knowledge and skills by
utilizing approaches particularly suited to individual needs and capabilities.
The programmes include the basic subjects such as language, mathematics,
reading, history, and the sciences, as well as emphasis on remedial training
to offset the individual's specific disability, which may decrease as he mas-
ters a compensatory skill related to his handicap, e.g. braille, finger
spelling, and sign language.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
mathematics, reading, the mother tongue or another current language, geography,
history, civics, and the sciences. Material at this level tends to parallel
that presented in regular academic programmes at the second level, although
the time required for its presentation may be longer. Those with major
learning weaknesses of a specific nature, e.g. reading disability, may receive
remedial assistance in that area; thus such activities as developmental
reading programmes, perceptual training, nobility training, speech correction,
or behaviour management usually constitute a regular part of the daily routine

of the special programmes.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the first level, although the requirements for admission to this type of

programme vary and may not be based entirely on prior educational achievement.

Attendance may or may not be compulsory. Adults afflicted late in life may

participate in education at this level on a full-time or special tutorial

basis.
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Special programmes for the handicapped are provided in special classes,
residential or non-residential centres, clinics, hospitals, or other agencies.
NQte that students suffering from joint physical and mental handicaps are
usually accommodated in programmes for the mentally handicapped (see 28005).

28005 Special programmes for the mentally handicapped

Programmes at the second level, first stage, known variously as special
classes, or auxiliary classes, for the trainable or educable mentally retarded.
Emphasis is usually placed on vocational education which will allow the
student to obtain gainful employment.

Subject-matter content c7 these programmes usually includes basic
subjects such as reading, writing, and arithmetic in addition to vocational
classes, work, study or apprenticeship training in such occupations as that of
a gas station attendant (petrol station attendant), waitress, short-order
cook, filing clerk, upholsterer, etc. Those engaged in a programme for
restaurant personnel, for example, may be instructed in etiquette, personal
hygiene, and social skills as well as making change, taking orders, cleaning
tables, dishwashing, and short-order cooking. Such programmes generally
include practical work in a school workshop.

These programmes are usually given in special classes at regular
schools, special schools, rehabilitation centres, and private or public training
institutions.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite for admission is completion
of a similar programme in education at the first level.

Usual sward for successful completion is a certificate stating the
level of achievement.
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299 Other programmes of education at the second level, first stage

Programmes of education at the second level, first stage, not included
in the other programme groups, i.e. 201 to 280. The programmes included are
at the second level, first stage, in the sense that admission to them usually
requires completion of education at the first level or equivalent experience.
It is not likely that many countries have programmes of this kind, since the
coverage of the other programme groups at this level is quite comprehensive.

In some countries, young people attending school full-time take
instruction in playing a musical instrument, dancing, etc., outside of the
usual school day. In some cases, especially talented young people are
enrolled in special schools or special classes in music, drama, the dance, or
other artistic pursuits in addition to the usual school curriculum at this
level. Many of these young people who have shown particular aptitude are
studying with the objective of becoming professional arti*ts. The above are
merely examples of some programmes that would be included here.
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3. EVOCATION AT THE SECOND LEVEL : SECOND STAGE

The "core" at this level consists of education for those who have
completed the second level : first stage. General education is still an
important constituent but separate subject presentation and more specialization
are found at this level. Many students will have moved over to particular
sets of programmes such as commercial, trade or technical, while others
following the general programmes will be given more leeway in their choice of
subject courses. This level consists of three or four years of full-time
education.

Additional choice of subjects at Chia level may include such subjects
as physics, biology and geology; classics; some social science; and the
fine arts. The general programmes are often designed to provide the subject-
matter credits required for university, entrance or to prepare students for
examinations of the nniversity-eatrance type.

In addition to the above for the "core", this level covers an even
wider variety of programmes than those at the first stage, consisting of subject,
matter mainly having a specific vocational'emphasis. The educational programmes
included here are those requiting at least the equivalent of some eight years'
full-time education for admission or a combination of basic education and
vocations? experience that demonstrates ability to handle subject matter of that
educational level.

Some apprenticeship programmes for skilled trades require at least
eight years of education for entry because of the need for basic mathematics,
ability to read and interpret plans (blueprints), to work with technical
manuals, and to understand and handle complicated tools, machinery and equipment,
Such programmes are classified here because of their entrance requirements.
Other apprenticeship programmes which themselves provide for the additional
educational background required and therefore on entry require only first level
education, are included at the second level, first stage.

Other programmes for manual and production types of vocation at this
level are those containing subject matter consistent with training semi-galled
or skilled operatives. These are associated generally with such factors as
the operation of expensive and intricate machines and equipment in extracting,

manufacturing and transport operations; learning to handle materials of

various kinds involved in complicated industrial processes; packing and

handling products; and learning the skills and knowledge required for
assembling and repairing machinery and apparatus. Obviously the educational
background required is varied but not less than the equivalent of eight years.

Programmes for education in wholesale or retail trade and in-service

operations, include retail food, hardware, etc. trades, as well as hotel and

restaurant trades such as those of waiter, housekeeper, house steward and

matron and require some second level education for admission in some countries

and therefore are found here. Education programmes for personal service work

such as that of barbers, beauticians, morticians are also found at this level in

some countries.
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some economies programmes at this level are those containing
natural science, health, food preparation and household finance courses
suitable for qualifying graduates for employment in skilled work. Such
graduates are capable of undertaking careers in which experience will lead
to responsible work in dietetics, the maragement of large households or
small institutions, etc.

Similarly, office work programmes at this level provide full
secretarial skills, knowledge of the operation of complicated office machines,
etc. In some countries the para-m.dical programmes at this level provide
full nursing education, instruction in midwifery and prepare a range of
medical technicians. Other jurisdictions require complete second-level
education for admission to such programmes.

Agricultural, forestry and fishery programmes requiring at least
eight full years of schooling are obviously designed for the training of
skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery personnel or farm operators. They
include theory as well as practical application.

Many of the programmes at this level are designed for adults, any
are part-time and include retraining and sandwich courses. Thus the daration
of the programmes varies widely, from a few weeks to three years. The
important criterion for the determination of level is the educational (or
education + experience) prerequisite, but of course the level will be
reflected in the complexity, depth, level of abstraction and density of the
content.
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301 General programmes containing little or no technical education

This field includes programmes in education at the second level, second
stage, each of which covers a range of subject matter designed to further the
general education provided at the second level, first stage. Tliese

programmes stress the theoretical, philosophical, scientific or mathematical
aspects of the subjects covered, with little time spent on technical subjects
dealing with practical skills.

The principal subject-matter content of these programmes usually
includes the mother tongue or another current language and its literature,
other modern languages and literature, classical languages and literature,
social studies, including history, geography, economics and sociology;
natural sciences, including physics, chemistry, biology and geology;
mathematics, both pure and applied; the fine and applied arts; and physical
education. Although these are general programmes and include most or all of
the above subjects, students may specialize to the extent of emphasizing one or
another broad category of subject matter. Por example, a general programme
may emphasize the humanities, or the social sciences, or mathematics and
natural sciences, or some other broad subject area, although many students
follow a general programme frith no such subject emphasis.

Programmes are generally given in secondary schools and many are of the
type that lead to qualification for university entrance. They are usually
full-time and take from two to four years. Programmes of this kind for adults
may be part-time And given in the evening in schools or colleges or in adult
education centres. Some of these programmes are given by correspondence or
through radio and television broadcasts.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the second level, first stage. Mature applicants are sometimes admitted
with lower educational qualifications on demonstration of ability to handle
the subject matter at this level.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

30101 General programmes with no special subject emphasis

Programmes of general education offered in most countries as the
second level of the complete "secondary" school or (senior) high school.
They usually stress ideas and understanding rather than the acquisition of

practical skills. Studies cover a wide field of knowledge. Programmes,

usually full-time, last 2 to 4 years. Admission to the programmes may be open

to all who have completed a minimum number of years of schooling or only to

those who succeed in a selective examination.
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Programmes are often organized under subject headings. A set of
basic subjects is usually prescribed while other subjects are optional. The
subjects offered usually include the mother tongue or another current language
and its literature; one or more foreign languages, modern or classical;
social studies, including history, geography, and economics; mathematics;
natural sciences. During a three- or four-year course, students may study
as many as ten subjects.

In some countries and systems, the subject organization of the
programmes may be replaced by "integrated" schemes where problems or projects
are studied in "units of work".

Programmes are generally given in secondary schools or upper
secondary schools. In some cases they may be given in universities as
preparatory classes. Adults taking the programmes usually study in evening
classes in schools or colleges or adult centres, or by correspondence. Broad-
casts (television and radio) may be used to supplement other teaching methods.

A certificate or diploma is usually awarded by either the school or
a public authority to those who complete the programmes successfully. This
certificate or diploma may be required for admission to universities or
colleges.

30104 General progrrmmes with special emphasis on the humanities and
social sciences

These are programmes alternative to 30101, which permit scrim concen-
tration on the humanities and social sciences without neglecting other fields
of knowledge. Students are generally between !.5 and 19 years of age and
have completed 7 to 9 years of schooling. Programmes, usually full-time,
last 2 to 4 years. Admission to the programmes may be open to all who have
completed a minimum number of years of schooling or only to those who succeed
in a selective examination.

Programmes are usually organized under subject headings but may be
otherwise grouped, for example as "projects". The subjects offered usually
include the mother tongue or another current language and its literature;
one or more foreign languages, modern or classical; philosophy and sometimes
religion or comparative religion; the history of culture and of the arts;
world history; national history; geography; economics; sociology; and
sometimes political science. Students may concentrate on 2 or 3 of these
subjects, for example, they may choose 2 or 3 languages, history and philosophy
or some social science, although most cover a wider field.
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In addition to the humanities and social sciences, students usually
spend between a tenth and a fifth of their time on other subject areas - for
example, on "general knowledge", science, and mathematics; the treatment being
broad and stressing ideas rather than techniques.

Programmes are generally given in secondary schools or upper secondary
schools. In some cases they may be given in universities as preparatory
classes. Adults taking the programmes usually study in evening classes in
schools or colleges or adult centres, or by correspondence. Broadcasts
(television and radio) may be used to supplement other teaching methods.

A certificate or diploma is usually awarded by either the school or
a public authority to those who complete the programmes successfully. This
certificate or diploma may be required for admission to universities or colleges.

30108 General programmes with special emphasis on mathematics and natural
or applied science

These are programmes alternative to 39101, which permit some concen-
tration on mathematics or science, without neglecting other fields of
knowledge. Students are generally between 15 and 19 years of age and have
completed seven to nine years of schooling. Programmes, usually full-time,
last two to four years. Admission to the programmes may be open to all who
have completed a minimum number of years of schooling or only to those who
succeed in a selective examination.

Programmes are usually organized under subject headings, but may be
otherwise grouped, for example as "projects", as particular problems such
as "science and society", or around centres of interest. The subjects
offered usually include pure and applied mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
biology. Astronomy, geology, human anatomy, and engineering may sometimes

be available. Stress is usually laid on theory and ov ideas, although
industrial applications nay be considered. Students ray concentrate on two

or three of the subjects - for example, mathematics, physics, and chemistry,
or mathematics and biology - although most programmes cover a wider field.

In addition to the sciences and mathematics, students usually spend
between one tenth and one fifth of their time on other subject areas - for

example, on "general knowledge", history, or a foreign language.

Programmes are generally given in secondary schools or upper
secondary schools. In some cases they may be given in universities as prepara-

tory classes. Adults taking the programmes usually study in evening classes
in schools, colleges, or adult centres, or by correspondence. Broadcasts

(television and radio) may be used to supplement other teaching methods.
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A certificate or diploma is usually awarded by either the school or
a public authority to thoit who successfully complete the programmes. This
certificate or diploma may be required for admission to universities or
collegeP

30199 General programmes with special emphasis on other non-technical
subjects

These programmes are alternatives to 30101, with special emphasis
on subject areas not covered by 30104 or 30108. The areas of study may,
for example, deal with life and culture in Asia, international problems,
the ancient world, government or commerce and production. In all cases the
area of study is non-technical, i.e. it is not directly connected to the
production, distribution, and exchange of material goods or services. At
least three quarters of the total study time is devoted to the special
area, the remainder being devoted to studies covering other important areas
and often labelled "general knowledge".

The descriptions given JA 30101 to 30108 apply here, apart from the
description of programme content.

314 Teacher training programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the second
level, second stage, dealing with the principles an practice of school
teaching and with the training of instructors, extension workers and personnel
for out-of-school and adult education, both formal and non-formal. In pro-
grammes designed particularly to prepare students for teaching at the first
level of education, considerable attention is paid to the techniques of
teaching (teaching methods), including lesson planning and preparation,
classroom management, methods for developing group activities, and the
history of education. These programmes also devote typically equal time to
furthering the student's general education.
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Important kinds of programmes included are general teacher training
programmes with no particular subject-matter specialization, or specialization
in the type of student to be taught; teacher training with specialization in
a specific vocational or practical subject, such as music, art, physical
education, metal work, or commercial subjects; teacher training for pre-
school and kindergarten teachers. Different kinds of programmes are designed
for the training of teachers in adult education, i.e. the supervisors and
instructors of adult education classes of a more formal kind and for extension
and community development, health education of the public and other types of
non-formal adult education.

Programmes may be followed full-time or part-time, but most of the
programmes at this level are full-time and the students are still in the
process of acquiring second level education. Some programmes, however, are
attended mainly by adults (e.g. programmes for teachers of adult education,
programmes for teachers of pre-school and kindergarten children), and these are
often part-tine and evening programmes. The full-time programmes last for
one to three years, while the part-time are generally for one year or less.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage, but mature students with related work experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications, particularly in programmes
for teachers of vocational subjects and for teachers of adult education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a diploma or
certificate issued by a college or school, or by a public authority.

31401 General teacher training programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with teacher training. Educational theory and subject specialization
are stressed less than in teacher training courses at the third level of
education.

The teacher training component of the programmes usually involves study
of the methods and principles of teaching and class management; elementary

child psychology; and the history of education. Programmes also include
practice teaching and observation of lessons given by experienced teachers.
General education at the second level, second stage, usually accounts for about
one half of the total study time. It includes study of some or all of the

following : the mother tongue and/or another current language and its literature;
science; mathematics; social studies; art and music; manual training;

dramatics; civic, moral, and sometimes religious education; and often a

foreign language.

Programmes are usually given in special institutions such as normal
schools or teacher training colleges.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite for admission is completion of
education at the second level, first stage. Programmes, usually full-time,
last from one to three years. When designed for adults, these programmes are
usually accelerated and often last for one year.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a diploma or
certificate issued by the college or school, or by a public authority.

31408 Teacher trainin with s ecialization in a s ecific vocational, or
practical sub ect

Programmes at the second level, second stage, designed to provide
teacher training with specialization in subjects such as music, art, physical
education, metal work, or commercial subjects. These programmes are intended
principally for those whn will teach or give instruction at the first level of
education or at the second level, first stage, either in a formal school
atmosphere or out of school. In many cases, the programmes are also designed
to further the student's general education.

The teacher training component of the programmes usually involves
study of teaching methodology and class discipline; special requirements for
teaching the particular speciality for example the organization of a school
workshop; techniques of teaching skills requiring tools and machines; methods
of handling groups in gymnasium and sports activates, etc. Courses in child
psychology, educational psychology, and the principles and history of education
are often included. The programmes also include practice teaching and the
observation of classroom, shop, and other instruction by experienced teachers
or instructors. For young students, these programmes may continue and extend
earlier school experience both in general education and in the special subject.
Components of general education included are often directed toward astudent's
speciality : for example, physical education specialists may study human
anatomy and general hygiene; music specialists may study appropriate branches
of mathematics and acoustics, etc.

Programmes are usually given in special institutions such as normal
schools or teacher training colleges, but may be held in community centres,
vocational training centres, etc.
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Usual minimum educational requirement for admission is completion of
education at the second level, first stage. Programmes, usually full-time,
last from one to three years. Programmes designed for adults, particularly
those having work experience in the subject they intend to teach, are often
accelerated in the sense that less time is devoted to general education, and
therefore usually last one year or less.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a diploma
or certificate issued by the college or school, or by a public euthority.

31412 Teacher training for pre-school and kindergarten teachers

Programmes at the second level, second stage, designed to provide
teacher training for prospective teachers in education preceding the first
level. In most cases these programmes are also designed to further the
student's general education.

The teacher training component of the programmes usually stresses
study of child psychology and child development to assist the student in the
understanding and guidance of pre-school and kindergarten children; study of

the theory of play methods; and other group activities for young children.
Courses in the history and aims of education are often included. Programmes
also include practice in pre-school institutions under the supervision of
experienced teachers. The general education component of these programmes
usually includes study, of the mother tongue and/or another current language;
literature; history; mathematics; science; arts; music; and physical

education.

Programmes are usually given in special institutions such as normal
schools and teacher training colleges.

Usually the minimum educational requirement for admission is completion
of education at the second level, first stage. Programmes, usually full-

time, last from one to three years. Programmes designed for adults (often
women whose children are of school age) are usually accelerated and therefore

may last one year or less.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a diploma or
certificate issued by the college or school, or by a public authority.
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31416 Teacher training for teachers in adult education

Programmes at the second level, second stage, in teacher training
for prospective supervisors, teachers and instructors of adult education classes
including adult literacy, or for organizers, demonstrators, educators, etc.,
in extension or community development programmes. The programmes are some-
times designed also to further the student's general education.

The teacher training component of the programmes is usually oriented
toward the requirements of field work and the practical problems encountered
in adult education, including the principles and methods of adult education,
programme planning, and subject-matter selection in adult education, and/or
the organization, management and teaching of adult literacy classes. The
programmes often include practice sessions and observation in adult education
classes under the supervision of experienced teachers. The general education
part of these programmes is not a major component, and it includes study of
the mother tongue or another current language; literature; current events;
social studies; and often art, music, manual training, and physical education.

Programmes are sometimes given in special institutions such as normal
schools or teacher training colleges, in adult education centres, community
centres, etc.

Usual minimum educational requirement for admission is completion of
education at the second level, first stage. Many students in these programmes,
however, are adults who may not have attended school for many years. Most
should have completed education at the first level, and many should have some
second level education. For these mature students, experience, interest and
aptitude may be substituted for formal educational requirements as criteria
for admission. Teachers and instructors in work-oriented functional
literacy programmes may require qualifications-or experience in vocational
fields such as agriculture, home economics or a relevant sector of industry,
enabling them to combine the teaching of literacy with vocational information.
The duration of programmes varies, being up to two years for younger
students, but for mature students, or those having essential basic qualifi-
cations, being shorter in some cases two or three months or less.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a diploma or
certificate issued by the college or school, or by a public authority.
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31422 Teacher training for teaching handicapped children

Programmes at the second level, second stage, in teacher training for
prospective teachers of children affected by physical and/or mental handicaps.
The programmes are usually designed also to further the student's general
education.

The teacher training component of the programmes usually includes
such subjects as teaching methodology, the history of education, lesson
planning, class management, child psychology, and child development. In
addition, special attention is directed toward the problems of teaching
handicapped children such as the blind, the deaf, and the mentally retarded,
and the history of teaching the handicapped. Some students specialize in
teaching children with a particular handicap, and may learn special skills
such as braille or finger language. The programmes also include practice
teaching in schools for the handicapped and observation of experienced teachers.
The general education part of these programmes includes study of the mother
tongue or another current language; literature; history; mathematics; art;
music; and physical education.

Programmes are usually given in special institutions such as normal
schools or teacher training colleges, but for teaching handicapped children
they may be given in hospitals or other institutions for the handicapped.

Usual minimum educational requirement for admission is completion of
education at the second level, first stage.

Programmes, usually full-time, last from one to three years. When
designed for adults, these programmes are usually accelerated and often last
for one year.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a diploma or
certificate issued by the college or school, or by a public authority.

31499 Other specialized teacher training programmes

Programmes at the second level, second stage, in teacher training
for prospective teachers in specialities not included in the above
definitions of programme groups. They would include, i.e. programmes for
teacher training for prospective teachers in military schools, police schools,
religious schools, etc. The programmes are usually designed also to further

the student's general education.

The teacher training componenc of a programme is geared to the
speciality area and would include the general courses listed under categories
31401 to 31422 and, in addition, special courses appropriate to the particular
aims of the programme. Programmes of this kind also include practice teaching
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and the observation of experienced teachers. The general education component
is that appropriate to furthering a student's education at the second level,
second stage.

Duration of programmes, usual minimum education requirements for
admission, and usual award for successful completion are as described in the
definitions of categories 31401 to 31422.

318 Fine and applied arts programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the second
level, second stage, dealing with the techniques, performance and production
in the fine and applied arts. At this level, the programmes contain little
theory, but they aim at introducing students to an appreciation of art
generally, and to some elementary theory, and they concentrate mainly on
performance designed to lead the student to select his particular art form.

The principal kinds of programmes included are those concerned with
drawing and painting, handicrafts, music, photography, etc. These programmes
usually include courses in general academic subjects such as history, litera-
ture, languages, mathematics, and sciences when they form part of the general
secondary school curriculum. Other programmes for students not enrolled in
general secondary schools are more concentrated and specialized in the fine
and applied arts.

Programmes may be full -time or part-time, day or evening. Many are
of relatively short duration, i.e.one year. In some cases, periods of study
alternate with periods of work of practice in the relevant subject. These
programmes are sponsored by many agencies in addition to the general secondary
school system, including community organizations, individual artists, and
groups of artists.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. In many cases, however, particularly for programmes
outside the general secondary school system, students applying for entry need
only display an interest in the subject. Some programmes may require
applicants to demonstrate some aptitude or skill in the chosen subject.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.
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31804 Programmes in drawing and paintinl

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily consisting of
student exercises supplemented with lectures, demonstrations and criticism,
designed to provide the student with basic understanding and skills in the
techniques of drawing and painting, mainly through the use of examples from the
past and present. These programmes are usually designed to lead the student
from a study of the most basic and fundamental skills, techniques and materials
toward an encounter with more complex skills and techniques and a greater
array of materials. The earlier stages of the programmes are usually character-
ized by instructor-directed activity, with the student gaining increasing freedom
to direct his own activities as he moves through the programme.

The content of these programmes includes the study of the expreesive
qualities of line, shape, colour and texture, also perspective, composition,
and the particular techniques peculiar to such media as pencil, charcoal, pen
and ink; crayon, water-paints and oil-paints. In some programmes, particular
courses may be organized around specific subject matter, e.g. figure drawing
or painting, landscape drawing or painting, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. In many cases, however, the student applying for entry
to such a programme need only express an interest in the subject, but to
proceed to more advanced levels within the programme he must utvally demonstrate
sufficient aptitude or skill at the introductory levels. The length of these
programmes varies depending on the institution providing them. However, being
often a part of a general fine arts programme, they are seldom longer than two
years in duration.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

31812 Programmes in handicrafts

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily consisting of
demonstrations and student exercises, often supplemented with lectures,
discussion, and criticism, designed to provide the student with basic under-
standing and skills in the design and production of handicraft products and an
appreciation of their historical and cultural background. These programmes

are usually designed to lead the student from the simple to the complex in

i:achniques: in some of the crafts, this would mean from the making of objects
that are completely hand crafted, through those utilizing simple tools, to
those utilizing fairly complicated equipment. It is unlikely, however, that

programmes at this level would include much complicated equipment.
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The content of these programmes usually includes instruction in such
skills as weaving, pottery, leather work, metal work (jewelry), wood carving,
macrame (knot tying), origami (paper folding), bead work, etc. They often
include an emphasis on the design and decoration appropriate to the specific
craft, and something of the history of the techniques involved.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. In many cases, however, the applicant for admission
to such a programme need only express at interest in the crafts. On the other
hand, in areas where the skilled craftsman is respected, it is likely that a
student wishing to pursue formal handicraft training must demonstrate some
degree of aptitude before being allowed to enter such a progremme

31822 Programmes in music

Programmes at the second level of education, second stage, in musical
performance and theory, primarily consisting of demonstrations, student
exercises, and practice, often supplemented by lectures and concerts. These
programmes are designed to provide students with a general appreciation of
music in a wide range of forms.

These programmes usually include instruction in musical performance
on a variety of instruments as well as in vocal expromion (solo, small
group, and choral). In addition, they often incline study of the history and
appreciation of music, harmony, musical notation, and a brief introduction to
music theory and composition.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is compleeon of second level
education, first stage. At this level, however, these programmes are often
open to students who express an interest in music, but to remain in a programme,
a student is required to demonstrate sufficient aptitude and skill as the
programme progresses. Auditions are often required for vocal programmes.

Programmes vary greatly in length, but most are from two to four years
in duration.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.
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31899 Other programmes in the fine and applied arts

Programmes at the second level, second stage, in fine and applied
arts not included in the above programme groups (e.g. the dance), primarily
consisting of student exercises and practice, supplemented with lectures and
demonstrations. These programmes are usually general in nature, designed to
provide the student with an understanding and appreciation of the visual and
plastic arts and their history, as well as an opportunity to develop his ability
to express himself in non-verbal forms. The personal expression portion of
these programmes is usually designed to lead the student from experiences and
insights in a wide variety of materials to a greater concentration of his time
and efforts in certain selected materials. At the came time, the student
acquires increasing skills and techniques in his chosen media.

The content of these programmes is very broad in terms of the
artistic fields included. They usually invc,l.ve some experience in and
enquiry into many, if not most, of the media and processes involved in the visual
arts. Also included are courses dealing with the history and appreciation of
art.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the second level, first stage. In many cases, an applicant need only express
an interest in appropriate subjects; however, in order to proceed to more
advanced levels within the programme, he must usually demonstrate sufficient
aptitude or skill at the introducLory levela.

The length of these programmes varies depending on the sponsoring
institution. In general, however, they form part of a general fine arts
programme lasting for at least two years.

Usual award fo% successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

326 Religion and theology programmes

Programmes which combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with special courses in the religious and philosophical beliefs and
doctrines of one of the world religions and/or of a particular denomination
or sect within that religion. The aim of the courses is chiefly to develop
in the students an interest in ideas as well as intellectual power rather than
to teach specific shills of a professional kind. Students are generally

between 15 and 19 years of age but may be older and have usually completed
the first stage of the second level. Programmes, usually full-time, last
two to four years but, particularly with adults, may be accelerated and
intensive, and last only a few months.
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Programmes usually include the study of the mother tongue and/or
a current language and its literature; one or two classical languages
such as Pali, Sanskrit, Greek, Hebrew, Latin; social studies, usually with
reference to problems in modern society; philosophy. The specialized part
of the programmes concentrates on the metaphysics and doctrinas of a religion
as well as on its liturgy and ritual.

Programmes may be given in special sections of general secondary
schools; in religious schools or seminaries; in monasteries, etc.

32600 Religion and theology programmes

Programmes which combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with special courses in the religious and philosophical beliefs and
doctrines of one of the world's religions and/or a particular denomination or
sect within that religion. See general description 326. Programmes of this
kind are found in many parts of the world, e.g. Bible colleges in the U.S.A.,
traditional schools in Muslim countries; Buddhist monasteries in Asia. They
normally last at least two years, full-time, but with adults may last only a
few months.

Principal course content consists of lectures, discussions and tutor-
ials on subjects such as: detailed study of sacred books and texts; study of
classical languages; textual analysis and criticism; church history; theology;
history of worship and liturgy. The general education component may include
study of the mother tongue and/or a current language; philosophy; logic;
social problems. Normally, attention is paid to ritual, liturgy, and
religious music.

TTsual minimum educational prerequisite is the completion of second
level education, first stage.

Usual award is a diploma awarded by the school or by a religious
authority.
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334 Commercial and.businessprogrammes

This field includes a number of programmes at the second level, second
stage, that combine general education with instruction and practice in
commercial, stenographic, and clerical subjects, including an understanding of
general office routine. These programmes usually consist of about one half
general education, the other half being devoted to a general commercial
programme, a secretarial programme, or some other type of commercial speciality.

The principal course content depends on the student's speciality, but
most programmes include commercial subjects such as typing and shorthand,
bookkeeping, commercial law, business machine operation, commercial corres-
pondence, and general office procedures such as filing, etc. The general
education part of the programme includes mathematics, study of the mother
tongue or another current language and its literature, history, geography,
civics, and sometimes a foreign language, religious education, and physical
education. Little emphasis is usually placed on natural sciences or social
sciences, with the possible exception of an elementary course in economics.

Programmes are sponsored by a wide variety of schools, including
ordinary secondary schools, special schools, special public secretarial schools,
private secretarial schools, correspondence schools, employers such as
governments and large private employers, business machine companies, etc.
The programmes in the regular secondary schools are usually full-time and last
from one to three years. Most of the other programmes have a duration of one
year or less, and some of them - those that concentrate on one or two subjects -
may have a duration of only a few weeks.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. For some short, intensive programmes, candidates with
some second level education but who have not completed the first stage, way Le
admitted.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

33401 General commercial programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom study and practice in commercial, stenographic, and
general office routines. These programmes are usually sufficiently advanced
to qualify successful candidates for employment in office work.

Principal course content in commercial subjects usually includes
typing and shorthand, bookkeeping, commercial law, business correspondence, filing,

and office machine operation. The general education component, which occupies
at least one half of the student's time, usually includes mathematics, history,
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geography, the mother tongue, or another current language and its literature,
and sometimes civics, a foreign language, religious education, and physical
education.

These programmes are often given in general secondary schools or
special secondary schools, in which case they are usually full-time and last
for three years or more. Similar programmes provided in business or commercial
colleges, either public or private, usually for adults or young people who
have left school. tend to be more specialized with little time devoted to
general education, and to last for one year or less.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Admission to the more intensive programmes for
adults and young people who have left school may be granted with somewhat lower
educational qualifications to those having relevant experience and aptitude
for office work.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

33404 Secretarial programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom study and practice in typing and shorthand along with
some study of other commercial subjects. These programmes are sufficiently
advanced to qualify successful candidates for employment as stenographers
or secretaries.

Principal course content in commercial subjects is concentrated in
typing, shorthand, business correspondence, and general office routine, with
some attention to filing, bookkeeping, etc. The general education component,
which occupies at least one half the time devoted to the programme, usually
includes mathematics, history, geography, and the mother tongue or another
current language and its literature, and sometimes a foreign language,
religious education, and physical education.

When given in general secondary schools or special secondary schools,
these programmes usually last for three years or more. Similar programmes
given in business or commercial colleges, either public or private, usually
for adults or young people who have left school, tend to be more specialized
in commercial education and to have a duration of one year or less.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. In some cases, however, admission to the more
specialized, shorter programmes may be granted with somewhat lower educational
qualifications to those having relevant experience and aptitude for office
work.
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Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

33408 Clerical-typist programmes

Programmes in education at the second level, second stage, primarily
consisting of classroom study and practice in typing and general clerical
procedures. Some of these programmes may include study of other commercial
subjects, and of subjects from the general second level, second stage, school
curriculum. In most cases, however, the programmes are specialized in terms
of subject content.

Principal course content is usually concentrated in typing, business
correspondence, filing, business machine operation, and other general cleriAal
procedures. Some programmes may include shorthand, bookkeeping, commercial
law, etc.

Programmes of this type are usually given in business or commercial
schools, either public or private, and the majority are designed for adults or
young people who have left school. In general, they are of relatively short
duration, i.e. one year or less, although the less specialized programmes often
last for more than one year.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage, but some applicants with relevant experience and
aptitude for office work may be admitted with somewhat lower educational
qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

33414 Programmes in the operation of office machines

Programmes in education at the second level, second stage, prina=ily
consisting of classroom study and practice in the operation of office machines
such as calculating machines, bookkeeping machines, duplicating machines,
tape and card-punching machines, computer programming, etc. Some of these
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programmes may include the study of other commercial subjects and of subjects
from the general second level, second stage, school curriculum. Many of the

programmes, however, are specialized in subject content.

Principal course content depends on the student's speciality but is
usually concentrated in the operation of one or two types of office machines,
in tape or card punching, or computer programming. Othes subjects included
in a programme tend to be chosen ir accordance with the speciality - for
example, computer programmers woule study the various computer languages,
elementary systems analysis, programme documentation, and programme library
organization, etc. Programmes in business machine operation often include
some study of the machine's functioning, including the ordinary care and
maintenance of the machine. Some of these programmes contain other commercial
subjects such as typing, bookkeeping, business correspondence, filing, and
other general clerical procedures. General secondary education subjects, if
included, would consist of literature, mathematics, history, geography, and
perhaps a foreign language, religious education, and physical education.

Programmes of this type are usually given in business or commercial
schools, either public or private, and the majority are designed for adults or
young people who have left school. The programmes are generally of relatively
short duration, i.e. one year or less, although the less specialized ones often
laat for more than a year.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
educatict, first stage, but applicants with relevant experience and aptitude
for office work may be admitted with somewhat lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

33499 Other commercial and business programmes

Programmes in education at the second level, second stage, primarily
consisting of classroom study and practice in a commercial or business
speciality not included in the above programme groups (i.e. 33401 to 33414),
e.g. bookkeeping. Some of these programmes may include the study of other
commercial subjects and of subjects from the general second level, second
stage, school curriculum. Many of the programmes, however, are specialized
in subject content.

Principal course content depends on the student's speciality, but is
usually concentrated in subjects closely related to that speciality. For

example, a programme in bookkeeping would feature general bookkeeping,
preparation of financial statements and other statements required for business
management, maintenance of effective records of purchases, sales, inventories,
etc., commercial correspondence, and the operation of simple office machines
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such as adding machines and calculating machines. Other commercial
subjects may sometimes be included - for example, typing, filing, and other
clerical procedures. General secondary education subjects, if included,
would consist of literature, mathematics, history, geography, and perhaps a
foreign language, religious education, and physical education.

Programmes of this type are usually given in business or commercial
schools, either public or private, and the majority are designed for adults
and for young people who have left school. The programmes are usually of
relatively short duration, i.e. one year or less, but the less specialized
ones often last for more than a year.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage, but applicants with relevant experience and aptitude
for office work may be admitted with somewhat lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

350 Health-related auxiliary programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes at the second level,
second stage, dealing with the principles and practices of medical diagnostic
and treatment procedures and of general public health problems. The
programmes are designed to prepare students for careers as general public
health auxiliaries or administrative assistants in nursing, midwifery, and
other medical auxiliaries, usually under the direction of qualified profession-
als. At this level the programmes are typically directed toward the application
of technology in the relevant procedures rather than the theoretical and
scientific principles involved.

Important subject matter included in these programmes consists of
study of background subjects such as chemistry, microbiology, anatomy, hygiene,
mathematics, and psychology, in addition to specialized subject matter of the
particular speciality concerned. Many of these programmes also include part
of the regular second level, second stage, curriculum.

Programmes may be either full-time or part-time, day or evening, and
usually include practical demonstration and student participation in the
relevant operations either in practice sessions or as employees. Programmes

of this kind at this level are not found in all countries. They are usually

conducted in hospitals, clinics, or special schools.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage, but mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.
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Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

35001 General medical auxiliary programmes

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily consisting of
classroom instruction, discussion, and practical demonstration of general
public health problems and the administrative procedures used in handling them.
Included also is study of medical terminology and medical record-keeping
practices.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. the principles of
public health, simple medical treatmentwrocadures, including first aid;
medical terminology; maintenance of medical records; health legislation;
hygiene; and clinical administration. Background courses often provided are
bookkeeping, sociology, psychology, typewriting, and general office procedures.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate.

35011 Nursinsprosrammes

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily consisting of
hospital training and classroom instruction, dealing with the principles and
practices of nursing, including dental nursing.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
nursing theory; nursing practice; anatomy and physiology; nursing care in
common diseases; hygiene, including dental hygiene; first aid; geriatrics;
nursing care of children; care of mother and child; administering drugs and
medicines; care of dental and medical instruments, etc..; nutrition; language
and communications; basic sociology.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage.
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Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma
in nursing.

35021 Midwifery programmes

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily consisting of
hospital training and classroom instruction, dealing with the pre- and post-
natal care of the mother and child.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :

basic human anatomy and physiology; principles of obstetrics and gynaecology;
midwifing practice; hygiene; care of mother and child; nursing care of
children; administering drugs and medicines; nutrition; basic psychology;
first aid; language and communication; basic sociology.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate in midwifery.

35099 Other health-related auxiliary programmes

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily consisting of
hospital training and classroom instruction dealing with the principles and
practices of medical or dental technology in one of the many techniques required
for medical diagnosis and treatment.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
basic anatomy and physiology; laboratory safety; collection and handling of
specimens; shipment of specimens; instrumentation (centrifuges, microscopes,
photometers, ovens, baths, incubators, microtomes, dental instruments and
equipment); sterilization and disinfection; laboratory glass and plastic
ware; basic chemistry; clinical microbiology; blood banking; haematology;

clinical chemistry; and histology.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage.
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Usual award for successful completion is a certificate in medical
science technology.

362 Airtrictiralffitihsap&rorammea

This field includes a number of programmes that combine education at
the second level, second stage, with studies in agriculture, forestry and
fishery. The programmes are not all designed to train farmers, foresters, or
fishermen to operate enterprises; in many the purpose is to teach the
production of food and of materials from growing things as a science, and to
acquaint students with the place of agriculture, forestry, and fishery in
human life, culture, and civilization.

The specialized part of these programmes usually takes up at least
half the total study time, and includes periods of supervised practical work
on farms, in forests and orchards, or on boats, involving training in the use
of tools and machine maintenance. Management studies are often included,
e.g. bookkeeping, the finance of enterprises, legal aspects, etc. The
general education part of the programmes includes study of the mother tongue
and/or another cur,:ent language; mathematics; science; social studies;
etc. Course subject matter may be vocationally oriented, e.g. science study
may stress the ecological aspects of biology.

These programmes may be given in general secondary schools or in
other institutions such as agricultural colleges, technical schools, farmers'
training centres, extension institutes, etc. The programmes, usually full -
time, last for two to four years.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Admission to progrEmmes for adults may be granted to
applicants with lower educational qualifications who, through experience or
otherwise, demonstrate ability to master the subject matter.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.
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36201 General agricultural amme

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom, laboratory, and workshop sessions designed to provide
training in the production of food and materials from growing crops, and general
farm work.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. hay and pasture crops;
grain and miscellaneous crops; livestock improvement, animal anatomy and
physiology; soil science; crop management and weed control; animal feeds
and production; commercial handling; farm management and record keeping.
Practical work in school workshops includes the operation and maintenance of
farm equipment. Time may be spent in actual work on farms or in agricultural
enterprises. The general education component includes study of the mother
tongue and/or another current language; mathematics; science; social studies;
etc. Course subject matter may be vocationally oriented, e.g. science study
may stress ecology, the laws of heredity, the manufacture of fertilizers, etc.

Usual minimmeducational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature applicants, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate issued by the
school or institute.

36204 Animal husbandry programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom, laboratory, and workshop sessions designed to provide
basic training in the principles and practices of animal husbandry.

Principal coulee content usually includes, i.a. animal anatomy and
physiology; soil science; the breeds of farm animals; livestock production

and animal breeding; animal nutrition; animal pathology; diseases of farm
animals; animal product processing. Practical work in school workshops
includes the operation and maintenance of farm equipment. Time may be spent

in actual work on farms or in agricultural enterprises. The general education
component includes study of the mother tongue and/or another current language;
mathematics; science; social studies, etc. Course subject matter may be
vocationally oriented, e.g. science study may stress ecology, the laws of
heredity, the manufacture of fertilizers, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second

level education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with
relevant work experience, are often admitted with lower educational
qualifications.
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Usual award for successful completion is a certificate issued by the
school or institute.

36208 Crop husbandry programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom, laboratory, and field work sessions designed to provide
basic training in the principles and practices of crop husbandry.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. soil science;
agricultural mechanics; pest control; plant preparation; plant pathology;
greenhouse crop production: vegetable and fruit production; forage crops;
grain crops; cropping systems; and farm maimgement. Practical work on the
operation and maintenance of farm equipment is often proTided in school work-
shops. The general education component includes study of the mother tongue
and/or another current language; mathematics; science; social studies, etc.
Course subject matter may be vocationally oriented, e.g. science study may
stress ecology, the laws of heredity, the manufacture of fertilizers, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate issued by the
school or institute.

36231 General forestry programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom, laboratory, and field work sessivis designed to provide
basic training in the principles and practices. of forestry.

Princ_pal course content usually includes, i.a. general forestry;
wocd technology; scaling; logging; milling; lumber grading; silviculture;
forest improvement; woodlot management; bookkeeping and business writing.
Practical work on :he operation and maintenance of equipm;nt is often done in
school workshops. The general education component includes study of the mother
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tongue and/or another current language; mathematics; science; social studies,
etc. Course subject matter may be vocationally oriented, e.g. science courses
may stress ecology, the food of plants, the classification of trees, etc.
Field sessions may include actual work in woods and forests.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate issued by the
school or institute.

36251 General fisheryarmasma

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom,, laboratory, and field work sessions designed to provide
basic training in the principles and practices of fishing and the fishing
industries.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. oceanography; marine

biology; the classification of fish and other sea food; fish detection and

handling; fish processing; deep-sea fishing and in-shore fishing; simple

seamanship and navigation. Practical work on the operation and maintenance of
boats and gear is often provided in school workshops. The general education
component includes study of the mother tongue aad/or another current language;
mathematics; science; social studies, etc. Course subject matter may be
vocationally oriented, e.g. science courses may emphasize marine pollution and
ecology; the food of fishes; the reproduction of fish and other sea animals
and plants. Time may be spent working aboard boats and ships.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant work
experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate issued by the

school or institute.
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36299 Other agricultural, forestry, and fishery programmes

Programmes at the second level, second stage, in agriculture, forestry
and fishery not included in the foregoing programme groups (!..e. 36201 through
36251), primarily consisting of classroom, laboratory, workshop, and
field sessions.

These programmes may lay specific stress on some aspect of agriculture,
forestry, or fishery not covered above, such as agricultural marketing and
co-operatives; hydroponic farming; the culture, harvesting and treatment of

seaweed; the culture and harvesting of oysters and pearls; etc. The special
programmes are often combined with general education at the second level, second
stage. Their aim is not always to train technicians, but in many cases to show
that the productinn of food and materials from growing things is a science, and
to acquaint students with the role that such production plays in human life,
culture and civilisation.

Principal course content depends on the special technology of the area
selected and its scientific background. There is usually practical work
included on the operAtion as well as instruction in the maintenance of gear
and equipment. Time is usually spent working in an appropriate enterprise.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate issued by the
school or institute.

366 Home economics (domestic science) programmes

This field includes a number of programmes that combine education at
the second level, second stage, with studies in domestic science, including
domestic cooking and food preservation; sewing; dressmaking, etc., and
general household arts.

These programmes usually consist of at least one half the study time
devoted to general education at this level, the rest being either general
domestic science training, domestic science with emphasis on cooking and
nutrition, domestic science with emphasis on child care, or other
specialities in domestic science, including dressmaking, clothing design,
pattern making, or other domestic sewing, household decoration, furniture
selection, family budgeting, etc. The general education part of the programme
is broadly based to provide a background for the wide range of subject matter
required in domestic science. Programmes therefore usually include a range
of natural sciences such as chemistry and biology; social sciences such as
elementary economics and social studies; literature, languages, mathematics,
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and often physical education.

Programmes of this type, when given in a special stream of the
regular secondary school curriculum, are not intended to provide complete
vocational education, but are designed to give the student a sufficient back-
ground in general education and domestic science so that he can proceed to
further vocational education or to on-the-job training. Some of these
programmes are preparatory to third level education, especially in domestic
science.

These programmes may be given in general secondary schools or in
other institutions such as community centres, co-operative societies, etc.
Programmes given outside the general secondary school curriculum are often of shoe
duration (a few months) and more highly specialized in subject matter.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Admission to some programmes designed for adults may
be granted with lower.qualifications to those who, through experience or
otherwise, can demonstrate ability to master the subject matter.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

36601 General home economics programmes..

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom, laboratory, and workshop sessions designed to provide
training in running a home, caring for a family, operating a small restaurant
or bakery, etc. The special education component may consume as much as half

the total learning time.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a., cooking, nutrition,
sewing, home furnishings, child care, laundering, budgeting, home safety and
hygiene. Emphasis is placed on the acquisition of skills. The general

education component usually includes mathematics, physical and biological
science, and study of the mother tongue and/or of a current language. Little

stress is laid on the humanities, literature, or history.

Programmes are typically given in secondary comprehensive schools or
in technical or vocational schools, or institutes.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second,level
education, first stage. However, mature applicants with lower educational
qualifications but having relevant work experience may be admitted to short
programmes and courses designed to improve skills.
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Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
issued by the school or institute.

36612 Programmes with emphasis on nutrition

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom, laboratory and workshop sessions designed to provide
basic training in the science and practice of nutrition, largely at the smaller
institutional level. The special component may consume one third of the total
learning time, and vis;%s may be included to hospitals, factory canteens,
schools, etc.

Principal course content usually includes cooking and baking; the
preparation and serving of food; food purchasing; food storage; basic
nutrition; nutrition for children and expectant mothers, etc. The general
education component usually includes mathematics, physical and biological
science, social science, and study of the mother tongue and/or another current
language. Programmes are typically given in secondary comprehensive schools
or in technical or vocational schools.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. However, mature applicants with lower educational
qualifications but who have relevant work experience may be admitted to short
programmes and courses designed to improve skills.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
issued by the school.

36622 Programmes with emphasis on child care

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom, laboratory and workshop experience designed to provide
basic training in the care of infants and young children. The special com
ponent may consume as much as one half of the total learning time. Programmes
may include visits and brief working periods in nursery schools, creches, and
kindergartens.
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Principal course content usually includes child development, child
guidance, child care, nutrition, hygiene, and creative arts and crafts. The
general education component usually includes mathematics, physical and
biological science, and study of the mother tongue and/or another current
language. Little stress is laid on the humanities, literature or history.
Programmes are typically given in a secondary comprehensive school or a
technical or vocational school.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. However, mature applicants with lower educational
qualifications who have relevant work experience may be admitted to short
programmes and courses, especially those designed to improve skills.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
issued by the school.

36699 Other home economics programmes

Programmes at the second level, second stage, in home economics not
included in the above programme groups (i.e. 36601 to 36622), primarily
consisting of classroom,, laboratory and workshop sessions possibly supplemented
by lectures and demonstrations in various aspects of domestic science.

These programmes may lay specific stress on some asper:t of home
economics not covered by the foregoing programmes, or may combine the courses
in some unusual way. For example, the emphasis in a nutrition programme might
be on the presentation of meals (as in Japan), while another programme might
emphasize family life, etc. Principal course content usually includes child

care and development; housekeeping and household skills; family budgeting;

home safety; and hygiene. The general education component usually includes
mathematics, physical and biological science, and study of the mother tongue
and/or another current language, with but little stress on the humanities,
literature or history. Programmes are typically given in a secondary
comprehensive school or a technical or vocational school.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, first stage. Mature applicants with lower educational qualifications
but who have relevant work experience are often admitted to short programmes,
especially those designed to improve skills.

Usual award ft.r successful completion of a programme is a certificate.
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370 Transport and communications programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes at the second level,
second stage, which combine general education with instruction and workshop
experience in technical or vocational subjects related to tztasport and
communications operations. These programmes are designed to provide a
general education having vocational emphasis relevant to a range of
specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job training,
(e.g. apprenticeship). Although these programmes are specialized in terms of
vocational content, they are not intended as training for a specific
occupation, but designed to impart general information and experience in work-
shop methods and practices that prepare the student for further vocational
ed=ation, either in school or on the job.

The general education component of these programmes includes some
of the regular school curriculum at this level, with less emphasis on the
hrnanities, foreign languages, and social sciences. They vs "ally stress

mathemiltics, natural sciences, the mother tongue and/or a current language
and its literature, as well as subjects such as engineering drawing, blueprint
reading, elementary engineering, and a range of practical subjects depending
on the student's speciality.

37004 Ships' officer programmies

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and ship experience for the preparation of practicing
officers and seamen to work as Master Home Trade, Master Ferry Steamship,
Master Small Craft, Master Small Passenger Ship, Fishing Master, Tug mister,
etc.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
navigation; chartwork; ship construction; stability; shipmaster's business;
magnetic and gyro compass; electronic and other aids to navigation; rule of
the road; signals; meteorology; cargo work and maintenance; pilotage;
radar observation; marine law.

The general education component usually includes mathematics;
natural sciences; the mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history,
or social sciences.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in
a secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a
certificate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes
sponsored by employers or employers' associations, a certificate of
satisfactory completion is usually given by the sponsoring agency.,

37006 Railway operating trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom instruction and on-the-job experience to provide training
for railway operating personnel.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade but usually
includes diesel mechanics; dynamics; communications; signals; physics;

mathematics; and electronics.

The general education component usually includes mathematics;
natural science; the mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history,
or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant work
experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to short
programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, a certificate of
satisfactory completion is usually given by the sponsoring agency.
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37008 Road motor vehicle operation programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom instruction and on- the -job experience to provide
training in road motor vehicle operation. The main emphasis is on the
practical skills and knowledge required for road motor vehicle operators.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade but usually
includes such subjects as highway regulations, safety rules, basic vehicle
maintenance, simple repairs, vehicle control, vehicle insurance, highway
conditions, etc.

The general education component usually includes mathematics,
natural sciences, the mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history,
or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant work
experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to short
programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a
certificate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes
sponsored by employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory
completion is veually given by the sponsoring agency.

37022 Programmes on installation and maintenance of communications equipment

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with classroom instruction and on-the-job training in the installation
and maintenance of communications equipment. The main emphasis is on practical
skills and knowledge.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade but usually
includes such subjects as electrical fundamentals; basic electronics; power
measurements; electrical circuit analysis; electro-mechanical devices;
electrical installation planning; power system analysis; electronic
assembly methods; communication systems; control systems; switching methods,
etc.

The general education component usually includes mathematics,
natural sciences, the mother tongue and/or a current language aid its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history,
or social sciences.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant work
experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications yoghurt
programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically'given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational'school, is a
certificate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes
sponsored by employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory
completion is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37026 Postal service programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and on-the-job training in post office operations.
The main emphasis is on practical skills and knowledge.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade bueusually
includes such subjects as basic management, accounting, sorting, public
relations, business management, communication, etc.

The general education component usually includes mathematics,
natural sciences, the mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history,
or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. mature students, especially those with relevant work
experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to short
programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-

cate of successful completion. For short courses, usually sponsored by the
employer, a certificate of satisfactory completion is usually given by the

sponsoring agency.

,.
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37029 Other communications prasrammes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level,- second
stage, with classraam instruction and on-the-job training in co'rw'nications
trades other than those defined elsewhere in 370. Although some consideration
is given to the theoretical aspects of communications technology,, the main
emphasis of the programmes will be on basic practical skills and knowledge.

Principal course content usually includes the study of the various
aspects of a particular trade with special emphasis on such aubjects as
communication systems; control systems; and public relations.

The general educational component usually includes mathematics,
natural sciences, the mcther tongue andlor a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history,
or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant work
experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to short
programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
is usually given by the sponsoritg agency.

374 Trade, craft and industrial programmes, n.e.c.

This field includes a variety of programmes at the second level, second
stage, which combine general education with instruction and workshop experience
in technical or vocational subjects. These programmes are designed to provide
a general education having vocational emphasis suitable as preparation for a
range of specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes or for on-the-job
training (e.g. apprenticeship). Although these programmes are specialized
in terms of vocational content, they are not intended as training for a specific
occupation, but are designed to impart general information and experience in
workshop methods and practices that prepare the student for further vocational
education, either in school or on the job.

The principal subject-matter content of these programmes includes much
of the regular school curriculum at this level, with somewhat less emphasis on
the humanities, foreign languages, and social sciences. Thus they stress
mathematics, natural sciences, the mother tongue and/or a current language
and its literature, as well as general subjects such as engineering drawing,
blueprint reading, elementary engineering, and a range of practical subjects
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depending on the student's speciality.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. For programmes outside of the regular secondary
school system, candidates with lower educational qualifications but having
relevant work experience mny be admitted.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

37401 General programmes with a trade, craft, or industrial emphasis

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience, providing a general education
suitable as preparation for a range of specialized, more advanced, vocational
programmes or for on-the-job training (including apprenticeship).

Principal course content usually includes some basic instruction and
shop practice in such' subjects as machine shop practice; welding; sheet
metal and internal'combustion engine repair and maintenance; carpentry;
plumbing; electrical work; electronics equipment repair and servicing;
drafting, blueprint reading; engineering drawing. The importance of practical
skills is emphasized. The general education component usually includes
mathematics; natural sciences; the mother tongue and/or a current language
and its literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages,
history, or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature studentes, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to short
programmes and courses, especially those desigued to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory
completion is usually given by the sponsoring agency.
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37404 Metal trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education
suitable as preparation for more advanced vocational programmes, on-the-job
training, or apprenticeship in metal trades such as machine shop, welding,
sheet metal work, foundry work, and others. The pre-vocational component
may take up to half the time allotted to the programme.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade but usually
includes, i.a. bench work; the use of machine tools; welding (oxy-acetylene,
electric atc MIG, TIC); strength of metals; blueprint reading; pattern
making; casting; and occupational hazards and safety. The importance of
practical skills is emphasized.

The general education component usually includes mathematics;
physical science; the mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages,
history, and social sciences.

Usual minim= educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary compreheneisve school or technical or vocational school is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory
completion is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37408 Woodworking trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education
preparatory to more advanced vocational programmes, on-the-job training, or
apprenticeship in woodworking trades, including, i.a. sawmill technician.

Principal course content, in line with a student's speciality,
usually includes some of the following : the study of fundamental principles
of shop practice; kiln drying; traffic management; sawmill repairs;
cabillet making; stock billing; method of layout; types, grades and
measurement of wood; adhesives; standards of construction; layout of

windows, sashes, doors and stairs; building layout; concrete forms; wall and
floor framing and sheathing; blueprint reading; and safety. The importance
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of practical skills is emphasized.

The general education component usually includes mathematics;
physical science; the mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreiga language,
history, and social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short porgrammes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
oecondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational schpol, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37412 Electrical and electronics trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education
suitable as preparation for more advanced vocational programmes, for on-the-job
training, ot. apprenticeship in electrical and electronics trades. The pre-
vocational component may take up to half the time allotted to the programme.

Principal course content varies with the specific trades but usually
includes, i.a. bench work; electrical and electronics theory and practices;

armature winding for motors and generators; test equipment; testing circuits

and components; diagnosis of faults; theory and operation of radio and

television equipment; repair and maintenance of stereo high fidelity

equipment; navigational aids; repair and adjustment of electronic devices;

and work hazards and safety. The importance of practical skills is

emphasized.

The general education component usually includes mathematics;
natural sciences; the mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history,

or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second le'.(el

education, fi-.:st stage. Vett:re students, especially those with relevant

work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.
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Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certify
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37416 Building trades programmes, n.e.c.

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education
suitable as preparation for specialized, more ach-nced, vocational programmes,
on-the-job training, or apprenticeship in construction trades such as
carpentry, plumbing, electrical work, brick and tile laying, heating and
ventilating. The pre-vocational component may take up to half the time
allotted to the programme.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade but usually
includes, i.a., the principles and practices of construction and installation;
building codes; blueprint reading; the use of machine tools and hand tools;
occupational hazards and safety. The importance of practical skills is
emphasized.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
other programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
is usually given by the sponsoring agency.
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37422 Programmes for mechanics

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education
suitable as preparation for specialized, more advanced, vocational programmes,
on-the-job training, or apprenticeship in the mechanics trades of motor
vehicle repair, heavy duty construction equipment repair, machinery repair,
etc. The pre-vocational component may take up to half the:tine allotted to
the programme.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade but usually
includes, i.a. bench work; mechanics of solids, liquids, gases; internal
corbnstion engine repair and maintenance; pneumatics; hyIraulics; test
equipment; welding; machine shop practice; and painting on metal. The

importance of practical skills is emphasized.

The general education component usually includes mathematics; natural
sciences; the mother tongue and/or a current language and its literature,
with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history, or social
sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-

cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers cr employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory
completion is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37428 Graphic arts programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop (laboratory) experience, providing a

general education suitable as preparation for specialized, more advanced,
vocational programmes or for on-the-job training, in the printing trades and

photography. The pre-vocational component may take up to half the time

allotted to the programmes.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :

printing processes; letterpress; lithography; rotogravure; typography;

photoengraving; types of paper and uses; printing equipment; bindery

process; layout makeup; methods of colour reproduction; photography, both
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still and cinematographic. The importance of practical skills is
emphasized.

The general education component usually includes mathematics;
natural scieaccs; tie mother tongue and/or a current language and its
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages,
history, or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a
certificate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes
sponsored by employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory
completion is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37432 Leather and textile trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education
preparatory to more advanced vocational programmes, on-the-job training or
apprenticeship in leather and textile trades.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
fibre proceseiug; knitting; weaving and design; chemistry and dyeing;
textile testing; man-made fibres; simple pattern making; techniques of
cutting, sewing and other stitching; riveting; gluing and other methods of
fastening materials; and leather tooling. The importance of practical
skills is emphasized.

The general education component usually includes mathematics;
physical science; the mother tongue and/or a current language and ita
literature, with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages,
history, and social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school cr technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
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is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37436 Food and drink processing trades programmes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience in food and drink processing
trades, such as baking; confectionery slaking; slaughtering and meat cutting;
fish curing, canning, and preserving; fruit and vegetable canning and
preserving, milk processing; sugar processing; and beverage processing.

Principal course content varies with the student's specific trade
but usually includes, i.a. general shop work to familiarize students with
shop-work routines, along with study of the particular materials used in the
speciality, their properties, uses, and the processes required for their
transportation, handling, and processing; storage and refrigeration of food

and drink; personal hygiene and sanitation; pricing; business management;

and public relations.

e
The general education Component usually includes mathematics;

physical science; the mother tongue and/or a current language. and its

literature; with little stress on the humanities, foreign languages,
history, and social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with related
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-

cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion

is usually given by the sponsoring agency.
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37442 ProDrammes in servise trades

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and practice in service trades such as for example,

barbering and beauty culture; waiter-waitress training; retailing; and
tourism trades.

Principal course content varies with the specific trade. Programmes
in barbering and beauty culture usually include care of the hair, fa-!e, and
scalp; cutting and styling of hair; shampooing; shaping and colouring
of eyebrows and eyelashes. Programmes in waiter-waitress training usually
include fundamentals of good table service; menu terminology; table setting;
principles of hygiene. Other service trades programs may deal with display
of merchandise; cafeteria operation; commercial cookiag and baLiug; kitchen
management and sanitation; hotel and similar housekeeping service; advertising
and promotion (including tourist development); and personnel administration.

The general education component usually includes simple ecience;
the mother tcngue and /or a current language; sometimes a foreign language.
Usually there is little stress on the humanities, history, or social science.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. nature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admisted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual aeard for programmes of cnc year or -sre, typically given in a
secondary ccmpre.hensive seheol or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
is usually issued by the sponsoring agency.

37451 Laboratory assist nt vmgrsmnnes

Progrnmres that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction ant practical experience in the principles and
practices of service in laboratories.

Principal course content usually iacludes somn of the following :
basic sciences; basic electronics; laboratory safety; collection,
handling, preservation, disposal and shipment of specimens; instrumentation
(ovens. centrifuge, microscope, photometty, baths and incubators);
sterilization end disinfection; measuremeat and reagents; lad laboratory
glass and plastic ware.
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The general education component usually .includes mathematics;
the mother tongue and/or a current langu&ge and its literature, with little
stress on the humanities, foreign languages, history, and social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stade. :ature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion, For short courses, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
is usually given by the sponsoring agency.

37499 Other trade craft, and industrial ro rammes

Programmes that combine general education at the second level, second
stage, with instruction and workshop experience providing a general education
suitable as preparation for a range of specialized, more advanced, vocational
programmes or for on-the-job training (including apprenticeship). This group
of programmes covers specialities not included in the above group definitions
(i.e. 37401 to 37451), examples of the specialities being surveying, civil
engineering technology, topography, geology, training of technicians for
mines and quarries, plastics technology, chemical industry technology,
agricultural engineering technology.

Principal course content for these programmes includes instruction
and shop practice in subjects related to the student's speciality and general
vocational subjects such as the use of hand- and machine- tools, workshop
practice, blueprint reading, work hazards and safety precautions. In addition,
much of the general education curriculum at this level is included with
emphasis on mathematics, natural sciences, the mother tongue and/or a current
language and its literature, but with little stress on the humanities, foreign
languages, history, or social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications to
Short programmes and courses, especially those designed to upgrade skills.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
secondary comprehensive school or technical or vocational school, is a certifi-
cate of successful completion. For short courseu, sometimes sponsored by
employers or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion
is usually given by the sponsoring agency.
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380 Special programmes for the handicapped

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily designed for
those who, because of physical disability, cannot undertake the regular
programme in education at this level. Included are the deaf, the blind,
the motor handicapped, or those otherwise physically disabled.

Programmes generally include the courses offered in the regular second
level, second stage, curriculum, but methods of presentation and the physical
plant may vary, much of the instruction for the deaf, for example, being
presented through finger spelling and sign language in classrooms equipped
with special amplification systems. Handicapped students thus receive a
complete second level education, often within the normal time span, despite
the fact they would have considerable difficulty in a programme designed for
non-handicapped persons. Those unable to master all the second level
subjects are often enrolled in vocational programmes suited to their
particular handicap.

Programmes which usually take from three to five years, may be
provided in regular secondary schools, in special schools for the handicapped,
or in institutions of various kinds. Part-time and short-time programmes
are, also common.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the second level, first stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

38000 S ecial ro rammes for the handica ed general education

Programmes at the second level, second stage, primarily designed to
accommodate those who, because of a physical disability, cannot undertake the
regular programmes in education at this level. Students in these programmes
have no intellectual limitation but may be handicapped by blindness,
deafness, motor handicap, or other disability.
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Programmes generally include the subject matter of the general
programme in education at the second level, second stage, but the methods of
presentation and the physical plant may vary. Much of the instruction for
the deaf, for example, may be presented through finger spelling ane sign
language, in classrooms equipped with special amplification systems. A
programme for a deaf and blind student requires individual instruction and
the utilization of tactual-kinesthetic presentation of material. Some
remedial instruction may also be included.

Programmes, which usually take from three to five years, may be
provided in regular secondary schools, in special schools for the handicapped,
or in institutions of various kinds. Part-time and short-time programmes
are also common.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the second level, first stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

399 Other ro awes of education at the second level : second eta :e

Programmes of education at the second level, second stage, not
included in the above fields (i.e. 301 to 380). Some examples of
programmes that might be included if encountered at this level are those in
a civil security such as police work or fire protection; documentation
methods and techniques; mass communication methods; social work; physical

education. These are offered merely as illustrations.

Principal course content depends upon the speciality but usually
includes, in addition to the student's principal interest, some study of
general subject7matter at this level, e.g. basic natural science,
mathematics, social science, humanities. Programmes for adults are likely
to be more highly specialized and may omit the general education content.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, first stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted v_th lower educational qualifications;
particularly to short programmes and courst.s.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a

certificate.
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5. EDUCATION AT THE THIRD LEVEL : FIRST STAGE,
OF THE TYPE THAT LEADS TO AN AWARD NOT EQUI-

VALENT TO A FIRST UNIVERSITY DEGREE

The "core" at this level consists of education for those who have
completed requisite programmes at the second level, second stage, and who
continue their education in a type of programme that is generally not provided
in a university. Typically in these programmes less time and attention are
paid to the theoretical, general, scientific principles of the subjects
studied, attention being concentrated more toward application in particular
vocations. Thus programmes here are typically shorter in duration than the
corresponding university type, i.e. characteristically shorter than four
years. A programme's type (e.g. university or non-university type) is not
determined by the kind of in3tituticn that provides it. Thus, quite apart
from their "degree" programmes, many universities provide extension programmes
or general-interest programmes which would be classified here or in level 9.
Conversely, non-university programmes (e.g. junior college or community
college in the U.S. or programmes given in secondary schools in some
countries beyond the level for university entrance) that are recognized as the
equivalent of the first year or first two years of the university programme
when a student transfers to the university, would be classified at level 6
although other programmes of junior colleges, etc. would be included here at
level 5. The important criterion is the "level" of the education provided in
terms of educational preparation required for entry to a programme.

The "core" programmes at this level tend to parallel those of the
universities in terms of subject-matter categories, but are usually shorter and
more "practical" in orientation. Programmes of equivalent level to be
associated with this "core" are of very great variety in most countries and
are provided through many organizations of very different types. The pro-

grammes are typically specialized in subject-matter; many are part-time;

evening courses are common. Refresher courses and general-interest courses
are important segments of this level of education.

The sponsoring organizations are too numerous to list, but a
selection will indicate their nature. They include business concerns,
associations of employers (e.g. bankers' associations), labour organizations,
the armed forces, professional associations, co-operative societies, religious

bodies, local boards of education, universities (non-degree programmes),
private schools; hospitals and other institutions.

The unifying critetion for an these programmes is the prerequisite
that enrollees have completed the second stage of second level education

or have at least some education at that level plus appropriate vocational

experience to indicate ability to handle the subject matter. In other words,

the subject matter is such that its mastery requires the equivalent of full

second level education.

The range of subjects is very wide, as indicated by the detailed
categories in ISCED. To avoid a long listing, it is sufficient to point out

that the level of instruction is aimed at developing highly skilled technicians,

teachers, artists, office staff, transport personnel, prodaction supervisors,

journalists, police and fire protection staff, and the like.
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514 Teacher training programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to an award not equivalent to a
first university degree, dealing with the principles and practice of school
teaching, as well as the training of instructors, extension workers and
personnel for out-of-school and adult education, both formal and non-formal.

The programmes designed particularly to prepare students for teaching
in the regular school system at the first level and at the first stage of the
second level of education, stress the techniques of teaching (teaching methods),
including lesson planning and preparation, classroom management, methods for
developing group activities, organization and administration of the school
system, along with sessions of practice teaching and observation of experienced
teachers, with relatively little time spent on the history and philosophy of
education (education theory). Courses in the technology of education,
including programmed learning, are often included.

Programmes for the training of instructors, extension workers and
ol,hers to be engaged in out-of-school activities place more emphasis on
knowledge of the basic subject matter to be taught as well as special techniques
required such as organization and guidance of discussion groups, demonstration,
communication and the use of audio-visual media, radio forums, village
development committees, young farmers' clubs, etc.

Important kinds of programmes included are : general teacher training
with no particular emphasis on the subject matter or type of student to be
taught; those emphasizing particular subject matters to be taught such as
science, mathematics, social studies and physical education; those
emphasizing particular vocational subjects to be taught including fine arts
(music, drawing, etc.), metal trades, woodworking, mechanical repair trades,
printing trades, etc.; those emphasizing the techniques for teaching pre-
school-age children; those concerned particularly with teaching in adult
education, both fiu school and out of school; and C10610 concerned particularly

with teaching handicapped children. In most programmes some time is spent on
general academic subjects such as mathematics, history, philosophy, psychology,
geography and social studies.

Programmes may be followed full-time or part-time, day or evening, and
many are given during school vacations (particularly programmes designed to
improve the qualifications of employed teachers). Refresher courses are
common.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, but mature students with valuable related work
experience may be admitted with lower educational qualifications, particularly
to programmes for teachers of vocatioiril subjects and for teachers of adult
education.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a teaching
certificate approved by an educational authority.
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51401 General teacher training ro rammes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of lectures and practice teaching, designed to train school teacoers chiefly
for the first level or the first stage of the second level of education.
Various facets of the role of the classroom teacher are studied, with
emphasis on teaching practice rather than on the theory of education.

Principal course content usually includes the philosophy, history,
psychology, and sociology of education; teaching methods, both general
and specific; lesson planning; audio-visual aids; school administration;
and some general academic subjects such as mathematics, history, languages
and science. In addition, time is devoted to observing experienced teachers
and to supervised practice teaching.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with related work experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications. In short programmes,
especially those designed to improve the qualifications of those already
employed, work experience is usually given greater weight than educational
qualifications. Programmes are usually full-time, and last from one to
three years; they are given in a teachers' college, normal school,
community college or university.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

51404 Teacher training programmes with specialization in a non-vocational
subject

Programmes at the thi level: first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of lectures and practical activities designed to train teachers of non-
vocational subjects (such as mathematics, social studies, languages,
physical education, etc.) to teach at the first level or at the first stage
of the second level of education. Various facets of the role of the
classroom teacher are studied, with emphasis on teaching practice rather
than on the theory of education.
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Principal course content usually includes the history, philosophy,
psychology, and sociology of education; teaching methods; lesson planning;
audio-visual aids; school administration; courses in the subject to be
taught; and often some courses in general academic subjects. In addition,
time is devotee to observing experienced teachers and to supervised practice
teaching.

Usual minimum .educationzl prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with related work experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications. For short or emergency
progra-mes, especially those designed to improve the qualifications of
teachers, experience is often given greater weight than educational
qualifications.

Programmes are generally full-time and last from one to three years;
they are given in a teachers° college, normal school, community college or
university.

Usual award for successful completion is a c.,.,:tificate or diploma.

51468 Teacher training programmes for teachers of vocational subjects

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of lectures and practice teaching designed to train teachers of specific
vocational subjects (including i.a. music, art, industrial arts) primarily
to teach at the first stage of the second level of education, either in a
formal school atmosphere or out of school. Various facets of the role of the
classroom teacher and the out-of-school'instruetor "TO studied, with emphasis
on teaching practice rather than on the theory of et_ .cation.

Principal course content for those intending co teach school usually
includes the history, philosophy, psychology, and sociology of education;

teaching methods; lesson planning; audio-visual aids; school administration;

and courses in various aspects of the subject to be taught. In addition,

time is devoted to observing experienced teachers and to supervised practice
teaching.

Programmes for training of instructors for out-of-school activities
place more emphasis upon the subject matter to be taught and techniques such
as demonstration, the use of audio-visual aids, problems of commumication

with adolescent and Pfl..ult learners, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with related work experience may be

adm tted with lower educational qualifications. For short or emergency

programmes, especially those designed to qualify as an instructor in out-of-
AMIIMMIMI1IN11111111111
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school Activities, ssParienos is often given greater :weight than educational
qiilifications. Programmes for school teaches are generally full-time and
laut ose,or two peva in a taaahare collsgas,cornonnitY c0114180:4'ar 'Pedal
vecational'school; those for out-of7school instructors tend,to be shorter -
hookahs" weeks up tc a year and often part-time.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

51412. Teacher training programmesjarpre-school and kindergarten teachers

Programmes at the third level first stage, of the type that leads
to an.award not equivalent to a-first university degree, primarily consisting
of lectures and practice teaching desisned to train students -to teach pre-school
or kindergarten classes. Various facets of the role .of the pre-school teacher
are studied, with emphasis on Iteaching practice rather. than on the theory of
education. .

Principal course content usually includes the philosophy, history,
psychology, and sociology of education; courscs specifically related to the
teaching 'and directing of children at pre-school and kindergarten ages; audio-
visual 'aids; school :administration; and .sometimes general academic subjects.
In addition, time is devoted to obierving experienced'temiclierc and-to supervised

praCticf,Ceac4n&' . ,

Ilona/ 'ainimaim educational prerequisitiis completioniof seem*, level
educations, seCOnd stage. ,.,Mature stcdents withixeiated moik *Veriest*, maybe
admitted with lover :educational, ,que/ifications:

. ;for short ;or emergency 2

programmeiespecisilr.these designed to inproTe the 444lificatinnal.n.fteachern,
Work-experience ,is :,usually given jgceater weight then;eduCat4ona/ .qualifiqations.
Picigrammias are generaliy,full-time And 'last f!cal ea, tC? three,yearS.:44..4::-

.-

teachers:' college, normal IC.hool, or coimmmity college.

USual,aWaid for successful compietimm:Al a certificate or;dipiome..
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51416 Teacher training 1;rogramees for teachers in adult education n.e.c.

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of lectures and practice. teaching. designed to train studeuts as teachers or
instructors in adult educatien, including adult literacy and extension and
other types of adult out-of-school education. Emphasis is placed on
practice teaching and on the Practical aspects of adult education rather than
on the theory of education.

Principal course content is geared to the problems of the adults
to be educated, but usUally includes the history, philosophy, psychology, and
sociology of education;, specific courses related to problems of the teaching
and retraining of adults; relevant vocational or academic subjects; lesson
planning; audio-visuel aids; and school administration. In addition, time
is devoted to observing experienced teachers and to supervised practice teaching.

For staff of extension and other types of non-formal education,
emphasis is given to sociology related to development, adult and adolescent
psychology, learning theory and the study of attitude change, methods of
demonstration and the practical use of communication methods and media.

Usual minimum educational prorequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with related work experience are
often admitted with lover educational qualifieetions. For short programmes,
especially those designed to improve the qualifications of teachers or for
out-of-school instructors, related work experience is usually given greater
weight, than educational qualifications. .Programmes for school,teachers are
generally full-time and last two to four years in eta:schen' college or special
adult education training institution; those for instructors; etc., tend to
be shorter (one year or less) and, often part-tine.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

51422 Teacher train' ro ammes for teachi handle 4 children

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, usually consisting of

lectures and practice teaching designed to train teachers of handicapped
children. Emphasis is given to practice teaching and to the practical
procedures involved in teaching handicapped children rather than to the
theory of education.

Principal course content is inked to the handicaps in question and

usually includes educational foundat one; procedures for teaching handicapped

children; courses leading to a has c understanding of the physical, mental,

s..;cial, emotional problem of hand capped children; basic understanding of
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the- pxyzliological imPlicitiona Of 'the di:1461/1g . :leison planning;
Macao-virtual aids; and school administration. In addition, amnia devoted
to obssiriatiOn'of'.eigierienCed teachers and, to 'Prictiee 'teaching.

' Usual' minima' tdikitional' cOipliti§n of second ievel
edicition;' ttikond stage. Matuiestinleati'itith related- tamixt eiparience 'lky.

be admitted with lower aanc.ational'qUal.ifiatiens. °For'ihOrt-progrinomis,'
especially thOse deaigned to .iisProlin teeth:tr.,' Work
experience is usually given greater Weight than ethicatiOnal qualifiCatiOns::
Programmes are generally full-time, lasting from two to three years in a
teacheral College,f:caaositity college, or 'teething hospital.

Usual award fav sucCessfUl completion' is 'it certifiCate' or diploam..

51499 Other specialized teacher training programmes

Programmes 'at the third level : first stage., Of the type that leeds
to an setard not equivalent to .a first univeitity'clagree; designed to' train
teachers with specialities other than those defiled' abOire:.'.'Elphisil:'
to prOblems- of the claSsroost teacher' rather than 01 the theOrY- Of- eduCatiOn.

`Principal course content, is geared to the speciality in question and
usually includes the philosophy, history, piychOlOgy,s and leciologY' of
education; courses specifically related to teaching within the particular
area of specialization; lesson planning; audio-visual aids; school
administration; 'an.11 general academic subjects. In addition, time is devoted
to observing experienced teachers and to practice teaching.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite 'is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature. students with:related work experience may
be admitted with lover educational qualifications. Programmes are
generally fult-time and lasf; from one to three. years in a teachers' college
or specialized educational training school.

lisnal award for successful Completiai is a 'certificate or diploma.
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518 Fine and applied arts programmes

,

. This field,includes a variety of programes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to an aw rd not equivalent to a
first university degree, dealing with principles, teOniques, performance,
and production in thd,f4ne and applied arty. In th programmes at this
level, emphasisAs placed on the techniques, parfo ce methods, and relatedmin
practical aspects of the subjects with little attest on to underlying theory
or general principles.

,
,

The principal.kinds of programmes included, which aim at the develop-
,

ment of, artistic creativeness and of skill in performance,.are concerned with
drawing, painting, sculpturimg,/dancing, musical performauce, dramatic
performance, production of handicrafts,.photography ( ncluding cinematography,
television camera work, and press photography), and plied or commercial art,
etc. PrOOMMes in any of these areas usually incl e courses in related
fine or applied. arts Of well as courses in related s jects such as the
humanities, social andbehavioural sciences, and net al sciences. (Note
that programmes in architecture and town planning are not iicluded here but in
558.)

Programmes maybe full-tine or part-time, da or evening. Many are
of relatively short duration - i.e. less than one yea and they include
retraining, refresher, and sandwich couries. In tan "cases, periods of study
alternate with periods Of practice or work in the rel vent field. Programmes
are usually conducted in special institutions such at colleges of art, conser -.
vatories of muaic,/schools of dramatic art, of danci or other art
specialities. I n s omei cases. Programmes are provide in institutes of
technology, technical colleges-hr community collegeb. Programmes are
sponsored by many kinds of agencies which, along with the types of
institutions mentioned above, include musical organis tions, organizations

Iin the drama, dance c anies, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is d- letion of second level

education, second stage. Applicants with experience or talent but with lower
educational qualifications may be admitted to a progr after demonstrating
satisfactory performance in the subject concerned.

Usual award for successful completion of 'a programme is a certificate
or diploma indicating the kind of programme involved.
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51801 General programmes of art studies.

Programmes at the third level : first stage;'of the type that leads
to an award not equivalme to a first university degree, designed to.develcip
skill in design and in the visualand plastic arts, for-professiona/,'cultural
or recreational purposes. Programmes consist of lectures, grourdisCussion,
and studio practice sessions with applied vocational content taking up nost of
tho programme time.

Students are not expected to concentrate on particular areas. They
are encouraged to draw and paint; to make pots and ceramics; 'to design and
weave textiles; to shape wood and stone; to 'design stage sittings,-etc.

Programmes normally are given on a full- or part-time-basis in a
college of art and last the equivalent of from one to three years' full-time
study. The chiet aim of the programs is the development of creativeness
and skill in-a number of media, so a variety of subjects constitutes the
programme; Winding driving dnd #ainting, design, freehand drawing; history of
art, lettering or calligraphy, theory of colour and silk-screen printing,
history of the theatre; sculpture; bronze casting; dancing; music; handi-
crafts; drama; photography; etc. Of course, all programmes do not include
the full range of subjects.

Usual minivan educational prerequisite is completion, of second level
education, second stage, and/or demonstrated skill or talent in relevant
artistic pursuits.

Generally, certificates of competence areintarded on completion of the
programme, either by the institution itself or by a public authority. Success-
ful students may become professional artists.

51804 Programmes in draw and painting

Programmes at the third level t first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to aYfirst university degree, designed to develop
skill in drawing and painting for professional, cultural or recreational
purposes. Programmes consist of lectures, group discussion and studio
practice sessions with applied vocational content taking up most of the programme
time.

Programmes normally are given on a full- or part-time basis in a
college of art and last the equivalent of from one to'three years' full-time
studY. The chief aim of the programme is the development of creativeness
and skill in drawing and painting, but related prescribed courses may be
included in such sUbjects as design, freehand.dravins; Maori Wart, lettering
or calligraphy, theory of colour and silk-screen printing.
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Usnal.minimum educational prerequisite is completiOn Of second level
education..secondstage, and/or demonstrated,. skill or talent,in.drawing.or
painting.

,

Generally, certificates: of competence are awarded on completion of
the programme, either by the institution itself or by a public authority..
Successful students may become professional artists.

t:

51808 Programmes in sculpturing

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
° to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to develop

skill in sculpturing, for professigial, cultural or recreational purposes.
Programmes consist of lectures, group discussion and studio practice sessions
with applied vocational content taking up most of the programme time

Programmes normally are given on a full- or part-time basis in a
college of art and last the equivalent of from one to three years' full-time
study. The chief aim of the programme is the development of creativeness and
skill in sculpturing, but related prescribed courses may be included in snob;
things as the history of culpture, basic form and design -Vilna did spatial
relationships. . . ,

Usual minima educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, and/or demonstreted,skill or talent in sculpturing.

Generally certificates of competence are awarded on completion of the
programme, either by the institution itself or by a pbblic cntbority. Success-
ful.students may become professional sculptors.

51812 Programmes in handicraft.

Programmes at the third level z first stage. of the type ttiat.leade
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to develop
skill in handicrafts for professional, cultural or recreational purposes.
Programmes consist of lectures, group disonssionnnd studio practice sessions
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with applied vocational content taking up most of the programme time. Students
normally, devote themselves to one aspect of handicrafts such as jewellery,
pottery, weaving or woodcarving.

Programmes normally are given op a full- or part-time basis in a
college of art and last the equivalent of from one to three years' full-time
study. The chief aim of the programme is the development of creativeness and
skill in the chosen field of study, but related prescribed courses may be
included in such things as centrifugal casting, common hand and heavy tools,
kilns, soldering torches, colour, history of art.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, and/or demonstrated skill or talent in doing
handicrafts.

Generally, certificates of ccapetence are awarded on completion of
the programme, either by the institution itself or by a public authority.
Successful students may become professional potters, woodcarvers, etc.

51822 Programmes in music

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to develop
skill in music for professional, cultural or recreational purposes. Pro-
grammes consist of lectures, group discussion and studio practice sessions with
applied vocational content taking up most of the programa time. Students
normally devote themselves to one aspect of music such as singing playing an
instrument, arranging or conducting.

Programmes normally are given on a full- or pert-time basis in a
music school and last the equivalent of from one to three years' full-time
study. The chief aim of the programme is tht development of creativeness and
skill in the chosen field of study, but related prescribed courses may be
included in such subjects as music history, harmony, counterpoint, aural theory,
orchestration, arranging and composition.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, and/or demonstrated skill or talent in the chosen
field of study.

Generally, certificates of competence are awarded on completion of the
programme, either by the institution itself or by a public authority. Success-
ful students may become professional musicians.
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51832 ,,Programmes in the drama
.

Programmed at the third level:: first stage, of the trpe,that.leade
to an award not equivalent to a,first university degrse,designed to develop
skill in drama for profeasional, cultural or recreational purposes. Pro-
grammes consist of lectures, group discussion and studio practice sessions with
applied vccational content taking up most of the programme time. Students
normally devote themselves to one aspect of drama such as acting, stagecraft,
make-up or direction.

Programmes normally are given on a full- or part-time basis in a: drama
school and last the equivalent of from one to three years' full-time study.
The chief aim of the programme is,the development of creativeness and skill
in the chosen field of study,,but related prascribed courses may be included in
such subjects as acting, voice and diction, stagecraft, history of the theatre,
oral interpretation, rehearsal, and production.

Vsual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, sud/or,damonstrated skills or talent in the chassis
field of drama.

Generally,,certificates of competence are awarded ee ieePietiee-Of the
programme, either by the institution,itself or by a public authority,. ,Success-

ful, students u47 hecene professional actors, cage ,managerst ;mskc=ap .srtOts,,
dirictori, etc:

51842 Programmes in photography. and cinematography

Programmes at ths,thitd t7Ps, that leads.
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, di igued to develop

skill in photography or cinematography for professional, cu/tural or
recreational purposes. Programmes consist of lectures, group discussion and
studio practice sessions, with applied vocational content taking up most of
the programme time. Students normally devote themselves to one aspect of
photography or cinematography.

Programmes normally are given on a full- or part-time basil in a

college of art or institute of teChnology, and last the equivalent of from one
to three years'. full-tine study. The chief aim of the programme is the
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development of creativeness and skill in the chosen field of study, but related
prescribed courses may be included in such things as art history, animation,
design, visual fundamentals, colour and the camera.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, and/or demonstrated skill or talent in the chosen
field.

Generally, certificates of competence are awarded on completion of
the programme, either by the institutiou itself or by a public' authority.
Successful students may become professional photographers or cameramen.

51899 Other fiaLni11221itiLSEILEMESEIREE

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to develop
skill in fine arts programmes not previously defined, for) professional,
cultural or recreational purposes. Programmes consist of lectures, group
discussion and studio practice sessions with applied vocational content
taking up most of the programme time. Students may devote themselves to one
particular fine gut, e.g. the dance, but most programmes are more general in
content.

Programmes normally are given on a full- or part-time basis in an
appropriate college or institute and last the equivalent of from one to three
years' full-time study. The chief aim of the programme is the development of
creativeness and skill in the chosen field of study, but related prescribed
courses may be included.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, and/or demonstrated skill or talent in the chosen
field of study.

Generally, certificates of competence are awarded on completion of
the programme, either by the institution itself or by a public authority.
Successful students may become professionals in their field.
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522 Humanities programmes

This field includes a variety of programme.. in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to an award not equivalent to a
first university degree, dealing with the principles and practices of subjects
in the humanities. In these programmes, attention is directed tYPically
toward the practical application of languages and other branches of the
humanities rather than to underlying principles or philosophies.

Principal kinds of programmes included are those dealing with
languages such as translation, interpretation, etc.; programmes in the
literature of the current or vernacular language, including programmes in,
creative writing, and programmes in history, etc. A programme in any of these
subjects usually contains some background courses in related humanities subjects
designed to supplement and assist in mastering a major subject. Other back-
ground courses often include ,a selection from the social and behavioural sciences,
natural sciences, commercial and business administration, and mathematics.

Programmes may be full -time or part-time, day or evening. Many are
of relatively short duration - i.e. less than one year - and include
retraining, refresher, and sandwich, courses. Programmes are usually conducted
in institutes of technology, technical colleges or community colleges, special
schools. Many different kinds of agencies sponsor these programmes, some
examples being government departments and other government agencies, armed
services, professional societies, trade unions, employers and enploYerst
associations, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of .second ievel
education, second stage, but mature students, especially those with relevant,
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

ibWeVer, these programmes require at..least some second level education,_ supple-
mented by experience, to enable students to master the subject mattor.

Usual award for successful completion oi a programme is a certificate
or diploma indicating the kin c)f programme involved.

52202 Programmes for interpreters and translators

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of lectures, group discussions, laboratory work, and practice sessions dealing
with the principles and methods of language translation and interpretation.

Principal course content usually includes some Of the following
language instruction appropriate to the requirements of the etudent; pkilologY,
including etymology; grammar, criticism,, iterary and linguistic history.
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These programmes involve laboratory and practice sessions using tape
recorders and other equipment, including the development of techniques for
rapid note-taking and accurate deciphering. Baekground courses often
included are oral expression, literature, creative writing, and
appropriate specialities in the other humanities social and behavioural
sciences, and natural sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a language programme. For admission to
most programmes for interpreters and transletors, the language skills
required imply educational qualifications that include some university
education.

Usual award for successful completion of the programme is a
certificate or diploma.

52208 Other programmes in languages, exceat the current or vernacular
language

Programmes at the third level :.first stage, of the tYPe that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom sessions and oral practice in one or more foreign languages.
The latter may be classical - for example, Sanskrit - but they are usually
languages in current use. The ones most frequently studied have currency
throughout large areas - for example, English, Russian, Mandarin and Hindi.
The emphasis is usually on the use of and proficiency in a language rather
than on its literature or history.

These programmes are typically given in commercial or technical
colleges or institutes, often in private business colleges or laiguage
schools. They usually last one year or more.

Principal course content includes si le grammar and syntax;
composition in the language; translation fr. the language; elementary
study of its modern literature; practice in conversation;` letter-writing
in the (language. In some instances, programmes may focus on the needs of
commercial correspondents, of representatives in offices, or of air
personnel. Language laboratories are frequently available. A required
feature may be periods of study abroad, in the countries in which the, languagi
being studied is in current usage.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature applicants with relevant experience may be
admitted with lower educational qualifica4ons. Adnission may be ribject to
the passing of a special language test.
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Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

52211 Programmes in the current .or vernacular language and its literature

Programmes at the third level : first stage, If the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom sessions and oral practice in the language currently spoken and
used. Language laboratories, tape recorders and other devices are employed.

These programme are typically given in creelc.ial or technical
colleges or institutes, often in private business. colleges or language schools.
They usually last one year or more Participants fall into two main
categories, i.e. immigrants seeking to improve their command Orthe vernacular,
and natives interested in deepening their knowledge and understanding of -their
mother tongue.

Principal course content usually includes grammar and syntax;.
general linguistics; principles of literary criticism; history.: of literature;
and sometimes the philosophy, phonology and 'morphology of the language.. Stress
may be laid on the writing of essays, which in ,some cases become .short theses.
Students may be encouraged,to write poetry.

Usual minium educational prerequieita is, completion of secondlevel
education, second stage, Mature applicants with relevant experience may be
admitted with lower edurtational qualifications.

Usual award for succesful completiOn is 'a .certificate or diPloaa.

52299 Other humanities programmes.

Programmes at the, third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to en award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting

of instruction and practice in languages or the humanities but not classifiable

under 52202, 52208 or 52211. Such programers may stress an international

language - for example, esperanto - comparative literature and language; a

classical language; history; archaeology; philosophy, etc.
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Principal course content'usually includes elementary study of the
grammar and syntax of one or more languages and prfctice inusing a language,
both in conversation and in writing. OtherIeatutes of these programmes
would depend on whether the chief aim is artistic, cultural, philosophical,
idealogical, or political. The programmes usually last one year and are
typically given in a techiical or other college or institute.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education second stage, but nature sttIents, especially thosevith relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a programs is a-certificate
or diplcia.indicating tha kind of programme involved.

u

526 Idiom add theology prograumes *

Programmes in eduestici aethe third level z. nut stage, of the type
that leads to mu award not equivalent to i first umiversitydegree, concerned

;Alith the study of religious doctrine, the performance of'religiois rites and
offices; and the propagation of,religious beliefs. Theological schairship
is stressed les" than in programmes,letding to university degitesiiith'greater
emphasis in study being placed on the practical /Ile of ministers of religion,
priests, or other religious worker'. I

Principal course content usually includes- study of relevent classical
languages (e.g. Pali, Sanskrit, Hebrew,.Greek, Lltin, etc.), courses.in
religious tistory, the riIiivancothmolOgy, compafitive priaihinflp

singing, worship, and ritual. In'addition, for those planning to become
ministers' of religion, time is devoted to practical work among people and to
assisting qualified ministers of religion in the performance of,religious
services and offices in places of worship.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completionbof second level
education, second stage. Mature students with appropriate motivation may be
admitted :ith lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for completion of a programme leading to ordination as a
minister of religion is the ordination ceremony. For other programmes a
certificate or diploma is usually awarded.
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52600 Religion and theology programmes

(See definition under 526)

530 Social and behavioural science programmes

This field inludes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, oi the type that leads 0 an award not equivalent to a
first university degree, dealing with the principles and practices of social
and behavioural sciences. Although theory is not ignored, typically in these
programmes attention is directed toward the practical, technological and
factual aspects of the subjects studied, with relatively little time,spent on
theoretical principles and research projects.

The principal kinds of programmes ate those dealing with economics,
political science, sociology, psychology, geography, anthropology, etc.: A
programme in any of these subjects usually contains some.background courses in
related social and behavioural'sciencea,designed to supplement and assist in
mastering the major subject. Other background courses usually include some
fromhumanities, natural science,'commercial and business administration,
mathematics, computer science, and statistics.

Progra emms may be full-time or part-time, day or evening. Many are
of relatively short duration - i.e. less than one year - and they include
retraining, refresher, and sandwich courses. The programmes are usually
conducted in institutes of technology, technical colleges, or community
colleges, and they include programmes sponsored by many different kinds of
agencies, including employers' associations, trade unions, co-operative
societies, professional societies, institutions, etc.

Usual minimum educational pierequisite is completion, of second level
education, second stage, but mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.
Work experience is likely to be given more weight for retraining and refresher
courses, but in all cases some second level education will be essential to
permit the student to master the subject matter in these programmes.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or. diploma indicating the kind of programme involved..
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53012 Programmes in economics

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction and group discussion dealing with the fundamental principles
of economics.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following ;
basic concepts and terminology of economics, economic activities and
institutions, analysis of economic problems, standards of living, problems
of the consumer, operations of business, business costs and prices, competition
and monopoly, corporations, anti-trust laws, public, utilities, government
and business, money and credit, effects of inflation and deflation, monetary
standards, natural resources and the farm problems,. problems of the worker,
labour-management relations, international economic relations, government and
taxation, business cycles.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in 'a general programme.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in a
technological or similar institution, isa certificate or diploma. For short
courses, many of which are sponsored by employers, employers associations,
or trade unions, a certificate of satisfactory completion, is usually given.

53022 Programmes in political science

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction and group discussion dealing with the fundamental principles
of political science.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
basic concepts and terminology of political science, political institutions,
history of politics, government organization, comparative government, inter-
national inter-governmental organisations, public administration, political
parties and movements, and principles of governmental planning.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is Completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award, for programmes of one year or more typically given in a
technological or similar institution, is a certificate or diploma. For short
courses, many of which are sponsored by emoloyers, employers' associations,
or trade unions, a certificate of satisfactory completion is usually given.
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53032 P.roprasses in sociology

Programmes at the third level first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction and group dfscussion dealing with the fundamental principles of
sociology.

, r .

Principal course usually -intludie soaks': of;,tbei'40110iiing

principles..., of, sociology, sociological theorYr and,skathodology,siociali7
orBanizatiOnt 5084',chant*;;130;41 'PoO#'947thi'PktoilYikai sa44:
institution, 'Opole*. of sociological

reitif
education, second stage, usually in a generalitiogiatmi.

1184 Oritpl; fp* proOammel of one ystr,"cirm#4'' ,

teihnologiCst,ot., similar '10 titUtiOni, a- CartifiCitte-oi .1fOt

short coursee,i,many,Of:..WhiCh.,ate..sponsorad:ht eMploYers,
assOciatiOni, !Or .trade'utioas, a'CertifiCate Of 'tatisfactoiyre. letion is
usually givan..;

53052 Programmes

Programaes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction and group discussion dealing with the fundamental principles
of psychology.

Principal course`content usually includes some )4 the following :

principles of psychology; history of psychology; applications of psychology;

e.g. educational, vocational, clinical, industrial; use of psychological

tests; and abnormal psychology. Background courses often included are
statistics, computer science, principles of econcextis, principles of sociology,
principles of biology, isail research methodology.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award, for programmes of one year or more typically given in
technological or similar institutions, is a certificate or diploma, For
short courses, many of which are sponsored by employers, employers'
associations, or trade unions, a certificate of satisfactory completion is
usually given.

53099 Other social and behavioural science programmes

Programmta at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction and group discussion dealing with the basic principles of
social and behavioural sciences not included in the above programme groups,
e.g. geography, anthropology, etc.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
physical geography, economic geography, geographical tapping, urban geography,
ecological geography; principles of anthropology. identification of
archaeological specimens, applied anthropology, cultural and social evolution.
Background courses often included are geology, principles of sociology,
principles of anthropology, principles of biology, photogrammegry,
statistics, research methodology, history, human ecology, methods of
exhibiting specimens.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite i8 completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award, for programmes of ore year or more typically given in
technological or similar institutions, is a certificate or diploma. For
short courses, many of which are sponsored by employers, employers' associa-
tions, or trade unions, a certificate of satisfactory completion is usually
given.
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534 Commercial and business administration ro

This field includes a variety of'programmes in
level : first stage, of the type that leads to an award
first university degree, dialing with business practices
record keeping and management, and business and institut
Although theory is not ignOred, these programmes emphasi
technological, and facteal aspects of the subjects studi
little time on historical, theoretical and general espeC

The principal kinds of programmes are those, deg
and secretarial, skills, accountancy, businesi-machlne cp
operations such as those involving card puiching and
financial operations such as those concerned with'stook
analysis, public adminiatration, institutional alininiati
hospital and school administration)..business administrn
promotion, hotel and restaurant administratioa, etc.
usually include,background courses which.supplement the
assist students in mastering the subjectmatter of the p
courses in the social and behavioural sciences, IN:mania
jurisprudence; natural sciences, mathematics, and,statie

Programmes may be full-time or part-time, day
of relatively short duration - i.e. less than a year
retraining, refresher, and sandiich courses., The pro
conducted in institutions of technology, technical coil
colleges. They are sponsored by a wide variety of aged,
employers, employers' associations, trade unions, co-ope
professional societies, government departments and goys

Usua/-minimunk educational prerequisite.is comp
education, second Stage, but mature students, especiall
work experience, may be admitted with lower, educational
Mori experience is likely to be given more weight.for r
courses, but in all cases some second level education
ensure that the student has sufficient educational beak
subject matter.
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Usual award for successful completion of a pro
or diploma indicating the kind of programme involved.'

53401 General commercial programmes

amore is a certificate

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of tie type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first univeacity degree., These programmes
are mainly 461100r0ed with the g000ral otody or,butiness adOidiscration,
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business practices and office. procedures, rather than with the achievement
of a high degree of skill in special areas such as typing or accounting,
though some knowledge of such subjects will be involved.

Principal course content usually includes the theory and general
principles of office management, accountancy, data-processing operations
financial operations, marketing and sales promotion. The programmec,

usually include background courses in subjects such as sociology, economics,
statistics, commercial law. Students will usually be expected to acquire
skill in shorthand and typewriting.

Programmes of this type are usually given in a college of
technology, community college, business college, or similar institution.
They are usually full-time and last for pima than one year. The majority --.

of students admitted to such a programme have completed education at the
second level, second stage, but those with relevant work experience and
aptitude may be admitted with somewhat layer educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

53402 Secretarial programs

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of study and practice in secretarial procedures. These programmes'are mainly
concerned with the practical aspects of secretarial work, including typing,
shorthand, and general office procedures, and relatively little time is spent
on the theory or general principles of office management.

Principal]. course'content usually includes typing and shorthand,
commernial.correspondence, the design and operation of filing and other
record-keeping systems, office management procedures, personnel records, etc.
In general, this part of the programme is designed to provide the secretarial
skills required to assist en executive in handling his appointments and general
management duties. Some programmes include other commercial subjects such as
bookkeeping, commercial law, the operation of office machines, etc., and in
some cases, general subjects such as mathematics, literature, and foreign
languages may be included.

Programmes at' this level are usually designed for adults and for
young people who have completed education at the second level, second stage.
The programmes are intensive and usually have a duration of one year or less.
Applicants for admiseion having relevant experience and aptitude are some-
times admitted with lowerreducational qualifications. The programmes are
given in community colleges, colleges of technology and business colleges,
and are sponsored 'by 'a wide variety of agencies including governments,
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business firma, the armed services, etc.

Usual award for succepaful completion is a certificate or diploma.

5303 :AcCoiintadnes.,

Programmes ..at' the 'third level irst :stage, of the tYpethaeleada
to an award not equivalent to a firit university degree, ptinarily 'cOnsistiiing

of study and practice 4n:acco*taucy. These, programmes are mainly concerned

with thethe'prectiCa/ isPeatafatiteeiingiccOunta and'1460#;ing'finiacial and
otber,atntelents,:iitkrelatiVely litt/e'timicpeat accountancy theOryer .

the general PO= CipieS Note ,thit'prOgratsuis";leading.taa
qualifiCationSuch as that of chartered .:accountant or certified public
accountant are nOt'includid here WV foUnd 0403" '

Prineipal coarse content Usually'inCludei general accountancy,
preparation of financiaj statementa, and other operational statements` required

for business management, maintenance of ,in4entOry reeOrds; 'retOrdi of purchases,
sales, and cost records; valuation of Assets; preparation of a corporatiOn
income tax return, ,preparation of statistical returns, etc. Some programmes'

of this kind may include the study of relevant conasercial late,' tax.law,
business correspondence, office machine operation, and computer operation.

Programmes of this type are usually given in a college of technology,
community college, business college, or similar institution. They are

usually full-time and last for more than one year. The majority of studonts
admitted to such a programme have completed education at the second level,

second otage3'but those with relevant work experience and aptitude may be

admitted with somewhat lower educational qualifications.

USW.* award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate

or diploma.
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53412 Programmes in business machine eration exce electronic data-
processing

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of study and practice in the operation of business machines, except electronic
computers and their ancillary equipment. Examples of the kinds of mack:knes
involved are bookkeeping machines, calculating machines except electronic
computers, mailing machines, duplicating machines, etc.

Principal course content depends on the particular kind of machine
involved, but these programmes generally include the study of the operating
principles of the machine and the procedures required to maintain it in good
operating condition such as cleaning, lubricating, and normal maintenance.
In addition, many of these programmes include, other related commercial
subjects such as accountancy, commercial correspondence, typing, and record.
keeping. Some programmes of this kind nay include the study of general
subjects such as mathematics or literature.

Programmes of this type are usually given in a college of technology,
community college, business college, or similar institution. They may be
full-time or part-time, and vary in duration from a month or two to more than
a year. The majority of the students admitted to these programmes have
completed education at the second level, second stage, but those with
relevant work experience and aptitude may be admitted with' somewhat lower
educational qualifications, particularly to the shorter programmes.

Usual award for succeasful completion is a certificate or diploma.1

53422 Programmes in electronic data processing

Pro'grammes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom sessions and practice in the use of computers, their ancillary
equipment and related software systems. These programmes are mainly
concerned with the application of computers as distinguished from computer -

science programmes (54641, which include programmes dealing with the theory
and practice of computer functioning, new applications for computers and
the related systems analysis).

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. computer programming,
storage devices, access methods, softwar.e system, systems design, and
developments in computer types. Background courses usually include mathe-
matics, statistics, linear programming, and elementary systems analysis.
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Programmes of this kind are given by a wide variety of agencies,
including schools and colleges of technology, manufacturers and sellers of
computers, government agencies, and other large users of computers. A
complete programme takes one year or more, but many organizations that use
computers arrange short programmes fora relatively high proportion of
their employees to make them familiar with basic computer functioning.
Between these extremes are programmes and courses of intermediate length and
intensity.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. For short courses, the educational, prerequisite
may be less stringently enforced, giving way to the need for employees to be
familiar with the, role of the computer in their work setting.

Usual award for puccessful completion is a certificate or diploma.

53432 programmes in stock market and investment analysis

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of study and practice in the theory of investment analysis and the operation
of the stock market. Principal areas of study include portfolio management,
understanding the stock market system, and the examination of investment
institutions.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
analysis of company financial reports, analysis of stocks, bonds, and other
types of securities; procedures for securities, market transactions;
estate and trust management; portfolio balance; and company law. Background
courses often included are economic theory, money and bamking, corporate

finance, and statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage. Mature students, especially those who have relevant

work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.
Financial institutions and professional associations offer specially-designed
programmes in this field for their employees.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate

or diploma.
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53442 Programmes in public administration

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads N\
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction and group discussion, dealing with the principles and practices
of public administration.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
objectives of public policy, the theory of taxation, economic stabilization,
the structure of government, the civil service, government and the community,
cultural influences in government, regionalism, nationalism, and inter-
governmental relations. Background courses usually include economics,
sociology, political science, foreign languages, and history.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

53452 Programmes in institutional administration

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first, university degree, PrimsrilY consisting
of instruction, exercises and group, discussion, dealing with the principles
and practices of institutional management.

Principal course content depends on the type of institution relevant
to the student's speciality; but all courses are likely, to include some
accounting, financial management, purchasing policy,,priociples of interior
maintenance of buildings, personnel administration, and princip of management.
In, addition, special courses for the administration of ho3pitals, schools,
institutions for the aged, etc., are iacluded. .Background studies usually
include appropriate natural sciences, social sciences, mathematics, etc.

\

Usual minimum educational prerequiaite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.
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Programmes of this kind are given by a wide variety of agencies,
including schools and colleges of technology, manufacturers and sellers of
computers, government agencies, and other large users of computers. A

complete programme takes one year or more, but many organizations that use
computers arrange short programmes for a relatively high proportion of
their employees to make them familiar with basic computer functioning.
Between these extremes are programmes and courses of intermediate length and
intensity.

Usual-Mini:Mum educational prerequisite is:'coMpletion. of second' level,

education, second stage. For short courses, the edutational/prerequisite
may be less stringently enforced, giving way to the need for employees to be
familiar, with the Ale of the computer in -their work aetting.' -

Usual award for successful completion, is a certificate or diploma.

5302 Programmes in stock market and investmcnt analysis

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of study and practice in the theory of investment analysis and the operation
of the stock market. Principal areas of study include portfolio management,
understanding the stock market 'system, and the examination of investment
institutions.

Principal .course content .usua y includes some of the following :
analysis of company financial reports, inalisiel of stocksi-bondei, and other
types of secufities; procedures for securities,' inarketvtranseletiOnar
estate and trust Management 1. ,Portfolio cbalance i and 'company law. Background
courses often included are economic theory, money and banking, corporate
finance, and statistics.

Usual minium edneatiOnoil-prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature 'students, especially those who have relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.
Financial institutions and professional associations offer 'specially-designed
progratmes in-this field for -their. employees. "

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate .
or diploma.'
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53442. Pro rammes in .ublic administrati

Programmes at the third level : f.

to an award, not equivalent to a first univ
of instruction and grouP discussion, deali
of public administration.

at stage, of the type that leads
rsity degree, primarily consisting

with the Principle* and Practices

Principal course content usually ncludes some of the following :
objectives of public policy, the theory of taxation, economic stabilization,

the structure of government, the civil as ce, government and the community,
cultural influences in government, region izsm, nationalism, and inter-
governmental relations. Background sours "n usually include economics,
sociology, political science, foreign la.:uages, and history.

Usual minimum educational prereq site is completion of second level

education, second stage.

53452

Usual award for successful compl 'tion is a certificate or diploma.

PrO Aimee in institutional II nistration

Programmes at the third level
to an award not equivalent to a girst
of instruction, exercises and group di
and practices of institutional manag

Principal course content depe
to the student's, apecialityi but all
,:accounting,;; financial' management, mur
maintenance buildings, personnel
In addition,,special courses for the a
institutions for the aged, etc., are ;
include appropriate natural sciences,

, ,

. . .

Usual minimum educational pre
education, second stage.

4

first stage, of the type that leads

versity 'degree, PriMarPI consisting
sion, dealing with Ate principles

O on the type of institution relevant

see are likely te.A.nelUde 'some
Lug policYo PrinciPlea ,interior4:,..

nistration, and PringiP,of management;
nietration of hospitals, schools,
luded.. Background studies .usually

octal sciences, mathematics, etc.

;kr,

:

requisite is completion of second level
]

. . ,

paUal,-alard:foriucCissful: completion of a programme ie certifiCate
Or 'dipkOla
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53462 Unsiness.administiatien, ma, keting and sales P =oSrammes:

::progFamMes third. lerfel,,,,,fiTsit :type :.that leads

to an ainrd.,,n4,.eqniynient, ,to ;first: .p*i*13kconsisting
of inittSCtiOn,grOup:,distnissiOn ,and:pteCtice 8011.1.00040,*:#,511:11*:
principles and practices of:huaineas
promotion and salesmanship, usually thiOngh:thit'anaIyii076eCaWbiatOriiii

egtherljTeg#awnOnj4Te specialised in ene,,er,:tnn 841Anntni'anO'*40:41*
of short duration (i.e. three.orJOUr..weeki).

Principal course content usually itcludet some of. the following

principles of economics; statistical methods; generalacCoUnten0; cost

accountancy; elementary systems analysis and computer programming; 'elementery

commercial law; .purchasing and inventory ooduction4ChediOng:int
expediting; -programme budgeting:34d cost control; personnel adiiniatratiOnv
job analysis and wage determination (including Collective bargaining);

mathematics, of investment; market analysis; sales promotion and adVertiiinEV

salesmawhip./

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience4 are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

For short coursas, sandwich courses and courses designed to improve the

qualifications of those already employed, work experience is usually given

greater weight then educational qualifications.

canal award for successful comptetion of ,a programme of one year or

more, typically given in technological or similar institutes is a esttificate

or diploma in business administration.
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53499 Other commercial and business progresses

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that lea&
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction and practice in the theory and application: of specific commercial
or business procedures and techniques not included in the above groups of
programs (i.e. 53401 to 53462) .

0

Principal course content depends on' the particular speciality, but
- most courses include subjects such as office work measurement; secretarial

science; bookkeeping; record systems; work planning and scheduling; staff

supervision; public relations; and purchasing methods, 'in addition to the

-special' subjects. . .

Usuel iiniimieducational'OrerSq4iiite is cemplitima of 44Cond level
educition; secOnd'etage,altholigh in some cases admilisioitoJprOgriMmii of
this kind _depends on relevant Worli experience as much svon`eduCational
qualifications, partiaularly'for'mature candidates. °

Usual award for programmes ofrone year or more is a certificate or
diploma in a specific field of specialize-tics.

, .

,,
1 1

542 Eaturil'eciencetitoress

Tfile'fiald'ineludet'a variety' ofprogriOn:educatillsk'at.'the::third
level't.firsi-siage;-Of the typt that°14414a.t0'ni4warel-tOt diquiWa/iihetO4':-
first university degree, dee/ingititti'principlai4SidAlbaratiWeitilield'7.';
work methods in the natural sciences. -the' programmes are designed to pgapars
students for 'carsiii4ei'retatiyelY'hight.leVelliChniciaislO'Verieden branches

Otieloatit'am6haiiiing the ractica1, taChnoiegicSi iSpicts:of'iliekenfijecte
included, with relatively little time speit'iMilhe'elOri giiiral;
principles involved.

,

:Thot principal kinds of nTOBrommes-included are those dealing with
biological sciences (e.g. general biology, botany, zoology, limnelogyi micro-
biologri'entomology); Chamistry.(e.g.'Anorganic.chemistry,,organic:chemin00.

'industrial/ chemistry); physics (e.g. general physics, thermal physics,
spectroscopy, X-ray and radiation physics); -geological science. (e.g. geology,
geophysics, physical geography, mineralogy; palaeontology);; i astronomy;
mateorglogy; oceanography, Metallurgy. -Background coursaw:doaiBmod to
eupplemsnt and assist40-mastering,pbo major subject in these programmes
include natural siientelbOurses in other subjects related to major one,
and in most cases mathematics, Computer science, statintical..aillysis, socitl-
McialCas and huimenities. : ,
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Programmes may be full-time or part-time, day or evening. Many are
of relatively short duration - i.e. less than one year - and they include
retraining, refresher and_sandwich courses. Practical demonstrations, field
work and shop work (including periods of employment) are commonly included in
these programmes. The programmes are often conducted in institutes of
technology or technical colleges but many differentlands of sgeneieg
sponsor them, including professional societies,"employers, employers'
associations,- trade unions, research institutes ,(both; public and private), etc.

Usnalninimuweducationaprerequisite is, completion Of second-level
education, second stage, but mature students, especially thOseirith releVant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Work experienne. is likely; to be friYen agre weight foe.retraining.tkee refresher
courses but iw all cases, pow secolid: leva), education,vrill be essential to
permit the, student to. the ev,t,jepty matter i these, programmes,-

Usual mward,for successful) completion 00 programaieje a certificate
or ciiploma indicating the-kind of programme- invol.vad- :7 H

54202 Programmes in the biological sciences

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to en award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and
practices of biological technology.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
general botany, general zoology, microbiology, plant physiology, taxonomic
botany, mammalian anatomy, ecology, limoology, animal physiology, entomology,
radiation biology, wildlife biology, biochemistry, breeding and reproductive

physiology. .Background courses ofteninpluded ape, animal !midi:lent

pathology; organic chemistry, inorganic-chemistry, analytical cheeistry;
electronic's, electronic measurements instruments, instrumental analysis;
graphics and photography.

"

Usual minimize educational lirerequisite is, completion of second level

'education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with releient work

experience, are sometimes admitted with lower educational. qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or, certificate

in biological sciences technology.
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54212 Programmes in chemistry

Programmes at:64 third'level'l first stage, Of the-tYpe that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree,.primarily consisting
of claseropm and laboratory'instruction'Aealittith'tWprinciples'end':
piacticei of.oheniatry.:

Principal course content usually includes scan the following :
inorganic qualitative chemistry, inorganic qualitative analysis, the chemical
bond, sample preparation, oil chemistry, inorganic qUantitative,themistry,
inorganic quantitative analysis, petroleum testing, organic chemistry
(aliphatic compounds), organic chemistry (aromatic compounds), industrial
organic chemistry, industrial inorganic chemistry, gas and water analysis,
physical chemistry, and electrachemistry6 Backgronnd courses often included
are mathematics, mechanics, electronics photometry, general physics, computer
programming, instrumental analysis, mineralogy, light, materials testing,
biochemistry, and glass blowing.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are sometimes emitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate in
chemical technology.

54222 Programmes in geological sciences

Programmes at."the third ievel : first stage, of
to an award not aquiValent to a first university degree,,
of classroom and laboratory instruction dealing with the
practicei of geological sciences.''''

the type that :leads
primarily.cOnsisting
principles and

PrincipalcOurei'dOttent,UtuallyTindlUdettomilaUtkef011owing
geOphysics, physical geolOgy,, minereiugy*loatrOlOey, field geology, Mining,
geOlOgicil drafting,:etiuetOtal4eolOgYiectin0mie;geOIOgyakettinnd courses
often included are physics, chemistry, mathiMadas,: forestry,,nikOeying and

. mapping, piottor:operation and compilation, language and communication,
computer prOgrameing, and instrWeental,inalyai.s.,-

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
educatiOni, second otage. Mature students, especially those With relevant
work

--
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Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate in
geological technology.

54232 Programmes in physics

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and
practices of physics.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
evolution of modern physics, physical measurements, geometrical optics, wave
theory, heat, statics, light, electrostatic and electromagnetic forces,
thermodynamics, thermoelectricity, spectrometry, quantum mechanics, relativity,
solid-state physics, and nucleonics. Background courses often included are
geophysics, metrology, logic circuits, control systems, mathematics, chemistry,
applied mechanics, drafting, photography, computer programming, and instrumental
analysis.

Usual minim= educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are, sometimes admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate in
physics technology.

54299 Other natural science programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first,university degme, primarily- consisting
of classroom and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles of
natural sciences not included in thefabove group of programmes. Examples

of the.kinds of programmes included are those in astronomy, meteorology,
oceanography, metallurgy.
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Principal Course content-usually includes some of the following :
baaic astronomy, astronomical observation techniques, introductory astra.
physics, astrometry, stellar classificetion, galactic'etructureg synoptic
meteorology, synoptic meteorological laboratory methods, physical meteorology,
meteorological instrumantetion; elements of oceanography; instrumentation
and methods in oceanography', physical oceanography. Background courses often
included are general biology, general Physics, general chemistry, geology,
mathematics, statistics, computer science.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are sometimes admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful Completion is a diploma or certificate-
which often specifies the kind of programme.

546 Mathematics and computer :acienceiprograimaes

This field includes a variety of programmes .in education. at the third
level .: first stage,, of the type thati art:laarciot.:-aquivaient to a
first ImiVersity degree, -.dealing. with. ttn: p dncfplew ant,. prectitia of
suithematiei and ape:muter-
grammes. at this level imphisixe the practical, technological, .and factual
Sepectii of they subjects. studied,-ilopanding:-XalativelYi little *31.iic Cic: the
basic .theoretieal.and .general aspects.. .

The PrinciPal kindsof..programmas,..included... are those 'dealing with
general mathematics,. statistical methods., Wethodt. si' aCtuariat matheMatics, -

other applications of mathematics.' such as those:in the field?of
medicine., .physics; astronomy, engineering, etc. :and ....CoMputer-.
computer_ systems analysis, the. technological -.aspects ..Of..!..coMpUter functioning,
and design of computers. The particis/ar subject matter of .: a programme.. depends
of course on a stUdeit's speciality,: but ali.!PrOgraitema',.of
the study of basic mathematics: at this level '!ifritte'.. differential.: nd intetoal
calculus, analytical geOmetry, trigonametrys;.;algebra,:. anct, Oanally
probability); some courses .in related..aubjeCta such as .natintal:,, teietiCes
social sciences, or engineering; andapm:etimati.CCnraea';:in!:,;:0074:innianititi:intb.
as foreignlanguages,. literature, philosophy, etc.

..::.:-'f::6PrOirraliiise.:InaYlt.bet....fialVt4inaiebepart7isoi,=44:iki..pie...reiiii4e4.',:i...' 'Man* e..
of relatively: short duratiOn i.e. less than yeat.:.,..--and.:they !include.'
retraitiing,;::refreohe4qaad,sandSiWaOunast.,#:...Thle:!*sgraOoneat:**'Tnsnatilr

instituter of ,echaology, to ical lcolleges, ,or Sty :

wjlefge'S:;' 1.:1hey ;are sponsored b, is a ..mide*stiiet*-:.:-.O.t;atiaaaiaa-A-aot*Itnk.
$9.7.401eitt0,:SMPlaYere.,:.eMPlOYeral...iiai:S.O0lationa,..':trade:uniOnt,..PrOfesSional..!
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. For short courses and refresher courses, in particular,
mature students with relevant work experience may be admitted with somewhat
lower educational qualifications, but ability to handle the material requires
at least some education at the second level, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion of a prograume is a certificate
or diploma usually indicating the kind of programme involved.

54601 General programme in mathematics

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and problem sessions dealing with mathematical principles and
practice. These programmes emphasize mathematical practice rather than the
underlying theory.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a.
integral calculus, analytical geometry, trigonowltry,
probability theory. Additional fork may be taken in s
subjects as mathematical logic, the theory of numbers,
and differential equations. Background courses often .t
association with mathematics include surveying, general p
biology, astronomy, and psychology.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is compie
education, second stage. Mature students, especially th
work experience, are sometimes admitted with lower qualif

ifferential and
ar algebra, and
cases in such

hematicalstatistics,
on in

Vacs, general

ion of second level
Se having relevant
cations.:

Usual award Pim successful. completion is ,a diplo as or certificate.'

54611 Programmes in statistics

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily col:dieting

of classroom and laboratory sessions dealing with the, principles and practices
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of statistical analysis. These programmes emphasize the measurement

technique!! of the subject rather than the underlying theory.

Principal course content usually includes, i.e. general statistical
methods, the theory of probability and sampling methods, measures of variance
and dispersion, normal distributions, time, series analysis, etc. These

programmes also include basic mathematics such as differential and integral
calculus, analytical geometry, and algebra. Background courses often
included are chosen from the social sciences, natural sciences, and humanities.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those having relevant
work experience, are sometimes admitted with lower qualifications.

Usual award for successful Completicarie-a diploma or certificate.

54621 Programmes in actuarial science

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university' degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and problem sessions dealing with the principles' and practices
of actuarial science. These programmes emphasize actuarial practices
rather than the underlying principles of insurance or mathematics.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. the mathematics of
investment, the construction of life tables, principles of actuarial data
collection, experienee rating, and usually basic math tica such as
probability theory, calculus, analytical geometry an algebra. Background
courses usually include insurance law, investment po icy, risk theory,
principles of economics, and princiiles of accountancy.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those having relevant
work experience, are sometimes admitted with lower qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate.
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54639 Other stotrammes in applied mathematics

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and problem sessions dealing with the principles and practices
of applied mathematics not included in the above programme groups (i.e. 54611
or 54621). These programmes include applications of mathematics in such ,

fields as economic analysis, biological and health sciences, physics,
astronomy, engineering, etc. They are practical in orientation and designed
to provide an education suitable for mathematical assistants in these areas.

Principal course content usually includes, general Mathematics,
calculus, and analytical geoMetti'enCalgebtai::010004tkaPecialanUrses
suited to the 'atudent'smajor subject. In,addition,- most:programmes of this
typ'i include`' dentate', in t statistical itaalyeis: airwell T.hs bikagrOuneCourses
in the field' of Tiipetialitation thoten: fres: the iiiitutal sciences, seat

, compute r,-"app/ieematiiiimaticai:-:
,)4

' setatie level
educatiot4 secoi3d stags 4 F-Platnte titSaMts especially: those ) having,. tirlairtitt:
cork itPeitiXnee; are adlidttek with

,711jw.T14

eV:it& tort aueteliefiteimpletinir iiPiridiPlosia::Orstertifinlit*og
v.!

"s.--1:-.1

54641-- Pro rscianamMe - Cr .

'.'Progrsmes4t-thethitelival4Ifiistretige,r!oUtheqtypwthatiler
to itiiatenot:equivelentIlirm'fiiseUnitersitrdigreei'primniilrcensitti4S
of classroom and prectioe4tisioie in ayateme,anitlyeisthl theoty4aneptactice
of computer functioning, new applications foi computers, etc.': These pro -
grenmesemphasizotthe,praCtical,technOlegitalAsPectil.oflhesubjette rather
than the underlying- -; 'I . -4 .

.. :

Comrse:conteneusiutlly';inclUdes,:!1,,agenerar,siathemiti0E,
calculus, ,lrobability theory' etc: = Special:1 seecoarsia',inqcoMputet science,:
tend to the-rvarious o:sinter language's machine' Odell;
documentation, .the.::structiire aneldelign7Of,thilitincipallkinds of .compatek
hardware,. systems analysis' including chatting, computer aPplicatiOns
incleding,systema:of Programeing;inforlatiew,saience,andlirOstitiamejlibriiry
orgiinisatiOn ; etc. Saiiii.programobes:ibf7thisltkine ineludabackgiroundrrcbutsel
in natural sciences, social icienees;,;ensineiting, :computer-applied,.
inethatoetiesi:titc- Ir t :-1 4 i;..;4%:: 1, .

i.; '4 ;

Usual minimum educatioial.PrirequitittAt,completioi:of.:secon&livel,.
.educstion, seConcistage. 'Mature students, esPOPWWthose haVing relevant
work experience, are sometimes admitted With lovmr qualifications.
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Usual sward for succei Tmkrbstion is,0:diplomar_cert*ficatu-.

:,550i Wedical and; pare- medical; prograrek , -t 1;-: ..7.,:

-Thieufield includesvaavariety:: of prograsSasviscedug on,ac tin_ 0 . third

level .: -- 4rst, stage, ..: et the, type that leads ; te ani00,4131:410tleg4valent -4°1 a;.; I

first edealing -with :,-;,4

medicine and health. The programoaes arsideligned to -prepare students' for
careeravie,such medical.:and,:beelith:441-14400asalP414C.4314thi inOTIbills
44wiferysphydo-T.lad ocoulititiogatherAiY.A04,441:4R7r02004406$Y911:,,,,
respiratory,toptinq'tn2mOtOillisotowpogim9190,601441004041-440;04c
technology* : dental: technoloit, Pharmacy. uptcestry, 'Osteopathy, -thiroPracty,
POdistrr and orthopaedic, techeology.-z :!,,Altlsszsb,;theory,:,isfipt.,,,,igaugrad, these
progresses are typicallY:directed toward courses stressing. the application of
technology in relevant procedures rather thee:the theoretiCal, general. and
scientific principles of the subjects studied.

. Tmportant kinds of prograsimes included are -those covering aspects of
the activities ,isentioned above and similar .kinds : of activitY. Barkground
courses designed to supplement the major subject in these Prague* inclUde
relevant specialities in the, biological sciences le.g., general 'biol. w,
wology, anatomy, microbiology);. chemistry (e.g. Organic, cheSistry, lytical -,

Chemistry):; physics (e.g. at-raYs,:properties and uses of radioactive
isotopes,,- optics);' social sciences (e!g. economies , ., accounting,'Iiissiness
0anaMiAts sociology. POYchologY); .0!1;1:1041104)0400A321,01$0440*4#611.
Mee that 'the medical technology programmes Ina -4.1sion=-Wtioser.:
Oimatilveoncernecit with, helping is the sear* i Aadi:' and
trastaaent.prcitedur*s...:..-lobOratory:terhniciaa*rogr OhObila 01:1

kaiii,:.o0iiir:eatural.sciencrec'ar6140104111.411* field:4542*
. .... , .,..

' and usually':-inclede -practical.deiSOnstratioe and steklieWitirti
relevant ope;ations eieher as azi encloye, _or' 44;:ftiscaiii..peis
fralther:rourseelere'comesanp: --.,!4Tlasiqprograceseetare0 '''

1-,--:1:,r -.:Prograiessalisay be.-',either;:filll,tiesmori-pa*C441ii;:idayAOrr;
,-.:.!:. ,-,.. ::I' ...,..i,:: ..:rs::,;-7..::::...-,, .1 ,A, ;-tt-,:i-.1:4:1 .. .3,0.:-:; VI .tif , .1: 1 ;4 +19121 ....:.:

ds of

di

agencies iecledingv.;, eAvrAistiiiitellottiteit*008/47
centres ,i: sped,alliark. is.cboolivi (PI /IA K.101iti01,f9# i

,ie,I.

..tuintstnitsisigseinducationettine niSi

c°01.41400041!141.41#01W!!9P0.010010:04 si
eve].

-'61440401t010004400$0060 944 .,,

relevant uork.expetiencii-4riaileftin.; .ttediifth
qualifications. --calistWmwever, some .6scond' levels
be conaidetel assestital. to ''subjeat-

4

. .

leatier,centent4of*',i''
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Visual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma indicating the kind of programme involved.

55002 Public health inspection programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and laboratory instruction dealing with items that affect public
health such as communicable diseases; standards of sanitation in the food
and water supply; disposal of garbage, sewage, etc.

Principal course content usually includes subjects such as human
anatomy and physiology, communicable dizeases, public health organisation,
sanitation, food hygiene, and law and jurisprudence relating to public health.
BaCkgroudd courses often included are biology, microbiology, chemistry,-
physics, mathematics, food technology, .and water technology.

Usual minimum educational' prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a science programa. Nature students,
especially those with relevant work experience, are often admitted with lower
educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a. certificate or diploma in
sanitary inspection.

55012 Nursing programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that, leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily-consisting
of classroom, hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the care of the
sick. Equal emphasis is placed on theory and practice in a hospital situation.

Principal course contentinsuallyincludes subjects such as human
anatomy and physiology, pharmaceutical chemistry, biochemistry, microbiology;
social sciences and nursing techniques. Clinical experience in subjects such
as surgery, medicine, obstetrics, gynaecology and psychology forms an
indispensable part of the programme. Background courses often, included are',
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general biology, general physics, general chemistry, mathematicsxnd humanities.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completian of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma in
nursing.

55015 141.673.ammes

Programmes at the third : first stage,- of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of ,classroom, hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the pre- and
post-natal care of the mother and child.

Principal course content usually-ancludes courses such as basis
human anatomy and physiology, principles of obstetrics and gynaecology,
uldwifing practice, neo- natal, and infant care, expectant,parent education,
family organization and health behaviour, public health organization.

Usitla minimum educational.prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage... Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifkcations.-

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma in
midwifery.

55022 Physiotherapy and occupational, therapy programmes,

Programmes at the third level first. stage, of the.. type !that° leads:
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of claasroons laboratory and ;hoapital-,inetruction ,Aaalinglrith-the ,treatment
of , the nick, 'using measures such Als,rximantiz application of ,heats, cold ,and
ultra-sound,vocational rehabilitation and physical -retraining.

7'
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Principal course content usually includes courses such as basic human
anatomy and physiology, body mechanics and kinesiology, electro-medical
techniques, nursing orientation, clinical psychology, rehabilitation techniques,
and principles of occupational therapy. Background courses often included
are-physical education, sociology, psychology and vocational guidance.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a science programme. Mature students,
especially those with relevant work experience, are often admitted with lower
educational qualifications.

taail award for'eucceeifui'COmpletian is a certificate or
physiotherapy and, ocCiapational"#orapl.

55032 Medical X -ray" technology proszammes

ProgramMes at the third level : first stage, of` the" type that leads
to an award not equivalent to ".a first university digree, primarily consisting
of classroom, hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the operation
and care of I-ray equipment used for medical diagnosis.

Principal course content usually includes subjects such as basic
human anatomy and physiology, diagnostic radiplogic technology, radioscope
technology, radiotherapeutic technology, radiographic positioning, radiation
protection, dark-room chemistry and nursing procedures. Background courses
often included are general physics, general chemistry, mathematics, medical
ethics and department administration.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level,
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are. often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma in"

medical X-ray technology.
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55039 OthermedicattechnOlogi Progralmea, except dental:techSoibgy

Programmea at thirdlOet 004:ateki",.:stf:the type that, adi
to an aiard-OokequiNulentA0 a f:i* univers4Y-tdagreep-Oria414*nlifting'
of classroomo'hospitaland'labbratorY inittuCtion; dealiSeWitkieepikatbry
technology; medical,*lotoPetue*OlogYZ -1talnacol!Sicalsibieehal0.54. and
bias-10461r: eleetiOnia techniqwe' tee di agtioa tie and" triatient: .

'Principal course content` Usually iSeludes'subjPetOuch:As;oxygen
administration and therapy, humidification therapy, ventilations thetapy,'

lung: PhysiotheraVY and,reauscita00a.,,aPiroUltrYV 4aotopes,amd their
piadection; 'medicaliiOtbpe techniques abdradiaMiT,04.0001aanatol?giFal
electrosic analysis (electrocardflograph'operatioi)'; bioc hemical :end biomediCal
electronic analysis (electroencephalograph technology). Background courses
usually included are basic human anatomy and Physiology, physics* chemistry,
mathematics, microbiology (Note:'Research laboratory technology programmes in
the natural sciences such as those in biology, chemistry and physics are
classified in 542 - Natural science programmes. The programmes included here,
in 550, are technology programmes concerned with diagnostic and treatment
procedures.)

Usual minimum educational pre:, iaisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.. Nature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower. educetional_gualifications...

usual ewardor successful completion is p certificate Or diploma in
medical techno147.

$

,

t e type

.1t p: likarard .net aq.41744.%1 3to,,a -PFP,Cilm*YeFo#7,Aesre,c-,pi44#.17,consisting
of classroom aid'Iaberaterfinetreett*.delliWitith141,R41411*Wrira#44e#
of dental care. Students coMpleting' these prOgraMMek'are'iieliffisi
countries to practise dentistry.

Principal course content usually includes such subjects as oral
anatomy and physiology, oral PathelogY, local anaesthesia, oral; surgical
procedures, dental x-ray technology, and oral hygiene. Background courses
usually include biology, chemistry, physics, dental ethics and practice
manaaement.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second'level
education,second stage. Mature students especially thbse with relevant

--Work-aVaTiencep-are-eften7adnistecvwith -1Zwer=adocationalnaliticatimli
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'Usual wird- for successful-completion dentil prictitioner Se
certificate or diploma.

55046 Dental technology programmes'
. . ,

.

programme- et the third level .: :first stage,;,of : the type .thatilaadit
to an,awaxd not maim:tient, to a first,university degree, primarily consisting
of claiaroom,: holpital and..ieberitorY'initruction deoling-vith the technolo
of dental care. and Misting a dentist,. dental laboratory technologyv'Sid.
dental hygiene` technOtogy.

.

-Drivcipal Conroe Content nanallyinClUdes;,dentat assistant' subjects
such as dental anatomy and physiology, "oral; patholOgyi, dental materials,
preriativi dOntistity, dental.',:instruMent :care and dental hygie
laboratory technology subiecis inch as oral ast**14,41;n1/0)Ailk
;picgegur s, te0401-illatOia4i:cielltal.wgirt4e -a

s-Veinititei'" en s metallan ;` 4s

60-0ficirMi'itedta'r a:
.-

procaduzeil, treatment.- of teeth edte&ty-"deliital,;.'dacey, tong
And courses often included, are dental ternt**

isteatuietti,. 'cl*Wietiott,isto4cturSc',0000i41:0****74

ual nimnt ducat onelitirereq s.

work experience, are often admitted With lower eduCatiOna/gua/ifiCatiOns-: ,,

, '

55052 - Phgp_reL) rarma antes

Programmes., at the third tevel,.:' first 'stage' of the type Ihit 1.;::eds...: ..
. . . P..

. .., ,

iCi'0*.ainiiiii. tot equivalent tO:is' fitik-,Inufversity:.46graii oiintatily' conefrAn
of 'CitiisrOost..and.laboratorylnstrnetiOn::dealing._with...0a.Orincipiee..:.and ..

;,04,.0.I..:.......:.,..,:.....
.



. ,
ccnrsef;colitenk tisuaily: balOtaz.sP00.44.*0 340=7

jubjeits.sUckai pharmaceutical calcilatiOis..010rmiCAM#440000441*
bioPharieteutica, physical pharmacy and pharma00Snosy.. Backgronnd-courses

-Wfben40cluded are babic'hmmin.anatqwen(lphY4Olognlacc4/0/0trYi organic

ChemitirY,20nd pharmacy NatasiMent.'

Usual' minimum educational: prereqUisita is. COMplitiOn of second leVel.

040cationo.second stage, -usually, eteCience prosrp00e. stimiants

'especially those with relevant work. are often adMitted with lOWer.
.

'adutitiOnAl qualifications.

-Usual iiard4Or SucCettfol CoMpletion144.certificate or. diploma is

012.0r64Cy.:

0

f55002j,, kgtRIIELPSaEMIRM ,:: . . ,
®: P,rograzilaa-at the third
to an award; nikt, equivalent .':f Oat ,upiVeeSity clegreesiii

of classroom and laboratory-instructionAts,11408, with
the: refraction power-*nd .range

; .

-Principal :course *catgut ,usualfsly.S.11O1.04q1'.0Pag#14.04iPP.,

*--00*
**OS

subjects such:as- vistiakAntatcimyAn444114,91PEWAMA AD

oUphroics Jaects and:their correCtion,,W400,
khgr*d-£o4Tees .1

'1) I a It4 44°04 ...4106111*tro -1*114144440f:.933fiti.4***

-Usual minimum edOcatia prerequiiite is COMpiation Of
;.aiducatfaniF
'asPacially- those With relevant work experience, era Ogran..ada4

.

oliducatioaal:.epalificatiOni.

.

iteitiax

.**14.747;fit'

Using award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma in

optometry.-
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ogranaes at th. third level firs* stagek of the type thet

rd' not 4144*44exit,:*4.11, fixitOakiersity, degrei
laboratory 'and insPitit instruction dialing with iedical:and

Joel:programa* not -,,ircloded :the above programms.grOups. ,Bramp/es
as of prOgraenies l" are those oat0040U, ;O14roPiactiC

lar. :Ort 'die .techniCien; 'Podiatric -E,rograameis:_.

Principal course content usually, includes subjects
;Inman:anatomy and physiology. body mechanics and kinatics,end other aspects

of.husian'inatomy...,*14siology parricilUily:rilated to the

concerned. Background con yes nsUilkliFincluded.:are such :sablacte:!as gewal
biology, bi4,144* 'idArolii,ologY),". kenet40,,, lice,
psychologiV and P*4-411,1,EO2480°Oty

Thiel m in ii edUciiimal PriteqUiSite is 'coroletion of second liiil

education,,!SC0104f4W/: Nature stP4°04,i'OqgPCP91-7.J1098Oywi4144.0"°Ot
work experienae; are.often- t,ted.. lOier tionalqualificitionl.:

Usual award for successful comp/etion is a certificite'or diploma.

554 :Engineer's, nrogr.assmert

4414', uc u

Jevel:441**0**,,o)f:440.10,0*, 4Sadi:to.jiirar fUk,'.tp

'university degree, dealing Vithirincipied and irilioreter and work

matt ode <opjalleoriPIL :,-.c:74";:Lkic3FrIMas* Oridee4s14 to. prepare
tudents for careers oi*:.-t19:440§* various t!F

of OPBAiii044 .oithiereing;the,praCtiOS1p,.. tiChnological.piipeCts':of act

'iith.relatiiely Aime.. Opent . the, isore*,:ginertil'i: -Oiegif4

prinCiples in4olved;
.,

The principal kinds of programmes included are those .dee/ing with

:1=0 sorvelOstj (inalodiOg photoBran,peto) AO01.oaering drafting and,: design,
cheiiicial engineering technology -(inCluding inateriais 6401*, ,,,-industrial
engineering technology, metallurgical engineering teOhnOldgY, mining *.

engineering teclu2ologa, mechani cal, ,engineer44.,,technolow,.(inc/yding technology
in the ilesirn and development of isiecia
technology, and marine engineering technology), agricultural end &tali

engineering technology, etc., Background courses designed.; to supplement and
assist in mastering the major subject in :these programmes include engineering

technology subjects from programmes related to the major one and, appropriate
subjects selected from related fields such as matheisitiCs, natural Scienles,

social sciences, commercial -and businest achilinistratiens. statistics,: 804:
computar science.



Piogram0444Ybe:*iiii*iii144;ifitiii4.4iiir*..fainiiiii:r.r.11ai#4411
:

. h.

includeof relatively-. short Oration - 3.+:;.fa!!..-, F.A14--!1!f''74141fF'::rei,717iSca
16itit1401192'reftiiiiitiiiii". AO :-OU.41144'14 ...i... 1. , ..,,,

`tactical0& Arl,m41°7ci?.401. 91 ;tam= it:-..:froteikifoit; iiikJi690 *tiiiiltitiOlOcittlff './.' i3Od,,, ,a11/4,,-1t,,

included ii tfieiie .progrimes. ...,,. or se i! o ten -conducte Lu
liktiOtioiiid: cI4010477-Orte

,.., . ,., .,_ .., 40 lik,:?iiii0gfOriiiiii008 .O.f

'a846:441iiiksT*Pr, '.:1#010*:.....11. . , .eitit1', ,,,,4,:,ii.iii;-i,: i. orproof
0.,_ ,,..,,lr. -81.

assaditiOntigovoromat'agencies-(including thi'a*Iect-TOrcoob reltoor
itotAtOto*, etc. , .

'':''' '' ..thiiiii iiitiiiitiii 'eduCatiiii14 POreqniiiiii4:41:Militix4r!fOCiii-- lael
education,'. : second '. stage, but inituiliitt*UntiV-ekui4taiWebO4iitib.:iiilifiant
**k elicperieCe.eiSote* ads4tted*itli'lcn4r :iigini*iiii4, :.(inrOifinetionS.'...' 2..'
Work experience ISAikiiiii -tO''hie:OYeii**7-:*iaplie'P*rLi***i4-11*".:1 : ; -_

refreiher ' coursei, but in all CAS'S* iinni.'SeCinid feierlicluOitidi irill ! bi
,essential to permit the student to, master the subject :tatter. in these' programmes.

.,

.

Usual !award for successful ,compIetion .ota prOgramms is a..
certificate Or diplonia indicating the kind of PrOgranii' involved.

55402 - Programmes in surveying

Programmei at the third level :,'"firsiiiiiige,:!of
to an astacd not eqiuvalent to a first university. degrees; pri
ot'c
Prac oar.of 'Orb

4 i -

e

Pr
ieathemitiOf
sglcveyings ;.let,
sPhetiCal'tri ;'!, tomm,planningt 'ph
surveying; airphoto interpretation; optics and optical'
giuryaikthods,

;

.

Usual anti 1 prereq s
education, -I;e.

;
7, , .

. '
Or:111!CCileillia'-ComPliticin 'is a' Vicert

: . . .

L....
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55406 emrammes in drafting and design

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree; primarily consisting
of classroom and practice sessions dealing with the principles and practices
of drawing for bliiiprints of buildings, machinet-;. and other subjects; plans
for layouts of streets, public works, community dewelopmeat, etc. The
programmes may last from one to three years,-

Principal course content usually includes mechanicaVdrawing,
engineering drawing, the*uoie of equipment' such as pantograph, drains..
instruments, etc.; mathematics including plane geometry,' trigonometry, and
algebra; basic engineering subjects such as applied mechanies,::+engineering-

graphiesl theory' structures, eleCtrical- circuitry-, etc. ;, usually Sore
telated subjeCts, such as surveying,- principles of architecture, town planni
photogrammetry, etc. . 1.

; J

Usual minimum educational. prerequisite is ccupletion of second ievel
education, Second stage. r :

" IIBaal award for successful coMplatian is a certificate or diploma:,

:` 2

: . ... ,_

55412 Chemical-engineering and materials technology programmes

Programnes at the third level '; first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting

of classroom and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and
practices of chemical engineering technology. Generally these programmes
emphasize the application of mathematics, physics and chemistry to problems
in the chemical process industries. The programmes usually last three

years. full-time.

. ,

Principal. "course, content ueually lualOdas 419043. Pf to4,1.9111118 :*

mathematics; physics; basic .electronics; analytical chemistry; organic

chemistry chemistry; itiduartrial theiniattYv; engineering economics;

chemical instrumentation ;; 4physicak chendatiy; X-rayi and-radio chemistry;
organic analysis; -snit operations, -engineering materials.

. ii,*tetiot of ,second: level
edecatior4:-.-Seeond;::.'stagei 'wit,.; einpliseit.Oir:41cience.iralijecta:;.-:

.1
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/Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma in
chemical engineering technology.

55416 Civil engineering technology programmes

Programmes- at the third level- first stage* of the type; that lea&
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and laboratory instruction ealing-with the,principles and
Practices of civil _engineering technology. These programmes provide tsitining
for careers in the many phases of the design and construction, of strectural
projects such as buildings, bridges*:.dmos*, highways* ete:*. and, in this planains,
construction, inspection, and maintenance of municipal services. Tile pro
grammes usually last three yearm, full time.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following ; ,

physics; chemistry; mathematics; applied mechanics; computer science;
engineering: ,graphics; electrical circuits;

, surve341110, PoluktrA.ptiPn
methods; strength of materials; theory of structures; design Of structures;
mechanics of fluids; highway technology; reinforced concrete; structural
steel design; hydraulics; sanitary technology; contracts and
aPecifications;- hydrology; foundatiOns.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, with emphasis on ;science subjects.

Usual 'award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma in
civil engineering tec.hnology.

55422 :.:,,,,Elettrical,and eleitronice ;eneilnenning; ProAttanmet
: -

:
.

.1rogral0.10, at :tke:3third 1evell1:3,1iisk;eptgoi, ,414,01:
to an alma net 'equivalent to a first univereiWdegree*;.pr consisting
of the princip/As enityracticei. of electrical .4nict.1.ecAvaitio
teChnologit These' progrannies are' erped; with generation,::liniC oncrOntitL

at.ideqtaaai:44#4:61,04101*Fitir, o ,circuit;
design and analysiss;t*fttlis-applicatiork :Of;,:elecgrmanicr pmen
Control of Industrie]. preceisees.end.electriCal" are*.
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usually last three years, full dm.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following
common to both electrical and electronic technology : physics; chemistry;
mathematics; applied mechanics; computer programming; electrical
measurements; circuit analysis; electronic devices; electronics; communi-
cations; introduction to electrical/machines; logic circuits; control

systems.

For electrical technology : electriOal machines; :power systems;.
pulse circuits; electrical design; instrumentation'ind'teliMetry.

For eledtrOnit,AethnOlog*T4.1-4inSar--elettronitsfintegrated:,circuitil
tOMmOnications. electronit.pyste04 AitrOwaves:.: radprt television

, .,:i ,..i.,,,,,,. , ,..,.,..,,... ,, ..; -,::7 -:, . , *". ..r. i .I'..1 . i '.:- -.1 'I ..rjetiejlig . f :4 '.'4,..... :.:!.
... ....:-. c,- .,.....1t..-.-,....-::

. .
..
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l.s4iiiii itigni''.04Ci;ititiiiii*eiiiiiiitati'ctit ,1etiliitoi Oiaoiiii-liti4t
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55426 Inchletrial ledginiering:technoiO0,itoOreimgs.

. Programmes:At the third $,:first:stageotAhe:ty00 thst leads
to ctfre*
of classroom and laboratory instructionAitiTinifiiitblaiirin4iiitel'iiiid!"
practices of industrial engineering technelogy.:::These.ProgrOmMes are
concerned with the.problems of organisation, SuperVilionscheduling:.and.mate
rials handling. Emphasis is plated on effectiveness and.efficiency in the
design and operation of complex automated production systems. The Programmes

usually last three years, full time.

Principal course content; usually includes some of the following

physics; chemistry; mathematics; basic electricity; dynamics; mechanics

of materials; production management; work studyv-ingineering:economy;
computer. programming; business and teChnical Communication; statistical'

quality control; Operation's research;. plant layout meteriela..hat4144W,

inthintrial psycholOgY;
. _

iga;tik etkPf -"

: 4 r, . ,rj :01:5 71. ,-

1f6C.44casati604tdiiiillil:kCairtiffeit410AWOOmafiC
lid at- tOting'reenE010g7 -

!?". 1.:iii r. 4.1, : 'd,
%-211-14,411



55432, Metallurgical engineering technolO8y. programmes.

PrOgrailimethe. timid 140 Stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a firit univereity, degree, primerily..consiiiiting
of: classroom: and laboratory instrOction,dfaling; with. the.. pr4cip/enand
prantiiii of metellUrgiCal;engineering-teChne/c0.:, Thews progaraimmes are,
concerned with the theoretical and practical Study of the':theiiieel. and
physical nature, of,isetallig, Materials; thexecovery, of netele froM their
ores; the structure and :prOperties Of' metals and: their eltOYn ' how these
properties are utilized in engineering applications. The Progr
usually last three years, full time.

Principal Course content usuallyincludes some of the following :

mathematics; chemistry; :physic:3;f' electricity and magnetism; `'engineering
graphics.; mechanics of materials;tindustrial instrumentation / electrical
machines; physical metallurgy; Mechanical metallurgy and fo ry; non-

metallic materials; metal fabrication; computer programming physical
chemistry; heat treatment; extractive metallurgy; electron emistry;
analysis of'metals; flotation; /metallurgical calculations.'

Usual minimum edacarional, prereqUieipk.ia coup/Apt of second level:
education, second stage, with-emphisie,On'edienne subjects.

..,,11844178ward f001.unc 88fUt COmPletiirn is a certificate Or4iplomaj4
. . ;- .

Metallurgical enginiering:".tea':technology

= PPP*" ",-=0 tl*, third -1°,k-: #tat -kW,* Pf,,Oe 013*,tlaat leads
to an award' not equivalent lo:alirst,univeisity4egrie, primarity consisting

, ; ;14.

of classroom and, 180-Oratory instruction, and, field rips dealing with the

PrinaiP;aa and Panfitiinell A *Ivo XacirniagY'-', 86 PrPAC888868- tareconcerned with the exploration for mineral 'despOteit-i. ittlut#0640P011144A,$0,
production; mine plant engineering and design. 'The PrOgrammiiii'ninuillit last

, .

three years futl time occasionally two years.
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Principal course content usually includes some of the following.:

matheamtica; physics; chemistry; mechaniCs; basic geology; ,history and

econcMics of mining; strength of materials; .mine surveying; mining geology;

metallurgy; mining methods;, mine organization and operation; mine -

ventilation and dust control; developments in mining methods; work study;

introduction. to operstirent-leeearch;::. took mechanics techno/ogical,' ,,,
statistics ;.-economic gebiogy.

minimum aducatiOnal.prarequisite is comple.tion a second level
--education,: aettindstage, with emphasis` -on

.-41Tena' :Inccoisful vocciletion is: a -certificate or
arint,.teb.hnottigy of mining techadlogy.; :

...I.

7 .7'

.; .!-
. . .55442 littobamtese,,,

;f:;:..!4 7; :;:1'.!
. , . .

'.1)iGIFfi#84Eriat *');.fitstt.#0101ii4
to an award not equivalent to.a firitimiWersiej degree,
of classroom' and: laboratory. instruction 44414 .with'Ihe; psi plea- a .

practiosavt.iiechatiical.enginiering4sccha(00,4::131444iiit..***Yanitiatering.
and aeronautical engineering: These..,programmee-are,;ca*M1;*th ;.
convertion and With. the design, manufacture, installation,; operation,: and

maintecianCe:of _of tminikeniaeldavicei.:..- A** ittOgroOrneli:-iiguilly last
three years . ticie: .

Principal 'Course content usually includes soma of ;the .following :
physics; themiltrY;. matkematics; engineering. graphics; ;electrical circuits;
electrical iiichines;: ,sierlatics of michines; strength of materials;

engineering drawing and design; applied thermOdyiemits. ,materialsi ad-lance;
aerodynamics aircraftostability,:and control; :fluidMe;hanieli :MaChine.,
design; manUfacturing proCestes; electrical equipment applic;:tiOns;
instrumentation; cybernetici ttervo-mechanitime; production engineering;

computer PrograMming; metallurgy and welding; thermal systems engineering
economy.

Usual minimum COMPletibil of second level

eduCation, second -stage, :With emphatis dn'mciente.subjectsa,,,:.,. .

7 -fr ,

`' r-= Usual 4Artird tor sisCcessful coinpletionia 11-Attitificats or .diploma in

ulchanicalliniSiasering:tec.hublogy.

.,...,
. .

' %LI 7 .4 .'.7 ,:::.E.43.i;;; ''. '...;%; , :F.:: :;./ .i. ''..c ..k..; i.../.'..! 'f'.. ; 4.. ' :: ..:::? :, :?...;;If.:/:::j
'..- - .'
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55452 - an d technology. programmes

Progranines at the third level : first atage, of the type that leads
to an offliard not,equivalent to a first university degree, pritarily -onnsisting
of classroom, laboratory instruction and field work*, dealing 'Irlth, the, principles

and practices of agricultural and forestry engineering. Agricultural
enitineering is .concerned;with the application of mechanization fot-the devel-
opment of farm land, soil and water conservation,...irrigatione 'crop production,
harvesting, handling, storage and processing of agricultural Products; the
-design of farm structures and, machinery; while forestry engineering is
concerned with the application of engineering principles to forestry problem*,
with emphasis on logging operations. These programmes emphasize mainly the
practical and technological aspects of the subjects studied rather than their
theoretical principles.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
the design and construction of, farm equipment and its practical application to
agriculture, soil and water, conservation, irrigatiorvand drainage systems,
analysis of farm production syritems; production planning and control in logging;
logging technO147; logging .transporationv, forest mensuration, atc
These programmes usually include related subjects such as mathematics, natural
scienCes, agricultural economics and forestry edonotoics,14raftingo and perhaps
some social sCienCes ,

2 .

Usual minimum 'edicational prerequis4e completion of sec d. level.

education, second stage.
. . . , .

Usual award ,for -siiceeesini ,completion a- certificate or 4. '.riouia;

55499 Other en nearing technology pregrat,nes,

Programmes :at the third Ilevel- -first stage*..,of :the :typs,,that

to an award not equivalent to a first university degree primarily consisting
of classinowandrlabOratory instraction-Alealing with et: priiciples'Ind
practiees of engineering technology.. This .gronp.includea*Ogrammas--in.
engineering technology not elsewhere classified, such is weling-technology,
technology of plastics. The programmes usually last three years, full tivia.

For *aiding technology (as an example), principal course content
usually inaludes some of thcfolloving :"physice; Chemietryi Mathematics;
applied mechanics& engineering graphics; electrical circuits; too:P707?
progs ale cs-of machines; .mechanics of materials; *Amin

. "....



drawing,end design; manufacturing processes; fundamental:electronics;
welding_ding lysia; metallurgy;_, Siactrical and alectronics.control systems;
machime:design;, non-destructive testing; welding processes;..

mechanics; structural design. .

Usual,minimui educationalprerequisite is coupletioneof second level

education, second: stage, emphasis on science subjects. ,

ward, for successful completiOn is , a certificate. or diploma in
the appropriate engineering- technology..

/eVe/), ftrt,t4Paget:

ii **VAR POiCitplea t
struCtUra)6architeCturee:4444apelirchttectirar:''

.Plann4844006....c4448;9011::$1MtivOti*IP.teiS*4..tOi to fiPlio lOV 4
work. The' prograsm11.:7.Ora design" A.O'iPT#ParloPitlidentivlaVa4Sarli

,
relatively `high -level , technicians, aMit'therefOre,Strets:thi?''014Vailt:ind'
technO),0844;aspeOtsofity4e..40ji,ctsiiiic4444.:Aiitt4..xelitivii4-5-litttio.,iine ..(:
spent .9a .t4a..4t?ra i;;

Oral

drainage and irrigation systems, etc.), and town or commmitY Planning (urban
PPJ 1.:XedqvlOpit1It 1 4044 :tr.431,01tt talaten.:4nprelatiM2 to

cOmsimitY Plangniti.4444.;::.ikragrasaaSi fof -:thie..4)!Pa
gronnd conts4S:.4404401-itnianlIgginntIandtniaSSistt4C101ultakisig.:,,00:740*-!-::',

.subject. These .usually .iiiclude aoniecOUrses in architectural and -town
P4.anaing.:Pralrallnes';1ther... than the 7ans-heinivfolta.Wed;.:by .the,stOdent, courses
in relevant engineering areas, courses in.:relatid'agricultural;;itubjects
students in landscape architecture, and courses in. suo. as mathematics,

-statistics, natural sciences, social sciences, and the' :htusaitities..

PrOgrammes may be full -time or pattrtime, day or evening. Many are
of relati ly short duration - leat than one year and tlity. retreitingi
refresher anct.sandwich courses. PractiCal demOnStratiOns, field work,
and proje ts. designed to enhance the student's.appreciatiOn of the..10bjects
form an ortant part of these. programmes. ,Prograusies are usually i

'conduct at institutes of technology or technical collegei, although they may
be sponsored by avariety, of agencies.

iTha PrinCiPallihi.ndat)91,ProgranliPe8 404414,ars
struSturat;archtttur:07,-(arclAtectur41 drafting, 8,Atata
design, etc.), landscape arcilitqoureAplatiting:Aesign,,earth_gr4d.
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minititqa:edicational prerequisite 'is cceapletiOn" Of'setolid level
education; aecoid stage, but Mature: stUdents,. especiallY thole with ireiliant
work experience,. are often admitted with loier-'educatiOisaVauaiigiiitiOXI:"
Work experience is likely to be given more weight for 'retiaj.ningaiti
refresher courses, ,but in all cases some second ,level education will be
essential: to permit the student: to Mister the subjeet reiatter-in' these
programmes. ..

.

TOWIL--aWard for' sesctesSful completionof a-prograike La a' certificate
or diploma indiCating the. kind .of programm involved:

55802 :Programmes in strUcterat.arthiteatUre

PrograMmei giVihii third 'level first iitage(;,tof the' type that leads
to'aa-'aWard'-iitit.seqUivalent to a firituniVersity::degreei primatilY70.4iiiting
of classroom aadi:taboratoryinstructian,'!dialing withthe :prinditilet(':iied
practices of -architecture ,:, These programs deia. primarily with ttie

-teihnological ':'mod practical aspects the
theoretiCal-Xnd-scieitific

" . ,

. . .
course content usually jincledes, 1/.8. ; ,histOrY: of

archltecture; architectural 'drawing; building methods, "Materials; and
assemblies; mechanical equipment of buildingi and the social of
architectural ba4id civil
dinginfierin#, relevan!!: .fiateral-`411,enCeiiik-ioCiiitc
humanitiei,-"line,'-erts,. and ',Cast:111641

'.; ;- 14401:
educationi4aditaild 'stage;' but'-'mature applicants .; 0 z:
eiperience.isay.tio,,sidshittftedAtto

mania: award fOr'auCeesifetzeoXsyletieil certificate =or
architectural :'technology: ' : "''' r ..."

; :



55812 :Programmes in landscape architecture;

Programs at the third level : .first stage, of the 'type that leads
to an award- not equivalent to a first uniSersity degree, consisting of class-
room, laboratory and practical demonstrations dealing with the principles 'and
pricticet of landscape. architecture. These prOgrammeit -emphasize 'the .

technological and practical .aspects of landscape architecture rather. than the
theoretical and scientific principles involved,

.

Principal course content usually include*, the history of .land-.
scape architecture, landscape- graphics an&drlifting,- earth grading, drainage,
planting:tad:aquae, and aelected courses in 4iiiricultural technology'.;auch 'as
soil chemistry, fertilizer technology, arboriculture, floriculture, -,eta.
Background; .courses
civil engineering:tethnology, seleCted natural sciences, soCial-sCiendea, and
'cOaresicial' Orl.*USitiatis '4iiiblectir:.:-% 7 ;,

,titere.qu4itcclit completion of .'ioiodiiiPleSet.
education, Seco'bd stage. Matt** elevant'
be ,adisitted with lowev.educatitinalitiqUalificationa; "!.*!-:

.

airii&:f6e'-aucCeSsfistiCtimplttion a icertifica*Or:..:diplim.
undecoperAiretitectiwev,.-:;6 ;., f..

1; :,..! . : i :7. ,

.: T:.
;

55822 Programmes in town or clOtaiunitEplastlintr-,.. "
,,

Programs* ar.the third:- r first :stage of the tylia that leach;
to : an ,ailardgnot. aquiiralent;to;.a.first

1
etiverif ty.,dagree

rot47- laboraterY. and .praCtiCal desnatratione dealing: withth' the itiriticip14S; an4
practices of :town. civ, consiiun tir planning Ihese,,pr4remmus: deal primarily. -
with the'. tachnological'air& *acacia ..itsPictiv Of.....Comditnitir jamming' ritthei: than
with the underlying; thecretiC al and SCient ific .;

Principal course content usually includes, .i.a., the,.histOry of modern
urban development, urban ginning; "piojectir,..aociall'aid
factors( invOlite& in physical, urban planing,., thatr8le .of urban transPoration
systems, construction models .using.,iailour. mater ass thicgraiihics: of
cOmini.ity ,:developuient: r tekleV progVasomes: of this kind study. of
releSantt specialitiess in. Sociologni,BconOisicsli.- PaYchOlOgypstruttisraI;
architectuxe, mathematics,- civil sengineeringc and geography. Soinetpkogiimist
also include statistics, computer. programing and Oaten* design..

Usual minimum edapa fonal prerequisite co*latitsvist; isecondklever
education, Second stage, but mature applicants with ralevant,workexperienci
may be admitted with lower educational qualification*, '

7
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Usual award for successful ompletion is a certificate or diploma in
town or community planning.

562 Agricultural, forestry and fishery programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to an award not equivalent to a
first university degree, designed to impart theoretical and practical
knowledge of. the agricultural, forestry or fishery. operations required to
engage in such operations as owner or manager of a medium- ox small-scale
enterprise or for employment as a technician. Although theory is not
ignored, typically in these programmes attention is directed toward Courses
stressing the application of technology in relevant operations, rather than the
theoretical, general and scientific principles of the subjects studied.

Important kinds of programme included are those dealing with animal
husbandry; crop husbandry; horticulture; soil and water technology;
agricultural economics and farm management; health of animals; food technology
(e.g. dairying, fruit processing); management and utilization of -forest
resources including watersheds, wildlife and recreational areas; management,
utilization and conservation of fishery resources. Background courses usually
required include some natural sciences such as biology and chemistry; some social
sciences such as economics and sociology; some mathematics and, statistics.
vote that agricultural and forestry engineering technology programmes are
included in field 554 - Engineering programmes.)

Programmes and courses may be full-time or partr-time,, And usually
, include practical demonstratidn as well as student participation it, relevant,-1

.operations, either as an employee or in practice sessions. , (Refresher courses
are common.) These programmes are sponsored and conducted by,-many,kinds,of
Agencies - both public and private r including institutes of technology,: :4

specialized training. centres, research and ,developMent agenciesv Co-operative-
societies, etc.

\ ,

Usual: mini mum. educational prerequisite is. completion: of second level
education, ,second stage, inztt mature students, especially those -with relevant
work eeperiancei, are- often admitted with lower educational qualifications..-
In all casesif however,' some second level education will be-foundl eesential..
the important factor being ability to master-the varied subject-tatter; content
at this .

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a 'diploma or
certificate indicating ;.,.-
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ei2(Ael Lemma culture

Programmes at the third level : first stage,of the type that. /eads
to an award not equivalent to a first ,university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom 8216 field instruction dealing with the principle* and practices
of agricultUre at the production level. ! .

'r Principal; Course, contour:I:snails. .inClUden. 'some :Cof follOWing
hay' and pasture, trOtis; and tmiscellguisonc crops, :: vegetable. and frnit:
crOtos',....ornalenral.hOrtinulturei'r-agricUltniaL..botany,.:.figriheiltefrat:-XOologY;
agricultural microbiology, 'livestock iiiinveinent, 'anina/.feadaitintinid4Ontrolli.
pest control,, farm management. BaCkground courses often inelu8ed'are
zoologyi:-CheilittrY;.aniMal.:disesaies., botany; 'marketing,7Anditigricul*al
angina:4ring. .1:

.' .
r

Usual MinisinweditittiOnal?-preireqUisite:.14.,complmtionz;' f 4 ern :1:Miek
eduCation, second stage,. Msture students,,
work experience, are often..admitted'witiLlogni,educational:qnalifications.:

. i.3

'.Ustalt isiart for anocesafeil completion !is la
agricultural. teOhno/Ogy...

56203. Animal husbandry programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the, type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first. university:degree, Jtrimarily consisting
of classroom and field instruction dealing with the principles and practices
of animal' husbandry:

Principal couree;content usually includes some of the.following :
animal anatomy, and physiology, animal breeding, livestock produttion,,
pathnlogy, animal nutrition, poultry breeding and poultry products, technology.
Background > courses usually include roolOgy,microbiology, chemistry,-;marketing
and farm management. - ,

Usgalpminimum educational' prerequibite is completion of_eecond lovely

education, :second stage. Mature- students,.:. especially; those with- talisysist. work

e ence, are often admitted with lower:aducational. qualifications., ..
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Usual award for successful corpletion is a diploma or certificate in
agricultural technology.

56208 Crop husbandry programmes

Programmes at the third level:: first stage, ,of tthe'type,that leads
tp an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting ,
of classroom and field instruction,dealing with-the:principles and-practices ,

of crop hu3bandry. .

Principal course COIltel2t usually includes some of the following :
field crop production, forage crops, grain crops, cropping systems* pest
control, weed control, soil science and soil preparation. Background courses
usually include marketing. entomology, chemistry, botany, plant pathology and
farm management.

Usual min.imir: educational prareq_uisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially thosi with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational' qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a diploma or certificate in
agricultural technology.

S

56212 Agricultural economics:, programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the,typethat
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroots and; -field instruction dealing:with' the.principlesf,anCpractices
of egriculturaLeconolice..,7 , .

Priacipal course content usnally..in\liudes some of the,following s'
principles of agricultural economics, principles of marketing, farming
systems, farm management and production economics, accounting and financial
reliordio 41,griailtufal. policy, z' and farm credit policy.. Background courses
'usually include-mathematic:4 principles of 00)110121les, crop husbandry, animal
husbandry anti agricultural engineering
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Usual minimum educational: prerequisite i* completion o second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those wit relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational quali /cations.

,
0

,Usual award for successful completion is ..a certificate or diploma in
agricultural economics.

56226 Soil and water technology programmes-

' Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalentto a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and field instruction dealing with the principles and practices
of soil and water technology.

Principal course content usually :includes some of the, following
principles of soil science; soil classifidatiOn; soil'analysiC,-sal management
sistems, soil and voter. conservation. Ilackground courses uma0117-iaClude
forest .soils managements.-hydrolnEY,.VdrOgeologY.Jmaterl*44#tIPOI0.!ater
tronaportation, mathematics,' economies and chemistry,.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage. .

!Must award for successful, completion i diPloma or certificate
in soil and crater technology. -a,

56232 Animal health programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads

to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting

of classroom and field instruction dealing with the principles and Oractices
of animal health.



Oda
veterinary- inairsay ,-'veterinaty'VetholOgyi

j.Vatleituaiy,iursety andtveteatinsky.
-public health. Background courses usually include : animal science, animal

)1Situitior,' ItieStriek% nutrition,
chemistry, mathematics, and general biology. -

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

adulation, second stage. Mature studenti, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with, lower educational qualifications .

usual award,for successful completion is a diploma or certificate in

animal health,

56249 Otherprogrammes In agiidultnie`

PrOgrairMes at .the third level. : ,firit stage, of Ihe'typejthat...leads

.an award 'wit aqtrittalent to a first 'University degree,: primarily 'iaonsisting
of classroom and field instruction dealing-With.. the 'principles" -and praeticea :7

of an agricultural _programme .not covered by any of the above ptograisse stoups.

Principal course content will be related to the2spetiatity,..fcir
exaraple, spfcultuie, sericulture, and other insect cultures; fur ;farming;

mushroOm'giaiing; grOkiing',.of trees for their :''crap:, as AlUbberiPtadUation or
maple sugar, production. In all these programmesir 'ginerallagricUItUral

courses arc inclUded along with background courses such.akbiology, botany,
entomology, chemistry, marketing, business management and accountancy.

. ,

Usual lainimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, seacnid stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award, for successful completion is a diploma or certificate. 4
agricultural technology.
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56262 Forestry and forest product technology programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and field instruction dealing with the principles and practices
of forestay and forest product technology. .,

Principal course content usually Includes some of the following :
general forestry, silvicultnre,Jwood technology; forest scalitigilOrest
entomo1087,,fire contral,foreet ;improvement, forest cropping and woodlot
management« ;Background courses usually include : general botany,..surveyingi%
photogrammetry, lumber grading, forest road technology,-hookkeeping end.
marketing of forest products.,,

Usual minima educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education; second stage. Mature students, especially those With relevant
work experience, are often Omitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for-successful completion is a diploma-or certificate,iw,
forestry.

56272T: Fishery programmed

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that,leads.
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and field instruction dealing with the, principles and practices
of fishery.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
elements of fishery technology, fish culture, fish propagation, fishing gear
technology, fish detection, and fishery aspects of water pollution. Back-

ground courses usually include : marineDbiology, oceanography, ichthyology,
seamanship, marine law; fish processing and fishery law and regulation.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage. Mature students, especially those_with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual await for successful completion is a diploma or 'certificate in

fisheries technology.



566 Home economics (domestic,adietoe) progammel-

.;:lbil'Iiildincludes-wlvariety:of_programmesetithethiltidaeVel:
-first stage,7.:oftat'type:that leads,tdan award4mmt4btuivalent%toll

university degreeij-Primully'emicerne4 withlitudieelmilmWeconalicWi%
inelualiShOUSAtholdirts: In-thesePrOgraMbesi-attention-tie:direatad'toward-r
the PrattiokVapPacation'of-the subjects,includeCiarber.thad -"

underlying theory or geniral principles involved... . ;

--Principals-ands-of piogrimiesAnciudelthMso-dealiniqiith geieral
home economiciWthoseremphasizing household-foodimenagemenraidnutritiOn'
those amphasiiitivehild.eare And-family.Yeell-heing, thclie emihasiziog honse',--Y
hold arts such as interior decoration, clothing depign and dressmaking,
hotiseholCmanagement.addludgetingete; _ Theie,programiefv'cover-a _variety
of subject matter in the natural sciences, social and behavioural sciencesw_the
fine arts and humanities, the subjects being chOsen in accordancewith the
various specialities included.

Programmes may be full-time or part-tine, day or evening. The full-
time programmes are generally conducted in institutes of technology,
technical colleges, or community colleges, as are some of the art-time pro-

-grammes. Other part-time programmes may be held' in community centres, co-
operatives,, and the like. The programmes are sponsored by a wide variety of
agencies.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Particularly for the shorter prpgramaes,imature
applicants having relevant experience may be admitted With somewhat /over
educational,qualifications.

' "' 'f
° ;`. .

Uinta award for successful completion of a prOgramme is a certificate
or diploma.

1

: :".--)Akkm1MlillumMr-AecitoMicildOmeaticsCitakida/03gramde

r

Programmis,at the third level : fitatAstage..oUthe:type that leads
to an award not equivalent to -a first university degree, primarily consisting
oVclaestoOliaidjabOratory SeseiOna dealing.mitirthe4pplicatiOne:of science
tcyTtObleme.conneCtedwiththerunning of homes and institutions and home
economics extension prograMme0.--



pass

TrIzeipel :Course :contiint r.'utuailr:incltxteel 644 "Jclode: nutrition,
and diet; child development and psychology; clothing and textiles; Alantily
life and -home and institutional management. Background courses often included
are 'psychology, economics, sociology, mathematics, and biology, chemistry and
organic c.hemistry.

Periodi of practical work in institutions and in working with
families are often emphasized. Greater weight is assigned to practical

. results than-to the purauit of theory. Programmes are typically given in
colleges =or in technOlogical or similar institutes, and last ,one,Year or more.
BOiever, many of the prcigrammes are specialized in one or two subjects and may
last only three or four weeks.

Usual ''sdnimm educationalyproroslutsitaiicic0104 ;44:44100d lev04
education, secOnd stage. Mature apti/ s. cants, aspen airy °se' th relevant
Worie:eetiacsI :are soften: admitted1With, lotat. qualification0,,pa0tgulosly to
sardii' ourgeicand%courses designed,- upgrade the: qualificetii* 'PC.t4OPO :

: .1 .

. .

Usual award far successful completion of 'a program* is a certificate
or difilonudit . f .cf r - ,c

. . . .... . ,t'
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1

'56612'?: PrOgre*esT.Withltemphaisiv fon:1i elwbous ement-and.mi ition.

F..Priogramea.:AtF:the, third level first. stave, that: laads,
to an award not. aqUiValent 'tor universi179.4egreesjprimarily-::consieting,,
of classroom and, laboratory Sessions dealing With the applicatiOns.oVeckence
to problems connected with the running of homes and institution.

. ..t .5
Principal course content usually includes specialized subjectaAnch

as foods, nutrition, and diet; experimental foods; food service; food
chemistry; and general home and institutional management. Background courses
often included .are chemistry, organic chemistry, biology, sociology, economics,
mathematics, and physics.

Periods of practical work in 'institutions are often emphasized.
Greater weight is assigned to practical results than to the pursuit of theory.

. Programmes are typically given in .colleges or in technological or similar
institutes, and last one year or more. B.Owever, many.of the programmes are
speCialized in one or two subjects and may last only three or four. weeks.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite 4s; ',completion of second level
education second stage. kataie applicants, especially those With relevant

wort inipsi4ancei: ra..oftenadmittea with Acsfelr icitiaUftgattoroke,paTtAcularty to
sandwich ncourites 4ind-conties designed Aro UPgreds: the ::,41,014414e.tian,a
already 4.eigiplayetg :

C.04 1 e 7.1.e) : r: It.ot-: ';"' t.,.-; a: ;



Uaual swird"for
ar diPleia.

successful .'completion of a programing.* a certificate

55622 Programmes iith emphasis on child dare
,

Programmes at the third level :'first stage, oUthertype_that Dada
to an award not-equivalent to 'a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and laboratory sessions dealing with the applications of science_
to problems connected with the running of homes and institutions.

Principal course content usually includes, i.e., imecialized courses,
in child psychology and development; nursery equipment and activities;
pre-school education methods; nursery education practice; parent education;
and foods and nutrition. Background courses often included are psychology,
sociology, biology and chemistry.

Periods of practical work in institutions are often emphasized.
Greater weight is assigned to practical results than to the pursuit of theory.
Programmes are typically given in colleges or in technological or similar
institutes, and last one year or moree However, many of the programmes are
specialized in one or two subjects and may last only three or four weeks.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature applicants, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower qualifications, particularly to
sandwich courses and courses designed to upgrade the qualifications :o those
alr ady,employed.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a,certificate
or diploma.

56632 Programmes with emphasis on household arts

Piograiases at the 'third level firstAitagei of the type that leads -.

to an award.'not4qUiValenrtif a first udivecsity degree, primarily consisting
of classroom and laboratory sessions dealing with. the applications Loftacieuen.
to problems connected with the running of homes and institutions.
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Principal course content usually includes specialized courses in art
and design; dress design, flat pattern making, and dressmaking; home
furnishing; house planning, and home management. Background courses often
included are mathematics, sociology, economics, history and languages.
Periods of practical work in institutions are often emphasized. Practical
results are considered more important than the pursuit of theory. Pro-
grammesare typically given in colleges or in technological or similar
institutes and last one year or more. However, many of the programmes are
specialized in one or two subjects and may last only three or four weeks.

Usual minimum educati6nal prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature applicants, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications,
particularly to sandwich courses and courses designed to upgrade the
qualifications of those already employed.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma.

56699 Other home economics programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a firsi university degree, not included in the
preceding home economics programme groups (i.e. 56601 to 56632), primarily
consisting of 'classroom and laboratory sessions dealing with the applications
of science' to problems connected with the running of homes and institutions
and home economics extension programmes.

Principal course content depends on the particular area of
specialization or courses may be combined in some unusual way to,reflect a
specialized programme. In addition, courses in chemistry, biology and
physics, are often included.

Periods of practical work in institutions are often emphasized.
Practical results are considered more important than the pursuit of theory..
Programmes are typically given in colleges, or in technological or similar
institutes, and last one year or more. However, many of the programmes are

specialized and may last only three or four weeks.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage. Mature applicants, especially those with relevant

work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications,

particularly to sandwich courses and courses designed to upgrade the
qualifications of ,those already employed.
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Usual award for succesiful,completionof a programme is a: certificate
or diploma.

570 Transport and communications programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to an award not equivalent to a
first university degree, dealing with the principles and practices of subjects
in the technology of transport and communications operations. In these
programmes, attention is directed mainly toward the practical application and
technological aspects of the subjects included rather than toward the under-
lying theory of general principles.

Principal kinds of'programmes included are those dealing with the
technology of air crew operations, including air piloting, narigation, and
service to passengers in flight; shire officer programmes, such as those
required for deck and engineering officers, programmes for other ships'
personnel; railway operating trades programmes such as those for engine
drivers, conductors, dispatchers, etc.; road motor vehicle operating
programmes; programmes in the installation and maintenance of communications
equipment; postal service programmes, and Other communications programmes,
such as those in telegraphy, etc. A programme iif any these subject areas
usually contains some background courses in related subjects in the neturei
sciences, social and behavioural sciences, commercial and business
administration, mathematics and statistics, selected in accordance with the
programme's particular speciality.

Programmes may be full-time or part-tine, day or evening. Full-time
prtrammes are, generally conducted in institutes of technologys'- technical
co leges, or community-colleges, as are Some pert-time programmes. ° Other
part-time programmes are often conducted in _special schools set up by
transport authorities, professional societies, and the,lilke., Although
full-time programmes generally last for more than one year, the part-time
ones are> often of short duration i.e. a few months, and tend to be of the
retraining, refresher, and sandwich our type.

Usual minimum e4ucational pre equisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.' Especially in the case of shorter programmes,
some applicants may be admitted with lower educational qualifications upon
demonstration of ability to handle the subject tatter.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma, usually indicating the kind of programme involved.
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57002.= Ait'crew programMee'

Progratmies At the third level: first "stage, of the type, that leads
to an award not equivalent to, a first university degree, consisting of
lectures, classroom or group discussion and on-the-job experience designed to
provide training in air crew activities. Although some consideration is
given to the theoretical- aspects of flight and aircraft operatione the .

programmes' main emphasis is on the practical skills and knowledge required
for air crew personnel.

Principal course content usually includes, i.e., communications
procedure; flight procedure; the operation of communications and navigation
equipment; navigation; physics; electronics; mathematics. Periods of
apprenticeship are a compulsory feature of them programmes.

Programmes, usually full-time, last from one to tatree years in
institutes of technology, special institutes for the training of aircrews,
or sponsored by government departments or agencies. Applicants must demon-
strate physical fitness, and maximum and minimum age limitations ME" be
impoSed.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature applicants, with relevant work experience,
may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

.

Usual award for successful completion Is a certificate or diploma.

57004 Ships' officer .programmes

Programmete..at'the stage,,of,,the' tYpeithat leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degreekconsisting of instru-
ction, aid laboratory work designed as the theoretical complement of extensive
Oractical-experienCe ',aboard , These , prOgrammesf,are-::atilia to...covir the
theory, 'principles, ,and .knowIedge requitedrfor operating a -ship and
provide. training. in ,regulatioas concerning ship. managenient, lull -..inspectiOn,
public harboUrsi navigational aide, -etc. ..'..,eThe.end;.parpose.of,-the programmes ,is
to .4ualif*;caadidatee' masters :or first engineers of is .ship; lesser::;.
qualifications are acquired gradually in the process:

r.



Programme are typically given partly on board ships and partly in
nautical or technological institutes. Programmes are often restricted to one
or two subjects and may last: only :a few weeks.

Principal course content usually includes; i.e.', general shipboard
knowledge; navIgation; pilotage; stag) maintenance; routine and cargo
work; communications; ship constnictiotk and stability; shipmaster's
activities; marine engineering; electricity ; damage control t watertight
integrity; meteorology; naval architecture; and, other Subjects 'designed

tolirovide a broad foundation of skills: and knowledge related ,to _ship
management and OPeration.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of. second level
education,: second stage: Mature students with, relevant work experience may
be admitted witlt lower qualifications, and provision may be-made for
upgrading their educational levels while theY are participating in the
programmes. Admission to the engineering branches may require completion
of apprenticeship progiammes or the equivalent.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate.

57006. Railway operating trades programmes

Programme at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, consisting of
lectures, classroom or group discussion, and on-the-job experience designed
to provide training for railway operating personnel; Although some
conlideration may be given to the theoretical aspects of railway systems
and organization, the programmes' main emphasis is on the basic practical
skills and knowledge required.

Programmes, usually full-time, may require from one to three years'
study in an institute of technology, a special institute for the training
of railway operators, or a government department' or agency, and they include
an apprenticeship period.

Pidindpal course -conteitneUelIrincludes, 'diesel mechaniel,
idynamicsi cospanicatioas. :

Usual minimum educational prerequisite"is completion of -seectad level
education; second stage. Mature applicants with celevant work 'experience
may be admittedwith-lower educatiustal qualifications. Applicants must
demonstrate physibma -fitness, andspecificall* must meet -eyesight and..
hearing There may Also be maximum and minimum age -limitation*.

.Usual; award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.



57008 Road motor vehicle operation programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, consisting of
lectures, classroom or group discussion, and on-the-job experience, designed
to train road motor vehicle operators. The programmes' main emphasis is on
the practical skills. and knowledge required for road motor vehicle operators.

The programmes, usually full-time, may take up to one year's study,
and are given lin an institute of technology, in special institutes for the
training of road motor vehicle operators, or are established and run as part
of a goverment department. In addition, a period of apprenticeship is
usually required.

tent usually includes, such' ,,subjects highwal
regtfiatiOnaPri,7eiPafeatti-

course
crurles,1Tasic-vehiCie maintenance,ce, vehiale con ttoI,

vehicle insuranMe,'highway Condit/One, 'etc.-

usual minimum education:8V preirequisite COmpletibii:76C second .14

education, second stage Mathre Applttents with -relevantiosk experiet&,,
be admitted with lower educational qualificatiOns.'. -

UsVal'Award for succesSfUl'completioh-Is'a,Certificate'br dit4011S

57022 Programmes on installation and maintenance of communications equipment

Programmes at the third level.: first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, consisting of lectures,

classroom or group discussion, and on-the-job experience, designed to provide

'training

in the installation sad maintenance of communications equjpment.
`Although consideratron is given to the theoretical aspects of electricity and
electronics, the programmes' main emphasis is on practical skills and
knowledge.
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The programmes, usually full-time, may require 'one to three years;
they are given in institutes of technology or special institutes, or are
established and conducted as part of a government department.
They generally feature a period of apprenticeship.

Principal course content usually includes such subjects as
electronics; electricitY; communications procedure; communications equipment;
'physics; and mathimatics.

Usual minimum educational prereqUisite is completion of second level
education, second stage., Mature applicants with relevant work experience may
be admitted with lower educatianal qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

57026 Postal service programmes, n.e.c.

Programmes at the third level : first-stage, of the type that leads,
to an award not equivalent to a first,university degree, wconsistiof lictures,
classroom or group discussion, and on-the-job experience, designed to provide
training in post,office operations. Although consideration is given to the
theoretical aspects of the postal service, the programmes' main emphasis ,is cm.
basic practical skills and knowledge.

The ProgramMesi-msmallY gmil-time-maY re, one to Oree.Years'
study; they are given in technological .or specie :institutes, or maybe
established and conducted as part of a government department. They generally,
feature a 'period of apprenticeship.

Principal course content usually includes such subjects as basic'
management accounting, sorting' application of new technology to postal
procedures, etc.,

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature applicants with.relevantiatk-experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications.:

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.
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PrOgrammas:At-the.third4eyelfiret stage,...of-the type thati.eads
tO:anawarcl,not,equiyalent.l.tO aArit'nniVeraity:degree,.consiating of,
-leOntesvelassroop:or4roup-ditCnsiinn,. and On-the-lob experie04esigned
to:proyide trainitig,inCommunications,otherthan that -defined elsewhere in
579 or 'Although consideration is given to thetheoreticaiappectsof

cations, the main emphadis of-theprogramMes will be on hasiC
practical skills end knowledge.

The progralMea usually require Dina to threalear4

study.. Th4400 1;4,14iien inteChnologicalorsPecial:institutes;Or be
establisbed'and Conducted aapartOf a government departOent. They generally
feature a period of apprenticeship.
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Principal course contentousually includes the study of the various
aspects of a particular trade.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage. Mature applicants with relevant work experience

may be admitted with lower educational qualifications. Applicants may be
required to demonstrate physical fitness, and there may be -maximum aid

minimum age limitations.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

574 Trade, craft, and industrial programmes, n.e.c.

This field.includes a variety of programmes at the third level : first

stage, of the type that leads to an award not equivalent to a first
university degree,dealing with the principles and the'laboratory and workshop

methods in trades, crafts, and industrial processes not elsewhere classified.

These programmes are designed to prepare students for careers as relatively

high-level technicians in construction operations, industrial operations of

various kinds, installation and repair activities, and in 'a variety of craft

or trade operations.

The principal kinds of subject matter usually ificladed depend to

some extent on the particular speciality of the student, but some basic

subject matter is common to this kind of programme, e.g. natural sciences

such as physics and chemistry, mathematics, shop practice, band- and machine-
tool operation, and work hazards and safety. In general, the practical

aspects and applications of the subjects studied are stressed rather than their

theoretical, - scientific or general bases. Prosrammes of this kind are often
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of the "sandwich" type, i.e. periods of study are alternated with periods of
work in industrial or other enterprises.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications, especially to relatively
short-term programmes. Practical demonstration, field work and shop work
form an essential part of these programmes, which are usually conducted in
institutes of technology or technological colleges and which are sponsored
by a wide variety of agencies. ,

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a certificate
or diploma indicating the kind of programme involved.

57402 Industrial and domestic electricity programmes

Programmes, at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classrooms._ laboratory and workshop study and practice, dealing with the
applications of electricity and the installation, operation and maintenance
of electrical equipment, machinery and appliances in factories, buildings,
and homes.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
fundamentals of electricity; industrial electronics; shop practice; electric
power and illumination; electrical test equipment; installation, repair
and maintenance of electrical machines; transmission and distribution of
electric power. Stress is laid on the achievement of practical competence
and skill. Programmes often consist of periods of study alternating with
periods of work in industrial and other enterprises (sandwich courses).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications, especially into programmes
designed to upgrade the performance of those already employed.

Usual award for tmogrammes of one *ear or more, typically given in
technological' or similar institutes,.is a certificate or diploma of industrial
electrical technology issued by the institute and sometimes by the examining
board of a professional or technical organization. For short courses, many of
which are sponsored by employers or employers' associations, a certificate
of satisfactory completion is usually awarded.
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57404 'Elettt n,amd-servicing-pro am_mimes

Programmes at.the-thirtleveill4irst,4tiges;,:of:tho7:type-thap4eads
10 an award not equivalent to a'first university degree, primarily consisting
of clasaretima,.litbetatOry;ina *Voricshop-stoy atidvprattice; dealing' with
applications of :aliCeronicri:Jaid with, the Ann tallation ; and i:Seivicint-.4 electrir
ale equitnent.itich,'as'radio-and"..:teleVision-:apperatus; electronic .controls; ;

electioni0':COmputeri,'-ind'4leetteniC iiavigatioM tided -' T.

Principal. course content .usitallr includes the fundamentalir tif_,

electricity, princiPles of electronics, special electronic circuitry, electronic
components, electronic

the
equipment, physics, .mathematics, and shop` practice.

Emphasis is given to :the achievement of 'practical :!competence and skill.
Programmes often consist Of alternating periods ..cift. study and work in industrial
and other enterpriser,: (sandwich-cottiset). 1

Usual:minimum educational prerequisite. is completion of second level .

. 'education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may
be sidsd.tted with lower qualifications, especially into progress*. designed
to ,upgrade the performance of those already employed.

Usual award for programmes of one.. year2.Or.:00ei yen iii=

technological or similar institutes, is a certifiCate.or diploma. from..the
,

institution'' or fvont the = eau fining .fbOard of a .:irafe.loiona.VOr-teChnteal
organization. = Per -Short :courses; :Imany of -'whielt-iire epoiSorit,:bSt-'4440Yers"'
or employer,' esoCiatiout.'-'1, dertifiCatei.of ,'satisfaCtory'r-cOmPletion-ls:tisially

57406: -Programmes -in mechanic and repair :trades, n.e.c.

:Programmes at the level : first stage, of the, type' that leads

to an, award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily eonsistine
of clesitoom, 'laboratoryend workshop = study and practice :dealing with the

maintenance and repair of machinery' and mechanical devieeta 'nth as-motor
vehicles, aircraft, ti'dayy,oluty. construction equipment*, agricultural machinery
and equipment, .mining; machinery" etc..'

, Principal course content usually includes some of the following
mechanics of solids, fluids and gases hydraulics; pnetmatics ; overhaul .

and repair of internal combustion engines; the use of machine- and hand-

tools; machine design; Overhaul and repair of various kinds of machinery;



and diagnosis cd' faults in machines and equipment. Emphasis is placed on
the achievement of practical competence . and skill. Prokrammes often consist
of alternating periods of stpdy and work in industrial and other enterprises
(sandwich courses).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may
be admitted with lower qualifications, especially into programmes designed
to upgrade the performances of those already employed.

Usual award for programmes of one yea; or more, typically given in
technological or similar inatitutes; is a certificate or diploma issued by
the institution or by,the examining board of a professional or technical
organization. For short courses, many of which are sponsored by employers
or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion is
usually given.

57412 Metal 'trades programmes, n.e.c.

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the, type, that leads

to an award, not equivalent to a firstAlniversity degree, primarily consisting
of classroom, laboratory and workshop study and,Practice, dealing with the
shaping, treating, cutting, testing, etc., of metals as done in machine shops,
sheet metal shops, welding shops and fouidries.

Principal course content usually'includes some of the following :
fundamentals of metallurgy; blueprint reading; strength of metals; use of
testing equipment; elementary physics; work programming; machine shop
practice; layout of work; foundry practice; sheet metal work; tool
and diemaking. Emphasis is placed on the achievement of practical
competence and skill. Programmes often consist of alternating periods of
study and work in industrial and other enterprises (sandwich courses).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work, experience may
be admitted with lower qualificatiOns, especially into programmes designed
to upgrade the performance,of those already employed.

Usual award gPr Programmes of one. year or more, typically given in
technological, or similar institutes, is a certificate or diploma issued, by the,
institution or by the examining board of, a professional or technical
organization. For short courses, many of which are sponsored by employers or
employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion is usually
given.
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57422 FoOd:PrOcessin,and service. ,prOsitainies

Programmes at the thirdlevel : first stage; of the type that leads
to an award sot equivalent to a. "first university degree, ,primarily.,coosiiting
of claisirOOM; lahoratory.and iiiiikahop,ittidy and prectiae;;dealiMgWith the
industrial, .:cemparelalaid,iiiilar

PrinOtp4 courses. content iieUally:'inciUdesi come of the following
biology; chemistry; theOrY and principles -Of food sanitation;,

.nutrition; menu planning; quantity food preparation and processing; food
handling and serving; food purehasing; test cooking; food .preservation;
business management; human relations; merchanaisingi and the technology of
cooking equipment. Emphadis is placed on the achievement' of practical
competence,and skill. Programme often consist of alternating periods of
study and work in industrial one other enterprises (sandwich courses).
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Usual minimum educational pterequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Nature students with relevent work experienca may
be admitted with lower qualifications; especially into programmes designed to
upgrade the performance of those already employed.

Usual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in
technological or aimilar.,institutes,,is a certificate or ,diploma. For. short
courses, many of which 'are span:Kiri:I:hi emPloyers or employets associetiona,
a certificate of satisfactory completion is usually given.

57432. Textile technology programmes

Prograrsies at the third evel : firat stage, of the,tyPe that leads
to an award not eqUiValeut a,first university degrO44,Primatili_donsieting .

of classroom, laboratory and wOriship study .and practiCe, wstb the
properties, and uses. of natural. and .man -wade textile fibres, and the production
of materiaie and Other:produati from natural and,men-Made, fibree;

sIrincipal course content,usoally includes some of the
characteristiCa.,aud Clasitaification'ofnaifiral;eist.snan-made,fibres AziA filaments;
textile tieing; prodection 'Of nian-mide'filemiente and fibres; preperaticuof
natural fibres for processing; operation and maintenance of spinning or twisting
and of weaving machinery; filament and textile testing; weaving techniques;



including jacquard and other methods; quality control in textiles; organic
chemistry; and mathematics. Emphasis is given to the achievement of
practical competence and skill. Programmes often consist of alternating
periods of study and work in industrial and other enterprises (sandwich
courses).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may
be admitted with lower quali.fications,-espacialiy inta'programmes ,deligimed ta'
upgrade the performance of those aiready emp/oyed.

Usual award for rprograrnes of one year or mite, ically given,in
technological'or'aimilar 'institutes, is a certificate' viediptema issued by
the institutiad or by the examining'board of a prefeasidial or teCkaical
organization. For short courses, many of which are sponsored by employers
cr employers' associations, a certificate Of satisfactory letion 'is usually
given:

57442 Graphic arts programmes

Programmes at the third level : first 'itagei Of the aype `that leads
to an award not equivalent to a .first university degree; priimari/f 'consisting;

of classroom, laboratory and workshep study "and practice, ilealing with the'.
principles and Practices of printing and photography.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
printing processes; letterpress; lithography; rotogravure; silkscreen
process; typography; photoengraving; types of paper and uses; printing
materials; colour vision and Methods of colour reproduction; camera and
other photographic techniques, including both still photography and cinema-
tography. Emphasis is given to the aChievement of practical competence and
skill. Programmes often consist of alternating periods of study and work in
industrial and other enterprises l- andwich comae.).

?ism/ minimum educational prerequisite -COMipletion df 444.Oreit level
education, *second stage. Mature students with relevant Work 'experience may
be acdsitteci with iOwer qualificatidaS, eipeciatlY Into 'Prograes deiigned to
upgrade the p'erformance of .tho.e already employed. :

' "Usual award for:programmes :.of' one year:or 'reore,--typ ly given in
technological, or similar "institutes, 'is' a` Certificate or diploinclistied by
the institution or by the examining board of a professional' or technical
orzanisation.- For short courses, many of which are sponsored bresiployere
or etiploYerill'aiiitiiCiatiOn., 'a-Certificate''of satisfactory ComPietpity'ie:
usually awarded °`'
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57452 Optical-lens-waking programs

PrograMmes at, the third level : iirst stage, of the type that leads
to an award, notequivalent toe first university degree, Primarily consisting
of classroom, laboratory and workshop study and practice, dealing with the
technology of optical-lens-lashing.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
light dispersion, interference, polarisation, refraction and diffraction;
properties of materials used for lens-making; geometrical optics; materials
used for lens grinding; methods and equipment used for lens-grinding;
centering, edging, mounting, and testing of lenses; nature and function of
optical equipment; lens systems; compounding lenses; elementary physics;
and mathematics. Emphasis is placed on the achievement of ;practical
competence and skill. Programmes often consist of alternaAng periods of
study and work in industrial and other enterprises (sandwifal courses).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may'
be admitted with lower qualifications, especially into programmes &Aligned to
upgrade the performance of those already employed.

Usual award for successful completion of programmes of one year or
more, typically given in technological or siiilar inetitutes, is a certificate
or diploma issued by the institution or by the examining: board of a professional

or technical organization. For .short. courses,, many of which are sponsored: bY

employers or employers' associations, a certificate of .satisfactory comPletion
is usually given.

5.7462 2LtRE,k1g......q9±1LEILawiErNE5TEME

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting

of classroom, laboratory and workshop study and practice, dealing with the
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principles and practices involved in making, setting up and repairing scientific
laboratory equipment, instruments and machines.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
basic natural sciences; machining, shaping and other fine mechanical
processing in metal, wood, plastics, glass, etc.; calibrating of instruments;
instrument repair; laboratory safety; collection handling, preservation,
disposal and shipment of specimens; instrumentation; sterilization and
disinfection; manipulation of laboratory glass and plastic ware. Emphasis
ie given..to the achievement of practical competence and skill in the laboratory.
Programmes often involve alternating periods of study and work in scientific
laboratories to develop the required competence.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with laboratory experience and
demonstrated aptitude may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for the completion of programmes of one year cr more,
typically given in technological or similar institutes, is a certificate or
diploma issued by the institution or by an examining board. For short
coums, a certificate of satisfactory completion is often given.

57499 Other trade, craft and industrial programmes, n.e.c.

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom, laboratory and workshop study and practice, dealing with the
principles and practices of trade, craft and industrial processes not covered
by the above group definitions (i.e. 57402 to 57462).

Principal course content includes some background subjects common to
programmes of this kind, e.g. natural sciences including physics and
chemistry; mathematics; shop practice; hand- and machine-tool operation; and
work hazards and safety. Other subjects depend on the student's speciality
and in all cases the practical aspects and applications of the subject are
stressed. Programmes dealing with industrial processes often include some
courses in production methods, quality control, record keeping methods, and
industrial management. !

Many programmes are of the sandwich type, i.e. they consist of
alternating periods of study and of work in industrial and other enterprises.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, seem. stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may
be admitted with lower qualifications.
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Uoual award for programmes of one year or more, typically given in
technological or Similar institutes, is a certificate or diploma lasted by the
institution or by the examining board of a professional or technical
organisation. For short courses, many of which are sponsored by employers
or employers' associations, a certificate of satisfactory completion is
usually given.

599 Other programmes of education ai the third level : first step,
of the type that leads to .an award not, equivalent to a first.

university degree

This field incdudea progrEmmaP at this level not included inthe
above list of fields, Le., 514, to 574. Examplet of programmes,included here
are those dealing with journalism, radio and televisica.brOadcaatiuSs Public
relations, other nomMunications arts; police, work and related lam eUtOtte
ment, fire protection and fire fighting, military,scieace, other Ctvil
security; library techniques, the technology of museums and similar
repositOries, documentation technology, social work, vocational counselling,
etc. In these programmes, attention is directed typically toward the
practical application of the subjects included rather than toward the under-
lying principles or philosophies. ,

Programmes may be full-time or part-time, day or evening'. are

of relatively short duration, i.e. less that one year, and they include
retraining, refresher, and sandwich courses. The majority of these programmes
are given in technological institutes, technical colleges, etc., but many
are provided in special schools including military academies, police schools,
and the like. The programmes are sponsored by 'a wide variety of organizations.

Usual minimum educational, prerequisite is completion of second level,

education second stage. For programmes designed for those already employed
and for intensive short courses, applicants may be admitted with lower
educational qualifications when work experience and maturity indicate ability
to handle the material.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is .a certificate
or diploma indicating the kind of programme involved.
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59902 Programmes in ionrnalism

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction, group discussion and practice sessions, dealing with the
principles and practices of journalism. Periods of practical work on newspapers
or periodicals, including work in their editorial offices, usually constitute
part of these programmes. Some programmes at this level are specialized in
subject content and may last only three or four weeks. The practical aspects
of journalism rather than its theory are usually. stressed.

Principal course content usually includes current affairs; political
science; the place of the press in modern society; modern news reporting;
editorial practice and policy; government regulation of the mass media.
Courses in shorthand and typewriting may be offered, as may courses in modern
printing techniques, photography and reproduction techniquee

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational. qualificatione.
For short courses, sandwich courses and courses designed to upgrade the
qualifications of those already employed, work experience is usually given
greater weight than educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a prorTaume is a certificate
or diploma.

59904 Programmes in radio and television broadcasting

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of instruction, group discussion and practice sessions., dealing with the
principles and practices of broadcasting as one part of the field-of mass
communication. Periods of practical work in studioe and broadcasting offices
and workshops are usually included. Mangy of the programmes are specialized
in subject content and may last an], three or four weeks. Tha practical
aspects rather than the theory of broadcasting are emphasized.

Principal course content usually includes study of the role of
electronic media in modern society; broadcast journalism; the art and craft
Of radio and television production; government control of broadcasting;
script writing; principles of criticism; and the ethics of mass
communication. 0
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the second level, second stage. Mature students, especially those with
relevant work experience, are often admitted with lower educational
qualifications. ,Por short courses, sandwich courses and courses designed to
upgrade the qualifications of those already employed, work experience is
usually given greater weight than educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion.is a certificate or. diploma.

59907 Public relations programmes

Programmes at.the third level ::) first stage,: of the type thatEleads',.,
to an award not equivalent to a first university. degree, primarily consisting
of classroom or:practica sessions and troup discussion dealing ewitk the

principles, and practices; oL relations...;1 . .'t

PriUCipal,course ,content, inclUdes: a number 41 courses, isi.thel liberal
arts and social sciences, as well as prescribed courses in creative Writing.
and the effeCtiv& Us& of .language;r. :; introduitory-litsiness;:.:.marketing;`, the

use of the.mass media;.f.' industrial proMotion; ,advertisiug.busittess.2,;,

psycholOgy;. :,cOnducting, and interpretation of:publicy.opinion surveys, etc.

Programmes usually require, two yeare..;ful17-time study: in A. college of applied; .

arts and,Or,tichnology, 'Or; in the .communications. school 11'
. ;

USual Minimum educationalPierequisite, it; completion, of second: level
education, second' stage. Matitri students with related work experience may
be admitted, with lower educational qualifications.:

Usual award for successful completionis a certificate.

59909 Other programmes in communications arts

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to train

technicians or para-professionels in communications:arts other than thOse
defined-above (i.e. 59902, 59904- and 59907).



Principal. course content usually: includes a number of liberall arts
and social science courses, in addition to various prescribed' courses; Pro-
gramme usually require two years' ful.ls-time study in a college of = applied
arts', commnicatione, or technology, or an equivalent institute. -

Usual mit.imum educational prerequisite is' completion' of second, leVel
education, second stage. Mature students with relevant work experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

59912 Programmes in police work.' and related law enforcemect

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of .the type that lead's,
to an award not eqUivalent to a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom sessions and group discussion dealing with specialized training
-in police work, law and security adziuistration and enforcement. ,

Principal course 'content. usually- includes, introduction to law
enforcement; first aid and rescue operations;:' the use and care ofpolice. -

equipment; narcotics and drug abuse; latm of evidenec,ant cotirt,procedures;
criminal: investigation; traffic control' and admilaistration;. policau .

administration; criminal' law and legal procedures; crivig and de/inqueticy;
police operations; the ethics of security admi.nistration; language and
communications; social and behavioural sciences; humm relations-. -.2-

Usual minimum educational prerequisite compl.etion., or second level
education, second stage. Mature applicants with relevant experience may be
admitted with lower; educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

59915 Fire protection ar.d fire-fighting programme

Progranzses oaf. the= third level Rirse stagi, of the type that leade'.,
to an award not equivalent .to a first university' degree,'' primarily consisting'
of classroom Sessions 'and practical exercises dealing with the principl.es-. and
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techniizes of firs fighting.

Principsl,course content usually includes; 1.a., the history of fire
fighting; fire protection in buildings; fire-escape facilities; the
structural, stabilitY of buildings; ,interior finishes and furnishings; fire -

extinguialling appliances; automatic fire-alarm ayatzma;, automatic sprinkler
systems; special automatic extinguishing systems; steam fire engines and motor
fire engines; fireboats; ladder rescue equipment, including aerial ladders,
snorkels, other rescue equipment; firs department organisation; fire
research; iirst,aid.

Usual.minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education,second-stage. Mature atudents with relevant eaperience may be
admitted with lower educational qualifications..

Usual, award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

59917 Military programmes

ProBraMmes at the third level',: first atalla, of the tYPa.that leads
to an award not equivalent to ..a first university degree primarily consisting
of classroom sessions, group discussion and-drill, dealing with the fundamentals
of military science.

Principal course contzit.P640-17 luciudass, Wk., organization of the
armed forees; weapons and marksmanship; military hiatory and logistics;,.,

army e....laistration; military law; service orientation; counterinsurgency

training; operations; small unit tactics;.; leadership; pre-camp ,

orientation; branches of the armed forces; communications; map and aerial

photograph reading; social and behavioural sciences..

Usual minimum, educational prerequisite, is completion of second level

education, second stage. Mature applicants with'relevant experience may be
admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a-certificate or diploma
in' military science. The award may also incldde a promotion in military rank.



,59919 Other programmes in civil security

Pragrairmiel at the third first Stage," of the; type that leads
to an award-not equivalent a first universitydegree; 'PriiiiiilY:eansiating'
of ClatiiirooM'aettiana; and group '-discussion ' dealing With specialized" training
in Puhiie secnkitit,-' designed tO.prairido traininefor'coartialieniaires.'or'''
security guarde.

Prineipateaurie content. iiseiel/y iiicludei the :.eisentiiili(ef
law enforcement; first aid; building supervision; power ontlit'-..ahicking;
various .locking devices used in.public buildings; ,exleetria, and,electranic

the ithies''af'seCuritY..adiainietrittiOn;.-'.fire.'haSaide;";fire'iscapes;'
traffie--contral;''.Criiie and`` delinquency; record °keeping; isitor guidance; ':
human relations; social and behavioural's-Olen6es:

UStial Tai.nittuni educational': Prireqiiiiite; is cOmPletiOal of second level
education, second stage. Mature candidates; especially those with relevant
experience, are often admitted With lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate in civil security.

59922 Library technician protrammes

PrOgrailiea at the third` leVel : first stage, Of the tYPe- that' leads
to an aWard'not.equivalent to ';a first' university degree;' dealing with the
principles and :Praatices -Of librerY technologY:' "Theoretical'itiidlititariaal)

:principles of library -science are given leas prominence in.theselitograindia'
than Arei such techniques as. library cataloguing, record storage, record
retrieval, 'etc.; dealing with all types of records including m,crofilm,
magnetic tape, etc...

P incipai course content usually'itcludes, i° i., library reference
and speaial'' services, catalOgning and
collections, data processing, typing, the- operati.on of.biiiiimesalmachinaCand: '
library, ,struCture and organization., Background course. usually. include Selected
humknities;' SeitiktCet;''1111tUrai 'acieficeS,.,etc:;aaeordiiietO the' interests
of the 'Oxidant.-- ' ' '"-

Programmes, usually full-time,. are conducted teahnical.colleges or
schools, .and .require,Up: to two years.,. ; Some programmeapartiaular/y,;those
dealing ifith,-.-special libraries such as medital,'legal; or seientific ;ibr4Fiestr
may be part-time and of shorter duration (leii than one° year), and' are often
attended by,experienced general library technicians. .

Usual 'minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students with related work experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or 'diploma.
,



59925 Programmes for technicians in museums and similar repositories

Programmes at the third level : first stage, >of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to trainassistants for museums, archives, art galleries and similar repositories.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a., courses, in related
liberal arts 'fields such as history, anihropology, the fine arts, and
archaeology, in addition to such preecribed courses as cataloguing. classi-
fication, the care and handling of ancient manuscripts, map's, goverment
documents, data prOcessing, restoration and exbilAting,'of 00.041nene, of art, etc.

:Programer*, 'Usually-lull-time; are conduced itOtachricia,"cf>tieges
or schoole, and reinire.un'4.0 -twO4eara."- r j

Mabel ati-dimsaa ft. completion rOf second -11ovel
education,.second stage. Mature students with relevant mark experience may
be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

a.

Usual
, -!, .

award for .1n= esfal completion-is a certificate or diploma;

59929 Programmes fcr documentation personnel, -n.e.c.

Programme at the third level : first stage, of the type that leader
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, dealing with the*
principles and practices of documentation work in government, industry or educa-
tional institutions.

Principal course content includes a number of prescribed ru dior
optional courses (possibly with an area of specializetion)-in such subjects as
office practice, typing,

ssg,

filing; accounting; cataloguing and classification;
business machines. data processing; information retrieval systems;
administrative or;ganisation; and statistics.
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Programmes, full-time for one or two, years, are\ uhually given in
schools or colleges of business or technology, or in the\institntion of
eeployment, and consist primarily of classroom sessions and Periods of
supervised work practice. Short programmes, often part-time,'are provided in
the form of refresher or sandwich courses.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of'secand level
education, second stage. Mature students with related experience may
be admitted with lover educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is,a certificate or diploma.

1,

59932' Programmes in social work

Programmes at the third level.: first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, dealing with the
principles and practices of social welfare work. The practical aspects of
case work and group work are stressed in these proarammes, with little time
spent on the theoretical or'historical aspects of the subjects included.

Principal cou=m content includes, i.e., such subjects as case work
techniques, human development, social service xesources, social problems,
group work processes, community and clinical psychrlogy, and sociology.

Programmes, full-time for one or two years, are usually given in
schools or colleges of technology and consist of lectures, discussion groups
and field work under the supervision of an experienced social worker. Some
short programmes, often part-time, are provided in the form of refresher courses.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, and often some related work experience.

Usual award for successful completion is a lertificate or diploma.,
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59942 Programmes in vocational counoellin

Programmes at tbe third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent Po a first university degree, primarily consisting
of classroom sessions, group discussion and practical, work involving the
observition of counselling procedures and supervised participation in the
latter. These programmes are concerned with principles and their application
in counselling, designed to enable people to assess their assets and shortcomings
with respect to potential occupations so as to make satisfactory vocational
dkcisions.

Principal course content usually includes courses.on.child and ,L
tdoleicenS.development; learning and motivation; vocational development;
human relations and communication; information utilization and decision-
making; interviewing and modification. Emphasis is usually placed on the
techniques of devising and using tests.

Programmes, generally full-time, require at least one year's study.
Short programmes, often part-time, are provided in the form of refresher and
sandwich courses designed to upgrade the qualifications of those already
employed - for example, teachers, social workers, personnel officers and
placement officers.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a certificate or diploma.

59952 Programmes in environmental studies.

Programmes at the third level t first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to develop

awareness of the environment and of the ways in which a mmltiplicity of factors

affect its condition. Attention is given to methods for the protection and

rehabilitation of the environment.

Through lectures, seminars, demonstrations, usually i volving a
multi - disciplinary approach, a background is provided in subje is such as

the study and control of pollution; the protection of the envi nt;

the 'Conservation of natural resources. Programmes consist of special

courses drawn from the social, biological and physical sciences and their

applications. Study tours and visits to particular locations may be arranged.
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Programmes are usually of one or two years' duration, part-tine or
full-time. day or evening. Usual minimum educational prerequisite is
completion of second level education, second stage. Mature students,
especially those with relevant experience, are often admitted with lower
educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion, is.a-certificate:or diploma.

59962 Programmes in physical education

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to increase
physical strength, agility, grace ox movement, athletics and sports are
developed. Often the aim is spiritual and moral improvement in the individual
through physical excellence and control of the body.

The theoretical part of the programmes includes study of human
anatomy and physiology, natural science, social and behavioural science, first,
aid. Attention may be paid to the history of physical education in different
cultures. Stress is laid on sports of all kinds and on field athletics, as
well as on gymnasti.cs and eurythmics. Students are normally expected to
select two or three areas in which they attempt to achieve excellence; e.g.
football,running, jumping, dancing, hockey, kendo, judo, etc. Competitive
sports may or may not be encouraged.

Programmes are usually at least two years in duration, part -time or
full-time.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is conpletion of :second level
education, second stage. The programmes are normally offered in colleges of
physical education or community colleges or technical colleges; sometimes in
universities.

award for succesiful'completion is a certificate or diploma.
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59999 Other programmes of education at the. third level ; first,tlain, of the type
that leads to an award not e uivalent to a-first university degree,
n.e.c.

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the.type that leads
to an award not equivalent to a first university degree, designed to train
technicians or para-professionals in fields other than those defined above
(i.e. in 59902 to 59962). The emphasis in these programmes is on the
practical rather than the theoretical aspects.

These programmes usually last two years full-time in au appropriate
college or institute of technology, and consist of lectures, group
discubsion, field work, laboratory sessions, and various prescribed courses.

Usual minimni educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Mature students, especially those with relevant
work experience, are often admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a-certificate or diploma.
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6. EDUCATION AT THE THIRD LEVEL : FIRST STAGE,
OF THE TYPE THAT LEADS TO A FIRST UNIVERSITY

DEGREE OR EQUIVALENT

The "core" at this level consists of programmes of education for those
who have completed requisite programmes.at the second level, second stage, and
who choose to continue their education it a type of progrmme that is generally
provided by a university. Typically, much time is. spent on the historical
aspects of the subjects taught, while practical skills, though often given
some prominence, have a' lower priority. The importance of research is stressed
by preparing students for participation in original work. These programmes
require a minimuwof fouryears' full-time study, many requiring five or six
years', and a few:seven years'.- The earlier years (usually the first'or the
first two) are sometimes provided in local colleges or in secondary schools,
but these programmes are distinguishable from others in that: they-are
recognized by a university as the equivalent of the corresponding university
programme when a student transfers to the university.

A great variety ofzeubject-Matter programs?' is offered at this level,
the university being Organized by subject into Niiirartmente, 1'fsculties" or
"schools" under such headings as Agriculture; Arts (Humanities,-Letters);
Education; = Engineering; Fine'Arts; Law; Business Adminittretion (Commerce);
Medicine; Pharmacy; ?Natural Science; Social Science; Theoldgi (Religion).
Students.choose a Orwell* within one faculty but the programme\will often
contain some courses given in another faculty or faculties./ In some cases
also, the same programme, often with somewhat different emOasis, is given in
more than one faculty, e.g. pharmacology in Natural Science and in Medicine;
plant pathology in Agriculture andrin Natural Science; marketing in Social
Science (Dconomics) and in Business Administration. For the purpobes of ISCED,
however,,a particular subject-matter programme is assigned to only one field
on the basis of its usual or principal association.

At this level the "core" comprises the great majority of the
programmes in many countries. Important national differences in university
organization and in degree-granting practices as well as changing practices

`within countries in recent years must be taken into account, howevar,..if
reasonably comparable data are to be obtained.

The term "first university degree" requires clear definition for ISCED
purposes. It includes, of course, programmes leading to the usual first degrees
such as bachelor 0 arts, bachelor of science, dipMme, etc., as well as first
professional degrees like those of bachelor of law, bachelor of medicine
(in some countries), and others that are frequently taken as first degrees after
three, four or five years of study following a non-degree programme of pre-
professional study, i.e. a totalof as many as seven years in all, e.g. doctor
of medicine (in some countries). Similatly, programmes designed for the
simultaneous conferring of two degrees (e.g. B.A. an-c13.Comm. or B.A. and Ll.B.)

are classed as at this level.

Ibcreasingly, programmes formerly conducted mainly outside of
universities in some countries have been moving into their university systems.
Important examples are programmes leading to such professions as those of
engineer, accountant, actuary, barrister and solicitor, pharmacist. The situation

as between countries has always been mixed, leading to problems in international
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comparisons, while the fluidity within individual courtries can be a source
of inconsistency in national statistics over a number of yeArs. *the
purposes of ISCED, therefore, programmes conducted outside of the university
system, sporsored by a recognized professional society and conferring
membership in the relevant professional society to successful candida es,
should be included at this level. Presumably the conferring of memb rship
in a recognized professional society of the type that requires demons ration
of professional competence for membership, and membershiprof which is
requirement for practising the profession, may be considered as indica ing
successful, completion of qualifying programmes equivalent to obtaining the
relevant university degree. This does not apply, of course, to membership
in a professional society which requires no programme of; education' and no
examination, or when membership is not required to practise the profession
even if a pro forma examination is conducted for membership. Furthermore,
spaAal circumstances may exist, in some countries, especially at times of
severe scarcity in some professions when membership in an association (a
requisite for practising) may not be taken to indicate full professional,
qualification.

As a general guide it may be said that the level of the programmes
of, study is the important criterion and not the educational history of the
individual student. Pot exadble, a student possessing,a bachelor of arts
degree and studying for the ordinary certificate or degree in teacher training
is considered to be at this level because he is not pursuing,higher studies
in the subject of his first degree.. Simi]arly, refresher courses, provided
for those possessing first university degrees or the equivalent are considered
to be at this level because they'are up-dating earlier education at, this.
level. These are examples to indicate' intent and should not be
taken as exhaustive.

4.0

a
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601 General programmes .

This field includes' rogrammes in education at the third level : first
stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or equivalent, each
of which covers a variety of subject matter designed to provide a broad
spentrum of knowledge concerning the theories, analytical methods,
investigatory procedures, laboratory and field work techniques of to
humanities, social aciencee, natural sciences, and their applications.

Kinds of programmes included are those having no stated subject
specialization, although they may be designed to have a broad subject
emphasi4, such as emphasis on the humanities and social sciences, or emphasis
on the natural sciences or their applications. These programmes are different
from those designated as, for example,, general programmes in art studies,
gineral programmes in the humanities; general programmes in the social and
behavioural sciences, or leneral programmes in natural sciences, in that
the gmeral programmes assigned to a specific field are designated as
specialized in that field, and the majority of the constituent couraes, at least
in the last two years of Study, are'in the major subject field. The pro-
grammes included in this field (601) are so broadly based in terms of subject
matter that no particular subject or subject field predominates to the extent
that it could be designated as the major subject.

Some universities provide full four-year programmes Of the kind
included in this field as general progranmes, but many universities do not
offer such piOgrammes. In some university systems, general programmes of this
type will apply to a large segment of those enrolled in the first year, and
perhaps also in the second year of a four- or five-year programme: TAB
applies to systems in which the first year or first two years consist of a
broadly based general type of programme while the third, fourth and perhaps
fifth years consist of programmes having a very high degree of subject
specialization. In other university ayatems and for some kinds of pro-
grammes in the systems described immediately above, subject specialization
begins in the first year. By subject specialization is meant concentration
pn a particular.subject field or individual subject to the extent that a
Student becomes a specialist or particularly knowledgeable in the speciality.
It does not imply, of course, exclusive attention to the speciality:

Programmes may befull-time or part-time, day or evening. At this

level,, however, most prograftes are full-time, although students may undertake
them on apart -time basis. Most programmes are conducted by universities,

colleges, or similar institutions. Courses and programes are sometimes
provided by correspondence or through broadcasts (radio Or television).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, although in exceptional cases mature students may be,
admitted with lower educational qualifications on demonstration of ability
to handle the subject matter et this level.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a degree

(B.A.) or the equivalent.
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60101 General programmes with no special subject. emphasis.

Programmes at the third level : first stage* of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, with no, special subject'emphasis,
designed to Twovide a broad geueral understanding of the theories,
investigative practices and techniques used in the humanities, social
sciences and natural sciences.

Programmes may last from two to four years in a college ,or.universit
and may consist of lectures, seminars and discussion groups. Programmes
usually consist of a number of compulsory courses giving a general .background
in a wide variety of subject afas, as well as some optional courses, chosen.
so that no particular major field or subject is identified.

Usual, minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Upon successful completion, students
degree (B.A.) or the equivalent.

are awarded a first university

'60102 fitlp,iiimiIasisontiehGeneral.rorassaas'i.umanities.or.-the social

and behavioural' sciences , .

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of, the type that. leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, designed to develop knowledge
with emphasis on the humanities or social and behavioural sciences as a
whole. They are designed to provide a broad general understanding of
theory, investigative,practices and the techniques used in these disciplines.

Programss normally last from two to four Tears in ,a coliegeror
uni7ersity, and usually consist of lectures, seminars and discussion groups,
with courses drawn frail a tariety of subject areas, with soma emphasis on

. the humanities or social and behaviours; sciencesbut the courses being so
chosen that no particular major subject or field is identifiable.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the, second level; second, stage.
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c>

Upon successful completion, students are awarded a first university
degree (i.e. B.A.) or the equivalent.

60105 General ro remmes with e I I basis on the natural or a nlied sciences

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type' that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, designed to develop knowledge with
emphasis on the natural or applied sciences, as a whole. They are designed
to provide a broad general understanding of theory, research methodology,
investigative practices and techniques used in the disciplines.

Programmes normally last from two to four years in a college, or
vniversity, and usually consist of lectures, seminars and discussion groups,
laboratory and field work, with courses drawn from a variety, of subject areas,
with some emphasis on the natural or applied sciences but the courses being
so chosen that no particular major field or subject is identifiable.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Upon successful completion, students are awarded a first university
degree (i.e. B.A., B.Sc.) or the equivalent.

614 Programmes in education science and teacher training

This field ivcludes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the t7pe that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, dealing with the theory and practice of teaching.

Programmes for school teaching are primarily intended to prepare
students to undertake teaching at the second level of education, second stage;
but some include preparation for teaching at the first stage of second level

or for third level non-university type teaching., They stress the theory and

history of educationwithout neglecting practice teaching along with observation
of experienced teachers. At this level the heaviest enrolment is likely to be

encountered in programmes for subject-matter specialists, i.e. those who expect
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to teach one or two special subjects. Along with courses in education theory
and teaching methods these programmes often include courses-in-educational
administration,'teacher supervision and inspection practice.

Important kinds of programmes included are : general programmes (i.e.
not specialized by subject matter or by type of student to be taught), pro-
grammes for teachers with a subject-matter speciality either in a non-
vocational subject (e.g. history, languages, natural sciences, mathematics,
.geography, physical'education) or in a vocational subject both in and out of
school (e.g. fine arts, home economics, woodworking, metalworking, welding,
commercial subjects& agriculture); programmes for teaching pre-school or
kindergarten; programmes for teaching in adult education both in school and
out of school; programmes for teaching handicapped children and programmes for
teaching teacher trainees; and programmes for higher level staff for extension
and other typos of out-of-school education of adults and young people.

Programmes may be full-time (usually the majority) or part-time., ay

or evening; many part-time programmes being those for improving the
qualifications of teachers and refresher courses, others being those for
personnel in extension, adult education and other non-formal teaching., ny
programmes are provided during school vacations, particularly those for
teachers and those providing partial qualification in areas of teacher
shortage (i.e. a prospective teacher can gain full qualification by study in
successive vacation periods, being encouraged to take employment as a
teacher in the intervals). -

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education,first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree,
usually with specialization in the subject or subjects to be taught. In
special cases (mainly for qualification as a teacher of a vocational subject or
as a teacher iv adult education), mature, students with valuable work
experience majbe admitted with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a teaching
certificate approved by the appropriate educational authority.

(Note that the above definition includes lly.programmes consisting
Rrimarily of courses in teacher training aducation or pedagogy. Programmes
in a university or teachers' college for,736dergradilete students, e.g. under-
graduate programmes in education, consisting primarily, of a subject-matter
speciality other than teacher training but containing some courses in pedagogy,
are classified according to the principal subject speciality, e.g. history,
geography, mathematical Aterature, chemistry, etc. This practice is designed
to facilitate the international comparability.of enrolment and-other data
classified by subject speciality as well as the comparability of such data
in successive time periods for particular countries.)
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61401 General teacher traininumgrammes

Progmmes oat the third level : first stage+ of the type that leads to
a first univerditY degree or iequvalent,. primarily consisting of lectures, y.

group dfszts-sion' and practice, teaching designed to train teachers mainly for
the second' level wand occasionally or the third non-degree level of education.
These pre.zotammes consist primarily of courses in pedagogy (teacher training)
and reiated subjects such es the 'theory of education and educational
administration.

Principal course content,usually includes the history, philosophy,
psychology, and sociology of education; the theory and practice of teaching;
and educational administration. In addition, time is devoted to observation
of experienced teachers and to supervised practice teaching.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is a first university degree,
but mature students with related work experience may be admitted with lower
educational qualifications. For. short programmes, especially those
designed to improve the qualifications of teachers, work experience is usually
given greater weight than educational qualifications. Programmes are either
full- or part-time, and usually last the equivalent of one, year's full-time
study. .

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree,or equivalent, primarily consisting of lectures,
group discussion and practice teaching designed to, train teachers with
specialization in a non-vocational aubject such as mathematics, social studies,
language", physical education, etc. Students completing-these programmes
qualified to teach at the second level, and in some Cases at the non-degree
third, level of education. These progrimmes consist primarily of courses in
pedagogy (teacher training) End related subjects such as the theory of education
and educational administration.

Principal course content usually includes the history, philosophy,

psychology, and sociology of education; the theory and practice of teaching
in general and of teaching the particular area of specialization;, end often ,

some courses in the subject to be taught.. In addition, time is devoted to
observation of experienced teachers end to supervised practice teaching'.
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naval minimum educational prerequisite is a first uaiversity degree
r. equivalent, but mature studenta with related work experience may be
admitted with icier educational qualifications. For short. Programmes,
especially those designed to improve the, qualifications of teachers, work
experience may be given greater Weight than educational qualificatiouy. The

Progrannaa may be full- or part -time, and usually last the equivalent of one
full academic year.

Usual award for succeseful completion le a teaching certificate or
diploma.

61408 Teacher tIsainin ro rammes for teachin: ractical or vocational
subjects

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of lectures,
group discussion and practice teaching designed to train teachers of specific
vocational subjects such as music, fine arts, woodworking, commercial
subjects, agriculture, etc. Students completing these programmes are
qualified to teach at the second level and in some cases at the third non-
degree level of education. These programmes consist primarily of courses in
pedagogy (teacher training) and related subjects such as the theory of
education. Included also are programmes for teachers or instructors of
out-o` eschooLvocational education.

Principal course content usually includes the history, philosphy,
psychology, and sociology of education;, the theory and practice of teaching
in general and of the vocational subject concerned; end often courses in the
subject to be taUght. In addition, time is devoted to observing experienced
teachers and to supervised practice teaching,

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is a first university degree
or the, equivalent, usually with specialization in the subject to be taught,
but mature students with related work experience may be admitted with lower
educational qualifications. For short programmes, especially those designed
to improve the qua/ificatione of teachers or to train instructors for out-of-
school education, work experience may be given greater weight then educational
qOalifications. Programmes may be full-time or part-time, and last the

'--eiiivalent of one year's full-time study or less.

Usual award for successful completion is is teaching certificate or
diploma.
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61412 .teaching pre - school ar

Programmes atotie third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a Sirst university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of lectures,
group discussion and practice teachinb designed to train teachers for
education preceding the'first level. These programmes emphdsize the'theory
of education and the theoretical andgeneral principles of the subjects
studied. They consist primarily of courses in pedagogy (teacher training)
and related subjects such as the theory of education and educational
administration.

Principal course content usually includes the histor)4 philosophy,
psychology, and sociology of education; the theory and practice of teaching
in general and the teaching of pre-school children in partiLular; and general
courses that will assist in the understanding and guidance of pre-school
and kindergarten children.: :In addition, time is devotedto observing
experienced teachers and to supervised practice teaching.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is .a first university degree
or equivalent, but mature students with relevantbexperience'maLy be admitted
with lower educational qualifications. For short programmee, eepecially
those designed to improve the qualifications of teachers, work expetieuce
may be given 3reater weight than educational qualifications. Programmes

may be full- or part-time, and last the equivalent of one 'year's fullk-time
study. They are usually given in t. -eachers' college or a uniyersiq.

Usual award for successful co elation is a teaching certificate or

diploma.
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61416 Teacher treirin for teachars in adult education

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a prst university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of lectures,
group discussion and practice teaching designed to train teachers for adult
education both in and out of school. Students completing these programmes
are quiPlified to teach at the second level and at the third non-degree level of

education. These programmes emphasize the theory of education and the
'theoretical and general principles of the subjects studied. They consist

primarily of courses in pedagogy (teacher training) and related subjects such
as the theory of education.

Principal course content for these intending to teach, in schools usua-
ally includes the history, philosophy, psychology and sociology of education;
the theory and practice of teaching in general and of teaching and retraining
adults; and special problems encountered in communicating with adults from
varied backgrounds. In addition, time is devoted to observing experienced
teachers and to supervised practice teaching.

Principal course content for taose planning to engage in extension
work and other types of out-of-school education tends towards emphasis on the
subject matter to be taught, sociology related to the groups concerned,
learning theory, attitudes and reactions to change, practice demonstrations,
etc.

Usual minimum educational preequisite is a first university degree
or equivalent, but nature students with related work experience may be admitted
with lower educational qualifications. For short programmes, especially those
designed to improve the qualifications of teachers (and for those preparing
for out-of-school . eaching), work experience may be given greater weight
than educational qualifications. Programmes may be.full- or part-time, and
last the equivalent of one year's full-time study or less. They are usually
given in a teachers' college, a university, or a special adult education
training institution.

Usual award for successful completion is a teaching certificate or
diploma.

61422 Teacher traiaiaiifELAtEtia&IIRILIINUMISI4Ena

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of lectures,
group discussion and practice teachin3 designed to train teachers of handicapped
children. These programmes emphasize the theory of education and the
theoretical and general principles of the subjects studied. They consist
primarily of courses in pedagogy (teacher training) and related subjects
such as the theory of education and educational administration.
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Principal course content usually includes the history, philosophy,
psychology, and sociorogy of education; the theory and practice of teaching.
in general and of teaching handicapped children in particular; theoretical
courses leading to a basic understanding of the problems orhandicapped
children and psychological implications of the disabling condition. In

addition, time is devoted to observing experienced teachers and to supervised
practice teaching.

Usual minimum educational Prerequisite is a first uni'Versity'degree
or equivalent. Mature students with relevant experience may be admitted
with lower educational qualifications but icr short programmes, especially
those designed.to improve the quaiifiCations of teachers, work experience may
be given greater weightthan.educationa/ qualificatiOns. Programmes may be
full-time.or part-time, and last.the'equiVilent of one year's full-tima,
study.- 'They are usually given:in a'teachers4 c011ege; university, special
school,,orteaching hospital.

. .

.Usual award for successful completion is a teaching certificate
or diploma.

61432 Teacher training for teacher trainers

. ,
'Proftaliames'at:thethird'leSei ;'firEit'stage, of. the tape that .leads

tcia-first'Univeriitydegneent equiira/entpiiMarily.constating,of le4tOrsS,
group'discuisiOn and-prattice'teaching'designedto train-teSCbati fdr teaChere
colleges, teacher training institutes, etc. -These programmekconoist
primarily of.courses in pedagogy (teacher training) and telited'ithjects'ineh
asthe theory of eduCation and edUcational administratidn, bUt they involve
bothitheptactical and the theoretical.asPects of training teaChers.:--

Principal course content usually includes the history, philosophy,
psychology, and sociology of education; the theory and practice of teaching;

the theory of learning; practical teaching aids such as audio-visual
equipment, programmed learning methods and teaching machines; curriculum

development and lesson. planning. In addition, time is devoted to observing

experienced teachers and to supervised practice teaching.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is a first university degree

or equivalent, but mature students with relevant work experience may be

admitted with lower eduCational qualifications. Programmes may be full-time

or part-time, and last the equivalent of one year's full -time study. They

are usuallYigiven in a teachers' college or kuniversity.

'Usual award Ibt successful coMPlitiOn is a teaching certificate or

diploma.
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61499 Other programmes in education science and teacher training_
. . . .

ProgramMes,et the third level firstetage,Tefthe:riile that leads
to a, first university degree or equivalent, primarily,conaisting of lectures,
group discussion and practice teaching designed to train teachers Of
specializations other. than thooe definedabove.,: Students completing these
programmes;:are qualified to teach at the second level and sometimes at the
third non-degree,level of education. These .programmes consist primarily of.
course& in pedagogy (teacher training) and related subjects such as the theory
of education and educational administration.' .

Principal course content usually includes the history, philosophy;-.-
psychology and sociologyOf education; the theory, and practice of' teaching,

in general and of teaching the particular speciality; and often courses in
the subject to be taught. In addition, time is devoted to observing
experievced teachers and to supervised practice teaching.

Usual minima educational prerequisite is a first university degree,
but mature students with related work experience may be admitted with lower
educational qualifications. For short programmes, especially those designed
to improve the qualifications, of teachers, work experience may be given
greater weight than educational qualifications. Programmes may,be full-time
or part-time, and last the equivalent of one year's full-Pame study. They are
usually given in a teachers' college, a university or a specialized.
educational institution.

usual award for successful completion is wteaching certificate or
diploma.

618 Fine and applied arts programme

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or;
equivalent, dealing with the theory, history, techniques, performance and
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production in the fine and applied arts. These programmes stress the
theoretical and general principles underlying the subjects included while
not neglecting Gfieivtechniques, performance methods, and related practical
aspects.

The principal kinds of progtammes included, which aim at the
development of artistic creativeness and of in performance as well as
appreciation of the theoretical principles involved (for example, the
history of art, the history of music, form and analysis, harmony, counter-
pant), come within such artistic branches as drawing and painting (including
etching and Otintmaking), sculpturing, music, the drama, the dance, interior
design; etc. Programmes in any of these arias usually contain some backgreund
courses in related fine or applied arts intended to supplement and to assist
in mastering the-theory and techniques of the major eubject. Background
courses are usually included also from such related fields as the humanities,
social' and' behavioural sciences, and natural sciences." (Note that pro-
grammes in architecture and town planning are not included here but in 658).

Programmes may be full-time or part-time, day br evening. At this
level, however, most programmes are full-time, althoughstudents may under-
take them on a part-time basis. In many cases, tudy of the subject is
supplemented by practice or performance in the re event field. Programmes
are usually conducted in universities or colleges but sometimes the
institutions are known by other names, e.g. comae atories of music.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite i completion of second level
education, second stage. 111 exceptional cases, xperienced applicants
with lower educational qualifications may be'adui ted to a programme after
demonstrating satisfactory performance in the rel want subject.

Usual award- for sucCessful completion of the programme is a
university degree (B.A.) or the equivalent.

61801 General pid rammes of art studies

Progratteiat the' third firstate
to'a first university'degrei or equivalent, primer
strations, lectures and sti-sdent studio practice, d
student with experience in &variety of art media,
and theery, and' an appreciation' of. 'the `arts. Pro

types: one allows the' strident to specialize in ci
areas (painting, sculpture; art history, etc.) tow
a practising professional aFtistbr att- scholar;
student to gain proficiency:, experience and under.
media at:d 'amas. toward the gdal of betOming a taste
and/or secondary level *either programme the

.

of the type that lea&
cent:lilting of demOn--;

Signed in; proVide the
a knowledge of art history
incases :day df'' two,

taro selectedatedia' or
rd the. goai of becoming
he -other requires the art
andieig in a wide range of
r/Of. art at the 'elementary
*Ant "usua/lY is required'
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to successfully complete a "foundations" 'course - a semester or year of
general inquiry into and experience in the arts.

The content of these programmes usually includes inquiry and practice
in a wide variety of the study media (drawing, painting, sculpture, print
media, weaving, ceramics, etc.), art history, philosophy of art, and perhaps
commercial art techniques and processes.

\
Usual minimum educational prerequisite;. students wishing to enter

these programme:if/ire usually required to have completed aecOnd level education,
second stage, and to demonstrate an aptitude and skill in one, or. more of the
study areas. Applicants with maturity, outside experience in, the arts, and
aptitude and commitment may be allowed to enter these programmes without
having completed the educational requirements of the !second level..

The length of these programmes varies, but they usually consist of
from three to five years of study.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a university .

degree (B.A.) or the equivalent.

61804 Programmes in drawing and painting

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or eqavalent, designed to provide basic pro-
fessional training in drawing and painting. Emphasis is usually placed on
theory, but practice is not ignored, and through lectures, seminars, demon-
strations, and studio practice, students acquire a broad background in drawing
and painting.

Programmes usually last from three to five years in a university or
college of art. They consist of a number of prescribed courses in such
subjects as basic drawing, design, freehand drawing, history of art, lettering,
theory of colour, calligraphy or silk-screen printing, designed to provide a
core or foundation in drawing and painting, as well as a number of liberal arts
courses such as the literature of the indigenous language, history, social
science, foreign languages, philosophy, and some electivit courses, possibly
in some specific field of emphasis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, often with a demonstrated affinity for drawing and
painting. Applicants who have achieved a degree of maturity and some
related experience may he admitted with lower educational qualifications.

A university degree or equivalent diploma is awarded upon successful
completion of the prescribed programme, usually after written and practical
examinations, which may include an oral examination.
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61808 Programmes in sculpturing

Programmes at the third level : first stage, orthe typithat leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, designed to Provide basic profess-
ional training in sculpturing.. 'Emphasis is uaually placed on theory, but
practice is not ignored, end through lectures; seminars, anmonstrations and
studio practice, students acquire a broad background in sculpturing. Individ-
ual programmes may emphasize certain fields within the broad area, such as
Greek or Hindu sculpture, visual and spatial relationships, or ceramics.

- Programmes usually last from three to five years in a university or
college of art, and consist of a number of prescribed courses in such subjects
as the history of art and sculpture, visual and spatial relationships, and basic
form and design intended to provide a core or foundation in sculpture. in
addition, most programmes include liberal arts courses Such as the literature
of the indigenous language,'history, social science, foreign languages, philo-
sophy, and a number of elective courses, often in some specific area of emphasis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion-of second level
education, second stage, often with demonstrated affinity for sculpturing.
Applicants who have achieved a degree of maturity and some related experience
may be admitted with lower educational qualifications. 1

A university degree or equivalent diploma is awarded on successful
. .

completion of the prescribeCprogremme, usually After written and practical
examinations, which may'inaUde.an'Oral niatidetiOn.'

61822 Programists in music

Prograimes at the third level : first stage, of the tYPs that leada
to a first university degree or equivalent, designed to provide basic profess-
ional training in music. EmpLasis is usually placed on theory, but practice
is not ignored, and throne' lectures, seminars, demonstrtitions and' fit_ udio
practicee'students acqUire a broad background in music. Individnal prograbmes
may emphasize certain fields within the broM area, such'as music hiitory,
music literature or music theory.
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Programmes usually last from three to five years in a university or
music school,, and consist of a number of prescribed courses in such subjects
as music history, harmony, counterpoint, aural theory, orchestration, arranging
and composition, intended to provide a core or foundation in music. In
addition, most programmes it,,clude some liberal arts courses such as the
literature of the indigeno=us language, history, social science, foreign
languages, philosophy, and a nubber of elective courses, possibly in some
specific field of emphasis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, often with demonstrated affinity for music, e.g.
ability to play a musical instrument. Applicants who have achieved a degree
of maturity and some related experience may be admitted with lower educational
qualifications.

A university degree or equivalent diploma is awarded on successful
completion of the prescribad programme, usually after written and practical
examinations, which may include an oral examination.

61832 promames in the drama.

Programmes at the .third level : first stags, of the type that, leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, designed to provide basic profess-
ional training in the theatre. Emphasis is given to theory, but practice is.
not ignored and through lectures, seminars,,demonstrations and studio practice,
students acquire a broad background in acting and other theatrical activities.
Individual programmes may emphasize certain fields within the broad, area,
such as acting, stagecraft, make- up, 'directing or production.

Programmes usually last from three to five years in a university or
drama school and consist of a number of prescribed courses in such subjects as
acting, voice and diction, stagecraft, history of the theatre, oral inter-
pretation, rehearsal, and production, designed to provide a core or
foundation in drama. In addition, most programmes include liberal arts
courses such as the literature of the indigenous language, history, philosophy,
languages or social sciences, and a number of elective courses, possibly in
some specific field of emphasis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion,of second level
education, second stage, often with demonstrated affinity for the drama.
Applicants who have achieved a degree of maturity and some related experience
may be admitted with lower educational qualifications.

1

A university degree or equivalent diploma is awarded upon suc essful
completion of the prescribed programme, usually after Written and prac ical
examinations, which may include an oral examination.*
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61852 . .Programthea in interior design'

Pfograiiei at the third leVel firSt s age,,of the,type that leads
to a first university degree or eqUivalent designed to,provide basic profess-
ionaltraining:in interior decoration. Emphasii is. given to theory, a but

practiCe is not, ignoted, and through lectures, semin7s,.demonstratiOns and
studio practice,:students acquire a bioad baclCgrOundOin interior, design.
Individual programmes May.emphasize certain subjects thin the broal.area,4
such as the interior decoration of public buildings, office decoration, or home
interior decoration.

Programmes usually last three to five years in a university or
college of art and design, and consist of a number of prescribed coursec in
such subjects as space organization, aesthetics, problems in furniture design
and mass production, for the purpose of providing a core or foundation in
interior design. In additiOn, most programmes include liberal arts courses
such as the literature of the indigenous language, history, philosophy,
languages or social sciences, and a number of elective courses, possibly in
some specific area of emphasis.

. . . .

Usual miiiime:educitional prerequisite is completion of ascend level
education, second stage, often with a deMonstrated affinity for design.
AppliCants iihUliave achieved a;degrie of, maturity ind.eome related.. experience .

may be adaitted with lower educational qualifications
.

.

.A uniVetsity.degiee or equivalent.. diploma. awarded upoieuccessful
completion of the prescribed programme, usually after written and practical
.anaoinetions which may, include an oral examination.

61899. 5)jgla2IeffineanittiroEasines

Programmes at the ,third level : first stage, of the type that leads

to a first degree or equiialent, designed to provide basic rrofesc-

ional training in fine and .applied, arts other Urn those previously &fined,
e.g. the dance, the history of art, etc. Emphasis is given to theoxyAmt
practice is not ignotid and through lectures, seminars, demonstratiOns end
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studio practice, students acquire a broad background in some fine or applied
art. Individual programmes usually emphasize certain areas within the
particular wt.

Programmes usually last three to five years in a university or
specialist college or institute and consist of a numker of prescribed courses
intended to provide a core or foundation in the particular art. In addition,
most programmes include liberal arts courses such as the literature of the
indigenous language, history, philosophy, languages oy social sciences, and
a number of elective courses, possibly in some specific area of emphasii:

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, often with demonstrated affinity for the particular
art. Applicants who have achieved a degree of maturity and some related
experience may be admitted with lower educational'qualifications.

A university degree or equivalent diploma is awarded upon successful
completion of the prescribed programme, usually after written and practical
examinations, which may include an oral examination.

622 Humanities programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, concerned with theories, analytical methods and practices of
subjects in the humanities. In these programmes the theoretical and scien-
tific principles of the constituent subjects are stressed, but an under-
standing of practical application and of the institutions involved is not
ignored.

The principal kinds of programmes included are those dealing with
the current or vernacular language and its literature, other living
languages and their literature, "dead" languages and their literature, lin-
guistics (including programmes in translation and interpretation), comparative
literature, history, archaeology, philosophy, etc. A programme in any of
these subjects usually contains some bsckground courses in related humanities
subjects designed to supplement and to assist in mastering the major subject.
Other background courses often include a selection from such fields as the
fine and applied arts, social and behavioural sciences, religion and
theology, law and jurisprudence, natural science, and mathematics.

Programmes may be full-time or part-time, day or evening.. At this
level, however, most programmes are full-time; although students may under-
take them on a part-time basis. Part-time programmes are mainly refresher
or retraining courses.. Host programmes are conducted by universities,
colleges, or similar institutions, but some are provided by other institutions:
government departments and other government agencies. Courses and programmes
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are sometimes provided by correspondence or through broadcasts (radio cr
television).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite, is completion of second level
education, second stage, although in exceptional cases mature students may be
admitted with lower educational qualificationo upon demonstration of ability
to handle the subject matter at this level.

Ulual award for successful completion of a programme i8 a degree
(B.A.) or the equiValent.

62201 General programmes in thL humanities

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily Consisting of classroom
or group discussion and seminars, dealing with concepts, terms, and analytical
methods in the several areas of literature, history, language, philosophy and
the liberal arts in general.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a. world history;
cultures and religions (e.g. Creek, Roman, Hindu, Far Eastern); the history

of ideas and philosophy; ethics; the philosophy of science; archaeology,

and one or more foreign languages, including literature, modern or classical.
Courses are often arranged as major projects dealing with particular areas of
culture. Background courses often include a selection from such fields as
the fine and applied arts, the social and behavioural sciences, religion and
theology, law and jurisprudence, natural sciences, and Mathematics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, 1

Usual award for successfel'comOletion La a university degree (B.A.)

or the equivalent. .
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62211 Pro: ammes in the current or vernacular lan ua e and its literature

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions, guided reading, original writing, and group discussion, dealing with
the study of the mother tongue or of .a current language and its literature.
These programmes may be conbined with others.- for example, with history or a
foreign language.

Principal course content usually includes advanced grammar and

syntax; general linguistics; the historical development of the language;

the philosophy of language; and the phonology and morphology of language.
'Considerable emphasis is placed on literature, literary criticism, and
interpretation, with great books being read and studied in detail. There

is frequently concentration on particular periods and/or particular authors.
Students may be encouraged to write prose or poetry. In some cases, optional
courses may be offered in calligraphy as well as in paleography and the
deciphering of texts. An acquaintanceship with early forms of the language
may be expected - for example, in the English-speaking world, with Old or
Middle English. Background studies usually include history, foreign
languages, comparative literature, natural sciences, the social and behavioural
sciences, philosophy, and'mathematics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.)

or the equivalent.

62215 Programmes in other living languages and their literature

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leas
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions and group discussion dealing with the study of one or more living
languages other than the students' "mother tongue", including grammar, syntax
and literature. Programmes often include study of the history, geography,'
and culture of the country or area in which a language is spoken. A
residence period of one year or more in that particular country or area is
often a compulsory part of the programme. Simultaneous study of two or three
living languages may be carried on, at a less advanced level than if only one
language were being studied. Language laboratories are in widespread use.

Principal course content usually includes the phonology, morphology,
and syntax of language; a general study of relevant literature, with a
detailed consideration of great writers and their works; advanced composition
and translation; conversation; the historical development of the languages.
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Background courses usually include history, the social and beheviuural sciences,
other humanities, and natural sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education', second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.)
or the equivalent.

62221 Programmes in "dead " lan uages and their literature

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions, guided reading afid group discurston, dealing with the study of
languages no longer in,current use, for examp3e, Latin, Sanskrit, or Pali;
the grammar, syntax, and literature of These languages; and the history and
cultures of the people who used them. In many cases the study of two or
three "dead" or classical languages is carried on simultaneously.

Principal course content usually includes the grammar, morphology,'
and syntax of the language; translation and composition; the literature of
the language, with emphasis on its great writers and their works; the

interpretation of texts; and the historical development of the language.
Courses in such subjects as paleography and archaeology mayalso be included.
Background courses usually include uorld* literature, ancient history, the
natural.sciences,.and.the social and behavioural.seiences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage.

Usual award, for succesefUl completion is a university degree (B.A.)

or the equivalent..
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62231 aesiihilit.rticsProanci

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions and group discussion, dealing with the basic concepts of language
formation. These programmes may be combined with others, for example, with
programmes is current or foreign languages.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a., an introduction to
transformation grammar; basic psycholinguistics; historical,linguistics;
types of grammatical rules and their inter-relationships; the algorithm for
assigning structural descriptions; the evaluation procedure for selecting
the best compatible grammar; the relationship between the behavioural and
structuralist views; and the deterministic view of language as a system of
habits. Background Bourses usually include literature, history, the
natural sciences, social and behavioural sciences, and mathematics.

c'
Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.)
or the equivalent.

f'

62241 Programmes in comparative literature

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of Cie type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions and group disculsion, dealing with the study of international literary
and cultural relationships.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
_the currency, reception, and influence of writers and their works in
countries other than those of their origin; the transmission and evolution
of international literary movements; the characteristics of and relationships
between genres, themes and Oafs; folk literature and folklore; criticism;
aesthetics; intermediaries;" the relationships between literature and other
disciplines, etc. Background courses usually include history, the social and
behavioural sciences, philosophy, religion and theology, and the natural
sciences.

. Usual minimum educatiOnal prerequisite. is completion of second level
educatioi, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion le a university degree (B.A.)
or the equivalent.
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62251 .Programmes in history

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
or group discussion and seminars, dealing with the discovery of the reality
of the past and thle interpretation of human social bellaviour and institutions
through time. These programmes are sometimes combined with others, for
example, with programmes in political science, economics, or philosophy.

Principal course content usually includes the political, diplomatic,
social, and cultural development of a particular area or country, with the
rest of the world being considered chiefly in the light of its effects on this
area or country, world history; the history of science; the history of

technology. There may be concentration on specific asPects,of the whole -
e.g. on economic or cultural aspects." Courses'in epigraphy and paleography,

the.interpretatibu of 'documentS; f.ead-the philosophy 'of may also.be
offered. Backgroutd couries.ustally .include' the social and behavioural sciences,
natural sciences, economic:it-political science, foreign languaged and literature.

.11stiaI'minimuM educational' prereqtisite

education, second stage.

Usual award for etccessful completion
or its equivalent. f

is completion of second level

university 'degree (B.A.)

62261, :.:ProgratmemAti-*rdhaeoldgy-- : .5.

Programmes at the tbi.rd level : first stage'', of the type that leads

to a'first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom

sessions and group 4iscuscicn, dealing with the study of the material remains

of mankind's past: These programmes are sometimes combined With_othere- e.g.

with programmes in history, anthropology, or sociology.
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Principal course content usually includes, i.a., the-general history

and development of archaeology; archaeological terminology; archaeological

problems; archaeological records; archaeological classification; pro-

fessional archaeology; the techniques and principles of excavation; methods
of assigning dates; typology; the study of civilizations; the development
of archaeological techniques; classicial and mediaeval archaeology, etc.
Background courses usually include ancient history, the natural sciences, world
literature, foreign languages, philosophy, economics, sociology, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.)
or the equivalent.

62271 Programmes in philosophy

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions and group discussion dealing with such matters as the nature of
reality, human consciousness, human values and aesthetics. These programmes
are often combined with others, for example, with programmes in history,
political science, or classical languages.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a., an introduction to
philosophical thinking; classical and modern logic; the history of philosoPIIV;
one or more types of classical philosophy studied in detail; ethics and
morals; epistemology; aesthetics, etc. Optional courses include the
philosophy of science, of religion, of language and semantics. Frequently
there is concentration on a particular school such as Marxism, existentialism,
scientific humanism, or empiricism. Background courses usually include
history, the fine and applied arts, religion and theology, social sciences,
and foreign languages.

. Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. .

Usual award for successful completion is i university degree (W.A.)
or, the equivalent.

1
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a

62299 Other programmes in the humanities

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
instruction, group discussion and practice in the humanities, but not classi-
fiable under categories 6220 through 62271. These programmes may stress a
particular approach to culture and the humanities, be arranged around a
particular centre of interest, or include unusual combinations of courses.

l'rincipal course content usually includes the study and practice of
one or more foreign languages, the history of cultured and civilizations,
philosophy, literature, and archaeology. Other courses may be featured
depending on the chief aim of the programmes - artistic', cultural,
philosophical, ideological, political.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful conpletion is a first university degree
(LA.) or, the equivalent.

626 Religion.__.t)lolizaand armies

Prommmeeinr education at..t.he third level : firstAtageo.Ofpthe4Ype
that /44 ,to.:a.firstruniveraity_dagtee,Or eqUivalen4 priMarily;consisttng

of 1.410.4P8.24704,441P49,00P A44 P.T.44494Oor0114 with; the study of
religiquaApctrine,:mf,6e.relenntreligio0a.rites.,*.and*figesafld,ihe

proPo8o#.0o 9f:44O religious I*114,--40416444,4408441:404001.448.7,
stressed, these programmes also include practical application onAhrhrOle:of
ministers of religion, priests, and other religious worbsrs.

Principal course.Conientlxsually,inciUdea 044x:int.raltyarkt,classical

134170413401 (e.g. Polisso5kr.**, 144F.osip.Greek.):4M4A,,t0-444.-.4441.-AnilYsio
and criticism, ..,,re1igious:hiatOry, the r.04yancH2On91,ngy...conpfristins,r0ligions,

study !re4vant ancient ,,OP IRA 4.4toism
of .thiio,i7ogtgai.-ri-OkerPietii4owof...44,#$ works; ,.:109,04** Astlio44.114 xfli!gs
practice.(innincting .t4e *news,. 4404.0;44 ,
ProgramMes at this level usually include a selection of roli4ant mines in
.other fields.such as the,humanitieati,tociel sciences;. fiw.,and applied arts;

sociat*elf8442:; 411 J.1443.PrOclgoofo, ,*: .:to:wc* -.
a16048.T.f.400-e;:.a3S.to :19o.14.8.048-1q744,414-4..Ft#1,044.r...4 religious
workers in the performance of their 4n4esinglnding.,,cnn,GongugnwagAg
religious services and other offiCes in places.ofworitiip.
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Usual minieum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. In exceptional cases; mature candidates with
relevant experience and appropriate motivation may be admitted with lower
educational qualifications.

Usual award for completion of a programme is ordination as a
minister of religion, often with a bachelor's degree (B.D., B.A.) or tht,
eqUivalent.

it

62600 Religion and theology programmes (see definition under 626)

630 Social and behavioural science programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, concerned with the theory, analytical methods, and practices of
the social and behavioural sciences. These programmes stress the theoretical
and scientific principles of the subjects included, as well as an understanding
of the institutions involved and the analytical tools and methods of social
science.

The principal kinds of programmes included are those dealing with
economics, political science, sociology (including demography); anthropology,
psychology, geography, studies of regional cultures. A programme in any
of these subjects usually contains some background courses in related social
and behavioural sciences designed to supplement and to assist in mastering
the major subject. Other background courses often include a selection from
such subjects as the humanities, natural sciences, law and jurisprudence,
business administration and related programmes, mathematics, computer science,
and statistics.

Programmes may be full-time or,part-time, day or evening. At this
level, however, most programmes are full-time, although students may under-
take them on apart -time basis. The part-tine programmes are mainly refresher
or retraining courses. Most programmes ere conducted by universities,
colleges or similar institutions, but some are provided by employers, trade
unions, employers' associations, etc. Courses and programmes are sometimes
conducted by correspondence or through broadcasts (radio or television).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, although in exceptional cases mature students may be
admitted.with lower educational qualifications upon demonstration of ability
to-handle the subject matter at this level.
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Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a degree
(B.A., B.Sc.) or the eqUivalent.

1

1

1

63001 General programmes in the social and behavioural sciences

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily' consisting of instruction
aq4 seminar or group discussion dealing with the prinaples and practices of
the social and behavioural sciences in general.

Principal course content usually includes the principles of social
and behavioural sciences such re economics, politicallscience, sociology,
anthropology, psychology, geography; specialized courses in the various
social and behavioural sciences, particularly those concerned with inter-
disciplinary subjects such as economic policies of governments, political
factors in economic analysis, political sociology, so4ial and cultural
anthropology, social psychology, etc. In mast cases students choose some
combination of social science problems and policies aid arrange to take the
relevant courses. Background courses usually iicluded are those in the human-
ities such as languages, : literature, history, archaeology, philosophy, etc.;
business administration specialities, law, relevant natural science.
programmes, mathematics, and computer science.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second. level
education, second'stage,'uSually general.Programma.

.

Usual award for'sUctessful CompletiOn is a baChelor's degree or
the eqUivalent.

63012 Economics programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily ciansisting of instruction
and seminar or group discussion, dealing with the theoretical and lima
tutional bases, of modern economic systemso their historf.es and operating
principles.
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Principal course content usually includes the principles of economics,
economic theory, history of economic thought, economic history, economic
organization and planning, economic development in historical perspective,
public finance, labour economics money and banking, industrial organization,
urban economics, national accounts, international and inter-regional
exchange, monetary policy, international payments, marketing, and econo-
metrics. Background courses often included are statistical methods,
mathematics, and study of social and political institutions.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in .a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.

63022 Political sciencelprogrammes

Programmes at the third level : first stage,,of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
instruction and seminar or group discussion cleating with the principles and
practices of government.

Principal course content usually includes national governmental
institutions, comparative government, political theory, history, of political
thought, local governmental institutions and problems, constitutional
development, public administration, and international inter-governmental
organizations. Background courses often included are relevant specialities
in economics, sociology, psychology, history, languages and philosophy.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.
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63032 Sociology programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of instruction
and seminar or group discussion, dealing with the principles and practices
of modern human societies, including the dynamics of social organizations,
institutions, and groups.

Principal course content usually includes the history of sociological
theory, contemporary sociological theory, social problems, the sociology of
the family, comparative social systems, social change, urban sociology,
political sociology, social stratification, population and human ecology,
demography, social institutions, and social conflict theories. Background
courses often included are the principles of economics, political science,
race and ethnic relations, anthropology, criminology and penology, statistics
and research methods, problems of minority groups, and psychology.

Usual minima educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the

equivalent.

63042 Anthropology ammes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the tips that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of instruction
and seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles and practices of
primitive human aocieties, including social organization and art forms.

Principal onrse content usually includes comparative anthropology,

physical anthropology, kinship systems in primitive societiest culture and

personality in primitive societies, social organization of pre-literate
societies, economic anthropology, religion in primitive societiesollangnages

in pre-literate cultures, comparative ethnology, methods incultvral

anthropology. Background courses often included are generalarchaeology,
principles Of linguistics, comparative tociology; social psychology, experimental

anelyaie .of social behaviour, geology, history, and statisticalanalysis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

,
Usual award;.; forsuccassful completion is aAachelor's degree or the
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63052 Psychology programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of instruction
and seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles and practices of
psycholOmy.

Principal course content usually includes subjects such as learning
and motivation, evolution and devektnpment of behaviour, sensory processes and
perception, experimental psychology, applied psychology, physiological
psychology, social psychology, developmental psychology, theories of
personality, experimental analysis of behaviour disorders, cognitive processes,
history of psychology, clinical psychology, psychometrics. Background courses
often included are sociology, anthropology, biology, mathematics and philosophy,
anatomy and physiology of the nervous system.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.

\

63062 Geography programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage,, of the type that led
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of instruction
and seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles and agpiications of
geography.

Principal course content usually includes specialized subjects such
as the history of geographic thought, political geography, urban geography,
physical geography, economic geography, quantitative geography, comparative
geography, cultural and anthro-geography, cartography. Background courses
often included are climatology, map interpretation, interpretation of aerial
photographs, industrial location and development, geology, archaeology,
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anthropology, sociology; 'statistical analysis, and research methodology.:

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.

63072 Studies of regional cultures

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, in which a combination of social and
behavioural science and related disciplines is applied to study of the social,
cultural, and ethnic problems of a particular geographic region.

Principal course content usually includes principles of sociology;
principles of economics, ptinciples of politicaldcience, physical geography,
economic geography, principles of regional plamning, problerm of regional
develoPment, the structure of local government urban geography, urban
sociology, rural geography, rural sociology, studies oUathnie and minority
groups. Background courses often included are "relevant languages, demography,
anthropology, further courses in economics, further courses in sociology,
further courses in political science,mathematics, statistical analysis, and
research methodology.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
edetation, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.-

63099 Other social and behrvionral.science programmes

Program:chola the third level.: first stage,of,the type'that.leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily'consisting of instruction
and,seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles and practices_of
social and behavioural sciences not includedin tbs. above programmh groups.
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Principal course content will depend on the particular social and
behavioural sciences included. Branches of social and behavioural sciences
already included above are sometimes known by different-titles. For example,
in the above groupings, ethnology is a branch of anthropology, demography is
a branch of sociology, human geography is a branch of geography.. The
social and behavioural sciences to be included here cannot be specified in
advance, but users of ISCED should examine the other programme groups, carefully
(including those classed as humanities programmes) before allotting any'
programms to this residual group.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.

634 Business administration and related programmes .,

;Iihis field includes a variety of programmes in educe on.at,the third
level :karst stage, of the type that lead& to alirst univar 'degree or
equivalent,'concerned with the theory, snalyticaLmethoda,'adaLPraotioaa of
business sanageiant, business methods, pUblic administration, and.institutional'
administration:, , These programmes stress .the theoretical and general ,

principles of the subjects included without neglecting an understanding Of-
the institutions involved and the analytical toold and methods of
administration.

The principal kinds of programmes included are those dealing with
business.administration, and businesi-praatices in general, those with
specialization in accountancy and record keeping, those with specialization in
marketing and sales managemant, those with specialization in finance and
investment, those with specialization in personnel administration and
collective bargaining, those, with specialization in international operations,
etc.; programmes in public administration and programmes in institutional
administration, including administration of schools, hospitals, welfare
institutions, etc. A programme in any of these Subject areas usually includes
some background courses in related social and behavioural sciences, humanities,
or law andjurisprudence designed to supplement and to assist in mastering the
major subject. Other background courses usually include selected natural
sciences, 'engineering mathematics, compute: science, and statistics.

Progranmes may be full-time or'part-timei-day or evening. At this
level, however, most programthes are full-time, although students may undertake
them on apart-time-basis: The part-timetprogrammis are mainly, refresher
or retraining courses, although programmes in businswmanagensotand'
iimatutionalimmagement for those already Id.mmossoment positionciarilmoosing,

,t; , 3, L
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more and more common. Most programmes are conducted by uniVersities,
colleges, or similar institutions, but some are provided by employers, trade
unions, employers' associations, government departments, institutions, etc.
Program es and courses are sometimes conducted by correspondence or, through
broadcasts (radio or television).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. In exceptional cases, mature students may,be
admitted with lower educational qualifications upon demonstration of ability
to handle the subject matter at this level.

Usual award for successful completion of a programme is a degree
(B.Com., B: Sc.) or the equivalent. For short-term programmes a certificate
is commonly awarded.

63401 General programmes in business administration (commerce)

Programmes at the third level : ;first stage, of the, type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent,,primarily consisting of .,,instruction
and seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles endpreetinee of
business aanagement. Emphasis is given to management theory and to the
analysis of forces affecting the operation of business organizations ,such as
financial, marketing, production, legal and other factorab A broad background

in the social sciences and related subjects is often provided.

Principal course content usually includes specialized business

administration subjects such as accountancy, commercial law, corporation
finance and administration, marketing and advertising,.purchasinvpoticy,
production scheduling, personnel administration. Jackground courses often
includetUare economic theory, economic history, economic geography, money and
banking, international trade and payments, labour econamic, statistics, and
courses in the humanities, political science, and public, administration.

'Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage.

'Usual award for successful:completion,is a university, degraw(B.B.A.,
B.Com., B.Sc.) or the equivalent.
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63403 Programmes in business administration with specialization in
accountancy

Programmes at the' third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of instruction
and group discussion dealing with the principles and practices of business
management with specialization in accountancy. Emphasis is given to
management theory, especially those elements relating to accountancy:such as

cost accounting, auditing and pth.lic accounting. A background is usually
provided in other functional areas of business such as production, marketing
and personnel relations.

Principal course content usually includes specialized business
administration subjects such as general accountancy, commercial law, corporation
finance, inventory control, accounting records and systems, financial statement,
analysis, funds flaw statements, budgeting systems, product costing,
standard costs, return on investment and capital acquisitions. Background
courses often included are economic theory, money and banking, labour
economics, statistics, and courses in the humanities, political science, and

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is'completiom of- isecond level
educatiOn, second stage.' For entry to 'Programmes sponsored 'by professional
accounting' associations such as those` of chartered accountants and
registered industrial accountants, greater' emphasis may be placed on experience
than on- academic qualifications.

-Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.L.A.,
B.Com., B.Sc.) or the equivalent.

63409 Programmes in business administration with other specialization

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of instruction
and seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles and practices of
business management with emphasis on a field of specialization other than
accountancy, e.g. marketing finance and investment, personnel administration,
or international operations. A broad background in the social sciences,
mathematics, and related subjects is often provided in these programmes.
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Principal course content depends on the particular speciality, but most
programmes include basic subjects such as accountancy, commercial law; cor-
poration finance and administration, marketing, mathematics, statistics, and
economics. Programmes' with specialisation in marketing feature marketing
management, sales management, market research, information systems, advertising
retailing, and market planning; those specializing in finance and investment
feature investment and cash management, appraisal of financial securities,
personal investment policies and practices, portfolio management, financial
institutions, etc.; those specializing in personnel administration feature
labour relations, collective bargaining, labour law, wage determination,
hiring practices, employee welfare schemes, etc.; while those in inter-
national operations feature financial management, investment policy, marketing
and market analysis, international relations, and international ttade and
payments, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (D.B.A.,
B.Com., B.Sc.) or the equivalent.

63442 Programmes in public administration

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting -of instruction
and seminar or group discussicn dealing with the principles and practices of
public administration. Emphasis is given to governmental processes,
political systems, the organization and administration of the public service,
statistics, intergovernmental relations; and public finance. A broad back-

ground is often provided in the social sciences and related subjects.

Principal course content usually includes specialized public admin-
istration subjects such as local government, administrative law, legislative
procedures, the budgetary process, the policy process, and intergovernmental.
relations. Background courses often included are economics, sociology,
human relations, accounting and finance, organization theory, the sociology of
groups, constitutional hittory, operations research, data processing, and

administrative communications and control techniques.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.P.A.

B.A.) or the equivalent.
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63452 Proirasmes in institntional:adminiatration

Piogramokts at thejbird level : first stage, of the type that leads

tq a first. unAvereity degree or Aquiyalent,-. primarily-conaigtinE Atpinstruction
and seminar, or group discussion dealing with the principlet.and-4,racttc,ea
institutional administration, e.g. school administration, hospital
at:ration,- administrationof welfartk-insmitutions, etc ,;firdPbasi.a.ia,-given to

management theory, and to the specific adsdnistrati.w4,problems CA relevant.
type of institution. A broad background in the social sciences and related
subjects is usually included.

The general administration subject natter common to these programmes
usually includes the psinciples of administration; institutional accounting;
administration forms, e.g. the committee, advisory boards, etc.;. operations
research techniques, personnel admdnistration, information systeis, and often
the administration of food, laundry, and other ancillary 'services. Specific
administrative principles and problems in such fields as eduCation,
care, and social service administration are covered in specialized courses
suited to, the student's speciality. Most programmes of this type also include
selected courses from the social sciences, natural, sciences, the
law, engineering, etc.

usual alinizonin-edtationai prerequisite i0 ComPletiPn of $00:0440v01
"ur-atione soc?nd.atage. -

Itsual award lor successful completion. *11 a univeratty: dngree
or` .the equivalent.

638 Lziw and jurisprudence 2rogranswas

This field,ApOndea, at, Warl.pty; of :prograMmsa4m...0.thr4tigik 11.0;. the third

level : first sesee, of :the:type that leadi to' a first unit/ rslty dlegree or.
equivalent, dealing with:the theory, philosophy, and history of a.l.egal
system. Most progxammee' of ;this kind also include studY of comparative lay,
i.e. 11.0n11 of _varions;:modern_and:Past Irfatams of laws Tho.thaoretical
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and general principles underlying the subjects included are stressed in these
ptogrammes, but they. do not neglect practical problems, and most of_then use'
the case. study method.

These programmes tend to be general, in terms of snliject-matter content.
They are designed to impart a broad knowledge of the historical roots of the
relevant legal system; the techniques required for the practice of law in the
relevant context; an appreciation of the law as, a social institution; prac-
tical problems of framing legislation; legal requirements for transactions
such as property transfer, inheritance, etc.; commercial law, including
company law and contracts; and criminal law. The programmes 'usually include
background courses which supplement the major subject and, assist students in
mastering the subject matter of, the' programmes, such as courses in economics,
political science, business and public administration, history, philosophy,
and languages.

1

Programmes may be full-time or part-time, day or evening. They are
usually conducted by untearsities or colleges of law, and some programmes and
courses may be conducted by correspondence or through broadcasts (radio or
television). Part-time/or shott-time courses are mainly of the refresher
type.

Usual miniMunLedeeational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. In some jurisdictions, applicants are required to
have a first university degree for admission to a law programme. In
exceptional cases,mature students with suitable work experience may be admitted
with lower educational qualifications.

Usual award for successful completionvof a programme is a degree
(Ll.B) or the equivalent. .

,63801. General programmes in law

Programmes at the third levi/el : first stage, of the type that leads /

to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of instruction
and seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles and practices of
.law and jurisprudence. The hiatorical and theoretical bases for the law are
stressed, but the programmes elsO include the study of current law and
practice's through case studies and other methods.

Principal course content usually includes subjects dealing with
general areas such as the relevant legal history, the relevant basic /egal

philosophy,* the relevant criminal law, and the relevant civil'law; more

specific legal problems such as administrative law, constitutional law, law
relating to family and domestic matters, the law of inheritance, the'law of

contracts, etc., form.the basis for other courses. Background courses often

*elided -ass -econasics,----sociologyi philosophy, , psychology, and appropriate
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electives in such fields as natural science, business administration, or
engineering.

Usual. minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor of laws degree
(Ll.B.) or an equivalent, such as the iioanoe.

63812 Eloarammes for notaires

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to.kfirit university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting Of instruction fi

and,group and=seminar discussion, dealing with the theory and practice of
civil lam Programmes for notaires exist only in, jurisdictions. where they,
are authorised to carry out a wide range of functions in civil-law.. These'

programmes do not apply to "notaries public" of the British type.,,,

Principal course content usually ,.neludes subjects dealing with
general areas such as the relevant history of civil law,' the relevanirlatic
legal philosophy, and the relevant civil liw; more specific legal questions
such as.the law relating to the family and domestic matters, the law of
inheritance, contract law, the law of property or of property transfer, etc.,
form the basis for other courses. Background courses often included are
accountancy, economics, sociology, psychology, and philosophy.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a degree or certificate
(licence).
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642 Natural science programmes

TSis field includes a. Variety of programmes in education'et the third
lever: first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, concerned with- theory, experimental techniques and, when
applicable, field work methods of one or more branches'of tthenstural sciences.
These programmes stress the theoretical and scientific Principles of the sub-
jects included as well as the mastery of expeiimental techniques as a basis
for research and investigation.'

. The principal kinds of programmes included are :'biological sciences
(e.g. general biology, zoology, botany, entomology, micro(iology); chemistry
(e.g. general chemistry, inorganic chemistry, organic chemistry, physical`"
chemistry); Physics (e:g. general physics, mechanics, optics, thermodynamics,
relativity, electricity, eIeStronics,'atosic and nuclear physics); 'geological

sciences (2.g. mineralogy, petrography, physical geology, paleontology,
stratigraphy, geomorphology); astronomy (e.g. bssic,aatrOnomy, astrophysics,
stellar evolution, stellar classification, radio astronomy); meteorology
(e.g. synoptic meteorology; physics of weather forecasting, sYnoptic
meteorological laboratory methods, atmospheric thermodynamics); :oceanography
(e.g. elements of oceanography, biological oceanography, chemical oceanography,
physical oceanography, geological oceanography). Programmes id any-Of the
natural sciences usually include background courses in other natural-sciences,
chosen to supplement and enhance understanding of the major speciality, and
many of the programmes also include courses in mathematics, statistics, computer
science, social sciences, and the humanities.

Programmes may be full-time or part -time, day or evening. At this
level, however, most programmes are full-time, although students may undertake
them on a part-time basis. The part-time programmes are mainly refresher

courses. Most programmes are conducted by universities, colleges or similar
institutions through regular lectures, seminars, laboratory periods and field
work, but some are provided through correspondence or through broadcasts
(radio or television).

-aLaimual educational prerequisite is completion of second leveleaiaa
education, second: stage, although.in exceptional cases. mature sttidenti may be
admitted with lower :educational qualifications upon demonitriting ability to
handle the subject matter at this level; -

Usual award for suCcessful cameletion of a programme is a bachelor
of science degree or an equivalent diploma.
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64202 Biological science programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with fundamental principles of biology.
At this level, the theoretical and general principles of the subjects
studied are emphasized, although practical application is not ignored.

Principal course content usually includes acme of the following :
principles of general biology, history of biology, diversity of organisms,
inheritance and evolution, environment and man, molecular biology,
cellular biology, genetics, cytology, general physiology, comparative
invertebrate physiology, comparative vertebrate anatomy, biology of lower
plants, morphology of vascular plants, plant and animal taxonomy, biochemistry,
ecology, histology, embryology, microbiology. Background,courses often
included are general chemistry, general physics, mathematics, ethology,
humanities, social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor of science
degree or its equivalent.

64212 Chemistry EESEEERREE

Programmes at the third level.: first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with fundamental principles of chemist'''.
At this level, the theoretical and general principles of the subjects studied
are emphasized, although practical application is not ignored.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
principles and methods of chemistry, theories of chemistry, physical
chemistry, analytical chemistry, chemistry of the elements, elementary and
advanced inorganic chemistry, elementary and advanced organic chemistry,
quantum chemistry, and industrial chemistry. Background courses often included
are general biology, general physics, biochemistry, instrumental analysis,
mathematics, humanities, social sciences, and languages.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a science programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor of science degree
or its equivalent.
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Principal couvse content usually includes some of the following :
general physics, opticii, physical optics, electricity, magnetism, theoretical
mechanics, electromagnetic theory, electric circuits, atomic and nuclear
physics, optical instruments, electrical measurements and measuring instruments,
electronics, advanced mechanics, classical thermodynamics, theoretical physics,
statistical mechanics, quantum mechanics, relativity. solid-state physics,
physical metallurgy, structure of metal*, corrosion. Background courses often
included are general chemistry, cosmology, astronomy, astrophysics, history
of science, matheratics, humanities, social sciences, and languages.

1

Usual isinituweducational prerequisite is completion Cf-second level
education, second stage, usually4m a scien4". programme.

_ _ _
susl.award for sUcceisfnl CoMpletiotili:a-baChelor-of4Cienae degree

or its squiveient,

Pr ogrammes at the third leVel first Stage,' of the' type that ti ids
v

to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily,
and laboratory instruction dealing with ;RIEr.4=.14141PILdei0;:fses-"AifAlt*Plicga,..,

At this the:ilieoretiCall'and general ,prinCiPles thniinbrjeCtifilt044,
are emphasized, although practical application fn -nct`igtior+id.

Principal course
ic

content
.

baz astronomy, cosmology, fundamentals of celestiel-sieoheniciWielar.
physics, space.astronomyvintroductOry astrophySics, stellar et00040r011,.
stellar interiors, stellar 'Volution, pulsating starsinoVee.and-Supernevesi.

.interstellar medium and gaseous nebulae, astrometry, ttellar'clessiffcation,
observational theorY, radioastionomy, and.galacticStructure.: Background
courses oftenAncluded are:physics, mathetatics, photometry, Spectroscopy,
interferometric methods, geology, statistics, huMinitiee. social: sciences,
find languages.

Usual minimum educational prereqiiisite is Completion of second leiel
education, second stage, usually in a science programme.

Usual award for snccessful completion is becheloTt:stii4legkee-
. , _

or its, equivalent.
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64252 Meteorology programmes

Programmes at the third. level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the fundamental principles of meteor-
ology. At thia'level, the theoretical and general principles of the subjects
studied are emphasized, although practical application is not ignored.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following
physical climatology, biometeorology, physics of weather forecasting, synoptic
meteorology, tropical meteorology, synoptic meteorologieal laboratory Methods,-
synoptic analytical techniques, physical-meteorology, dynamic meteorology,
hydrodynaMico-of the atmosphere, :atmospherie thierinodYnamiCs; meteorological
instrumentation; dynamic climatology, and alicrometeerologY. Background, COnrses
often included are 'mathematics,:physics, ;general 'ehemistrYi -statie tics; *.
geography,v geology, .estionomy,..cosinology,t hYdrologY, hut:a:Atlas,' social
sciencei; and: languages.. ' J."

Usual minimum educational .prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second', stage; usually in a":science: programme.

,

Usual award for successful= completion is .a bachelor of science
or its equivalent.:

64262 Oceanography programmes

Program:les at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with fundamental principles of oceanography.
At this level, the theoretical and general principles of the subjects studied
are emphasized, although practical application is not ignored.

Principal course content usually includes some of the. following :
elements of oceanography, Anopruatenta4*-att41pathpdir,Wocesatnit4hyi survey
of navigation, biological oceanography, *chemical oceanography, physical
oceinOgraphy, geol gical oceanography; ;and marinevY0PulaRicsAi'liasalcai-1. Back-
grounds'coureeeof n%included=ire-generalchiOlcigyi',:generallphysicili general ;
chemistry; bioch ,try, statistics, 'mathematics, 'computer science,' geology,
humanitiel;- social stisncee, end languages.'

s;..r : 11 " ' I

Usual minimum educational prerequisite! is idompletion of-seCond level
education, second stage; usually in a 'science programme.
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Usual :ward for successft letion is R bachelor of science degree
or its equivalent.

64299 Other natural science, programmes

Programmns at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to ..a first university dfgree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practice of natural
OCL3LCOS not included in the above programme groups (e.g. programmeis in
metallurgy). At this level, the theoretical and general principles of the
subjects studied are emphasised, although practical application is not ignored.

Principal course, content usually includes some of the :, foXlowing ;
refining and beneficiating of metallic ores, recovery, of metals by smelting
and refining_operatious, natal production including rolling, etc., testing of
metals, other specialities in natural sciences appropriate to the partinuiar
programmes included. Background courses usually include general biology,
general chemistry, general physics, appropriate specialities in these
subjects, social science specialities, mathematics, and statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite, is completion of second level
'education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor of science degree
or its equivalent.

646 Mathematics and computer science programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of, the type that7leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, concerned with the theory, analytical methods, and practical; of
mathAmatics and computer science. These programmes stress the theoretical,
general principles of the subjects studied without neglecting an understanding
of the technological and practical aspects.
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Principal kinds of programmes included are those, dealing with general
nathematicaw-statistical-mathods-and analysis, actuarial science, and other
specialities in Mathematics. Programmes in computer science are included;.;
however, programmes in applied mathematics (except statistics and actuarial
mathematics) are not included here, but are in the field of,anplication,
e.g. economics (econometrics), biology (biometrics), engineering
(engineering mathematics), etc. A programme in any of these specializations
usually includes courses in general mathematics (e.g. differential and integral,
calculus, algebra, trigonometry, analytical geometry, probability theory, etc.),
as well as courses : related to the particular speciality of the programme.
Most of these programmes include background courses in related fields such as
social sciences, natural sciences, medicine, engineering, etc. Someipro-

grammes also include other courses from the humanities, business administration,
or other fields.

Programmes are usually full-time, but students may undertake them on
a part-time basis. As a rule, the programmes are conducted in universities,

I

colleges, or similar institutions, and such part-time programmes as exit are
mainly refresher or retraining courses. Programmes are sponsored by a
variety of institutions including government departments, educational
institutions, trade unions, employers, and professional associations. Although
most programmes are conducted in a classroom, seminar; or laboratory atmosphere,
they may be given by correspondence or through broadcasts (radio or television).

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. In exceptional cases, mature applicants with lower
educational qualifications maybe admitted upon demonstrating ability to handle
the subject matter at this level. .

. .
Usual award for successful completion of the programme is a university

degree (BiA., B.Sc.) or the equivalent.

.64601- General programmes in mathematics

Programmes at the third level.: first
to.a firet university degree,or3equivalint, pr
and problem sessions, and seminars in mathemati
Three or four years of study are' required with
programme selected from mathematics COUriell.
is often provided in the first years of the pro

.
. ,

stage, of the type that leads
ily.cousisting of classroom

/ princiPlOgyand,ntactices.
ards of one third of the

Abroad mathematical background
gramme.

Principal course content usually includes differential and integral

calculus; introductory analysis; projective geometry; linear, algebra and

geometry; differential equations; probabiliti theory. Additional courses

may be selected from 'mathematical specialitieLsuch AS modern algebra;
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and geoclatrY; inatheslatical statistiCs; theory of numbers; mathematical
logic; linear programming; differential geometry; combinatorics and_ graph

theory; stochastic processes and algebraic topology. A-selection of back-
.

grotnei courses is often included from fields such as natural sciences, social
science, -engineering, etc.

Usual miniunns educational prerequisite is completion of. second level

education,'-second stage.

Usual award' for successful completion is- a university degree ;(B.Sc.,
B.A.) or the equivalent.

64614 .Prograspee in:statistics,

Progriumseti at'the third 'level :first 'stagei, of the- type Allot, leads
to a first university degteecor equivalenti:_;primarily consisting,ote/tawks,room
and laboratOty 'sessiOns''(entserimental,. project or .computati.o0 ;4114,:s. T84i.

Three or four years of study are normally required,with more than'4,one-
of the programme 'usually being selected from courses in statistic:is,.

Principal course content usually.'includes, i.e. :theory fOf .PrObabigtr;
statistical inference; theoty of games;. operational research; sampling
theory; mathematieal models in behavioural sciences; stochastic processes;
analysis of variance; mathematical statistics. Additional courses may be
selected from : deterministic models in operations research; linear programming;
data processing in operational. research; multivariate analysis; Sequential
analysis; non-parametric statistical inference; large sample theory; time
series analysis; geometrical Probability 'and applications; classification and
pattern recognition; compound decision problems; econometric statistics.
A selection of background courses is often included from fields such its natural
science, Social science, medicine, engineering, etc.

Usual mini educational prerequiiiite is completion of second level.
education, second at ge.

Usual award' for successful completion is a university.degreet
.11.A..) or the equivalent.
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64621 Programmes in actuarial science

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions, practice (computation or experimental) and seminars. Three or four
years of study are normally-required-with more than one third of the programme
selected from courses in actuarial science.

Principal course content usually includes general mathematics;
differential and integral calculus; introductory analysis; differential
equations; probability theory. Specialized courses are usually selected
from the mathematics of investment and credit, introductory life contingencies,
finite calculus; theory of life contingencies and selected topics such as
preparation and analysis of raw data; application of operational research;
risk theory; financing of pensions; social insurance, demography.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite' is complution of second'level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is &university degree (B.Sc.,
B.A.) or the equivalent.

64639 Other programmes in m:thematics

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that'leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions, seminars, end'in some subjects, laboratory work. Three or, four

years of study are normally required, with more than one third of, the programme

usually being selected from courses in mathematics.

Principal course content usually includes general mathematicsv calculus;
differential equations; prcliability theory; ,and introductory analysis.
Specialized courses are selected from subjects such as the following, according

to a student's speciality: mathematical logic; group theory; rings and

modules; category theory; algebrAic number theory; class field theory;

commutative algebra; complex analysis;, theory of ordinary/differential

equations; theory,, of partial differential equations; Courier series and

transforms; topics in general relativity; mathematical foundations of quantum

mechanics; coding theory; information theory; discrete time control systems;

operations research; algebraic topology; topOlogical,and lie groups; statistical

inference; probability and stochastic processes; markov processes; multi-

variate statistical analysi6; algebraic K theory; and modular. representation.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, secaad stage.

0
Usual/award for successful completion is a university degree (B.Sc.,,

B.A.) or the +uivalent.

64641 Pr amines in c uter science

grammes at the third level : first stollen of the type that leads
to a first versity degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions, eminars and practice sessions in systems analysis, the theory and
practice computer functioning, new applications of computers, etc. Three
or four y rs of study are normally required with upwards of°one third of the
programme isually being selected from courses in computer science...

i rincipal course content usually includes general mathematics;

calculus; / differential equations; probability theory; and introductory
analysis i Specialized courses are usually selected from the following
accordi to a student's speciality : tile Egdon computer system, roman,
advanced iiAlgol, and other languages; machine codesf on-line systems;
progr documentation; computer structures and hardware; -1 computer syistams
and sys me programmes; batch-processing systems; multi=access systems; queuing
probl Lin computer systems simulation; data structures and their
applica on; information storage and retrieval; computer programming in
machi rientated ind.user-orientid lafigwes; designtof computer systems and associat
hardwe a and software; numerical methods; non-numerical methods, numerical
analys Z; combinatorial theory; s'--"-."-1 progrAnming; inform:tic:1 =iv=
and li rary organization.

i Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
educe ion, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.Sc.,
. LA.) /or the equivalent.



650 Medical and pars- medical programmes-----

This field includes a variety bf programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the, type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, dealing with theoretical and practical aspects of zedicine and
health. These programmes are primarily concerned with education in the
prevention, diagnosis and treatment of human illness and injury. At this
level. the programmes typically emphasize the theoretical, general and
scientific principles of the subjects included, although practice, including
specified time spent as an-employee in a working situation, constitutes an
important element inmost programmes.

Important kinds of programmes include those dealing with aspects of
medicine and surgery as requIred for the practice of medicine, aspects of
dentistry, stomatology, odontology, required to practise dentistry; aspects of
pharmaceutical practice, nursing (particularly public health nursing), medical
technology concerned with diagnosis and treatment requiring a strong theoretical
background, rehabilitation Medicine, public health and hygiene, etc.
Background courses usually included are relevant ones in biological sciences
(e.g. zoology, microbiology, vertebrate anatomy and physiology), chemistry
(e.g. organic chemistry), biochemistry, physics (especially X-ray and other
radiation physics), psychology, social sciences, and the humanities.
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Except for refresher courses and special courses on new methods and
techniques, these programmes are usually followed full-time in a university,
college or teaching hospital. They are rarely, if ever, conducted at this
level by correspondence, radio or television broadcast.

1

irsualqZdnimum educational prerequisite is cbmpletion of second level

educatiOii4icOn4 tage. In many cases at least two years of pre-medical
edueationqm-sik ie d subjects,.following completion-of second level
educati6d, are c

-.

for admission:

Usual award-for-zuccess Gump, en. of a-programme is em appropriate`

bachelor'S degree or diploma. In tom&countries-e'docteeatels awaited for
some programmet'etthie leArel '

65002 Programmes in medicine and surgery

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type:that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom,
hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the diagnosis and treatment
of disease. The theoretical and general, rinciples of the subjects studied
are emphesized.
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Principal course content usually includes specialised medical subjects
such as human anatomy, physiology; pathology, surgery; general medicifie;

preventive medicine, public health medicine, and nuclear medicine; obstetrics,
gynaecology, neurology,, paediatrics, anaesthesiology, psychiatry, radiology
and pharmacy. Background courses often included are vertebrate anatomy and
physiology, biochemistry, microbiology, immunology, serology, haematology,
pharmacology, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite' is completion of second level
education, second stage. Some institutions require successful completion of
a pre-professional programme in medicine.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree in
medicine and surgery and, in some jurisdictions, the degree of doctor of
medicine.

65012 Programmes indeatitolooma

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university, degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom,
hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices
of dental care. .A broad background in the social sciences and related
subjects is also provided.

Principal course content usually includes subjects such as general
dentistry, oral anatomy and physiology, oral pathology, genera/ and local
anaesthesia, oral surgical procedurea, endodontics, orthodontics, paedo-
dontics, prosthodontics, periodontics, dental jurisprudence, dental ethics
and practice management. Background courses often included are histology,
haematology, immunology, serology, pharmacology, biochemistry, microbiology,
radiobiology, and medicine.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Some institutions require successful completion of
a pre-professional programme in dental science.

Usual award for successful completion is a-bachelor's degree in
dentistry, and, in some jurisdittions, the degree Or doctor of dental science.
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65022 Programmes in pharmacy

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices of
dispensing drugs and, medicines.

Principal course ecntent usually includes subjects such as drug
calculation, drub prepaTationso.phyto-chemistry, phermacognosy, dispensing
pharmacy, pharmaceutical investigation, product development, and history of
pharpacy. Background courses often:included are biochemistry, pharmacology,
basic anatomy and physiology, organic chemistry and business management.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion ,of second level

education, second' stage.

Usual waard for successful completion is a bachelor of science degree
or its equivalent.

65032 Programmes

at the third level :first stage, of the type that leads-
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom,
hospital, and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices
of caring for the sick with particular attention to public health nursing.

Principal course content usuvally includes,subjects such as nursing
techniquesnd procedures, anatomy and physiology, psychiatric nursing,
paediatric nursingi:obstetricalnursing, geriatric:strains, and public. health
nursinge-: Background courses: often, included are general' chemistry, .biochemistrY,

pharmacology, microbiology, sociology,. and psychology.,

- Usual minimum educationalprerequisite is completion of second level

education, second: stage.

Usual
. 1,

award for successful completion is a bachelor of, science degree

in nursing or its: equivalent.
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65042 Medical technology programmes

Programmes at the third level ::fist stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting; of clalsroom,
hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices
of laboratory medicine. These programme,s are pemarily concerned with ,
applying labc-ltory methods in diagnostiC and" treatment.: procedural; programmes
primarily-concerned with-laboratory techniques in vhe physical sciences being
classified in 642, Natural science programmes.

Principal course content usually includes specialized medical
laboratorY technology subjects such as microbiology, blood banking,'haematology,
pharmacology, clinical chemistry, and histology. Background courses often
included are anatomy, physiology, serology, virology, psychology, suciology,,
and general chemistry.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor of science degree
or its equivalent.

65052 Rehabilitation medicine. programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent,primarily consisting of classroom,
hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices
of rehabilitating physically or mentally disabled persons.

Principal course content usually includes specialized subjects such as
basic anatomy and physiology, kinetics, electrotherapy, rehabilitation
techniques, speech pathology, audiology, and auditory pathology. Background
courses often included are linguistics, acoustics, semantics, phonetics,
sociology, general psychology,-clinical psychology, and physical education.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.
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Usual award for successful :completion is a bachelor a science degree
or its equivalent.

65062 Programmes in hygiene

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university, degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with items that affect public health such
as comnunicable diseases; hygienic standards in food and water supply;
disposal of garbage, sewage, etc.

Principal course content. usually. includes aubjects such as biology,
chemistry; biochemistry,. smicrobiology, imnunology, virology, parasitology;
sanitation, conimmicable diseases, quarantine, nutrition, and public health.
Background courses often includea are basic anatomy and physiology;
statistics and population dynamics; food, milk and water inspection;;
psychology and sociology.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of, second level

education, second stage. 3

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor of science degree
or its equivalent..

65099 Other 'Medical and pare - medical Programmes'

.Programmes ;at the third levet first ix40.)pg *mime tliatlikads,
to a first university degree:or equivalent, .primarily coaristing.pf classroom,

hospital and laboratory instruction dealing with the diagaoais andAreatment
of disease and not included in any of the, above programme groups. The

theoretical and general principles ..cf the silkieiC4.40144adAre,;(1000114gedi

Principal -course content willi4epend upon the-garticular specialities

but all are likely to include study of Waal; anatogyst:physioiogy and,pethel98Y,

medical laboratory procedures, and public health. Background courses will

include appropriate specialitiea.in biology*, cllemia,trii* physics,:pay4plogy;
other social sciendeA matheeekticiat, and statisticcAlt !nM ls. f 4)*-"i"-* 't
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Usual minimum educational prekequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. Some institutions may require completion of a
pre-professional programme in medicine for some of the specialities included.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor of science degree
or the equivalent.

654 Pgineerig programme-

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, concerned With the theoly, experimentarIschniques; and, 'When
applicable, field vorkaiethods of One or more branChai of engineering- science.
These Progristmea- stress the. theoretical and scientificprinaiples-tz
subjects included as- well as the mastery rof experimental tedhniquesr as 'a
-basis for research and investigation. ;

The principal kinds of programmes included are chemical engineering
(e.g. physical' Chemistry, chemical' process control, polymer +technique,-
electrochemistry); civil engineering (e.g. structural engineering,,higtmriy'
engineering, and hydraulic engineering); electrical and electronics
engineering; industrial engineering (e.g. organizationsm4.410hods -z
engineering, production planning); metallurgical engineering (iab.i-exeraceive
metallurgy); mining engineering; mechanical engineeringqincluding i.e.
mechanical, marine, aeronautical and automotive engineering and naval
architecture); and agricultural and forestry engineering. Programmes in any
of the specialized areas of engineering usually, include background courses in
other branches of engineering as well as relevant courses in natural sciences,
chosen to supplement and heighten understanding of the major speciality, and
most such programmes also include selected courses in mathematics, statistics,
computer science, soCial.science, and the humanities.

Programme may be full-time or part-time, day or evening. At this
level, however, most programmes are full-time, although students may undertake
them on a part-time basis. The part-time Programmes are mainly refresher
courses. Most of the programmes are conducted in universities, technical
colleges or institutes, through regular lectures, seminars, laboratory
periods, and fieldwork, but some are provided through correspondence or
through broadcasts (radio or television).

Usual minims educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, although in exceptional cases mature students, may be
admitted with lower educat=mist qualifications upon demonstrating ability to
handle the subject matter at this level:

-*-..,-44.0441 award for successful= coMpletionf of .a programme is 44x4Narsity
degree (B.So.(8mg.),;;:liligI' B114'i-ei.td4 ors equivalent''diplem+t;
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,Prograisses 'at the third level:: first stage,' of.-the type that leadsdto a rat Universitir'l-dettee. or actiiiVelent'i7;priinatily.zonsisting.of'Olkisroom

and /aboratory instruction dealing:with!principles and. practices; of
engineering. Chemical engineering is largelY_conCerned with the application
of chemistry to induatrial'processes, With the design, construction and:
operation of plants that use or produCe chemicals and with the developinent and
production of a large variety of materials such as synthetic fibres, plailtics,
drugs,: fertilizers, etc.

Principal course content usually inClUdes basid'coursea in chetiltry
such as inoiganic Chemistry, organic chemistry, phytiitalchestistryVapecific
courses in chemical engineering such as chemical .thermodynamics,-chemical
proCess analysis, cheMicalprocess control, .chemical unit design,. 'Chemical
unit operation, chemical plant deSign. _These' programsiea.tietia.11y inclUde some
related courses iti such 'eng nearing .'fief . as civil, a e; tr cal,. mechan cal
and matallntgic.al engineering, as wallas baCkground-conries in such fields as

.

Thinal pretiqiireite ,COmpletiai'ot.- second: leivel-!. , . .

education, iICOnd-'steige2,"'"usimilly emphasis on'iiiiturep*cieneei...- . :

: : ; f:,;. ..
7:

Usual shard for successful-Ciisitiletleif 4B.Sc:.

.. .,-; 4)" 4 !: ;.; :7 ,:"

. :.:, '; .,!: '-'-;,11..v. , ;,. ,',"..' -:,.....;'...,.-::
:. .,:l'::-_, :..,.i:i:.;!-_

:... ., ::.. 1 : .- ',.,,., : ,, - -..1'.:::,::.:. ,' :. :.:..A! j Y V! 7 .. 'A,F..' , f::
'.."!.,

- . : .

65416 Ciiii.engineeringtroiTammel ''.., ,.

Prograiiiias -lit:'-the ibird. *Vet; s':iiiiie stagW.6f 1th. tyPit :ihat .1 s -:, :- .
to a first unisiiiity degree 'Or eqUiVilent,'-priMariIy consisting of ClattitOom

, - and! laboratory AniittioCabiiv dom:it' Vitli-theo: lirineipino. 'and : prattigeOf .:Civil 2
engineering. Civil engineering-lsioncetilieCiiiiiiiliiiiint andtdOniftructidiolf)-
,nt structu res of steel,: timber, reinforced concrete-, and' materials, high-

...tailway's, canals and airports; hYdrailio,engineering,fOr hydroelectric
. ,..... .. - -. ,
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power, water supply;-drainage and irrigation; harbour, river and coastal
works, municipal layout and servicing with rdads, water distilbuiion, rdwers,
and sewage disposal.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
strength of materials; structural engineering; hydraulic engineering; soil
mechanics and foundations; highway engineering; concrete and reinforced
concrete construction; and water supply and sewerage construction.
Background courses usually include mathematics, natural sciences such as
physics and chemistry, basic engineering sciences such as thermodynamics
and fluid mechanics, and land surveying and photogrammetry.

,Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually with emphasis on science subjects.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.Sc.
(Eng.); B.Eng.; B.E.Civil; etc.) or the equivalent.

65422 Electrical and electronics engineering programmes:

Programmes at the third level : first, stage,. of tha type.that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles:and practice of
electrical and electronics engineering, The field of. ,activity, associated

with electrical and electronics engineering is a vide one, ranging from the
theory, and practice of the generation, transmission anddiOribution of
electric power through communication ,sYstemas aerospace, eZectronis Systems,
electronic computer design and construction, and the design and construction
of biomedical electronic apparatus. These are examples, and are not intended
to be exhaustive.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
electromagnetic theory; electric networks and systems; electromechanical
energy conversions and electric mechanics; power systems; electric
measurements; electronic circuits; communication systems; control
systems and servomechanisms; and computer technology. Background courses
usually include engineering mathematics; basic sciences such as physics and
chemistry; and basic engineering sciences, including engineering materials.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stages'usually with emphasis on science subjects.

Usual award for successful corpletiOn. is a university degree (B.Sc.
(Eng.); B.Eng.; B.E.E.; etc.) or the equivalent.



65426 Industrial engineering prOgrarieei

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices of
industrial engineering. Industrial engineering is concerned with the study,
effective performance, and operation of integrated systems of personnel,
materials and equipment in the production of goods and services.

o

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
manufacturing processes; industrial organization; work analysis and
measurement; project analysis and control; and. production planning.and control.
A substantial number of courses are taken from-other eigineering-disciplines.
Generally these courses are selected. from a wide choice of electives. c.
Background courses usually include mathematics; operationa,lresearch; linear
programing; natural sciences such se PhYFiPs and cheniqryi and
accounting.

Usual minimum educitional prerequiiite,ii,completion of second level
education, second, stage, usually with emphasis On science subjecte.., . .

Ufpai:eismrd for suCieSsful completion is a university degree (13.Soe
(Eng.); B.Eng.; etc.) or the equivalent.

65432 NetalleitringmcA01._tmes
Programmes at the third level : first stage, of' the type that leads ..

toga first university degrie or equivalentp.primarily consisting o lassrOom
and laboratory instruction riesling .4yith the principles and practi es of
metallurgical engineering.- .Metallurgical engineering (otherwis known as
extractive metallurgy) .is concerned with study of the scientific and engineering
principles+ And practices employed its extracting, refining, and shapinfk Metals..
obtained. from ores. Note that 'physical` metallurgy,, which is the sbsdy of the
properties of metals and the utilization of metals and alloys, is included in

'04232 .7,1hYsicsi progrz-ts. . ., ...'
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Priacipam course content usually includes some of the following :
extraction metallurgy; mineral processing; hydrametallurgy; structure

of metals; electrochemistry; mineral beneficiation; and mechanical
metallurgy. Background courses usually include mathematics; natural sciences
such as physics, chemistry, and geology; and basic engineering sciences such
as thermodynamics and fluid mechanics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually with emphasis on science subjects.'

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.Sc.
(Eng.); B.Eng.; B.E.Met.; etc.) or the eqUivalent.

65436 Mining engineering programmes

Programmes At the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratoryInstruction and field trips dealing with the principles and
practices of mining engineering. Mining engineering is concerned with
exploration for mineral deposits, mine development, mine production, and
mine plant engineering and design.

Principal course content usually includes some of the folloA.,ing
mineral analysis; underground environmental control; mine valued: ;

mineral beneficiation; mining methods; petroleum engineering; rock
mechanics; mine plant design; and mine safety. Background courses usually
incluoie land surveying; mathematics; natural sciences such as physics,
chemistry, and geology and basic engineering sciences such as thermodynamics,
fluid mechanics and soil mechanics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually with emphasis on science subjects.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.Sc.
(Eng.); B.Eng.; B.EA; etc.) or the equivalent.



65442 :'.
"1',11;" A.;

. ,

vary

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of tini.tyliat'thatleadec:-.
to a first iniVerlity, degree or "uivalent,]pridarily consisting of classrOom

'31dittrtiedtai'dierling-iiith'ethel pridelikatearid4itictileiS7'Of
mechanical e'Utidieridgill-iteehiniiiail:'-e#gideeriiig--11-eoncerdrid
design,. catiatrnction and use of apparatus or machines that-generate, transmit,
or. lite 51:04iit;. .1n eltideidV' ate autroatitive
engineering and naval a7Ee stecture4 -1'

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
thermodynamies;. fluid dynodes; machine design; electio-mechanical
energy conversion;. stress analysis; therMal power generation; heating and
air conditioning; system dYnamics; internal combustion engines; design and
construction of- water craft; aerodynamics; design- and' construction of
aircraft and 'space vehicles; and design and construction, of motor- vehieles.
Background courses usually' include mathematics; natural sciences such as
physics and chemistry; and other engineering subjects.such.as propertiea of
.metals, fluid mechanics, and some electric and electronic Circuitry:

Selected programmes'may be offeridliYiede'ndiVeiaitieW.Iireirlding
specialieation in areas, such as aeronautical engineeriUg, .nualear .engineering,
pettOleesi marine"edgineiridg-,-sei naval'

.1'1? .2711-2 !": *r -fr.

eddeitieda level
education, fitebtiti.stage,..iisidilliy'Witti:kaaphasis OA' Seiatica'aubliete.:'

Usual award for successful completion iii'a.-ddiversiti'degide'.(4.4d.
(Eng.); 'B.Eng..; B.E.; etc.) or the equivalent.

: -

65453 ) 4ktietiltdraIl eiigineedie ":
!

4 . !

Prograssses at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or eqUivalent, primarily ,vonaisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction and field work dealing with' the priddiples and
practices of agricultural engineering.., Agricultural engineering is concerned
with the application of mechanization for, the development- of farm land, soil and '
water conservation, irrigation, crop prodded= and protection harvesting,
handling, atorage and processing of agricultural products and thedesign of
farm structures and machinery; the design and construction of farm equipment
and its practical apOication to agriculture.

Principal course, content usually includes some of the following
-.soil and water conservation; irrigation and drainage design; analysis of
agricultural structures and analysis of agricultural' production systems.
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Elective courses from other engineering disciplines make up _part of the
programa. Background courses usually include mathematics, natural -sciences,
and ,social. sciences.:

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of ,second level
education, second ,:stage, _ usually witk.emp4asi.9 ;on science_ aubje_dts.,.

Usual: award for successful completi.On is a 'university degreg, (B.SC:.

(Eng.); B.Eng.; B.A.gric.Eng.; etc.) or the, equivalent.

65463 poreatry angialeering .prograzases --
2

Programmes, at the third, level :;..,firei stage. of ,tha type that le
to a first university-degree or equivalent, primarily conststing of classroom'
and labor,atory -i,nstructi.on And fieldwcrke ,flealiaa with, 44, Pr414Pitla and
Practices of ,fgreat, el1841Periag liorea;rY enineari,na is.co*PrPed_c. .cf11.,
the application of engineering principles to forestry programmes, with
emphasis ,on logging operations.-

,

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
dendrology, wood technology and utilization; forest management operations;
forest mensuration; hydrology; logging production planning and_ control in
logging; logging transportation; and forest economics. Elective courses
from other engineering slisciplines make up part of the programme. Background
courses usually include mathematics; natural sciences such as chemistry and
biology; and social sciences such as economics and sociology..

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, necond stage, with emphasis on science subjects.

Usual award for successful completion is a univer,sity-degree (B.Sc.
(Eng.); B.Eng.; B.Por.Eng.; etc.) or the equivalent.



65499 oihaiL ineerinn projrammes r
- : Progristnnes at the' third 1001 s firtt-stages'of thelipa 'that=' leads

to a firat'univeralWelegreeor'=equilitilenti,pritnerily',nOstaiiting4 room
and laboratory fit.; trua dins = dealing With- engineering progratme not included
in the-itbeitl-Oregramine'sgrOu0ei''Sila ai'generaleingineeringi.:engineering',i,:f .',
science, and :ligineerinepliYiiit._ -General engineering'prOgicurnhe*-PrOvideia-,
morediyerise'beakgronin' i'then:is obtained in:the- apeCialited-fieldt.
engineering:1- :',.Progrannla: in 'engineering science and in' engineering :phylits
proirldl isPecial'OPPOrtniatiei'fbr .Candidetei Otter l the fieldiror reatarth=
and deTelopment., ,Engineering physics is concerned'with the application of
phypies and mathematics "to' the aolutiOn 'of :engineering prObleins

. , . .

- Pr-no p.l tour e content,varies _ cording to the. partici:slat- prOgramme,.1 a a ac !-

In general engineering,' the' programme' Of a= Selectibi of engineering":-
subjects cinvaiiiig the basic's of various briniCheni of engineiring;'-lin
engineering scienco and engineering physics the' Peregrinates. are -alsOlbrbadly::
based in terms of :subject matter, but the emphasis' is on the theoretical
backgrOUnd'4 the 'sUbjeCti. Progratinet iin engineering, also "suall -contain
an aPpr4riate selection of subjects tram the-natural sCiencee'sna.as physics;

chemistry, biology; or' geology the isecial Sciences partiCularly economics
and sociology; and mathematics and statistics.":: - ;

UsUal minimum educational.,pierequisite' cOmpletitni-of second level.

education, second stage, usually with einphaSis on science

Usual award for successful completion is a' university degree (B.Sc.
(Eng.); B.A.Sc.; B.E.Sc.; etc.) or the equivalent.

.:C

658: Architectural and town planuin5 prosratiniet

rag' field 'inandegi a variety rot frograinnes in idUCtitiba at e- the41i1 rd
levet first itage-of the tYPe that leadi to a ,'ffrat University- degree6cov:-
equivalent, concerned with the theory, experfax=niali leclitsicitie-a4 and, 'Where\::
.pipplicable,,field, work methods of ,programmes in structural architecture,
landscape architecture; 'end,
stress the 'theoretical 'ind.'acientifii Prindiptisr

as mastery di ''tfie'telfiniqUeti:eindnethods
and are

' -

lithe itri4.04ei #e"..thiasa "dia ins .with
atiiianial7eraitectkire 'the hi tdry of istahitetttire;:' atruittral ',theoiYi-

etc.) ,
Scapa architecture, landscape design, etc.), and town or conmunity



(principles of urban planning, social and iustktUt*cual..,dsts*usutiOpr . , .:..,...

Physical urban planning, Contemporary urban7prOblatte,';'Probleleranemettiods
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Most ii .4401 iele4PeOpP?,45,4.fii vil..,,,n
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;Or institetes004-1.4 ,P1I,Ware
broadiestsr:14:40 or::
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1. -Usual g414**44,upiLS #21.1i prerequisite,:; :.tii- O
olPoaOre, SoOork t!t..444 4 ;41*** ;: iiii)49-01eli,11
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degree- B.Arch.) or, the, -,;

6580. llrograsnaes in structural 'architecture .

Program*. at the 'third leVal. : first stage, of the.,tyPe. that leads
to a first :adversity degree or .equilfelent,',04.4saAltConsiatfuppf ,c1assrooni,
-laboratory and seminar or 'group lutitrUction degt*ort-tliT':this pin_ ciPias and' ..
practices: .of larchitectura' Prograsaes at this ;level 4tiess.,tho :theoretical
se scientific prlmeiples-: of ;Oa is j.,,,ecta.inc/uiled as :work on 'Projects:
deeigned deve/OpfpreCtica/.e..

14rinciP4 course 3::inc4P9!°9. :
. historya O

archttaCtuvecprincip* architectural. design; structural
stxct;4.,th19rY.t methods,
architectural 4m_ st:. 34gFatAd"*!/,

, .

al equ
of ,buildings; .eOcial. and COuraunitY cat1417of
courles.:dslASni4Ltiiiianhance .t,..he;;underataiiiiii*,..-OlcithetTsSkio*eird4,49;;:9
include relasantL10444ittel from engineering

,ro*qvyant
comittrcto*44,40 40 "igt0441*p..:*0 04 4111i0. f
analls



p'erequipittia is completiba ofi.second
Stagi;':uabailY sanekstr.progrimase.'.z:1

; : !.! :14

Usual award for successful completion iai,afin'iiiretait,,;ileBree..(0,100ki.i
B.Sc.) or the equivalent, e.g. the "Videnolst.
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65812. Programmes in landscape architecture
.1., '4; .p:

'"

Programmes at -theEfthircr level fitst :stagei! of. the type:Ashat ds
to a first unitiersity degree oZ:eqUiSa/ent,, primer/3.y consisting of Claw:roam,

itnkrUctiOn fdealini*it&the.princiPles and
practices of landscape : arctlitoctcrepg.OFixaMata;!,ati. ,strizomi.thA
theOretical and. sciantific principles of 'the subjects inc1uded as well as
work on project:: designed-. to deyelop4ractical mills

principal. course content_:usually. includes, t.a., the history 'of
landscape architecture; landscape design, earth grading, drainage, irrigation
.Systems, landscape graphiCii, planting design, selected co* see in structural
arehitecture,. and selected courses' in agricultural science such as ion

'chemistry, fertilizer teChnology, arboriculture, floricalture, etc. .Back-,
ground courses deeigned to enhance the underatanding of the Major subject'.
often'include courses in town planning, selected specialities engineeringo
natural sciences, social sciences, °the humanities, and commercial or business
administratiOn. .

Alitiar 6itudatioOlvrirequilita fe.corplietiOn:cif iticOnd level
eduCatitiiiieCdnirsatige, :thtniliy4n*.8iner4 Pr.4:10.1004" '.. 'K

"Ilitiat'saiard-loi,SUCcessfuttoMpletion.is:aUniSirsity...4,0sz40'04*.clq,
3.sca or the 1,eikelyeieeti:.:41143-;.,- v.?::
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Coiteuntity .ginning. z Prost:0:100.-i etT tbid 1eVek4O tae. _14,9retical
and aCientifiC principles...of the,-: subjects incladed.;:eatiw0.1e,#41 YArrn Pn PrP3kqte,)
designed .to develop an appreCiatiOn.:of cizazunitY,plariaing'-techniques *.

thilOrattictiitt.tirobliwit,involVed:

-4

course' content usUittlY7iiieludes, history of
modern Urban development; contemporary" urban,problemsi urban planning
projects; principlei of urban planning; social and institutional' deterlinants
for-physical urkaiipl.anning ;. quantitative perked. in Urban:planning; urban ".
transportation ,systems in re/ation.to 'ocerounity.Planning;., regional Planning
and develOpment; :metropolitan alas development; problems-and methods of
urbeo redevelopment. Background courses designed to enhance the understanding
of the major subject often include processes and:.problems of social change,
:other reileliant :speCialitial in urban sOCiologyo'releifint speCiiilities: inn
akchitecture, economics, political: science, geograPhy, psychOlOgY, nature/
screncesvmethemetioe, statistics, and computer'science.

". "" ;"il C:
Usual.minieraeducationif lave/

edutiatiOnVAsacond: stagei, usually genera); programme:

'award .for auccesifil.:completion is 447.4egreA 44*Fc4.,
E.Sci) :'Cr the eqiiivalent,! trig. the lietence.. .

:
r.

662 Agricultural, forestry and fisherycogrammes ,3

fielCisoludes a vall8ti,of',X9Sreninel Ouq414011.44::the third
level : first stage, of .:the :type that,leedsnto7Cfirst,univers4tg.dagree,
equivalentowdealing with theoretical and practical aspects of agricultural,
,fortiatii andlishery'!operationi.:: ;The prograMmesAre intendeCtOJW4Pere
students for careers 'as: agriculturali-formitry.:orlisberilsciantiptsion
such areas as research, data analysii, management in large-scale enterpvises
or institutes; as advisers to governments or to enterprises or institutes
both public and private, protecting the health of animals; as veterinarians
etc. These progranmes typically emphasize the theoretical, general and
scientific principles of the subjects included although practical application
is not ignored. Students are encouraged to undertake original work,
especially in the final phases of the programmes.

Important kinds of programmes include those dealing with aspects of'
animal husbandry; crop husbandry; horticulture; soil and water sciences; .-,
agricultural economics and management of agricultural operations; veterinary
science; food sciences and technologlq forestry sciences includingthe
cultivation, protection, management of forest crops 44 well'is' the science
and teihiaogrof forest Langes,zandiprOtection'and malieSeMewitteriheds
sikd recreational. areas ; PrOgraiivaes. in fishery science -1i10 tethaPi9P11-,
in'audijoie ftea itsuittuagicep mod.. fishery t.z. Badrico9P4 C9u0,011--
usually *squired include biological sciences such as zoology, entomOlogy, botany



sit isic'rObiolOgy;. chemistry ,courses of various kinds; social. science. oueas
such as :'those in ecOnomics, and sociology; and courses in mathematics . d

'(Note that agricultural engineering programmes are in -654 3.
and forestry' engineering programes in 65463.)

0,"

Programa* are followed either full-time or :part time, day .or ebening,
and although usually .sponsored by a univerlitl....Or.:tetbnelOginal: college, may be
conducted by correspondence or through radio or television ..brdadcast!. In
theMitti.lioilieVnf,4.. these. -prOgranines are followed lult-time .'itndentif in ,

Miiintaitiaii or similar iastitutiois.

~'Usual - minimtim
:

''educational prerequisitepre ui'site is completion of :second a3,evel

.educatiOti, -stops, 'although in 'indentionti caiat mature atudenta, rosy
admitted with lower educational qualificatiOns upon. demonstrating abilitP.-to:'
handle the:subject matter at this level. /

tratuai award for- successful Cobiplitioli-of a program* 'is ide

equivalent diploma luinsallY a .ScB in'agriculture).

66201 !GEtelisivEammEIllat&ELE012t,

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and field instruction dealing with the principles and practices of agriculture.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following

principles of horticulture; crop production, preservation, and harvesting;
principles of animal husbandry; animal breeding, nutrition, genetiCs; ,poultry
science, dairy science, leddicape and agricultural:2gardentnglarOnoniCs
farm Background courses usually inelude botany, scmlogy,

cheatiltry;. physics, mathematics,` biolOgy, MiarobialOgy,,'economics-lind';

agtitnatiral ~engineering. .

Usual minimum educational. prerequisite is completion of second:level '

education, second stage, usually in a science programme.

UOtiaVeiWard'itir ueteasfut tOmpletion,i, -a bachelor-fa Aeries (B. Sc)-

Or ai'.eqUivilait,'-ineh:ad
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66203 Animal husbandry programmes

Programmes at, the third level : first stage, of, the type that leads

to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and field instruction dealing with the principles and practices of animal
husbandry, i.e. the study and investigation of the application of scientific
methods in the breeding, nutrition and care of domestic animals (including
poultry).

Principal course content usually includes animal (and poultry)
breeding, ruminant and non-ruminant nutrition,, principles of animal nutrition,
genetic improvement of farm animals, animal anatomy and physiology, poultry
science, dairy science, and farm management. Baakground courses often
included id addition to general agricultural courses, are those in biological
sciences, chemistry, social sciences, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a science programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree (B.Sc)
or an equivalent such as the licence.

66206 Horticulture programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and field instruction dealing with the principles and practices of
horticulture.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
principles of horticulture, greenhouse methods, soil science, landscape
gardening; crop growth and culture, plant physiology, plant genetics, plant
pathology, floriculture,' fruit and vegetable crops, and nursery management.
Background courses usually include botany, biochemistry, chemistry,
mathematics and statistics.

, Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a science programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree (B.Sc)
or an equivalent such as the licence.



66208 Crop husbandry programmes

Programmes at the third Level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom,
laboratory and field instruction dealivg with the principles and Practices of
crop husbandry.

.Principal course content usually includes 80M8 of the following':
principles of crop husbandry, soil preparation, soil-chemistry seed
technology, fertiliser-technology, agronomy;. pest...and-weed-control, and
harvesting and preservation of crops. Background courses usually-include
botany, plant physiology, microbiology, chemistry, farm management, marketing
Of agricultural products, and statistical analysis

Usual minimum .educational.prerequisite is completion, of second -level
education, second stage, usually in a science i:rofp:amme.

Usual award for successful, completion is a bachelor's degree (B.Se)
or an equivalent such as the licence.

r'.

66212 Agricultural economics programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equiValent, dealing with the principles and
practices of agricultural economics. Emphasis is given to amassment theory
and to the analysis of forces affectingillgrieclitarar:OrganiA44404Sw.'

-1 "Principal course contentissuallyindludev'somisafthe40110:Ang

principles,efecOnomics,-iprinciples41:gigricUltutetecOlomiCeillUrkadagOt
agricultural prodocts,l,roductioir.economiiis gsistemevfarmegsnagenient
and organisation, cost control in agriculture, price theory, economics of
natural resource use, agriculture and government. Background cpurses usually
include : economic theory, money and banking, labour economics, statistics,
Principles of accounting, botany, zoology,: chemistry, soil science, principles
of crop Husbandry, principles of animal fiusbindry, agronomY and rural Jul:Ci-
tations, including co-operatives..
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree (B.Sc)
or an equivalent such as the liceneo.

66222 Food sciences and technology programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting: of classroom
and laboratory instruction. These programmes are designed for the study
of the applications of chemistry, bacteriology engineering and other sciences
to food processing and preservation.

Principal course content usuallyincludes_specialized food-related
subjects such as the principles of food technology, food chemistry, food
preservation, food processing systems, dairy,technology, meat tachnology,
poultry technology, milk and water sanitation and nutrition. ,-Background
courses often included are general chemistry, microbiology, biology,
biochemdatry, general physics, mathematics, statistical analysis..

Usual minimum educational, prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a general programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree (B.Sc)
or an equivalent such as the licence.

66226 Soil and water sciences programmes

Programmes at the third level :.first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices of soil
and water sciences.



principal course content usually includes some:of the following :.
Prtue304M--of soiVConiervationi 0414hysics, soil cheMistry, soil'
fertility, soilltUrVey methodi, sei/:clessificatici4 Miter ,conserVatiOn,'-
protection of watersheds and genera/ soil and water science. Background :

cOur',8--AisPallyimclude ;cheOlgtrYs40140.080401,904R1*.01).*.919.0k=:Beolgkti':.
8400t0holOgPo:N4thematielgOgttetie44-inalyaislind geography.`

'! %. frv;.!;7:. F,

1:11114).-.1rtidaiishai;edtaitjaig !-prerequisite - is critspl.stiojv of second level
adocatioiticsecond *484. -s4iettait:.pregramthei;

178fail.T., award fot2- ilhhcsitifol=±0001etion' is ; a : bachelor! :degree::

or an eqUivalant such as they Ifitmosi :- . 7 ; .;

. , .1 : .:;

66232 -programes in-veterinary-medicine:

< .

. r

.ProgrammesAWthethird,leireLJ:lirst-4tage, oUthe;tYpeibit leads
to a first:University.degree Ov equivalent,priMirily cOnsiating4UelasarMeati
'-and laboratOry instruction dealing with the pitnCiUleo and:PraCtice--Of
veterinary medicine.

! .

:Principal course content usually, includes some of the following :
veterinary anatomy, neuroOnatomy, histology, embryology, genetics -, and
4hyaiOlogyv veterinary pathology, pharmacology,AmteaitOlogy, and radiology;
Veterinary surgery, obstetrical publiCilealth; animal diseases and
environmental medicine; hospital practiceand,veterinaryjpfiermaCeuticaL
dispeneing. Background courses usually include : general biology,
comparative vertebrate anatemy:and physiology, biochemistry,. microbiology,
Imminology, general Chemistry, general pbyaics.-:

Usual minimMeeducatiOnal prerequisite is . completion of second level
isiOs11.744V,:a aCiaiXie..iirbetamdte.:i Sow:,lastiti4iOni

reqUitistiChtsifisVCesgiletibi of-'a preitiotaisilionek, progra*se4.i* te#7iair
iittenifej;rt 4V.4 :, 7.4 ;1:1 . f*a,

. .

geual, award .for successful completion is a bachelor's degree' or

Iraehetia 016 PrOfeastiovials doctors of

vetertnar*isedictia. =1;',..:
fk a 4 4.X :;.,:?1 t-'ty-ii c. e .1.,

. '7,44 :1: :101
I: a.

!: "''1 7. .,-f) ..-;i4r .

ti; ; Pc.;

cri 1.1: 2 1 ; :



6629 , OtheVprogrammesin,agriculture

VroBrenoes at the third level ; first stage, of the type that leads

to efirst:unitrersity dagrew:brequiVelent; prirsarilrcosiittiOgof:.olalleroota
laboratory and field vorkAmatenction;in agricultural qppcialitieSnot:
covered by any of the above programme groups. PrOgrammes -at this level

elphasiseAhi,theOretical.lprii0.0100 oflthe,siblectCstudi*daAllthO46':
practiCal application of technology iroot neglectedi

Principal course content is related to toe particular speciality
such as apiculture,4ericulture,'Other,iniect culture; fur farming; umehrOam
gratitui; growing Of :trees for their sap, as rubber production or maple sugar.

prodOction. In addition to.siudy of the particular speciality, these
progtaimes include courses in Agricultural subjects such:as hortitultere,.
ani al heeheedry, and crop husbandry, along with background coursellm such
fields as 200108Y, botany, microbiology, 'entomology, chemistry, feria reseeBements
maiketiig,. social.sciences..and statistical. ana/ysis.

Usual minimum edUCationa/ prerequisite is completion of second lave/
education, second stage,' -V I

. ';USOal,awardffOr succeeifulVcootiletiOn'ica bachelOr!s degree (B, Sc).

Or au. such as the iftsemnice:;:, , f : .4;

66262 , Forestry programmes
;T.

il3rograssaes at the third leve1,1 first stags, of the .tyPe-that-ieads:
to a first!university;degree,orequiva/ent# primarily-coneisting of-claSerooW4
and field instruction dealing with the principles of forest resource management
and fOrest products.

,...Principak course content-usually includes,SpsciSlissd,forestmrelated-
subjects such as forest biology, forest soils, management of,forestry,
resources, forest vegetation manipulation, forest pathology, dendrology,
forent photogreometry, dynamics of forest stands, wood science, nonmtimber
resources, and forest economics. Background courses often included are
general biology, general chemistry, general physics, plant physiology,
economics, and mathematics.

Usual minimum educatiOnal prerequisite is completion of second level
educatioa, secood stage, usually in a science programme.

.
a ;fc..-;,-".;



,
-AlsitialAvardlartucCeisful7:completiOn s..0AChilOr'S degree (B.Sc)

or*:seqUivalent'Sneh'SOihe ZieSnos.::

66272 Programies in fisher science and' technology

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type.that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily-consisting of,classroom
and laboratory instruction dealing with the principles and practices of
fishery science.

Principal course content.uoually'includas'specialized.fisheries
science.sUbjects Suet 'at-ichtbiolokyfisheriei;management, fishery-economics,
fish culture, fish propagation, nets and other gear, international fish
diitribution, and fiiherY asiects- brwater pollutiOn.- 'BiCkgroUnd-iourses
often included are : invertebrate zoology, fundamentslsroeliphologyr,)
ecology, principles of physiology, general chemistry, general physics,
mathematics, economics and statistical analysis.

usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a science programme.

Usual award for successful completion is .a bachelor's degree (B.Sc)
or an equivalent such as the Zicence.

of-tirogtimiiimiS-- its education at %the :third

first of 'diet *'`040 utit4.1444-ti degree ,

Alitiare4;' effiiceriiitt.4ttiethe .-init-i%iaaii41-4;*.'ili*atte:4cieilceii..

including.househoid arts. !-''.1:tilirthaliAirSiamalleOlinttheoreticalissUrsdieitifiC
,principlei of thecoustituent subjacts are stressed, but prOb/ems of
'practical appiication also receive:.attention.

;: ; :; I;
r,
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The principal kinde of :prOgratues,included:are,,tose,covering general
home economics, those With emphasis on household and eens.

i
niner*94.resenFO'

and nutrition, those With emphasis on househeld-arts such as nterior
decoration, clothing design and. dressmaking, and household management and
budgeting, etc. Typically, these programmes include a broad range of
subject matter .cogering the natural sciences, social and behiviourel sciences,
fine arts, and humanities. Progratmies .emphasixing a particular subject matter
veually include courses in a variety of other subjects that supplement .the
speciality. .1n most case's the programmes-also include practical work and
demonstration projects and introduction to basic research.

.i.,-ProgXammas may be.full.time,or part-timei'day or evening. .4t this
levee most programmeararejnll7tite,although-students'may underteke them on
a pert ix* basis: 'Sueb,::perplispe. programime as ,are11jsuallyi;: of tbeH.;
re,freehe or retraining tYPe;'' -otogietified: 007 conducted -v-varaisities
or simiila :institutions,,,?:Progreseees,-0.040i,type. are sometimae,pVSvided
fthrOngh,1) esets (radie..,orrteleyieian),..,

TJanal minimums educational 'prerequisite; is couplet-Lan, of.. second 1,001
educat on, 'second stage. In eiceptional. cases mature applicants:having
relevant WOrk 00er/ince be!..e(hair,ted-'Fitk, scPUFh4::,-AO*Fer Oncaitienal

,gonlifi0Stiorke441P*d0PoeSitrering,4*Ait74Pr!! .110,101404!Sr.
--;<

Venal ewer& for snCcieefni completion. of a programs Is a.; Wersi

degree So); egniielent

66601 General home peonomics(domestic science ro ammes

Programmes at the third level.: first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degreesor equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and seminar discussion' and laboratory sessions dealing with the principles
and practices of home economics. A broad background in home economics is
generally provided in these programmes.

Principal :course content usually includes; specialised; couples in
clothing and textiles; child development and family life; food and

;-'nutrition ; consumer. education; housing; home furnishing; household
management and familY economics.. ilackground courses Often included are
general cheuistry, microbiology, physiology, genera/ psycholOgys deseloPlental
pilychelogy, economics, ,sociology,,and anthropology.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in, a science programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.
B.Sc) or the equivaizato



66612 Programmes in home economics with emphasis on household and consumer
food resssrjar nutrition

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
and seminar discussion and laborator7 sessions dealing with the principles
and practices of household and consumer food research and nutrition.

. Principal course content usually includes basic home economics
courses (as in 66601) along with specialized courses in 'food study and food
management; experimental 'food; nutrition` and therapeutid nutrition.
Back round 'courses often included are general 'biology, mierebiology, Ibiochimistry,
physiology,. mathematics, `psychology; and statistics

Usual minimum edueational preetuisite" IS completion of second ',level
education, 'second stage, usually in a 'science PrOgiammel

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.,
B:Sc) 'or the equivalent.

66632, Programmes in home economics with emphasis on b'usehold arts

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of cladsroom
and seminar discusOon end lebo4.atory sessions dealing with the principles
and practices of design and its application to (a) house interiors or (b)
clothing. Programmes with an emphasis on the household,arts are closely
allied to many in the fine arts.

Principal course cortent. Usually, includes .basie110Ine economics

courses jag 'in, .66601) along with a selection from design; the history

of planning'; 'tiatile=disign;

deagniiikr''ihe'history bf: costume

design; tekatilati; dressiSaiiig Backirow0'.aoUillet;-often"
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included are art history, psychology, chemistry, organic chemistry, social
sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.,
B.Sc) or the equivalent.

66699 Other home economics (domestic science) programmes

Programmes at the third tevel first itage, of the type that leads
Co a first universitY degree or equiVaents, PrinarilY consisting 6f Aaaar°°111'
and; seminar disci/Pigott and lliboratory sessions -dealiAS With thePrilicipies
and practice of home economics not includediu the above programme ar4 4
(Le. 66601, 66612 and 66632). These .programmes are ioncarneairith the

aPPlicSamns of. science to problems connected with homes cr institutions
such as the preparatiou of meals; the storage °floods. thatieitMent of
textiles; laundering; etc.

Principal course content depends on the area of specialization.,
addition, courses in chemistry, physics, biology, and physiology are witudbi
included.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, usually in a science programme.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.,
B.Sc) or the equivalent.

699 Other. .education at the third level : first stage, of the type
that leads to a first university degree or equivalent

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at this
level : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university, degree or
equivalent, not included in the above lint of fields, i.e. 601 to 666.



!tramples of programmes included here are those primarily dealing with journalicm,
radio and television broadcasting, public relations, other communications arts;
criminology, other civil security and military science; library science, social
welfare, vocational counselling, environmental questions, etc. In these.
programmes the theoretical and scientific principles of the constituent
sebjects are stressed, but problems of practical application and an under-
standing of the institutions involved also receive attention.

Programmes may be full-time or part-time, day or evening. At this
level, however, most programmes are full-time, although students may undertake
them on a part-time basis. Such -part -time programmes as exist, are mainly

refresher or retraining courses. Most programmes are conducted by
universities, colleges or similar institutions, but sowers provided by
military schools, police schools, and the like. A wide variety of agencies

sponsor these 'programmes.'

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage. In exceptional CO04.1.1044* aPPlisants may be
admitted with lower educational qualifications if they deMonstrate ability
to handle the material at this level.

Usual award for successful completionofa prograume is a university
degree-(B.A., B.Sc., B.J.) or the equivalent.

69902 Journalism programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of° the type that leads

to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily 'consisting of study

of the theory and practices of journalism as part of the field of mass

communication. Programmes involve lectures in specific vocational subjects,

selinars, workshop sessions and often internship with a publication and
individual guided research into journalistic practices.

Principal course content usually includes subjects- of a general nature

such :as sociology or economics; a foreign language; history; current

affairs; international organization; and political science. The specialized

part of the programmes usually includes subjects such as the' place of the press

in nodern society; modern news reporting; editorial practice and,policy;

ethics of journalism; and government control-of the mass media. The intern-

ship period is an important element as is competencwin writing the-motber
tongue end/or .a' current language.

Usual-minimum aduce,tional PraraVisita is comPletiOuoUsacond 1av:4

education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B-J.,

844 or thsegoPfslaut.



:7'

69904:: PrOgrintses'in radio.and-talevitiOn hroadeastin:f
. , ;: :,. .

Progr,amies at the third level : first atop, the...type that :Ueda

to a' first university degree- or equivalent,' consisting of study of the
theory ant:practice.:.of r*diO: and television broadcasting.asp .Part of field
of ma88..cemaiunicatiam!,Proiresratts consist; of leeturelr.ii."z:specific,:,,,
vocational adbjente:.Setaisiarii, and workshops, and.*Otteniaternihitil:with. a. radio
or television, broadcasting station. " :'. '7

Trincipel%COUree content',-- usually incltides,.,subjects.'of a general

nature such as socioldgy or econoiSics;Ta'-foreign4angOage;. ::std ;history.
.The specialized part of the, prograMises usually includes subjects .suek,aa
broadcasting media in modern ,society; broadcasting teihniqUe, e.g. -

fumounCiug-brOadcasting journalism, the art and craft of radioanaltelevision
production, government ,regulation of broadeasting, advanaed'.script.wri.ting,
the ethics of maw:, communication, and work ,and' study' at a,.radio' or ,

television.broadcasting station or both. 'The.: internship period is an
important eleMent.

Usual minimum educational prerequipite is completion of second leVel
education, second, state.

Usual .aiard for successful completion is: aiuniyersitf degree =

or -the equivalent.

69907 Public relations' programmes

Pr6kraninlis- at the -third level : first stage, of the type that.leadt
to a first university degree or equivalent, consisting. primarily. of classroom
sessions, seminar or group discussion, and studio work or practical on-the-job
experience designed to provide training in both the practical and the
theoretical aspects of public relations.



Principal course content usually includes general subjects in .the
liberal sits and social sciences, in addition to prescribed courses such as
creative writing_ and the effective use of language; introductory bUsiness;
businees administration and organization; ,.business psychology; marketing;
'industrial promotion; advertising; the usei and miderstekiding-of, the miss
mediak andAstemretAtims public opinion :polls.. .sociology.

:".. '*i010..11Tir!kfir '-141409: 14.1,tiiass, require, three oy. four years okaZudy
in a college of applied arts and technology or in the.:opmmun.carions OOP. .1_' of

a university.,

Stla .educational prerequisite completion off, ascoud-
educatiosi, sec

Usual award . ,sitictessful 'completion is a,univarsity degree (IA.) .

or ths eqUivaleut. .

69909 Other progremmes in communications arts

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, consisting primarily of classroom
sessions., seminar or group discussion and studio work or practical on-the-job
experience designed, to provide training, in communications arts other than
those described in the above programme groups (i.e. 69902, 69904 and 69907).

Principal course content usually includes courses in the liberal arts
and social sciences, in, addition to pres,crihed-courses,in areas
specialization.

,,?istar.Opmliusaiiriu74.-i. three, or goW1T1rfis
3".

in a Coliele. pi ispplied arts and teChiolo or iu the: corns t!'cat er*.
of a university.

Usual, minimum educatiozial prereqUis!te . is cOmpletiou,of.second level
education; "secoadra,tage.°

..:?: ';, ` - ilb.`_.Usual .award. fet.:axicessf4.Coivleticn. 'aumiyeraity degree
or the 164S0t.: - -

C.:'!"..;
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69913 Programmes in criminology

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of classroom
sessions and seminar or group discussion dealing with the principles and
practices of -criminology.

Principal course content includes, i.a., introduction to criminology,
the principles of criminal investigation, the psychopathology, and psycho-
dynamics of crime, the components of normal and abnormal personality;
methods of personality measurement, and clinical diagnosis, social origin and
characteristics of crime, the sociology of legal and correctional institutes,
the history of crime and its treatment, scientific methodology, law enforcement
policies and social structure, criminal law in action, field work in criminology.
Background courses include economics, history, the social and behavioural
sciences, law and jurispiudence.

Uoual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.,
B.Sc) or the equivalent.

69919 security

Programmes .at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent,,primarily consisting of classroom
sessions and on-the-job experience designed to provide training in the
principles and practice of military science.

It Principal course content usually includes, i.a., the principles of
Warfare; the military impact of leadershi P; the evolution,of military
tactics; origins and evolution of weapons and weaponry; the history of sea and
air power; the evolution of naval, land, and aerial warfare; amphibian
warfare; navigation and naval operations; basic meteorology for aviation;
navigation by dead reckoning and pilbtage; radio and radio navigation;
fundamentals of military law; the world's political and military systems.
Background courses usually include economics, history, the social and
behavioural sciences, law and jurisprudence.

I/auk minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.
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Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.,
B.Sc) or the equivalent. Awards may sometimes be in the form of a promotion
to higher military rank or an appointment to a military staff.

69922 Library science programmes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, dealing with the principles and
applications of library science. The programmes, consisting of lectures,
seminars, discussion groups and practical on-the-job training, are gtmerally
of two types: (1) one-year post-degree programmes specializing solely in library
science, and (2) first-degree programmes involving several subject areas one
of which is library science. Both types of programme deal with all kinds of
records, including microfilm, magnetic tape, etc.

The, specialized (i.e. library science) content of both programmes
includes prescribed courses in such subjects as reference, classification and
cataloguing, systems analysis, development and use of thesauri; administration,
technical services, and bibliography. Programmes are usually given in
universities.

Usual minimum adtoational prerequisite for the fiist type is Possession
of a university degree, fOr the second type, it is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.

69932 Social welfare progromrctes

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, consisting of lectures, seminars,
group discussions and field work dealing with' the principles and practices
of social welfare wcrk. While emphasis is given to both the practical aLd
theoretical aspects of social work, the theoretical, general and historical
basis of the subjects studied are stressed.
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Programmes provide students with a broad background in social work
through a number of prescribed core courses in such subjects as human growth
and behaviour, normal and abnormal.psychology, sociology, psyclgiatry, medical
information, social welfare policy, social case work, and social agency
administration. Some programmes permit special emphasis on a particular
aspect of social work.

Programmes usually involve one to two years' full-time study in a
school of social work or a university.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, preferably in the'social or behavioural sciences,
and demonstrated affinity for social work. Mature students with related
work experience may be admitted with lower eduiatiOnal qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a bachelor's degree or the
equivalent.

6942 Programmes in vocational counselling

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, consisting principally of classroom
sessions, seminar or group discussion and practical work in and observation of
counselling procedures.

The programmes cover the principles and practices of counselling
designed to'enable individuals to assess their assets and shortcomings with
respect to occupations so as to make satisfactory vocational decisions.

The programmes, usually full-time, require a minimum of one year's
study. Practical work carried on under supervision may take up to one
quarter or one third of the total time.

Principal course content usually includes, i.a., child and adolescent
development; learning and motivation; social and organizational behaviour;
cognitive processes; human traits (intelligence, aptitudes, interests and
personality); vocational development; human relations and communication;
utilization of information; decision-making; experimental methods;
interviewing behaviour modification. Emphasis is placed on the techniques of
constructing and applying tests.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for succcesful completion is a university degree (B.A.)
or the equivalent.



69952 Programmes in environmental studies

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that 'wads
to a first university degree or equivalent; dealing with the principles and
practices of environmental science, i.e. the analysis of environmental problems
and environmental protection and rehabilitation.

Through lectures, seminars, group discussion and demonstration,
usually involving an inter-disuiplinary approach, a background is provided in
such subjects as the study and control of environmental pollution, the protection
of the environment in all its aspects, the protection of natural resources, and
the preservation of the earth's ecology. Programmas consist of a wide
variety and combination of courses drawn from the Social, behavioural, natural,
and physical science, and their applications.

Programmes are usually of three to, four years' duration is a university.
Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level education,
second stage.

USual award for successful comPlatica
B.Sc) of the equivalent.

69962 Programmes in physical education

Programmes at the third level :.first stage, of the type that leads
----to a first university degree or equivalent, consisting primarily of clasiroom

instructionAnd gymnasium exercises. dealing with the essentialslof physical

education.'

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :

adaptive physical education; analysis of physical education activities for the

elementary schools; statistical methods in health, physical education and

recreation; physical fitness appraisal; methods and principles .of athletic

coaching; human anatomy and physiology; principles of body mechanico;

kinesiology; organization and administration of health and physical education
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in schools.

Much attention is paid to the achievement of,competence and skill in
athletics such as running and jumping; in sports such as football or hockey;

in gymnastics and games; in activities such as boxing, wreatling and judo;
in the achievement of rhythmic excellence for example* in dancing.

Usual minimum' educational prerequisite is completion of second level

education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.,
B.Sc) or the equivalent.

69972 Programmes in nautical science.

Programmes at the third level : area stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, consisting primarily of classroom %

sessions, laboratory exercises and in-ship training, dealing with the essentials
of the nautical sciences.

Principal course content usually includes some of the following :
ship-building; naval architecture; stability; seamanship; spherical
trigonometry; nautical astronomy; navigation; navigational aids;
meteorology; oceanography; hydrography; marine biology; fishing gear; fish
detection; processing of fish; fisheries law; marine law.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage, preferably in the field of science. Mature students
with related work experience may be admitted with lower educational
qualifications.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.Sc)
or-the equivalent.
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69999 Other programmes of education at the third level : first stage, of the
type that leads to a first university degree ox equivalent, a.a.c.

Programmes at the third level : first stage, of the type that leads
to a first university degree or equivalent, consisting of lectures, seminars,
group discussion and laboratory or field work designed to provide professional
training in subject areas ether than those defined above (i.e. in 69902 to
69972).

These programmes usually last from three to five years, full-time,
in a college or university, and consist cf various prescribed and/or
elective courses.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of second level
education, second stage.

Usual award for successful completion is a university degree (B.A.,
B.Sc) or the equivalent.
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7. EDUCATION AT THE THIRD LEVEL : SECOND STAGE,
OF THE TYPE THAT LEADS TdrfrffiandjATE

UNIVERSITY DEGREE CR EqUIVilLENT

The "core" at this level consists of programmes of education for those
Who have completed requisite programmes at the third level : first` tage, of a
type that leads to a first university degree, and who choose to continue their
education toward ,a higher degree or equivalent award. These are programmes
of high level professional education and those involving independent research
of a high order. In almost all cases students follow programmes in the same
subject field as for their first degrees, but of a more specialized character,
the study and researchiming concentrated 'on one or two sub-divisions of the
major subject. The theoretical and philosophical aspecta of the subjects
studied are emphasized even more at this level than for the first university

degree. Subject-matter fields within which the higher specialization takes
ptace are the same at this level as in the one immediately preceding, and
programme are usually of one to four years' duration.

Programmes included in this category are of two types: one being
mainly an extension of the classroom - laboratory - seminar type of learning
characteristic of category 6 and leading usually to a higher degree such as 'a
Master's degree or a higher professional qualification such as a specialist
qualification in Medicine; the other consisting mainly of original research,
usually of a largely independent nature, resulting in a dissertation worthy
of publication, and culminating in a degree or other award of the highest
level. (usually a doctorate). This category (7) could be sub-divided into
two "level" categories (e.g. 7 and 8) on the above basis because the two kinds

of programmes are so different in content and method. It is not considered
feasible to do this internationally at present but some countries might find
such a division useful for national statistics.

Degrees and equivalent diplomas or other certificates are usually ewer-

ded attei completion of a series of examinations and often after the
presentation and defence of a thesis. These higher degrees and awards take
various forms and have different titles from country to country, some' of them
being master of arts, master of science, dipl.me dUituche euperieuree,
doctorates of various kinds. These are not given as equivalents, but

merely as examples.

As with level 6, few programmes at this level are encountered outside
the university system inmost countries. The definition of "postgraduate
university degree' follows from that given above for "first university degree".
Cases will be encountered in some countries where professional societies conduct

program:6es that would be classed as "postgraduate", e.g. in engineering, medicine

or law. Employers of young university graduates, particularly larger employers
in industries such as electronics, aerospace, chemicals, who operate research
and development departments or units, give postgraduate instruction that doss

//not lead to a.higher degree but would be classed at this level. Refresher

,/ courses at this level are quite commcn.
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714 Programmes iei. educatiOnal stiente' aid teacher lraini

Variety of -progituitr in education at-'the third
level .:eetond'atage; 'of the type that 'leads to a postgraduate university
degree "or equivalent, dealing,with, theoretical and practical aspects of school
teiihing; 'EAU:Cation, 7tomParative.'etutatiditi eutrieule':,and
edutatiOnal.'ployC.holcgy. "Emphasis'" is toh: thetheoretical principles of
the subjects included in these, programmes, and original research work, 'as

substantiated; by. the presentation, and defence of a scholarly thesis, fo. usually
an izokitant'eteMeiC-;';'''The..pregrahotheiti fellewt&F"."brindividuiVatutents.
at this leitellare'usUallf'COnternet'Wit1V one specialized area of the educational
sciences practical atipeets-". Stich ,practice teaching and other
abserVation of- and-'PerticipatiOn? edutatiOnal protesses:- are important 'in,
some easel , ,;: ''

Important kindit,'Of programmes' are general' teacher- training: pre.
grammes (although- these are less : common 'here- than at levels'- 5 ,and ; -
spenalited programmea,in;terme.-of those to whom the ediscationristo'be
directed (e.g. pre-school and kindergarten teaching, -adult' education teaching;
teaching of teacher trainees); specialized programmes an problems. of 'teaching
particialer' subjects' (such es' languages,'- stienceior'mathematics).i..-;,The, pro-
grastoes tint to`' be lore- highly, specialize& because they are designed' for
university' gtaduates most. Of Whom`ate already' qualified teachers' end,many-or
Whet have' hat ewe years, Of tetiChing' or related working experience.. :Th& L

objective of these programmes is to develop high-level- specialists. in particular
aspects of education including, teaching and related activities such as
superViiion' and insPection of teaching, eduCational tougaelling,' adncational
planning in& etonomici of edutation., BackgrotIO' courses are not soi'important
here' as' at' other edutationai levels'- but Many progratone.s intlude' related,.
specialities such air'coursea in administration,' psyChology, educational
guidance, statistics, etc.

In the main these programmes are full-time but many are carried un in .

school vacation periods or as part -time activities .by employed teachers.
Other examples of part-time programmes are refresher courses and special
Courses to introduce new methods and techniques.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the third level : first stage, of the type ,leading to. a first university degrea
or equivalent, and an initial qualification. in teaching.

awaril:for- seetesifitVeotapletfou _ytevresity.defecee

(e.g. M.Ed., D.Ed.- or Ph.D.) or higher diploma -diPtudel
eriagrieures).
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71401 General ro ramifies in the educational science's

Programme, at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, consisting of study,
seminars or: group discussion, and research, designed to prepare specialists in

various branches of education and teaching. Emphasis may,, be placed on original

research work as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or

dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research
projects, tend to fall include the history of education, the theory of
comparative; educations of teaching; curriculum development; - and the.use of

teaching aids such as teaching machines., audio-visual equipment, etc. Subject
areas within which background studies tend to fall include fields allied to the
student's major subject as well as relevant specialities in other related
fields: such as the humanities, social sciencee. natural sciences, religion and
theology, law and jurisprudence, foreign languages, etc. Students may
specialise in one particular area, e.g. history, of education, philosophy of

education, comparative education.

Usual. minimum educatiOnal prerequisite is completion of third, evel,
first stage, education of the, type that leads to .a first university degree,.
usually in the same or a related field; together with the holding of an
initial teaching qualification. Students in these programmes have frequently
had teaching experience.

Usual award for successful completion is.a Master's degree or
equivalent. If research has played an important role, together with the
presentation ore thesis or dissertation, a Doctor's degree may be :warded,
usually after a period of study lasting at least 2 or 3 Years.

71404 Programmes in education with specialization in curriculum development
in non-vocational subjects

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, consisting of study, seminar
or group discussion and research designed to prepare specialists in the
curriculum and methods of teaching in a non-vocational subject area such as
history, science,'languages, chemistry, economics, mathematics. Attention is
paid to the theory of curriculum development, psychology and sociology.

%% Through seminars, directed reading, and independent research, the
studea seeks to acquire a comprehensive grasp of one field within the broad
area of non-vocational education and may also prepare one or more minor fields
in related or other areas of education. In addition, programmes often include
background study in the subject to be taught and in related subject-matter areas.
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Programmes usually last from one to three years, full-time, and consist of a
number of prescribed courses, demonstrated facility in one or more foreign
languages, and usually the preparation of a thesis or dissertation involving
original investigation of a particular problem within the major subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree,
usually in the same or a related field, the holding of an initial teaching ,/

qualification, and demonstrated potential for study at the graduate level. /1
Some programmes may require experience in teaching or administration at an(

appropriate level. /4

Usual award for successful ,coulPlation'is a Master's degree Ol
equivalent. If research has played ald important edle, together with the
presentation of a thesis or dissentation, a Doctor's degree may beiwarded,
usually after a Period of study listing at least two;or three years.

go.

=

71408 ProgvelnrIMeS ins education with speCialization currieultai.daelopment
in vilatioaal ambjects.

Programmes at the third level : second stage, Of the tips that leads
to a postgraduate university degrec-or.cquivalenti-,c0USistingof study, seminar
or group, discuscion and.reeearch designed to,prepare specialists in the
curriculuae andAsethode of teaching,in. a precticel ,oriyocational.subjeCt area

such #5 the tjueLarts,40Ss 0c9P9m4c0,,c9smarcisi 5UhiePts.404cltger;etct
AttentioA,ip,paid.to the:theory of curriculumidevelopmeut.,,NchOPAY,a_nu-
sociology.

ThroUghleminsTs,'Airucte4M44iUg 4,0405Pead#14jrCquar0,,:the
student .seeks' to, aCquirei a ,comprehensivelsraep/Lor tbcbroad subject
areas; tbe-teachin& oftindus trial arte"vocational,-CT-: *WILCO!,
courses atthe first, second or third ,(non -digree) 04;49,, Ana may

also prePare one or more 'minor subjecisln related areas Of teaeher training.

In addition, a programme sometimes includes background study in aspects of-the
subject to be taught and in other related subject-matter arias.

--
Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level

education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree,
usually in the same or a related field, the holding of an initial teaching
qualificition, and demonstrated potential:for study at the graduate level.
Some programmes may require experience in teaching or administration at an
apprapriate level.

Usual award for successful completion is a Master's degree or equi-

valent. If research has played an i. )ortant rale, together with the presen-
tation of a thesis or dissertation, a Doctor's degree may be awarded, usually,

after a period of study lasting at least leo or three years..



71412 Progritnes'ifitli-speCialitation'AU:4arlY-thildhOOd education

Program:1ms at the third level second stage, of,the type: that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed-to prepare
specialists in the theory and practice of dealing with young children and of
teaching in education preceding the firat level (i.e. kindergarten level).
Attention is paid to psychology, sociology.and to the theory of curriculum
development.

Through seminars, directed reading and independent research, the
student seeks to acquire a comprehensive grasp of one field within the
general area of "kindergarten education, such as reading instructiOn, child
psychology, etc , and may also-prepare one or more-minor subjects in related
or other areas of education. Programme usually last from one to three
years' full-time study and may consist of a certain number of prescribed
cOursesv deinonstrateefacility'in one or more -fareign languages and3the
preparation of a thesis or dissertation involving..original_researcLinto a
particular probtem within the major subject.

. . ,

.Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion OUthirt2leiel
education,.'first stage, Of the. type that''leads to 'first3'imiiieriiityldeittce;
usually in' the `aanii or .a, related' field; the holding'.of
qualification,' and demonstrated potential iOr,study at the-graduate /eve/.
Some progresmies may require experienCe-in'teaChing Or3adainistration,at' an
appropriate = level.

_ J -'Usual award'for successful completion.ii a Master s degree or equiva-
-lent. If research'bas played an important rSle; _together with the presen-.
tation of a thesis or dissertatiOn; a Doctor's degree'isay be awarded; usually
after a period of study lasting at least two or three years.
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71416 Programmes with- specialization in adult :education

Programmes Atzthe thirdqevel : second stages of the type, that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed ,to prepare special-
ists in teaching and curriculum development in adult or cortinuing education.

Through seminars, directed reading and independent research, the student
seeks to acquire a comprehensive grasp of one field within the general field
of adult education such as adult counselling, service for adult educatiOn
within the communitYs Problems relating to the education of older people*
extension and other types of non-formal education; and may prepare one or more
subjects in related or other areas of education. Programmes usually last,
from one to three years' full-time study and may, consist of a certain number of
prescribed courses, demonstrated facility in one or more foreign languages,
and, the preparation of a thesis or dissertation involving original research
into a particular problem within the major subject.

o.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is' completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree.,
usually in the same or a related field, the holding of an initial teaching
qualification, and demonstrated potential for study at the graduate level.
Some programmes may require experience in teaching or administration at an
appropriate level.

Usual award for successful completion is a Master's degree or
equivalent. If research has, played an important role, together with the
presentation of a thesis or dissertation, a Doctor's degreemay be awarded
usually after a period of study lasting at least two or three years.

71422 programmes with specialization in. the education of the handicapped

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that j.eads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists in the teaching of handicapped children. ,

Through seminars, directed reading and independent research, a student

seeks to acquire a comprehensive grasp of; one field within the general field
of teaching the handicapped ouch 'as.: the teaching of physicallY, visually,
aurally, emotionally -disturbed, socially maladjusted* mentally or speech
handicapped children, and may prepare one or more subjects in related or other
areas of education. Programmes usually "last from one to three years' full-

time study and may consist of a certain number of prescribed courses,
demonstrated facility in one or more foreign languagesiand the preparation of
a thesis or dissettation involving original research into a particular problem

within the major subject.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite L8 completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first unirtriity degree,
usually in the same or a related field, the holding.of an%initial,teaching
gee/Mention, and demonstrated potential for study-at the graduatevel.
Some programmes may require experience in teaching or aaministratioe\at an
appropriate level.

Usual award for successful completion is a Master's degree or
equivalent. If research has played an important rSle, together with the
presentition of a thesis or dissertation, a'Doctoes'degree may be awarded,
usually after a period of study lasting at least two or three years.

71432 lummine!!kL2a22211212y teacher-trainers

PrograMmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent,, designed to prepare
specialists in the training of teachers.

Mr:rough seminars, directed reading and independent research, a student
seeks to acquire a comprehensive grasp of one field within the general field
of teacher training, suet: as educational.foundations, or 'teaching methods,
and may prepare our or more-subjects in related, or other areas of education.
Programmes usually last from one tc three years' full-time study and may
consist of a certain number of prescribed courses, demonstrated facility in
one or more foreign languages, and the preparation of a thesis or dissertation
involving original research into a particular problem within the major field.

Usual minimum educational, prerequisite is completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree,
usually in the same or a related field, the holding of an initial teaching !
qualification, and demonstrated potential for study at the graduate level.
Some programmes may require experience in teaching r-c administration at an
appropriate level.

Usual award for successful completion is a Master's degree or
equivalent. If research has played an important rOle, together With the
presentation of a thesis or dissertation, a Doctor's -degree may be awarded,
usually after a period of study lasting at least two or three years.
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71472 Programme in educational science without teacher training

Programmes at the third : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree of equivalent, designed to pre2are
specialists in educational science without emphasis on pedagogy as such.
Emphasis is pleCed on the social and educational factors involved in the
educational process from the individual, family and community points of view.

Through seminars, directed reading, visits, supervised internship and
independent research, a student,seeks to acquire a comprehensive understanding
of some speciality in educational science. His,speciality may be educational
planning or,some aspect of planning; educational policy with respect to
an aspect of.education; the impact of education on other social forces; the

impact of current social factors on education; the learning process; a

speciality in the history of education; a speciality in educational theory;
etc. A programme in any speciality of this kind usually involves study of
related subjects in the humanities, social and behavioural sciences, law, fine
and applied arts, mathematics, statistics, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree,
usually in educational science and often the holding of a teaching
qualification.

Ueual award for successful completion is a Master's degree or
equivalent. If research has played an important role, together with the
presentation of a thesis or dissertation, a Doctor's degree may be awarded,
usually after a period of study lasting at least two or three years.

71499. Other programmes in educational science and teacher training__

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree. or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists\in areas of the educational sciences or teacher training not
previously defined.

Through seminars, directed reading and independent research, the student
seeks to acquire a comprehensive grasp of his particular subject and possibly of one

or more related aspects of other subjects. Programmes usually last :ram one

to three years' full-time study, anl may consist of a certain numier oY

prescribed courses, demonstrated facility in one or more foreign langui4ges,,
and the preparation of &thesis or dissertation involving original resarch
into a particular problem within the major subject. Examples of such major.
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subjects are : educational counselling; educational science methods in
higher educatipn; anthropology of education applied to specific case-studies;
experimental studies in planned community development and education; specific
studies in educational technology and computerized instruction.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree,
usually in the same or a related field, the holding of an initial teaching
qualification, and demonstrated potential for study at the graduate level.
Some programmes may require experience in teaching or administration at an
appropriate level.

Usual award for successful completion is a Master's degree or
equivalent. If research has played an important rale together with the
presentation of a thesis or dissertation, a Doctor's degree may be awarded,
usually after a period of study lasting for at least two or three years.

f?,

718 Fine and applied arts

This fielc includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : second stage, of the type that leads to a postgraduate university
degree or equivalent, consisting of study, seminars, research and performance in
aspects of the fine and applied arts. At this level, emphasis is given to '

the theoretical, philosophical and historical bases of the subjects included
in- a programme, and original research or composition is often an important
element. In many programmes, original research work as substantiated by the
presentation and defence of a scholarly thesis is a requirement. The pro-
grammes followed by individual students at this level are usually confined to
one specialized area within one of the fine or applied arts.

Important kinds of programmes included are highly specialized studied
within such groups as the history and philosophy of art, drawing and painting
(including etching and print-making), sculpturing, music, drama, interior
design,. etc. A programme in any of the above specialities usually entails
some study of related aspects of the same subject as well as special aspects
of other related fine and applied arts, as a means of supplementing and
assisting in the Mastery of the major subject. In some cases, background
studies are included also in special aspects of related subjects in the
humanities, social and behavioural sciences, religion, natural sciences, etc.
(Note that programmes in architecture and town planning are not included here,
but are in 758.)

t.

These programmes are mostly full-time, although advanced students may
be active in their professions and therefore may undertake a programme on a
part-time basis. The relatively f<lw part -time programmes are refresher
courses and special courses. Periods of practice or performance form an
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indispensable part of some programmes. Programmes are usually given in
universities, but some are provided by special colleges of fine arts.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or the equivalent, generally in the same or a related field. In exceptional
cases, reputable artists without a university degree are admitted to these
courses.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A.,
M.Mus., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

718 0 2 Programmes in the history and. philosophy of art

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists in the history and/or philosophy of art.

Through study, seminars, studio work, and independent research,
students acquire a comprehensive knowledge of some speciality within the
broad area of the history and philosophy of art, such as Greek or Hindu
sculpture, Chinese painting, art as an expression of nationalism, etc.

Programmes usually last between one and three years full -time in a
university or college of art, and may consist of a number of prescribed
courses, the achiovem..nt of a professional standard in the particular art
form, demonstrated facility in one or more foreign languages, and the
preparation of a thesis or dissertation based on original research into a
particular problem within the major subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is possession of a first
university degree or equivalent in the fine arts, and demonstrated potential
for graduate study.

Upon completion of written andior oral examinations, successful
students are awarded a Master's degree (i.e. M.A., M.F.A.) or a higher

diploma, or a doctorate (i.e. Ph.D. or D.F.A.) or the equivalent.
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71804 Programmes in drawing and painting

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists in drawing or painting.

Through study, seminars, studio work, and independent research,
students acquire a comprehensive knowledge of some speciality within the broad
area of drawing and painting, such as the theory of colour, basic forms,
analysis of the visual arts, life drawing, lettering, etc.

Programmes usually last between one and three years full-time in a
university or college of art and may consist of a certain number of
prescribed courses, the achilwement of a professional standard in the
particular art form, demonstrated facility in one or more foreign languages,
and the preparation of a thesis or dissertation based on original research
into a particular problem within the major subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is possession of a first
university degree or equivalent in fine arts, demOnstrated potential for
graduate study and presentation of a representative portfolio of the individual's
accomplishments in printing or drawing.

Upon completion of written and/or oral examinations, successful
students are awarded a Master's degree (i.e. M.A., M.F.A.) or higher
diploma, or a doctorate (i.e. Ph.D., D.F.A.) the equivalent.

71808 programmes in sculpturing

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads '

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists in sculpturing.

Through study, seminars, studio work, and independent research,
students acquire a comprehensive knowledge of some speciality within the
broad area of sculpture, such as visual and spatial relationships,
definition of forms and structures, design, Greek or Hindu sculpture, etc.

Programmes usually last.betqeen one and three years full-time in a
university or college of art and may consist of a number of prescribed courses,
the achievement of a professional standard in the particular art form,
demonstrated facility in one or more foreign languages, and the preparation of
a thesis or dissertation based on original research into a particular problem
within the major subject.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is possession of a first
university degree or equivalent in the fine arts, demonstrated potential for
graduate study and presentation of representatiVe- samtiles of the individual's
work.

Upon compleeon of Written and/or oral examinations, successful
students are awarded a Master's degree(i.e. M.A., M.F.A.) or higher diploma,
or a doctorate (Le. Ph.D., D.F.A.) or the equivalent.

71822 Programms in music

Programmesat the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists in music, e.g. the history of music, music theory, musical
composition, orchestration, etc.

Through study, seminars, studio work and independent research,
students acquire a comprehensive knowledge of some speciality within the
broad areas of music such as baroque music, orchestration, composition,
arranging, piano, etc.

Programmes usually last between one and three years full-time in a
university Or music school and may consist of a number of prescribed courses,
the achievement of a professional standard in the specialization, demonstrated
facility in one or more foreign languages, and the preparation of a thesis or
dissertation based on original research into a particular problem within the

major subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is possession of a first
university degree or equivalent in music, demonstrated potential for graduate
study, and perhaps the performance of a brief recital or presentation of .a
represehtitive 'selection of past work.

Upon completion of oral and/or written examinations, successful
students are awarded a Master's degree (i.e. M.A., M.Mus.) or higher diploma,

or a doctorate'(i.e. Ph.D., Mus.Doc.) or the equivalent.
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71832 Programmes in the drama

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists in the drama.

Through study, seminars, studio work and independent research,
students acquire a comprehensive knOwledge of some speciality within the
broad area of drama such OA acting, stagecraft, make-up, oral interpretation,
diction, production, directing, etc.

Programmes usually last between one and three years full-time in a
university or drama school and may consist of a number of prescribed courses,
the achievement of a professional standard in the specialization, demonstrated
facility in one or more foreigu languages, and the preparatiofi of a thesis or
dissertation based on original research into a particular problem within the
major subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is-possession of a first
university degree or equivalent in the dramatic arts, demonstrated potential
for graduate study, and perhaps some experience in drama.

'Upon completion of oral and/or written examinations, successful
students are awarded a Master's degree (i.e. M.A., M.P.A.) or higher diploma,
or a doctorate (i.e. Ph.D., D.F.A..) or the equivalent..

71852 Programmes in interior design

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare
specialists in interior decoration and design.

Through study,, seminars, studio work, and independent research,
students acquire &comprehensive knowledge of some speciality within a broad
area of interior design such at interior: decoration ox public buildings,
offices, homes, etc. -.

Programmes usually last between one and three years full-time in a
universitror college of art and design and may consist of a number of.
prescribed courses, such as period furniture, cacur harmony, wall decoration,

Oproduct development, etc., the achievement.of a professional standard in the
apecialization, demonstrated facility in one or more foreign languages, and
the preparation of a thesis or dissertation based on original research into a
particular problem within the major subject.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is possession of a first
university degree or equivalent in fine arts or design, demonstrated potential
for graduate study, and often presentation of representative work.

Upon completion of oral and/or written examinations, successful
students are awarded a master's degree (i.e. M.F.A.) or higher diploma, or a
doctorate (i.e. Ph.D., D.F.A.) or the equivalent.

71899 Other fine

Programmes
to a postgraduate um
specialists in fine

and applied arts programmes

at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
university degree or equivalent, designed to prepare

and applied arts other than those previously defined.

-- Through study, seminars, studio work, and independent research,
students acquire A comprehensive knowledge oZ some speciality within one of the
fine or applied arts such as dancing, textile design, apparel design, furniture
design, etc.

Programmes usually lest between one and three years full-time in a
university or college of art and design, and may consist of a number of
prescribed courses in the particular speciality concerned, the achievement of a
professional standard in the specialization, demonstrated facility in one or more
foreign languages, and the preparation of a thesis or dissertation based on
original research into a particular problem within the major subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is possession of a first
university degree or equivalent in the fine arts or design, demonstrated
potential for graduate study, and often presentation of representative work.

Upon completion of oral and/or written examinations, successful
students are awarded a Master's degree (i.e. M.F.A.) or nigher diploma, or a
doctorate (i.e. Ph.D., D.F.A.) or the equivalent.
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722 Humanities programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : second stage, of the type. that leads to a pdstgraduate university
degree or equivalent, concerned with theories, analytical methods, and research
in aspects of subjects in the humanitiee. At this level, emphasis is given:
to the theoretical principles of the subjects included in the programmes and
original research work, as substantiated by the presentation and defence of a
scholarly thesis, is usually an important element. The programmes followed
by individual students at this level are usually confined to one specialized
area within, one of the humanities.

Important kinds of programmes include those dealing with highly
specialized aspects of the current or vernacular language and its literature,
other living languages and their literature, "dead" languages and their
literature, linguistics, comparative literature, history, archaeology,
philosophy, etc. Study of a highly specialized programme in any of these
subjects usually entails some study of plated aspects of the same subject as
well as special aspects of other related subjects in the humanities, as a
means for supplementing and assisting in the mastery of the major subject:
In some cases, other background studies are ihcluded in special aspects of such
fields as the fine and applied arts, social and behavioural sciences, religion
and theology, law and jurisprudence, natural sciences, mathematics, computer
science, and statistics. In the main these programmes are full-time, although
advanced students may do part-time teaching, research work, or other work
related to their studies. The relatively few part-time programmes are
refresher courses and special courses.

Ujoual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the third level : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree
or equivalent, generilly in the same or a closely related field.

Ulual award for successful completion is a higher degree (14.A., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent, (diplome d'audes sup4rieuree).

72211 Programmes in the current or vernacular language and its literature

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research, dealing with the advanced study
of the mother- tongue or another current language, its history, its present
structure, and its literature. Emphasis is given to research work as
substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation:
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Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research projects
tend to tall include special periods, a particular writer or group of writers,
the structure and grammar of the language, the history of the language, the
analysis of specific texts, principles of literary criticism, etc. Subject
areas within which background studies tend to fall include history, comparative
literature, linguistics, foreign languages, natural sciences, the social and
behavioural sciences, philosophy, and mathematics.

Usual minimum "educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or .a closely related field.

1

Usual award for successful completion isa higher degree (M.A., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.

72215 ProgrEmmes in other living languages and their literature

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a, postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research, dealing with a living language,
its history, its present structure, and its literature. Emphasis is given to
research work as substantiated by the presentation of A scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research projects
end to fall include sp-cial periods in the litetsture; a particular writer
/group of writers; the structure and grammar of the language; the history
the language; analysis of specific texts; principles of literary criticism;

c. Sph3ect areas within which background studies tend, to fall include
istory,eomparative literature, linguistics, other foreign languages, natural
fences, the social and behavioural sciences, philosophy, and mathematics.

Usual minimum-educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education: first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (1.A., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.
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72221 Programmes in "dead" languages and their literature

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with the advanced study
of a classical language, its history, structure and literature. Emphasis is
given to research work as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly
thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas into courses and research projects
tend to fall include specific periods in the literature; a particular writer
or group of writers; the structure and grammar of the language; the history
of the language; analysis of specific texts; the principles of literary
criticism, etc. Subject areas within which background studies tend to fall
include ancient history, comparative literature, linguistics, other foreign
languages, natural sciences, the social and behavioural sciences, philosophy,
and mathematics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.

72231 Programmes in linguistics

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group dIlcussion and research, dealing with advanced concepts
of language formation. emphasis is given to original research work as
substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research,projects
tend to fall include, i.a., transformation grarmar; psycho - linguistics and
advanced psycho-linguistics; historical linguistics; generative linguistics;
grarmarical rules specifying well-formeestrings; conditions for the
analysability and assigning of structural descriptions;, generative phonology;
articulatory and acoustic correlates; larynceal theory; non-phonemic
features; research techniques in linguistice, etc. Subject areas within which
background stltdies tend to fall include foreign languages, literature, history,
philosophy, natural sciences, mathematics, and statistics.
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Usual. minimum educational prerequisite is .completion of third level
education: first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a closely related field.

Ususl award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.

72241 Programmes in comparative literature

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with the advanced study
of international literary and cultural relations. Emphasis is given to
research work as substantiated by the presentation of ,a scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

Principal subject matter areas into which courses and research projects
tend to fall include the origin and evolution of international literary move-
ments; folk literaturerand folklore; criticism; aesthetics; intermediaries;

epics and sagas; tragedy; comedy; modern drama; the contemporary novel;
problems of comparative literature; the comparative method in literary
studies; the forces in contemporary literature; and research techniques in

comparative-literature.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or .a closely related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (4.A., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.

72251 Programmes in history '.

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of stue,y,

seminar or group discussion and research dealing with the discovery of the
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reality of the past and the interpretation of human behaviour throughout time.
Erahasis is given to research work as substantiated by the presentation of a
sudiolarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research projects
tend to fall inclule e.g. a special period in a particular area; a specific
problem in the history of an area; the history of science and technology at
a particular time and place; interpretations or movements in national or
world history; aspects of the philosophy of history; 'analysis of documents;
interpretative biographies of significant persons. Subject areas within which
background studies tend to fall include political science, the social and
behavioural sciences, natural sciences, economics, philosophy, foreign
languages, and literature.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level.
education : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A.,.Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.

72261 Programmes in archaeology

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with the study of the
material remains of mankind's past. Emphasis is given to research work sa
substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research projects
tend to fall include, i.a., the general history and development of, archaeology;
archaeological records; archaeo/ogical classification and terminology; the
materials and techniques of archaeology; research techniques in archaeology;
civilizations, e.g. the. New World prior to urban civilization; early man, etc.
Emphasis is frequently laid on practical work in museums and the interpretation
of artifacts. Participation in excavation and exploration may be an essential
feature of the programmes. Subject areas within which background studies tend
to fall include ancient history, Cie natural sciences, world literature, foreign
languages, philosophy, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is, completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type leading to a firstluniversity degree or

I equivalent, usually in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award for successful comple in is a higher degree (M.A., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.
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72271 Programmes in philosophy

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of Mu., type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
classroom sessions and group discusa;cm dealing with such problems as the
nature of reality, human consciousness, human values, aesthetics, etc.
Emphasis is given to research work as substantiated by the presentation of a
scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research projects
tend to fall include, i a., epistemology, logic, semantics, aesthetics, moral
philosophy, the works of a particular philosopher or school of philosophy, the
history of philosophy at a particular period, a comparative study of Western
and Eastern philosophy, the philosophy of science or matheAcatics,,Mbo. Subject
sreas;within which background studies tend,to fall include history, the fine and
applied arts, religion and theology, law and jurisprudence, the social and
behavioural sciences, and foreign languages..

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is.completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree'or
equivalent, usually in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree ALA., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.

72299' Other humani2iesyrogrammes

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the t4re that leads

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent; - primarily consisting of

study,. seminar or group discussion and research dealing with specialized areas

of the humanities not in the above'group of programmes (i.s. 72211 te

72271) . Included, La., are programmes featuring a particular approach to

a subject, for example, economic or social, unusual combinations of courses,

or a combining of humanistic and scientific prJgrammes. In these programmes
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emphasis is typically placed on original research work as substantiated b7 the
presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research projects
tend to fall include, i.a., the history of science, palaeography, the inter-
pretation of texts, carbon-dating techniques, archaeological excavation.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree,
usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree -(M.Sc.,
LA., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

726 Religion and theology programmes

Programmes in educatiOn at the third level : seionestage, of the type
that leads to a postgraduate University degree or equivalent, concerned with
the study of religion, the scholarly investigation of religious doctrines,
the performance of religious rites and 'Offices, and the propagation of
religious beliefs. At this level, emphasis is given to the philosophical
and conceptual bases of the subjects included in the programmes, and original
investigation and research, as substantiated by the presentation and defence of
a scholarly thesis, are usually an important element. The programmes
followed by individual students tend to be restricted to one specialized area
of religious and theological studlies.

Important kinds of programmes include those dealing with specialized
aspects of textual and other records containing sacred writings in relevant
classical languages, religious history, the relevant theology, analysis and
criticism of'theological interpretations of "sacred works, and the examination
of expository methods in religious practice including prayer,, preaching, singing
and ritual. Study of a highly specialized programme in this field usually
involves some study of related aspects of other fields such as the humanities,
social sciences, fine and applied arts, social welfare, law and jurisprudence,
In some programmes a period of field work may be involved.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the third level : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree
or the equivalent, generally in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A., D.D.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.
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72600 Lo9elilasal_nt:Almamminvi (see definition under. 726)

730 Social and behavioural sciencelirograMmes

This field includes a variety, of programmes in education at, the third,
level :..second stage, of tintype that leads to a postgraduate univereity
digree or.equivalent, corcerned with the theories, analytical methods, and
research' in the social Land behavioural sciences. Atithis,levels,sischaois is

given to the'thooretical principles=of the subjects included in thepro-;
granges and original research workiy as Substantiated-by-the ',Presentation and
defence'of-a scholerWtiesisicis usually-sn importentsileMent.,,;Thievro-
grammes folloied iediVideat studentt-at,this level azeinuallV-monfined:to
one speCt4lilledAlr66vithid'ane of,thi sociel.aid behavioural:sciences-In .-
most,cases, the.roiearch content of,the programme is paramount.,

Important kinds of programmes include those dealing with highly
specialized'ispects-of economicsiAmilitical icieicei(demography, 'sociology,
anthropologY, measurement and:evaluitiou'in.educitiin,4pplied'psychologrin',
education, other programmes'in psychology;; geographyp'stddiesiuregional
cultures, eta. Study of a highly specialized programs in any of thole
subjects usually entails some study'of related sspects-of thivsage,subject, as
well as special aspects of other related social and behavioural sciences,as.a
means for supplementing and for assisting in the mastery of the major subject.
In some cases, background studies are included also in special aspects of,
such fields as humanities, natural sciences, law and jurisprudence,
business administration and related programmes, mathematics, computer science,
and statistics.

In the main, these programMes are full-time, although advanced
students may do part-time teaching, research work,'or laboratory supervision.
The relatively few part-time prograthmes are refreeher,courses and special
courses designed to introduce new methods or new technologies to those already
'established in their professions.

Usual minimum educational prerequisites ii coutletiOn of education at the.
third level 's' first' Of the'typalsading-to a first university: degree or
equivalent, geMeralWin-the same ore closely relataUfield.,

IIsnal 114Ard,fOr:SudtessfaNcOmOlitionAtahigher.degrea,014.-M.Sc.,
Ph:D.)-or-therequivislettintutieekres)..',:-
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73012 Economunmes
Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing sith economic theories,
economic institutions and economic policies. Emphasis is placed on original
research work as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
Jetts tend to fall include advanced economic theory, history of economic
doctrines, economic history, internatimal trade and payments, monetary theory
and policy, the business-cycle, transportation economics, public finance,
labour ecoansics;.welfare.economics, marketing, econometrics, problems of
economic development, consumption economics. Subject areas within which
background studies tend to fall include hUsinnse administration, sociology,
political science, psychology, mathematics, and statistics..

. Usual minimum educational prerequisite. is completion of third level
education first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher,degrea Mc.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

73022 Political science programmes

Progresmes,at the third level : eanced.stago, of the type that leads

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of

study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with political theories,
political 'institutions's:2d governmental forms. -Emphasis, is pleced,on original

research work as substantiated by the presentation of os,etholarly.thesis or
dissertation.
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Principal subject-matter areas within which courses
jects tend to fall include pont:kr-7. theory; unitary and fa
problems, including theory, constitutional questions, and i
comparative political systemspolitical parties; internat
governmental agencies; goveriiient*decision-making. Subjec
which background studies tend,tofill include public adminis
economics, sociology, psychology, law, and history.

Usual minima educational.prerequisite is completi
education : first stage, of the tape that leads to a first
equiftlent, usually in the same or a related field.

.

Usual.award for successful completion i0 a higher d
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

and research pro-
eral government
titntions;
onal inter-
areas within
ratinr,

of third level
varsity degree or

73033 Programmes in demography

gree Mac.,-

Programmes at the third level : second' stage, of th
to a postgraduate university delgree or equivalent, primarily
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with
human population growth and the measurement of human p lat
placed on original research work as substantiated by the pre
scholarly thesis or dissertati

'type, that leads
consisting of
the theory of
ons. Emphasis is
entation of a

Principal subject - metier areas within which couuises and research pro-
jects tend to fall include. the.theory of population growth and change,
techniques of population projectioh, methods of measuring porulation sir.*
and characteristics (census taking), fertility, mortality. morbidity in human

populations. Subject areas within which background studies tend to fall
include sociology, economics, family planning, anthropology, mathematics; and:
statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completi of third level

education.: first stage, of the type that leads to a first versity degree or

equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher d gree 14.Scl.;

Ph.D.) or the equivalint.
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73035 Programme's in sociology

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgradUate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of study,
seminar or'grovp discussion and research dealing with the theory and'insti-
tutions of human societies, including the dynamics of social organizations,
institutions and groups. Emphasis is placed on original research work as
substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly, thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include theories of human societies, social institutions,
problems of social change, the family and the social institutions, social
pathology, including the sociology of crime and rehabilitation of groups,
quantitative sociology. Subject areas within which background studies tend
to fall include economics, public administration, psychology, anthropology, law,
history, mathematics, and statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is, completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads tote first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A., M.Sc.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

73042 Anthropology programmes

Programmes at the third level : se and stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degrevor eq alent'i:primarily'cOnsisting of
study, seminir or group discussion an&re earth dealing with tbe-theOry'Znct
practices of primitive human societies. -Emphasis is placed on-the theoretical
and historical aspects of the subjects tudied,,and original research work is
stressed, its results being usually 's stantiated by the presentation 'and
defence of a scholarly thesis or dies atiou. At this:leveloAndividual
programmes are usually highly specie zed in terms of subject-matter content.

Principal subject-matter eas within which study and research pro-
jects tend to fall include compar ive anthropology, physical anthropology,
social organization is pre - liters e societies, methods of social control in
primitive societies, religion in primitive societies, the family and extended
family (clan) in primitive societies, laiguage in pre-literite cultures, etc.
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Many specialized programmes include study in other related branches of anthro-
pology as well as study in specialities of related subjects such as linguistics,
sociology, psychology, archaeology, religion, law, economics, natural sciences,
and the fine arts.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to .a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual awardforsuccessful completion is a higher degree (M.A., M.Sc.,
Ph.D.) or tb equivalent.

73052 'Programmes in psychology

Programmes at the third level
to a postgraduate university degree or
study, seminar or group discussion and
practices of psychology. Emphasis is
substantiated by the presentation of a

: second stage, of the type that leads
equivalent, primarily consisting of
research dealing with the principles and
placed on original research work as
scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include the history of psychology, psychological theories,
history of psychological theories, experimental psychology, applied psychology,
including measurement and evaluation programmes in education; social psychology,

abnormal psychology, clinical psychology, psychotherapy, psychological
testing, and psychometrics'. Subject areas within which background studies
tend to fall include relevant specialities in philosophy, sociology, anthropo-
logy, biology, mathematics, statistics, and computer science.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A. M.Sc.,

Ph.D.) or the equivalent,
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73062 Geography programmes

ProgramMis at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equival,nut, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with theory and
practice in various geographical disciplines. Emphasis is placed on original
research work as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include the conceptual framework for geographical analysis,
quantitative methods in geography, physical geography, economic geography,
political geography, cultural geography, urban geography, rural geography, and
regional geography. Subject areas within which background studies tend to
fall include relevant specialities in economics, sociology, psychology,
geology, biology, meteorology, cartography, mathematics and statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (MA., M.Sc.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

73072 Studies orregionarcultures

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research in which a combination of
social and behavioural science and related disciplines is applied to analyses
of the social, cultural, and ethnic problems of a particular geographic region.
Emphasis is placed on original research work as substantiated by the
presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include relevant specialities in sociology, anthropology,
economics, political science, geography, psychology, geology, biology,
meteorology, history, languages, literature, and linguistics. Subject areas
within which background studied tend tO fall include relevant specialities in
philosophy, fine arts, archaeology, religion, law and jurisprudence, mathematics,
computer science and statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually% in the same or a related field.
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Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A., M.Sc.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

73099 . Other social and behavioUral.science programmes
. .

Programmes at the third level : second, stage; of.the type that-leads'
to a postgraduateuniversity degree or equivalent, primarily consisting'of
study, seminar or group discuision and research dealing with.the'principles'and
practices of social and behaviOural sciences not included in the above programme
groups. Emphasis is placed on original research work as'sObstantiated by the
presentation. of a scholarly'thesis'or dissertation.

. ,

Trincipal subject-matter areas withinvbich courses and research pro.-
jects tend tG, fall will depend on. the particular social and behavioural'science
disciplines included. Branches of social and behavioural sciences already
included above are-sometimes known by different titles: For 'example, in the

abOve groupings, econometrics is a branch of economics. ethnography is a brand'
of:anthropology, psychotechnology is a branch of psychology, and diplomacy is
a branc -Of political' science. The social and behavioural sciences to be
included here cannorbe specified in advance, and.therefore.users of. ISM .
shouldetamine theotherprogramme groups carefully (including those classed as
humanities.,lawand-jUrisprudence. and business administration and related
programmes) before allotting any prOgramme.to this residual group.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of'third level
education : first stage, of the type that. leads, to a first university degree_or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related'field:.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A., M.Sc.,
Ph,D.) or the equivalent.

'734 Businesi administration and:related programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : second stage, of the type that leads to a postgraduate university degree
or equivalent, concerned with the theory, analytical nethods, and practices
of business management, business methods, public administration, and'institutional
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administration. At this level, emphasis is given to the theoretical principles
of the subjects included in the programmes, and original research woricas
eubstantiated by the presentation and defence of a scholarly thesis' is
usually an important element. The programmes followed by individual students
at this l vel usually cover a relatively narrow specialized subject area

o:twithin of the business adtinistration and related specializations
anumerat

/

d below.

/ Important kinds of programmes include those dealing with highly

a?
special zed aspects of business administration, usually with a specialization
such one of the following : accaaacancy; marketing, ogles management, or
advert sing; finance, investment, and investment market analysis; etc. Pro-
gratm#S in public administration and in institutional administration with
appropriate specialities are includes. Study of a highly specialized programme
in Y of these subjects usually entails some study of related aspects of the
same subject, as well as special aspects of other related business, public or
inst tutional administration subjects, as a means for supplementing and
ass sting in the mastery of the major subject. In some cases, background
st ies are included also in special aspects of such fields as the humanities,
so al and behavioural sciences, law and jurisprudence, natural sciences,
e ineering, mathematics, computer science, and statistics.

In the main, these programmes are full-ttme, although advanced students
do part-time teaching, research work, or field investigation. The /

elatively few part-time programmes are refresher courses and special courses
esigned to introduce new methods or new technologies to those already
stablished in their professions.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the third level : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree
or equivalent, generally ta the same or a closely related. field. For shot
programmes and refresher courses, these admission requirements may be rel d
for individuals with less educational background but who are well establis ed
in business management, public administration, or institutional administr, ion.

Usual award for successful completion'is a higher degree (M.0
M.B.A., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

73403 Programmes in business administration with specialization '1/n
accountancy

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consi ting of
study, seminar or group: discussion and research,dealiegvith the rinciples

-,and practices of - business administration, with emphasis -on accoun cy. Back-
ground stpdyin other areas of business administration is.usuallyincludedc
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An important part of all such programmes is original research work involving
the preparation and defence of a dissertatiOn or thesis.

Principal subject-natter areas within which study and research pro-
jecta tend to fall are general accounting, cost accounting, analysis of
financial statements, flow of funds analysis, auditing of financial records,
application of electranic computers to' accounting prozedures, etc. Ati
addition, many programmes include some study of other business administration
subjects such as commercial law, corporation finance, purchasing policy, etc.
Backgreund subject areas from which special subjects are often selected are
economic theory, money and banking, international trade, statistics, and
mathematics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual awardJor successful completion is a higher university, degree
(M.B.A. Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

0

731605 programmes in business administration: with specialization in marketing

Programmes at the third level.: second stage, of the type that leads_
to a postgraduate university degree' or equivalent, Primarily consisting of '

study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with they.PAaciPlas
and practices of business administration with,empbasis on-marketing.
Background study in other areas of business administration is usually includea.
Original research work involving the presentation and, defence of a thesis
or dissertation is an important element of these programmes.

Principal subject-matter areas within which study and research pro-
jects tend to fall include marketing and sales policy, market research, sales
promotion, advertising, wholesale and retail management, etc. In addition,

many programmes include the study of other business administration subjects
such as production policy and management, product packaging, accountancy,
purchasing policy, and management theory. Background subject areas from

which special subjects are often selected include ecanomics, international
trade, mathematics, and statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a. related field.

Usual ward for successful completion is a higher, university degree
(M.B.A., Ph.D.) or the equiialent.



73407 Programme* in business administration with s ecialization in finance
and investment

6,

" Programmes at the third level : second *taiga, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primitrily consisting of
study, seminar' or group discussion and research dealing- with the principles
and practices of business administration, with emphasis on finance and invest-
ment. Batikground study in other areas of business administration is usually
included. important part of all such programmes is original research
work involving the preparation and defence of u dissertation or thesis.

Princip 1 subject-matter areas within which stud; and research pro-
jeers tend to fa include financial market analysis, financial institutions,
appraisal of :financial securities, investment portfolio management, special
problems of institutional investors, estate management, -public policy and° the
investment markSt,),,etc. In addition, many programmes include some study of
other businoss u nistration subjects such as commercial law, corporation
finance, accoun antjsi, etc. . Background subject areas from which special
subjects are of en selected include economic theory, money and banking,
economic flue time, matthematics, and statistics.

Usual niiinsta educational prerequisite is completion of third level.
education : fi st .stage of the type that leads to a first university degree'.t 9
or equivalent; usually in the same'or a related field.

. anal award for,-successful,:completionlit. &'higher. university 'degree-:'
Of.B.A.7, M.A.,/ Ph.DY or the eqUivalent.

a.
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aurae& at the third level second Stage, of the type that leads
ttate-1;inittekteity 'degree OrTeqUivilent,:pritsirilr',consisting of
r or group disctiolion_ and rasparab:4(14lb* .with-tife principles
of -business administration With ,Maphasiii-',on a subject not included'

programs groups (1.:ei 74403, to 73407) :-('Examples of subject
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spetialities included here are production policy, business location, business
organization, and personnel administration. 'Background study in other areas
of business administration if usually included in a programme that specializes
in a particular subject area Original research as demonstrated by the
preientation and defence of a dissertation or thesis is an importan( element
in these programmes.

Principal subject-matter areas within which study and research pro-
jects tend to fall depend to some extent on the student's particular
speciality. All the Orogrammes,,however, tend to include study of basic
business administration subjects in addition to the speciality, and exaMples
of these are: principles of business management; forms of business
organization; corporation finance; accountancy; business financial policy;
commercial law. marketing and sales policy, including retailing; advertising;
production planning and policy; and ancillary business services such as delivery,
credit, customer service, purchasing policy, etc. Background study is often
included, such studies being selected from areas such as economics, sociology,
mathematics, statistics, law, and engineering.

USual minumm educatiouil prerequisite is'comOletion Of* third level
education : first stage, Of the type'' that leads to a aria uniiiersity'digree
or equiialent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful coMpletion is a higher university degree
LA., or the equivalent.

73442 Programmes in public edninietration

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degiee or equivalent, primarily consisting of

study, seminar or group discUision and research dealing with the principles
and practices of business administration: Emphasis is givem to independent
research and to the theoretical and historical background of the subjects
studied. Background study in other areas of administration and public policy
is often included in these programmes. ' The important ingredienof
independent research is usually demonstrated by the presentation and defence
of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which study and research pro-
jects tend to fall usually include government forms and admiaistrative
agencies, comparative government, inter-governmental relations, objectives of
public policy, administration and management of the public services, legis-
lative procedures, etc. Background studies tend to include a broad range of

social sciences such as, economics, sociology, psychology; the humanities such

as history, languages, literature, philosophy; business administration; law;

and natural sciences. The objective is to provide a broadly-based programme
for an adequate understanding of public administration principles and practices.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first Stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, 'usually in the same or a related field. 6

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(M.BA., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

73452 -Programme; in institutional administration

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the tyre that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of -.
study, seminar or group discussion and rezeeret dealing with-the principles
and practices of institutional administration. Examples of the kinds of
institutional adndnistraiion included are school administration, hospital
administration, and administration of Welfare institutions. The theoretical
and'historical background of the subjects studied are emphasized and an
important element in these programmed is independen research involving the
preparedon- and defence of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas vithin,which study and research projects
tend to fall differ with the student's spetielity, but all tend to include
principles of administration and management, accounting and financial control,
information systems, personnel management, establishment of work objectives,
etc. Specific administrative principles and problems of educational
administration, hospital administration or welfare administration form the
specialized portion of a programme, depending on the student's speciality.
A broad background in the social sciences, natural sciencei, humanities, law,
ate., is often considered an essential part of these programmes.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third, level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first:university ,4egree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(4.A., M.B.A., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

......

6,
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This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : second stage, of the type that leads to a postgraduate university degree
or equivalentorconcerned with the theory, philosophyOlistory, and practice of
law in terms of a particular legal system or in a comparative sense. At this
level, emphasis is given to the theoretical principles and historical bases of
the subjects included in the programmes, and original research work as
substantiated by the presentation and defence of a scholarly thesis, is usually
an important element. Tbe programmes followed by individual students at this
level usually cover a relatively narrow stIcialized subject-area within one
of the kinds of epecializations enumeratec below. 62

Important kinds of programmes include those dealing with specialized
areas within such subject-matter specialities as jurisprudence and the history
of law, international law, labour law, maritime law, constitutional and
administrative law, criminal law, commercial law, air anCtspace lei, law dealing
with natural resources, and other branches of civil law. Most programmes also
include Study of relevant aspects of other law specialities. In some cases,
background studies are included aiso in special aspectS of_such,fields as the
humanities, social and behavioural sciences, commercial and business admini-
stration, public administration, natural sciences, engineering,. etc.

In the main, these programmes are full-time, although advanced students
may do part -time work in teaching less advanced students or in practising their
profession. Such part-time programmes as exist are of the,refresher course

tYPe.

Usual minimum educational prerequisiie is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type leading to a first university degree' or
equivalent, generally in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (Ll.M., Ph.D.)
or the equivalent.

73802 Programmes in jurisprudence and the history_of law

Programmes at the third level : second s*age, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of

study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with the philosophy,
science, and history of law. Emphasis is placed on original research work

as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

6
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Principal subject-matter areas within.mtich courses and, repearch pro-
jects tend to fall include the relevant legal philos6OhY,. cc:Operative legal
philosophies, the histories of the various. systems of.law, comparative modern
legalsystems, the judicial process, the relationship of law and morality,
the relationship of law and justice, and the history of laic. SubjeCt:areas
within which background studies tend to fall inclUde philosophy, psYcholdgY.

--history, economics, sociology, political, science,. and; public administration..

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalents usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (Llat.,
Ph.D.) oi the equivalent.

73804 Programmes in international law

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with the principles
and practices of international law. Emphasis is placed on original research
work as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within Which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include the historical development of international law4eU
of international legal institutions, the relationship of international and
national law, international claims procedure,' and the legal bases of nation
states. Subject areas within, which background studies tend to fall include
political science, economics, philosophy, and history.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the that/leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same a related field.

-Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (Ph.D.) or
the equivalent.
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.73806 Programaiis in labour law.

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion, and research.deeling_with the principles
and practices of the law applicable to the relations between employers and
employees or their respective organizations. Emphasis is placed on original
research work as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include the history of labour law, comparative labour law,
national labour legislation, local labour legislation, the law as applied to
labour disputes and other dealings between employers and employees, and some
aspects of other legal specialities related to the particular programmes being
followed. In addition, background courses iii such subject areas as the history
of labour organizations, labour as a social and political wait', collective
bargaining procedures, the administration. of collective- agreements, economics,
sociology, and philosophy are often included.

. --

Usu4l minimum edueetionel_Prernuisite is completion-_.4. third level
education : first stage, of,the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, <usually in the same or.: a, related : -

Usual award for oucceesful completion is 4 higher degree, (rh.p.) or
the equivalent.

738087 Prograusses:ininaritime, law'

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university. degreeor equivalent, Pr4msrilY.zonSisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing witkthe,principles,
and practices of the regime of theliigh seas. Emphasis, is placed on original
research work as, ubstantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or
dissertation. S,

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include the philosophy and history of maritime law; terri-

torial jurisdictions in maritime areas; laws governing ships on the high seas;
laws on the protection of the marine environment; international conventions

governing conduct on the high seas; the constitution and jurisdiction of

maritime courts; the law on salvage, ocean prizes, and the like; and some

aspects. of other legal specialities related to the particular programme being
followed. In addition, background courses in such subject areas as marine
insurance,, ocean transport, history, economics, political science, business
administration, and public administration, are often included.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third
level education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university
degree or' equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (Ph.D.) or
the equivalent.6

73899 Other law and jurisprudence programmes

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a Postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with the'principles
and practices of legal specialities not included in the above programme groups.
Emphasis is placed on original research work am substantiated by the
presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include constitutional and administrative law, commercial
law, fiscal law, the law dealing with natural resources air and space law, .

other branches of civil law, and other branches of criminal law. hi

specialized programme within any of the subject areas mentioned usually
includes study of related legal specialities, and some programmes also
include background studies in special aspects of such related fields as the
immunities, social and behavioural spiences, commercial and business
administration, public administration, natural sciences, engineering, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, ef the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

a

Maual'award-for suceessfulcompletiOn is arhighetleiree
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

/



742 'Natural science programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in educ
level: second stage, of the type that leads to a postgradua
degree or equivalent, concerned with theory, eXperimetal te
research methods in the natural sciences. At this level,
to thitheOreticalprinCiples of the ,aubje4ts inclUded in th
original research.Work* AS substantiated by the presentation
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of 'the programme is paramount.
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The principal kinds of programmes included notah.wit
as: the biological sciences (including pharmacology), i.e.
zoo/4y, botany, iniC:robiology; ".chemistry; 1.4. inorganic c
cheatistry* physicid themastry; geolOgidariCiences,' i.e. ge
mi.:Ural-1y; physics, i:e4; mechanics; light, heat, electrici
physics, quantum physics; astronomy (including astrophysics
astronomy); MeteorOlogy i. oceanography; and othar natural
metallurgy. Many programmes in the natural aciencesat'thi
background studies in related natural sciences, in mathemati
and social sciences.

In the main, these programmes are full-time, althou
often do part-time teaching or supervise less advanced etude
or field work. Some examples of part-time programmes are r
and special courses designed to introduce new methods and te
already employedoin their specialities.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completi
education : first stage, of the type leading to a first univ
equivalent, generally in the same or a closely related field.

Usual 'award for suCcessfui completion is higher university degree
(i.e. Mt Sc.; Ph.D.) or its eqUivalent (e.g. DiplAne id 'etudes euperieiasee) .
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Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include biometrics, ethology, human physiology, biological
effects of radiation, cytogenetioa, Population genetics, molecular genetics,
developmental genetics, theoretical and experimental embryology, microbial
ecology, mycology, advanced algology, ichthyologY, advanced vertebrate and
inyertebrate physiology, experimental endocrinology, advinced plant
physiology and morphology of angiosperms and gymnosperms, limnalogy; cytology,
histology, evolution end, genetics, botanical techniques, animal and plant
parasitology, pharmacogenetics, pharmacologY of endocrine organs, pharmacologY
of psycho-active drugs, pharmacology of biologically active manaminee,
4evelopinent of therapeutic agents, autonomic nervous system pharmacology, and
...dmanced pharmacological methodology. Subject areas within which background
studies tend to fall include biology, chemistry, physics, mathematici, and
statistical analysis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(e.g. M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

74212 Chemistry programmes.

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of-the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily. consisting of
Gardner sessions, classroom and laboratory instruction dealing With idWanced
topics in the field of chemistry. Emphasis is placed on original research
work as substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis- or dissertation..

Principal subject-matter.4reas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include advanced courses related to chemistry such as
aftanced analytical chemistry, crystal chemistry, x-ray" crystanography,
symmetry, metal cheletics, electroanalytical chemistry, chemistry of particles
and related compounds, statistical thermadynawics, homogenous chemical-
kinetics, absorption ;nd catalysis, chemical isotopes, chemistry of natant'
products, stereocbemistry of carbon compounds, organic sYnthetic chemiitry,
Chemical spectroscopy, molecular vibrationsInolocular spectroscoprdiatomici,
and quantum chemistry. Subject_areas within whieVbackgroundatudies tend
to fall include sppropriate,specialities4npbysics, biology, geology,
mathematics, statistical anslyiis, social sciemcis, and business,mmnagement.,

,
Usual educational ',prerequisite .iscompletion!ofthird level

education F first, stage,: of the type f thet;leads,to, a Ifirlit.'uniyereity.: degree

or equivalent ,u in the 'sae or a related field.
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Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(e.g. M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

74222 Geological sciences programmes

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
seminars, study, and laboratory work dea/ing with, advanced topics in the field
of geological sciences. Emphasis is placed on original research work as
substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas withi.n. which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include advanced geological subjects such as stratifgraphy,
palaeontology, palaeobotany, palaeozoology, history and foundations of
geology, geo-morphology, types and principles of ore deposits, ore microscopy,
sediments of the world, coal petrology, palynology, advanced mineralogy,
crystallography, chemical oceanography, glacial geology, dynamic structural
geology, geotectonics, advanced structure and petrofabrics, habitat of oil,
and photogeology. Subject areas within which background studies tend to fall
include appropriate specialities in physics, biology, chemistry, mathematics,
statistical analysis and social sciences.

Usual minimum educational, prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, ofthe type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(e.g. M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

74232 'DZELELMICEEETtl

Programmes at the third level : aecond stage, of the type that leads

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of

seminars,' Stud'', and.laboratory work dealing with advanced subjects in the

field of physics. Emphasis is placed on,original researchwork toubritantiated
by the presentation' of a scholarly thesis or dissertation. Note that pro-

grammes in physical metallurgy are included.



Principal subject-natter areas within which coursos and research pro-
jects tend to fall include, i.e., advanced subjects related to the field of
physics such as the quantum theory of solids, statistical mechanics, advanced
thermodynamics, theoretical acoustics, applied group theory, advanced nuclear
physics, advanced electricity and magnetism, quantum mechanics, atomic
physics, advanced electronics, fourier optics, physical metallurgy, the,
structure of metals, Iray diffraction in metals, relativity and cosmology,
fluid mechanics, super-conductivity, advanced geophysics, and physics of
the earth. Subject areas within which background studies tend to fall *ludo
appropriate specialities in chemistry, biology, geology, mathematics,
statistical-analysis, and social sciences.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the, type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or .a related field.

Usual award, for successful completion is a higher university degree
(e.g. M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

74242 Astronomy programMit

Programmes at the third leVel : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degre6*-equivalent,"primarily,ConSisting of
seminars`,. `study ineleboratory"Work-dialieg With idvanced-topiCs4tctheIield
of astronomy. Emphasis is plaCed-en os gina l research work4e4MbetantiatOi±
by the presentation of a,scholarly thesis or diesertation.

. Principal subject- matter areas rithiti'WhithAidursesi-indlaeareh4re.- ..
jects tend 'to fall itsclvde.advanced Subjects related to the field Of astronomy
such as astrophysical; plasma' kinetic-theoryiitienannien,geometry, general
relativity theory, cosmological models, radiometers and antenniaoler
4hysies,-solar radiatiOn, solar terrestrial effects, iOner-aetia;Omiosi
ztudies, deUble;stermvthecry,oUstellar atmosphere, information of
no1:1- tignals, theory.ofeenvolitionsi spherital astronomy, non-equilibriam
eadiatiOvtransfer theory, galactic, structure-and'advanCed:Astrophysiet.
Subject within which backgroudatudiee*teaCtelall include- Undaiiltals
,oUcelestial.mechanics, solar phytics aud appropriateliPeCialitisain physics
and mathematics..

usual minimum educational prerequisite is OWPIE1000-0*041,_leval'
4ducation first. stage,- of the, type that leads, to first university degree-

. 6 7 ' S ,
or4quilialent,'(Usually-in'theOsene 'Or A related-field.,

:fOse-aUCceileful 7d0t0eitiOn higher .univerisity..degres.'
e.g.' :MSc; ''-= .
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74252 Meteorology programmes

Programmerat thethirdieWelf.vsecont-stagei of dastn4e-that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent,. priMarily:contistink. Of ..

seminars, study and laboratory work dealing with advanced topics in the field
of meteorology. Emphasis is placed on original recearch work as subatantiated
by the presentation of a scholarly thasis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include advanced meteorological subjects such as advanced
climatology, atmospheric turbulence, bioclimatology, dynamic oceanographY,
physicS of the upper strata, cloud physics, atmospheric motions, atmospheric
wave motion, x-ray diffraction, electron uicroscopy, spectroscopy, and
cosmology. Subject areas within which background studies tend to fall include
appropriate specialities in biology, geology, oceanography, computer science,
physics, statistics and-mathematics.

Usual's:Luisa) educatioriat'prireqateite'ls tompletion-oi, third level
educatioa! 'to aver stage; 'of the-type that leads 'to V first degree or
equivaleht, usually' in the same or a related -field:-

Usualraward for auceessfol'comp:ltion is,svidstmir university degree
(e.g.14,Sc., Ph.D..) or the equivalent.

74262 Oceanography programmes.

Programmes at the third level : second stage of the,type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily,donsisting of
seminars, study and laboratory work dealing with advanced topics in the field
of oceanography. /Emphasis is placed on original research work as substantiated
by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.
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Principal subject-matter emcees within which course and research pro-
jects tend to fall include advanced subjects in the field o oceanography such
as advanced marine geology and geophysics, advanced physic, oceanography,
advanced chemical oceanography, advanced biological oceano aphy, physiology
of marine plants, fluid mechanics, ichthyology, marine pop4ation dynamics,
and oceanographic techniques. Subject areas within which background studies
tend to fall include appropriate specialities in botany, zoology, chemistry,
physics, geology, mathematics, instrumental analysis, biochemistry, and
statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, offthe type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(e.g. M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

74299 Other natural science_programmee

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
seminars, study and laboratory work in a natural science not included in, the
above programme groups. Emphasis is placed on original research work as
substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal sUbject7matter areas within which courses and research pro-,
jects tend to fall include specialiied courses in the particular field of
science concerned. In addition, mostprogrammes include appropriate
specialities in related areas of natural science, social science, mathematics
and engineering..

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level_
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university.degree
or equivalent, usually in theAsame or a related field..

Usual award for-sUccessful completion is a higher university degree
or the equivalent, such as the &pi8ma dt4tuasairuperieures..
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746 Mathematics and computer science programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes at the third level : second
stage, of the type that leads to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent,
concernA with the,theory, analytical methods, and practices of specialities
in mathematics, statistics, actuarial 'science, or computer_ science. At this
level, emphasis is given to the theoretical principles, a the subjects included
in the programmes, and original research work as substantiated by the presen-
tation and defence of a scholarly thesis is usually an important element.
The programmes followed by individual students at this level usually cover a
relatively-narrow range of subject matter within a branch of mathematics,
statistics, actuarial science, or computer science. Note thaeprogrammes in
applied'mathematics, except statistics and actuarial science, are not Included
here, but are found in the field of application, e.g. economics (dconometrics),
biology (biometrics), physics (mathematical physics), etc.,

Principal subject areas within which study and research projects tend
to fall are theoretical mathematics, one of the main icranches of pure
mathematics, a branch of statistical theory or ?ractice, a branch of actuarial
theory or practice, or an aspect of computer science. Study of a highly
specialized proiremme in any .of these subjects usually entails some atudy of
specialized aspects of the same general subject field as well as speciayties
in other related fields of applied mathematics, natural sciences, social
sciences, engineering, medicine, etc. Some programmes also include background
studies in special aspects of such fields as the humanities, law and juris-
prudence, business administration, etc.

In the main, these programmes are full-time, although advanced students
may do part-time teaching, research work4 or practice in their professions.
Thus, the students may undertake the programmes on a part-time basis. The
relatively few part-time programmes tend to be refresher courses and specie/
courses designed to introduce new methods or new technelogies to those already

established in their professions.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of education at
the third level : first stage, of the type leading to, a firit university degree
or, equivalent, usually in the same or a related field. For short programmes'
and refresher courses, these admission requirements may be relaxed for
individuals who are well established in the subjects concerned.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(M.A., M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.
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74611 r0 ravines in statistics

C

ogrammes at the third ley& : second stage, of the type that leads
to a pos graduate university, degree or equivalent, consisting of, study,
seminar r group discussion and research in a speciality of statistical,
theory- practice. At, this level, programmes tend to be highly specialired
in to of subject matter, and, an, important, constituent is original research
work re iting in presentation and defente,of a scholarly thesis or
dissert tion. -

Principal subject-matter areas, within. which Study and research pro-
jects t nd to fall include, i.a., analysis of time series; multiveriate
analys stochastic processes; theory of games; design of experiments;
statis cal topics connected with oPerations research: decision theorY;
sequen ial analysis; theory and practice of sample surveys; non-parametric
method and statistical model building.

Usual minimuM,educationaViterequisite is completion ofthird level
education : first stage, of the type:rhatjeads to a first university degree
or equi valent.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
(M.A. M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

7462 Prox amines in actuarial

iteProgrammes at the third vel : second stage of the type `that ;leads...
to postgraduate university degri*or equivalent, primarilycconsisting
study and, group discussion or seminars dealing with specialities in
actuarial science.. Emphasis-iS placed on orilginal research work as
subStantiated by the presentationof a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter aree.s Within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall-include advanced probability theory, selected topics in
actuarial science, insurance law and regulations, annuities, investment
policy for reserves, etc.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : fiist stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a. related field.

Usual. award for successful completion is a higher degree (M.A.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.
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74639 ": 'other programmes in math: flzati'cs

PrOgitizies'st the thiidilevel,-:AdcOud-stage;,1OU:theA106,-thatjeaill'

to44106tgraddeteAiiiVersitidegree-rOt4qii0iiett;*iaiatineOf
seminar or grOnPliiiCutision'-And'reliiera'h dealizig4ith tNe theory `and "practice'
OUMithigatitt'thisOleitil A-programme 'tindi be e-itieCialiied in a2.

particuier.aipeet:Of iidthaMatinatIhedey-AitlOtSCtiCe: - An important
constituent of these programmes.is original research workresulting iOlbe
presentation' and defence of a scholarly dissertation or thesis..

Principal 'subject areas within`ahi'ct study and.:'reeeat h :projects to d` .

;
.

to fall include advanced algebra; applications of matrix sigehri'''i:4diatideC%

analysis; :generalised functions; tensor analysis; convex progr;mming;

tOpeilogydifferentiSigionefty;:' 'ioibiiiitOtiiifOuidationeafgathematinai
matheutticel logic; group theory; ringi'Atdoitileai'iategori
algebraic number `theory; class field theorn commutative algebra; "cOmple;
analysis; theoll of ordinary differential equations; theory of partial

differential equations; Fourier Aeries and transforms; 'topics it general
relativity; mathematical foundations of quantum mechanise; coding theory;

information theory; discrete time control systems; operations research;

sigebraic.topology; topological and lie groups; statistical inference; pro-

bability and stochastic processes.; markov processes; multiVariata

statistical analysis; algebraic Irtheory; modular representation..

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completioa.of third,leVel
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree

. -
or equivalent.

Usual award forAUCtedefUl complitiOnAS a higher university' degree

CM.Sc: M.A.';Ph.D.:Y:0f .the'equiValent.:.
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74641 scienceence

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type, that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, consisting of study,
seminar or group discussion and research in the theory and practice of
computer science. At this level, programmes tend to be highly specialized
in terms of subject content, and an important element is original research
work resulting in the presentation and defence of a scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

a

Principal iaject-matter areas within, which study and research pro-
jects tend to fall include, i.a., computing with symbolic expressionsl
topics in computer science; theory of switching;, logic design and digital
systems; models of thought processes; artificial intelligente.research;
the representation problem in-artificial intelligence: numeric:I.:methods of
optimization; advanced numerical analysis; compiler construction graphic
data processing; ,mathematical theory of c:.-utation; cOmputer.ioials for
natural languages; analog computation; ta processing' iu buSitoisi problems;:

information and communication-theory; and information-organigatioin and .-

) retrieval.
. , . .

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion.of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a. first university degree
or ths equivalent.

.

.

.

Usual award for suaessful completion is a higher university degree
(M.Sc., M.A.,, Ph.D.;) or the equivalent. ,

.
.

750' Medical science programmes ..

Thfrfield inclndes g..:nrietY of programmeajneducation at' the third
level second stage, of the type that leadsLto a postgraduate 0i'Verv*tY
degree or equivalent, dealing With theoretical and practical aspects of
medicine, dentistry and' related disciplines. Emphasis is given to the
theoretical. and scientific principles Of the objects int/udeduand original
research work, as substantiated by the presentation and defence of a

.

scholarly thesis, is usually en important element. High level speciality in
medicine, surgery dentistry, pharmacy, nursing, end related disciplines ii
a feature Of these programmes.

Important kinds of programmes are those for medical specialities such
as internal medicine, surgery,'anaestheeiclogy, radiology and radiatiOn
medicine, obstetrics, gynaecology, paediatrics, neurology, psychiatry,
preventive medicine, forensic medicine, biomedical electronics sit :Medical
iSiophylicer, dental and stomatological specialities such as operative
(therapeutic) dentistry, oral surgery, periodontics, pedodontics, endodontics,
Pro,,PthodOOtiOS and orthodontics; OthsrillealWreletwiepecialities such as

_
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medical laboratory. technology with diagnostic and treatment
procedures, pharmacy and nursing. Background courses are less important at.
this level but advanced specialized courses in such closelyirelated fields4s,
biological and other natural sciences, social-and behaviours/ sciences,
mathematics and statistics, law and jurisprudence, business 0nd:institutional
administration, are often included in these programmes.

ExCept for refresher couriCiand special courses on new methods and
techniques, these programmes are usually followed full -time in a university,
college or teachiABAOSPitalZ.I.TheatCratsbri_iflOVeriePadMated at this
level-by correspondence, radio or television broadcasts.

"--ii:itatraduiliata-addeatianal:prfsrequisite. is toopietion-of-education,,atl
thin this:$ level : fhost:stage, of the, type'. teadiae f t- aattiessity degree

0t:eqUivaIentivgenolitalivlin.thCiamef-vietleably'related'iiela
addition; thesiliiogranneifloftetirequire4tpirianctint6eageneral,priCtiCe'of
meditiniitdenAstr,14teWforf4 Siatedlerind as a-pierequisite-forlentry.

Ulual award for successful.CompletiOn is a certificate or tioenOe
indiciiing7lhe:40oditl*ty acBitiVed;der aOmetiffieVan-advSnceedegreic

. ;.??

, "

- f.t!;,

75002 4PrOgrallineo
f 11.7? .

. -

Programmes at the third level : second stage,+cf the. type that leads

to a postgraduate' degree or equivalent, dealing.-with the principles

and practices Of a medical speciality. Emphasis is, givinl,t0,0riliVa27raseardh

work as substantiated by the presentation of a Scholarly theSis or dissertation.
. .

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research
lents tend to fall include advanced Oodles in some of thejolitiwing,:7
surgery, internal medicine, anaesthesiology, radiology'and radiation medicine,
obitetrics,-gynaeCology, paediatrics, neurology, psychiatry, ophthalmology,:
oto-rhinO-laryngology, preventive and social medicine, forensic medicine,.
biomedical electronics, medical biophysics,. etc.

"1:7 ;

Usual minimum educeiional prerequisite is completion of third level

fitiritege,',4jUtherlypeslhatleadisiewiffrat university degree

or eitataaieati:.aauatIriiLlthe? Salley or :u
-

IIitaaVairird-fOi
.

ceitificate'of-ipSeiAlizatioi
a. ci a: I , jP. ,;i ; 7:

I'



/

75012 dental elleseaLIsatol.2.4 x 'ties :

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily,consisting of
study, caseidatories, practice ,andoonferencas dealing vithtbe principles
and Practices of opezative (theLpeutic) delitistry, Oral,surgary, periodontica,
pedodontics, endodontica,,ptosthodontics or orthodontio0.! WhasiO isq61a9s4
on original research work as substantiated by the presentation of a',,scholarly
thesis or dissertation.

principal subject-nattar'areas within.mbich cowssee.:-nsCresearekpro
Jima; tend to fall include'crown and bridge pzosthodoitizs, denture.prostho7
dontics,:endodontios, orthodontics, pedodontics, periOdontids,oPerative
dentistry,, oral diagnosis, oral Surgery And anaesthesia, preventive:medicine,
and radiOlogy.- Subject areas within which background studies tend to fall
include dental anatomy and physiology, pharmacology, principles of medicine,
jurisprudence, and practice management.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion Of,third level:
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first,university degree-
or equiveilent, usually in. the same or a,related field.

Usual award for auccissful,completionJw,alsigher degree,or.4
certificate of specialisation:

Other tedical science programmes

2frogranwee
to a posteradnata.-usiiersityl:dettee*,'
study. -CU* histories, ward 'work and hospital .CanfaranCee '0444- la
prinaptwint,.iptanticeslaitaidisitVialuti*OblietAW4ThalicitiltiAsfriOt;:.
included in the,above programme groups. Inc/uded,are,progrommeuinmedical
jeboratory tocliollmrpkpharm*cfpliursOiSsAlktc.::AmObaillii40
original

Flamed, on

rOglIa*OhlOOtk iiusubstasitiateCV/-tbe Piss400460.0f4:401/017.
Ostia or disairtation.
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Principal subjecb-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include biomedical electronics, techniques of isotope control,
advanced specialities in the application of advanced technology to diagnostic
and treatment procedures in the laboratory, laboratory management, advanced
specialities in pharmacy such as drug stability, systematic pathology, quality
control in pharmaceutical manufacture, community pharmacy management, advanced:
nursing specialities such as those in,,public health nursing, comparative
nursing and nursing of patients with Particular needs such as geriatric nursing,
surgical nursing, paediatric nursing, nursing adMinistration and supervision.
Subject areas within which background 'atudies tendlo fall include appropriate
specialities in biology, chemistry, physics, social sciences and business
administration. Coupled with study and research in subjects such as the above,
there is usually a period of practice or hospital internship.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree or .a
certificate of specialization.

754 Engineering programmes

This field includes a variety of programmes in education at the third
level : second stage, of the type that leads to a postgraduate university degree
or equivalent, concerned with theory, experimental techniques, and research
meth.-.as in engineering. At this level, emphasis is given to the theoretical
urincipl's of the subjects included in-the programmeg, and ctriginal Work, as
substantiated by the presentation and defence of a scholarly thesis' or
dissertation, is usually an important element. 4 The programmes followed by
individual students at Allis level are usually restricted to one specialized
area within one of'the branches of engineering. Inmost cases, the research

content of the programme is paramount.

The principal branches of engineering within which the specialized
programmes fall include, i.a., chemical engineering, i.e. the design and
operation of industrial chemical ,processes, the preparation, manipulation and
transformation of materials, and the design, constructicin, and economic
operation of equipment for, carrying out industrial chemical processes; civil

engineering, i.e. the design and construction of public works'and including
structural engineering, railway engineering, highway engineeri6g, hydraulic

engueeriug, municipal engineering, and sanitary: engineering;: electrical and

electronics engineering, i.e. the theory and practice of the generation, the
transmispion, and the utilization of electrical energy as well as the design,
manufacture, and assembly of electronic circuitry for many purpoiles; industrial
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engineering, i.e... the -principles end techniques of .organizing and conducting

industrial ..alt-factors- :of-production ;,;: metallurgical
engineering (i.e.-extractive metallurgy)1. . mining .engineering,. i.e. -the

principles and practices of extracting and mechanically treating ores;-'
mechanical engineering, i.e. the -principles, .and..practices, of designing,:

constructing, and..using apparatus. that ,generates,J treussmits, and utilizes power

and including, marine, aeronautical, and automotive, engineering and
naval-. architecture; .and other.. engineering -specialities: such aaangineering
sciences ; engineering riathanatics, and :engineering. physics., -., Many. programmes.

in engineering at this level-also -include ibackstound.,studiee in related
-engineering areas, as well as relevant apecialitiee in natural-aCiences,
.mathematics,.statistica, computer sciencelsocial science, and commercial.
or business administration.

In'the main, these programmes- are full-time,altiongh advanced
students often do part-time teaching or supervise les.s advanced students
laboratories or field wOrk. Some examples of park-time-programmes. are
refresher courses and special courses. designed to introduce new methods and
teChniques to those already. employed in their. specialities:

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of' education et,
the card level first stage, of the type leading. to a first university
degree or equivalent, generally in the same or a *related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher' university degree
(M.Sc(Eng.), M.Eng., M.E., Ph.D., D.Eng., etc.) or the equivalent.

75412 . :ChemliCatangineeringlprograszeas

Programmes at =: the :third :seCond '-itige,. type',.
to et postgraduate-. univeraity ..dagrea primarilY.:*otuastilig
stbdy,,,.,.y.seminat :dealing with -advanced
in spaCialized.areas of chemical engineering.; ,
research work ..,as substantiated by the presentation:aid :defiece of a
scholarly -thesis .,or,.dissertatitT. .

`-rvin4P0.78*.libc.t7maet:areas
jects teed- to fait: include,: 3.a. chemical. engineering
applied

. .

therino4ynamici.,andchmaical.:f.kineticsietiadisiatiOn-Phi
s:polysairylizienciirabantptiOn attcVlow.Y.,.

exchange; chemical unit'o vperation biocheiniCat.enginoAringtF !water pOliurmin
COntrOl air.0011ntiOCOutrolr
Corr;:MiOn40nttol;: ;4*1*Orpeliii4earSigit*iie4.4;,` process
Subject i****fthini *Lehi backgtounAraktiattastinid.t*

tlikiMizi4itjea.:-IrMtlarthei-;rengtneeri*i.piNtriox*::tind
LSO* 01400:. -1101,011'. such .aa. Oa natural sciences,.

Caks,; ._,11.0 .
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Usual minimum educational, prerequisite is.coapletion Of.third level
education : first stage, of the'type that leads-tsa'first university degree
or equivalemt,.usual/y. in the same or a related-field..

. Usual award, for successful, completion :is .a higher, degi'
. .

D.;Eng ,or-fthe Aqui.y4lent

..04.S.c(Eng.),

75416,, p °grammes

,"

Programmes at the third level': second stage, Of the
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily c
study, j'..seminar.orAroup discuesiOW,a44.1,00t4rck,4041.1ig with a
in sPnoinOneCarenn4,OtIeili 014444'
research work ,as Otbstenti4tc0 IkitgleipresentatiOnlaid;defeore-,
thesis or dissertation. 1 .

Principal subject*ItterAXm4411.1th*Y41*T.O.OF81,.
jects tend to fall include, i.a4 soil engineering; theoketica
mechanics; hydraulic transients; sediment transport; hydreul
channelsv.adyanced hydrology; analysis of enginteringOtruc
of materials; structural dynamics; plate and shell structures
and:vibration of structures; water quality analysii; sanitary

municipal engineering, railway engineering; and highway engine

areas within. which background stddies tend to fall include appr
specialities frmi ;;her engineering programmes and appropriate
from other related fields such as the natural, sciences, the..
mathematics, statistics, and computer science.

Usw".1 minimum eduMational prerequilite4sicORPletiOni_o
education : first stage, of the type'thatleidgi-Wa-firat'univ:
or: equivalentir.,, usua/lr, ,,the,, same-. or a related/ fiel443.

1

:" Usual. award 4or.,SOccessful. cOMPietionig;a4iiiher-,,degr
pt,gtg. ,;, X 1),..Eng ; Ph.D.., etc, .VIM, MtInimitentfl

ihn0,44,
toting of

fnqed studies

on 91:44.#0!
flarse#olarly,

.3"=141-;:*-.

1.17.

research.,ra4
soil
Ms of open
es; Strength-

stability
engineering;
ring; SUbject
riate

pecialities
al_aciences,.

e44T4-161741Lr.
rsity:degree

.!.

e',01;46,41$41

8 ,T,%:1.!:.!J

..
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75422 Electrical and electronics engineerinp, programmes

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the '''type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion, and research dealing with adisnced studies
in specialized trees of electrical and electronics engineering. Emphasis is
placed on original research work as Substantiated by the presentation and
defence of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include, i.a., linear and non-linear electrical and
electionicl spatial; 'electromagnetic theory; electric power systems.
computer methods in powersyptem analysis; microwave theory and techniques;
biomedical engineering; theory and design of electronic computer circuitry;
power system protection and control; matrix analysis otelectrical machines;
andsolidatate electronics. Subject areas. within whiehlobackground studies
tend, to fall include appropriate specialitiep from other engineering
prograimes, end appropriate specialities fro u Other-re/ated:fieldvsuch as the
natural sciences, the social sciences, mathematics, statistics, and epwoitaz
science.

Usual minimum-educational prerequisite is' completion of'third level
education :first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivtelpnt, usually in the sane or a relaied field.

IIsua. award for successful completion is a higher degree (K.Sc(Ewg.).
M.E. , D.Eng. Ph.D., etc.) or the equivalent.-

75426' ' Industrial engineering programmes'

Programmes' at tWthird-level :'second stage,::ot.the-,t7P0-that7leide
to a postgraduate university dWiree or equivalent, primarily consisting Of.
study, Saninar'orgrotp-41iseutitieninilIiiteirCh.:40alintiath:advancid studies
in specialised areas of.indestrieVengineering EmObilii:041acedenieriginal
research work as substantiated by.the.presentation and defence of a achaiartr
thesis or. dissertation.

Subject-matter.areas withinlibithcourses and:reseerchsprOjetts'len4
plentAayOuti'productiOn standards and methods, cost",

contrca4Analityicontrol, safitreagineertag.40*
lofts and records management, detign of budgetepitema, anororganieetiOnal
studies. . Subject. areas Within,which background:ft:Klieg-ten! toJall.include
..operatiOnal research,'.invontaty:contrOt, .perSonnel maflagapent, network flan;
and integer ttiostaiimank,..cithei.atiiTojp*Late,,:eigirieeiling:Specialitiii,.Osid",
apprOti4api gped4ilittes frOo. other :.-04ated fields stiKh. as theitatiMi: sciences,
1044:141atitati Oleraial OM lcgL4stration,
tics, and computer science.
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Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completiop is a higher degree (M.Sc(Eng.),
M.E.,11.Ett., D.Eng., Ph.D., etc.) or the equivalent.

3

75432 Metallurgical engineering programmes

Progranmes'at the third level :'seciond stage; of the typcthatsleads
to a postgraduate umiversity-degree or equivalent, primarily consisting,of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with advanced studies ,
in: specialized areas of metallurgical engineering, (known also as extractive

'...hasis, is plaiedson'oripinal:research work-is:substantiatied
by the preSeitatiO6 and defence of a'schOlarly thesii,or-dissertatien. liege '

that programmes in physical-metailntgrare-includedAn1423270JPhysies-programmes.

Principal subjece=matterareal Vithin`which'coarsasiand research pro-
jects tend to fall include,'Li., mineral proCessing;'.Mitallurgicalthermo-
dynamics; metallurgical kinetics; hydrometallurgy; structure of metals;

phase transformations in solids; diffusion and sintering theory. Subject
areas within which background studies tend to fall include appropriate

specialities from other engineering programmes and appropriate specialities from
related fields such as the natural sciences, the social sciences, mathematics,
statistics, and computer science.

Dsual'minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is, a higher degree M.Sc(Eng.),
M.Eng., MA., D.Eng., Ph.D., etc.) or the equivalent.
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75436' NininitkilEtE*ITEETEMS

Programmes at the third level :aecond stage .of the type that.leads
to a postgraduate University degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with specialized areas
of mining engineering. Emphasis is placed on original research work as
substantiated by the preseutztion and defence of a scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within'which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include, i.e., mining methods; ventilation and environmental
mine engineering; valuation of actual or potential mining properties;
explosive's technology in mining operations; rock mechanic; automatic
control of mineral processes; treatment of mineral industry effluents: and
open-pit mine design. Subject areas within which background courses tend
to fall include appropriate specialities from other engineering programmes, and
appropriate specialities from related, fields such as natural sciences social
sciences, commercial and business administration, mathematics, statishcs, and:

computer science.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level.
education : first stage, of thetype that leads to a first university : degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field..

Usual sward)for successful completion is a higher degree (M.Sc(Eng.),
M.Eng., D.Eng.4 Ph.D., etc.) or the equivalent.

75442 11051H4ALn22±LEILIZIIESEI'

Programmes at the third level': second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university4egree.ot/equivalent, primarily.cOnsiating of
study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing withipecialized areas
of mechanical engineering. Emphasis is placed on original research work as
Ambetantiated by the presentation and defence of a-scholarly,theeis or dieser'
tation. Included, f.a., are marine, aeronautical, and automotive engineering
and naval arehitectmre..

Principal subject-matter areas (within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include, i.e., machine design; dynamics of machinery;
stress analysis; mechanical vibrations; advanced heat transfer; friction
and wear; gas and steam engine analysis; internal combuition engine analysis;
space dynamics, high speed gas dynamics, aerodynamics; "astrodynamies; refrige-
ration and cryogenics; watercraft design and construction, aircraft design and
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construction; and motor vehicle design and construction. Subject areas
within which background studies tend to fall include appropriate apecialities
from other engineering progr.ees, appropriate specialities from related fields
such as natural sciences, social sciences, commercial and business administration,
mathematics, statistics and computer science.

Usual minivans educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education first stage, of the type that leads to a first university' degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

. '
Usual award for successful completion is a 'higher degree, (M.Sc(Eng.),

D.Eng., -Ph.n., etc..) or the equivalent:

F

":.- 1?

t : , `

Programmtia4titturtthir&level.::v2seloOnglstsge,:ciaLthe...tyPethat:.leticISQ

to a postgraduate university degree or eqUivalent, primarily' consisting of
stadn<faissinar or -:discusisiva qind=;'rasitazith,'cfealitig) with tipeolialtived:areae
of i4griCultsiral Esinheitiv cis 4laceit fottfariginarttissitinrch5**::,tiss
substantiated by the presentaticar--andlefence'af.sitchoilar/r7..theatet=Or4isser
Cation.

Principal subject-matterferia within leilitch ;.courses rch: pica
jects tend to fall include, agricultural equipMent application:and
methods; design of farm Rtachinery and structures; processing equipment-and

methods 'for agricultural. products; drainage of agricultural lamb and
operation of irrigation 4systenta; quality of water supplies; Waste treatment

in agricultural industries; pollution problems agriculture; and application,:

of power sources in agriculture. Subject areas within which background studies --

tend to fall include appropriate specialities from other engineering programmes
said appropriate specialities from related fields such as agriculture, nat-4-al
sciences, social sciences, commercial and,business 'administration, mathematics,
statistics, and computer science.

Usual minimum educational prerequisiteis.i'coMpletiOn142thiril level
educations first stage, of the type that /wits to a first univeraity degree
or equivalenti-fusua in the a related: fieild-. !1,3

o

.award: fOr.sinccessfutifrsompletion is:,le<liigher !degree_ '(14. Sc(Eng
Agric :Brig D.Eng.1-101L.V.1, .the equiinsleatt0;;.L,' '7 F7 .:

J 7, ;' .'1 ;?;

75433 !.,..Agricultural..agineierint !.programme'

',t



75463 Pi restry :engineering. programmes:

Programmes at the third level : second stage,. of the type that leads;

to e.postgreduateunivereity degree .OreqUivalent,;primarily consisting of

study, seminar or group discussion :and teseatch;dealingWith",spediatirectereas
of 'forestry engineering. Emphasis is placed otioriginal research work as
substantiated by. the presentation and defence of .a echolarly-theste or

dissertation.
. o

Principal. subject-matter areas 'within which courses and research pro-

jects tend to fall'include i.a., forestry engineering methods; forest

hydrology; eater quality :Ind forest land use; forest measurer"
meat techniques; forest mensuration; forest land management productiOn

planning and control in logging; logging methods; logging engineering;

and transport of logs and related forestproducts. Subject areas-Within
which background studies tend to fall inclUde.appropriete:Specialities,froe:.
other engineeringprogrammes, and appropriatOpeciaiitieOred,relatedlieldi
suCh as natural sciences, social. sciences, commercial end. bneinea:edmini-.
strationi4orestry.4,zethematics, statisticsi,entEcomputer-saience-Y:-

Usuel teinimum educational prerequisite is cOmpletion'of third leve ;f:::

education74':firet etage,-of-,the-:type that :leads 'to a firstMiverititY, degree

or 'equiWalent, usually in. the isme:,or'a -"related- :field... , .

Usual award for successful completion 1.8 a higher degree 04.Se(Eng.).
D.Eng. the equivalenti .

.
"' .

.:1

75499 Other "e Mering pregraMis

-Pregrimmes at the : secoad:;stag*!, of the type :that eads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily.,conaiating

study.:. seminar. or grenti':discutsion and reseisitet.:rh4ling-WithOipectiittied areas
Of engineering not includidAn thwebeve
i.a., are programmes in engineering science, engineering mathematics., and
engineering, pkisice. In these programmes emphasis: is .typicailY plii0ed on
original research work as substantiated by ,the.PreientatiMand defence of a
sCho/arly: thesis. or dissertation. ,
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Principal subject-matterareas within which" courses and research pro-
jects tend to :fall include, -analytical-techniques engineering;-
principles of engineering analYsis; .non-linear mechanics; properties of
materials; elastic behaviour of materials; feedback control systems;
nuclear reactor theory; quantum theory; electromagnetic theory; theory of
measurements ; plasma physics; crystal structure and X-rays; physical
electronics; statistical mechanics; ,spectroscoPy; .plasma dYnamics; and
applications of elementsry.partiele physics-.- Subject areas within which
background studied and courses tend to fall include = engineering Specialities
outside of the type that the student is following, and appropriate specialities
in such'related ail haturaV Sciences, social-sciences, commercial and
business administration, mathematics, .titatistics, and computer science.

Usual minimum 'educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of,the type that leads to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for succesaful° completion is a higher degree (M.Sc..
M.A. Sc , Ph.D.) or the: -equivalent

l'his field -includes 41! variety of progralmes-in....educatiOn-at the third
level ::second stage, , type -.that: leads to a ';postgradtiatei university
degree. ler ..equiVa/enti,:::coner4tned mith'.,the -I:theory; experimental techniques and
research methods ',.inf.architecture :fend!. town ,or 'Communitytplanning.,,Y,-
level '..emphasis given-to the theOretical;prisciples,,ot.,-,the-aubjects).'.;.f.;;.
included,; and original':work i.4a. substantiated "hy the vresentation ; and i'detence

of a gcholarlys,thesis ior.dissettation,,,is-Usnally.important... The prOgraismes-'
followed by indi.viduel etuden ts nit :this level are nodally, based -.upon -one

specializid area within one.-Of -the subjects Imr7sioet .:Caseai. :the

research content -0E..4he .:progranmie is paretic:Oat

Important kinds.-Of .prOgrammeiiiticlude:'those'dealing with Specialized::
areas within branchei of structural' rchitecture (eig. 'the:history of archi :
tecture, historic styles in architecture, environmental control in building
structures; integrated huibilig.:.8Ystems; etc , -IandsCape...architecture (land-
scape design and the .siting of. Struetures,Aandscape 'environmental control,. ,.

etc.), or town and communitr4ileining,lprinciples Of urhmt.land Use; asocial
and institutional determinants for physical urban planning, metropolitan area
development; urbanretietkil or -..redeielopment,:-eteil'i, -14etrYProgretrimta
architectural and '.!tawn pleural* specialities at : -this leyel.include.bacicground

study related architectural' or town planning subjects and related Specialities
in engineering, mathematics, natural sciences and social sciences, 'designed to
supplement the study of the principal subject involved. Additional backgrotnid
study may aloe Include'relevent specialities in. such fields as commercial and
ha/Kassa administration, law and .jurisprudence, or the humanities.
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In-.thermain, these Program:nes are full*.time, although advanced students.

.otten do part times teaChing or .supervise '.less advanced students in work ..on .

projects .; at :.in.field work. Examples' of -Pert-..tialeiprogrammea are refresher
courses aseUspeCial courses designed .talutrochicenesi'metbbds and techniques

to 'those already eziployed,in their ;specialities:

. Ustuil minimum edueational- prerequiiite it completion.of education at

the third' level :4, _first' stage,,cOf the 'type. that ..leadwito a first ''university
degrieJor :equivalent, -generalltiU the same .or

. , . . . .
. . .

Usual award for successful completion is a higher University.degree..

(e.g. M.Arch.,;MiSc., Ph.D.), or .the equivalent. ;..

75802 Programmes in structural architecture

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of

..i.study, seminar or group discussion and research dealing with advanced
specialities in the principles and practices of structure:: architecture.
Emphasis is placed on original research work as substantiated by the
presentation and defencel,Of olarly thesis or dissertation:.

..PriuciPal subject - ...:areas 'Within .which ::edges aid research pro-

jects 'tend ,tri.:.fall inCi'" ..bistory.of architecture; : hiitoric :
. ,

styles in-arChitecture;4:yi4n ::.inrchitecturat:liesigh; ;;'!stimctural..
I desigh."imul.leOdeliV stri14#0* r.::building:misthOdeii,niettrinin4010,c' .. :

. astembliesit':::;.eniiroitusentel:COntro/ in ',buildings and structOtes;;.;.*siOinOtical ..;

Iding.:ayiteMe;.--'.iisch.**/*thipment.!.of
Cts,.of iarcliitedein*V4iiiiraticini:,....:'- ..

"stndies,..tand-tio:::fall4nelnde relevant "..
.....*Peenr.a.,..' tiverrOs.:i.ociaannitylilinuing,.::."

relevant .spectalities :."ng";), mains '1010tiOider17,*-14(1::i ': '
engineering),,',relevant c eialit"Oe from the natural: saienCeei. social sciences,
kekiehitios,i,.-coitierdial .Fbuatn*aaradnii.n.i.eitratfiac, Alit and jirieyindence,
mathematics, ',:gine.and-' /i 4ir 8. -''. .-. ,-. ,

.

pintegratle1;.
buildings; -iin4;Eco**4301,
Sithject.'arese.:.within'idai.
speCialities -truer lends

. : 1: 1- Z

:.; late is completion of thirClevel.:y.;
education -4; first:. stager;. -01.001142 to a :.,first :thiVersity :'degree
or -equivalent .! nenal17. 'the.feinfikt: ; ; z .

3*:.: ;44
Usual award fornaucceisfnl'-coMpletion-is .a higher.. degree

M.Sc., Ph4D..):'.'orthe-!:444.,V
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75142: Prograrints in landicive architecture

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type thatleads
to ap:mtgradusteuniverpity degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study,' c'f.miner or "group diecuasion'and'research dealing with advanced`
specialities in the principlee and practices of= -landscape architecture.
Emphasir, is placed on original researcirwork as substantiated by, the presen-
tation end defence of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

principal subject-matter areas witien Which courses and reseatth
jects tend to fall include,l.a., the history of landscape architecture, the
history of structuralfarchitecture, historic styles in structural architecture,
landscape designand the siting of structures, landscape environmental control
(drainage, irrigation, etc.), and planting design. %MY programmes also
include study of related specialities in agricultural science such as soil
chemistry, fertilizertechnology, arboriculture, floriculture, etc. Additional

background studies may be included from related aspects of such fields as

engineering, natural' sciences, mathematics, social sciences, the humanities,
law and jurisprudence, and commercial'and business administration.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stagi,...a.the.type that leade, to a firat unfversitYdegree
or equivalent, usually, in the same or a related field.

Usual *.tt-aid for euCcessful completion is a higher ,degree

NAO. , Ph D) or the otioivoloot.

75822 Programmes in: `town planning

.
Programmes at' the -third- level : second stage, 'of the type that leads

to a-podtgraduateuniveisitY degree-or equivalent primarily-consisting of

study i 'seminar or 'groUP discussion 'and,reseirch:dealing!,With ridianded

specialities" in the principles and 'practices -of Oft -CM' qvalatitittY Planning: --

Emphasis- ii-lilaced"`ei original research work :as '7eeinitaitititedAiy the pradetim

tatioi'afitilotiohi Of'o-i6hoitirl3"thesis'Or dissertation. 1'



:'

,:. Prlipal -sqbject-matter -areas--within which _courses and research Pro- ,.
':;... jean lead to fall include, i.a., the history of town or community planning,
', .. the. history of nodal* developmint, principles :of urban land Wen, Prin-

niPYlks and problaw urban planning, social Mit.inistitutional determinants
., for physical urban limning, regional planning development, metropolitan area

development, urtvntransportation and traffic movements in relation torodmmunity
planning, urban renewal or redevelopment, community Planning as a function of
local.gOvernMent, cominnity 'planning and national or provincial governments. .

Subject areas within:Which background studies tent to fall include relevant
specialities from architectural:programmes, 'relevant specialities from
Inginiering programmes (particularly civil engineering), and relevant specif

.. : alities-iftces such related :fields -as; the fine ,-and-iffpg.e4f.. arts. '....:'*441.(444144:0017
natural sciences the.humaiities, last-inerfirisPrudenter,-....mithlintinei-ntatlatieo.
and stcerstnt ace. ''.. . ..-. : . ; .--':' r. .'

opal. prereqi4stte ,:)4s.9*1 ion. ottf
oducatift $3..firoP:sAue.:44 tiPq .04.._16414fti .. .7f10
quislent Winn41P...*, the same or a related field...

Usual award for successful cotpletion-ia a higher degree (14.,
Ph.D..) or.:the.\mp417nlent.:-

.

. '" . ! . . 4,1
"" :

.

. : ;,:
; ! ..:

;" ' . "34;..;.:

' "; f;.;.,' ' .

:.

762 Agricultural, forestry and fietery . progrmrnen ,'. . ,. ,

. ..
....... ;'.1.:';'":, 4.2', :'":''.,,J4;..,...,'"" . , ,--,.,.,"y'i,, r 4, .This 7 4441; include, a viiitiyoi'prograiin*An :adosii4-02.7ii ..third..,

. .

level. : .10404t4i06. -Pk-An :OP.e..:004044ftl?..4 .000A5TA#10.0, ;11.: &Wei

research work,: as substantiated by the presentation defence. '.g.'snhoiarly
Itinsin, iaLinnially an important element. -. High-level, speniality. in nartjoWlar 2 ..'-''

general And 4CientifiO.:-.principlet of the'subjectainclOded

itapeCtik.:Of.e.griCaltural forestry and fisherytiCieriOn.is..a feature of these , ',..;,...-.

, forestryandr::finhery operations. Elphkeis is, placed on.:.the::'

.

,--:

tin*, p..,. : - ' :-'...

...':'

or agninalentli. dealing with theoretical and practinal;mpeotat-:'

PrOSPOInnia
-- '. ''' . . .. .- .

. . .. -

Important kinds of programmen incinde .those dealing inf.tk:hish/y ', ,

specialised -4(srects of animal husbandry; 000' his culture* soil
and Water' sciences; agricultural economics and t, o
operations; veterinary science; food aCienceS end....., -..-.

-,,- sc00001.0024nd inro#,..issnailasent;. 1,004' ."-'4*/YA't' tact.

*Oct! 0004**000:04403,000)0f.x*-44,0...-Trom15li,_
..,;,

techiOporyfittit4i0:41044,:eultiii.ep.,;: Background ':

,... ...,.
.... ottorest ri00000ncludi4 *11"86164,i..:°:

at ;414/0!Ti4 *001.:,,,,
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In the main, these programmes are fullrtime_ but they are frequently' y'

carried*On. in Combination with part-time employment in tee same institution,
suCh.,e1 laboratory -litistruction:-and.,tupervisini Or lag ei'rereiar-ch:-eissistant.

Some :itudents ititherwitie;:eatiloyed :complete:these programmes. 411-To-VartiotiMe or
arty/kit:31er They tre'jrarel, -.ever ,',Ccnducted :by correspondence
or irosdeas,iictuzes add.debotat;atims,

;

,

Usual minimum educationalyrereqUisite is completion oUthird level
eduattioti-t4irit'itage'ti.Of.-4he"typelhatf leads a firienniversityAegree
or aqui:relent, genieral/y In; -the ''sartit or r-a -nleise1Y- :dated field: *; '

Usual ..=..eward fOr sutoce etsful comp/ottle ;of 41.:progiasineAs
'

'4:dyes:net

-.
.-or inthsdegree;-or aqiiiraIEnt 4iploma:'(ust0.1y

:: : 117.1 i..'.".4",r.?!

;:.

76203 Animal husbandry, programs

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the .type that .lead's

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily conaisting. of

study and research dealing with advanced spiscialities in the, field Of antral

juisbandry. Emphasiii is given to.original research wort' as' substantiated
by the presentation ot- a scholarly thesis orsdissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which conises:and-reatiarch 'pro-
jects tend to fall include:, animal genetics, animal breedingt.,animal

nutrition, production of maimai products, anilicontrOI'rot Aniain/.--.,enyirOmient;L
0Subject areas within_which background., studies. tend toifall inCiude speCialiiies

it:.;bitilogy*-7;?.bideltertintry., tbicohylice'is;and statiitiCal anatyai,r. .

; :-7:1 7 : :.. :

'educatiOnat.vrerequisite is ;CompletiOn::-of: third' level.
education- firiestageof the that '; leads 1to 11: first. ittisieraity degree
or equivalent, usually inrxtlie':tieme---eir: a ;re/died -5

;Usual /ward' -for suCceisfut (completion a- higher .degreit Of: Se ,
Ph.D.)::or.!the equivalent:- ---...r: '4 . :

t

'r

. , .



76206- loteiculture programtbas

PrOgrammesvat the third level tApecond stagsvoi.the,-,type%that leads

to a:postgraduate university degree: Or equivalent; primarily-,consistimg,4
study anCresearahAealimgivith-advenceCspecialitiei In thenfield Pf horti-

culture. Emphasis is given to original,researOhlWork;:as substantiatedla*,
thz presentation of a scholarly thesis or-dissertation.

Primcipai-subject-metterareacwiti41Whichte04roSs emd:research-pro!..
Sects tend tOlail-include,horticulturaliicience,,horticultural400Ccro2s,
genetics and breeding of horticultural: plants, preservation and storage of
fruits-anCvegetableeincluding low-temperaturez-physiolegfoplamtTathologY.
marketing of,hotticUlbiral:preducts, ,cultivation orchardtiem4 Vine Yards,-

and horticultural plant taxonomy. Subject areas within which background studies
tend to fall include botany, biochemistry, greenhouse methods, floral design,

nursery management, mathematics, and statistical: analysis.

Deusl ilaimum educational pzerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, Of-the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent,, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion-is a' higher degree (M.Sc.,

Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

76208:. husbandry Programmes

-Prpgrammi*Ar;the:thipillevellit.:4epolCipme.04the.9M0-,7! ;140,140v1::

to a postgraduate university degree eqUivalem4 Primarily consis Pg of
stodyend14010erOhrAtealing,with advarced.v04/AiltioWin-theigielCOVP*9
husbandry.i..-.54MaphasiclisAivtco.Original riONA$01,44.004mhstentiatedAY..,7,,
the ptesentation-:of a ach0100.-thaais,or dissertation.

PrincipWsubj0ct7Imatter:ateas,withiiP.Ohiah,,cOursal.1004 research nor'

jects tend to fall inalUde
soil chemistry, soil genesis and Olealification,-soil.physiCs,aaibiaOhomiatrts
soil microbiology, seed' and weed -contro4 PrOdUctiOn of
crops and ContioLvf-trop'envirOnment. Subject areas within:which background
stndiea4end to fall include specialities in botany, biOChimistrYvbiophysics,
microbiplogY, seed biology, mathematics, and statistical analysis., .

DsuatiiniMuM2educatiOnal4reteqiisite is completiOn of third le461::
edtcatiOn fitet-itigii of the type'that leadeld a-first university degree or
equivalent, ueuallyAnthe same or.a related ,field.

Usual award for successful completion it a' higher' degree (M.Sc..
Ph.D.) or -the equivalent.



76212 Agricultural economics pro alE.

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the type that _lead.
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily coneiabius
study and research dealing with advanced specie/it/Xi' in,the field of a cul-
tural economics. emphasis is given to original research work as substantiated
by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research p
jests tend to fall include farm management-, farming eystems, firm, finance,
farm policy planning and implementation marketing of agricultural products,
farm cost control, fun production econ:mnics, trade in agricultural Products.
Subject areas within which background studies tend to fall inclUde businese
management, accountancy, economics, law and JuriaProdenoopPublic finance
and taxationapolicy, agrictltural co-operation and rural sociology, natural
resource use economics and planninS, area development PlonninS, spatial
equilibrium of agricultural production.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education, first stage, of the type that leads to .a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Utual award for successful completionAs a higher degree 1Mac.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

76222 Food sciences end technology programmes

Programmes at the third level s second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of

study and research dealing with advanced specialities in the field of food

sciences and technology.
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Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include food chemistry, food microbiology, food
enginaering, food preservation, including freezing, concentrating,
sterilizing, drying, packing (airtight containers), food safety and toxicologY
and special problems in food technology. Subject areas within which back-
ground studies tend to fall include chemistry, physics, biology, nutrition
and dietetics, mathematics, and statistical analysis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher degree (4.Sc;,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

76226 Soil and water science programmes

Programmes at the third leva : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent: primarily consisting of
study and research dealing with advanced specialities in the field of soil,
and water sciences. Emphasis is given to original research work as sub-
steutiatad by the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.
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Principal subject - matter areas within.which courses and r
jects tend to faltinelude soil Chemistry, soil physics, soil mire
:$04 conservation, soil fertility;aoil classification; soil genes
conservation, hydrology, protection of water resources. -SubjeCt
within-which backgrOund.studies tend to fall include chemistry, ph
biology, fundamentalsof hydrology, mathematics, and statistical

starch pro-
biology,
9, water
reas
nice,

-Usual.miniimm educational prarsclui,aiti la..e0S1PlaticourU
education : firii Atege,Of khe,type-that-leade to i,fitStVaiYer! &via
or equivalent, usually in: the: or a related

.Usual'ailaiit*Or-Snecesifil comOietiOn is a' higher,degre_
Or the equivalent. . . .

PrOgraMMewin veterinarY:MeOcine.

Prorirsts,at stcend stage' of-tie typithat.isaft
to a postgraduate university' degree or equivalent; Primarap conflating of,
itudy*d research dealing with advanced specialitie0n4helield'al,
veterinary mediCine. ;00404 WitLyw,to,artginal research. wank as 'se!.-
eteetiatedl* the presentation Oft scholarly 0184 or dissertation.

Principal subject7mstter:ereai within abich'courses and research pro-
jeets tend to fall inCludt vettrinary.anatoMY,,Physiology, histology,
embryologY, and genetics; TOterinary.pathology,:Pharmacology,-pgrasitology.
ond-radiolOgy; veterinary surgery, obatetriCs, pUblic health, and environmental
Medicine.- Most programmes also inclUde appropriate speCialitiei in such
related subject areas as biology, Chemistry.:PhilliCa'i,WatheMatiOi and
statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite
education : first stage, of the type that leads
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related

usual award. for successful ,completion
Or a certificateotapeCialitation...

.

is coMOletion of third level
to a:lirst.university degree
'field._

lava higher univeraitydegree
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76249 Other programme in agricult ure

Programmes at the third level : second stage, of the ,type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, primarily consisting of
study and research work dealing with theoretical and practical aspects of
agricultural specialities not covered in the above programme groups. These
programmes are highly specialized and emphasis is placed on original research
work.

'Principal content of these programmes -ii related to an aspeCt of the
speciality concerned such as apiculture, sericulture, or other insect culture;
fur farming; mushroom growing; graving of trees for their sap, as rubber
production or maple sugar production.. Aspects of general agricultural science
related- to-the programmes. are not ignored in spite of the highly specialized
stem of these programme.. Included in some programme's .also,may,..be:atudr;of
subjects like mathematics, statistics,- bOtaiiY,- entomolog, chemistry; and other
disciplines-related to the projects.nndertaketu 7 .1:: -.

7 7 Usual-minimum educational, prereqUisite..,in completion..of,,thir4i
education. first .stageo Of , .fie Viet; Ueda to' a; first ,university.,degree;:::,,..e.
or equivalents,,usuallriwthe!saMetor,arelatectfie14.--

Usual: award, fox, successful, ,completion a,higker, degree,,,Il14$c., or
ph.D.), or, equivalent .(diPlettite d!rityclea suplifilieures).;

76262 Forestry programmes

Programmes at the third level : second 'taiga,. of the trire that leads
to a postgraduate universitydegree or equivalent, primarily consi*ting of
seminar and research work dealing with the principles, and practices of, forest
management. Emphasis is given to protection and harvesting of forest crops
and products, along with the effective management of land, water, forage and
wildlife maiutgement in forests.

Principal subject-matter areas within which courses and research pro-
jects tend to fall include forest management, forest resource utilization,
forest mensuration, wood science, forest conservation, forest protection,
forest economics, reforestation, wildlife management, forest watertbed
management, and development and protection of forest recreational' areas.
sn'hject r.reas within which background studies rend to fall include botany,
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chemistry, physics, biology, photogrammtry, hydrology, soil chemistry, law
and jurisprudence, mathematics, and statistical analysis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education :first stage, of the type that leads to a first university-degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a nigher degree (M. Sc., Ph.D.)

. or the equivalent.

76272 Proammes.-in ie'sd.eegzncand teChnolo,

Programmes at the third. level ,second= stage, of the 'tYpe -that: leads'

to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, prisierily consisting
seedier and research wbrk-dealing -With' 'the. principteclind preititeicet? fishery
science and -teehnOlogy.:' Emphasii' given to original k'as

substantiated by the presentation of a scholarly- theitSiior diSaertatina:,-

Principal; -subjeet6Mattei -arias vithi a Whith, courseds,linct rateitch pro
jects tend to fall include ichthyolegy 9 9, _ fish_ and ttarine life'cullu e,
fishery resource management, fishery economics, commercial fishery exploitation,
sport fishery management, and fish pathology. Subject areas within which
background studies tend to fall include specialities iwbiology, chemistry,
biochemistry, aquatic ecology, fishery products technology, mathematics, and
statistical analysis.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite iv completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads' to a first university degree or
equivalent, usually in the same or a related' field.

Usual aWard for successful completion is a higher degree (M.Sc.,
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.
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766 Home economics (domestic science) programmes

This field iuniUdes u a variety' of programmes in-education at the third
level :.second stage, of the type that leads to .a postgraduate university
degree or equivalento-coacerned with study, and research work in home economics,
including household arts: 'At this level, emphaiis is, given to the theoretical
principles of the subjects,,, gcludedAn the programmei, and original research
work as substantiated by the presentation and defence of a scholarly thesis
is usually an important= element. The-programmes'followed b* individual
students' are usually concerned_-with one specialised area within-a-branch of
home economics.

Important kinds of programthes include-those dealing with household
and, consumer food research and nutrition, household /met; such awinterior
decoration, clothing design, dressmaking, and household management and family
economics, child development, etc. Study and research projects tend to fall
within areas of subject matter such as the above, but most progranmes also
include study of other home economics specialities as well as related
specialities in the natural sciences, social and behavioural sciences, the
humanities, fine arts, etc. Programmes at all levels in home economics tend
to be quite broadly based in terms of subject matter.

. Programmes at this level tend to be full-time, although students may
do part-time work such as teaching, research work, or practising their
professions. Such part-time programmes as exist are usually of the refresher
or special course type.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite ii'completion of education at
the third level : first stage, of the type leading to a-fiist university degree
or equivalent, generally in the same or a closely related field.

Usual award foe succesiful completion of .a programme is a' higher
university degree CR.A., M:Sc., or the equivalent.

76612 Programmes: in .household ?and ' consumer .food research< nutrition

Programmes at the third leVel : secondetage of the type that leads
to ".a postgraduate,uniVetaityr,degreeorlequivilentprimaril*cOnsistiiUt of
seminar or group di:36:88ton and laboratpty sessions, deOliegviiith iditanced,
subjects in food and nutrition. Periods of work in:educational-institutions,
commercial enterprises, hospitals, etc., may form a regular part of the
courses. Emphasis is placed on original research work as substantiated by'

.the presentation of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.
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Principal subject-matter areas inte.which.courses-and research projects
tend to fall, include, i.e., advanced foods and nutrition subjects such as
human:nutrition;' chemistry and its:applications:to,the,preparation.of foods;
nutrition'and'disease; maternal andchild nutritiOn;.. experimental food
methods; . and:the.cultural.aspecta'of food. Subject areas within which,
backgroundaburise tendtefallJnclude.binchemistrk, microbiology, physiology,
sociology,psychologyanthropology, and statisticp.

. .

Usualminieum.-edUcational.prerequisiti,i4.-zoiPlation of third level .:

education*first4tage of the tymthatleadato first university degree
or equivalent, usually inthe sane or a related field.

Usual award for SuccessfuleomPletiowis:a higher'degree-(E.St.,.MA.,.
Ph.D.) or the equivalent. .

. . . .

76632 Programmes in household arts.

:TrograitiMetvat the third leVel7:4econct.stage,eUthis,:typethatjeeds
td,apostgraduate-nniversitydegree!prequivalent, primarily consisting of
seminar or group diecussion and laboratory sessions dealing with advanced
subjects in'househoid-arts.::Perieds of work in 4duCational'institotions,
cotmerciaUenterprises, hospitals, etc., may4erm.-a:regular'part of courses.
Emphasis is placed on original research work as substantiated by the presen
tation,of a scholarly thesis or dissertation. .

Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research pro
jects tend.to,fall include, i.e., interior space planning, housing design,
apparel design and consumer-produCt desing. ,Subject areas Within which
background courses tend to fall include architecture and housing, anthropology,.
human development,.and family studies; art. (textiles and clothing);.

.chemistry; physic.; psychology; sociology; consumer economics; and
:statistics.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads. to 'a first university degree:
or equivalent, usually in the Same or a related field.

. Usual asard:for successful completion is a higher degree
Ph.D.) or. the equivalent. .. -
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76699 Other home: economics (domestic science)4rogramies -

!thetype'that leads
to-,,8JpoStgreduati%uniVereitY:degree:.of..tquivalint; primarily coniietineOf
seminar or group. diecussionaiwlebtoratory:sessionenOt inClUdediintWabovit,
programme groups (i.e. 76612 and 76632). These PrOgramMee.are .Coneerned 'with
the'appliCatiOni.oUscience;:tO:,probletir that.-ariseii the sum Ong'
institutions in connection witivtheOrzaharatiOnoUmials;..thesterSgeOUfoedi
the treatment of textiles, etc. EMphasis is typically placed on original
research work as 'substantiated by the presentation and defence of a scholarly
thesis or dissertation.

Subject areas within which background studies and courses tend to fall
include home economics specialities outside of the type that the student is
pursuing, and appropriate specialities in the natural sciences, social and
behavioural sciences, humanities, fine arts, etc. Work experience and field
experience with families are desirable in conjunction with most programmes
where basic research is carried out.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite:is completion. of'.`third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same-or a related field. -

:-Msual:issrard for .successful:Completion is'a;:higher degren.lm,gc. :,-1M A..',
Ph.D.) or ' t

.

799'; Other . ro mimes- in -educatiote.:at 'the third, leve&-4- see
of the type that leads to a postgraduate vets ty dagreer.rat,
equivalent

This: field; inclOdes c varietyi;of programmee,in educatiOb at tail' leis
not included in the abosie list of fields;- 1;48,4.7/4 to:;766; `,.".titieSzo proglrealoda '.
emphasize the theoretical principles ot the subjects included, and they 'typically
involvep..original .research work as substantiated by the . presentation dad defence
of a scholarly thesis. The.progranmas foilinfed'inf individneViiirudnita

° this level are usually confined to one specialized area within a cubjece,
Examples of the subject areas within which study and research projects tend
to fall include journalism, radio and television broadcasting, public relations;
other communications arts; criminology, civil security and military science;
,library science, social welfare, vocational counselling, environmental questidne,
etc. Most speCialized programme include study of other asPectkof the sub-
Jeot area, as well as apecialitid aspects of related subjects in other fields.
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Most programmes at this level are full-time, but students may engage.
ie part-time work such as 'teaching, research work, or practice of their
profesiimas.; Such part-time programas as exist tend to be of the refresher

or: retraining type. Most programmes are conducted by universities,

college*, or similar institutiOns. .

minimum aducational::PrereqUisite.filcoMpletion- of. third level

education: first',Itage, of the type that leads,tcra':first :university degree;

or -equivalent,, .'usually Sitaw,or -a -.related' ;

. Usual: award for successful: Completion-of..e-programia. is et.,highe
university .degree(M.A.4..14.;SC.,ALJ.i--Ph.D.)cor the equivalent.::

79902 . ,.prograumes 'in .=.

Programa:Ie. at .the ;third.... level .second,:stegei.:Of-'thetype.
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, c isting of
,0prli0;Ar-group:tiscua.fon,,and reteera; the itheorredlreeticOif

Jour:Wits*, often with a period of internship with a paiti0041`410fitteet0 :T
news ,or the interpretation of MM. These proiramtiesare-Mgally specie
in subject content and include the preparatiOn and defence of .a thesis, or

disiertation based .011 original research.

.Vrincipal subject-matter areas within which.stisily and'ntseareh Peo-
jects' tend to fall include, current affair.; pOlitical,-SCience;,- .

coMmunication. theory; news iePorting; rewriting end' adiallg; layout:

design; th*.ethicii of journalise:. Other studies in general'ednuttion at :the

thirdInvel may be selected according to' the needs'ind,bickground Of :the
student - for example, inectinoimics, sociology, public,adminieiration,
natural science, or psychology. The.subjects selected'forstudy'genirstly
relate- to . the subject of -the -student's :research project,4-.0...,hfs,the 'thesis
Or di.sertatiOn.,

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is Cogitation of third level
,education firet,stige, of the type, that :leads to a first university degree or
equivalent,- usually fa the same or a related field.'

Usual. award. for successful ;completion is at higher unbend.* degree'
04.30,. be the 'equivalent.
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79994 Progrornws in radio or television broadcasting

° Programmes at the thlrd level : second_stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, consisting of study,
seminar or group discussion and research in radio or television broadcasting,
Often with periods of .'internship with a broadcasting organization. These
programmes9are usually specialized in subject content, and include the
preparation and defence of a thesis or dissertation, based on original research.

Principal subject-matter areas within which study and research pro-
jects tend to fall' include, i.e., current affairs; 'political science; comm-
unication theory; broadcasting policy; broadcasting techniques;i organization
of broadcasting agencies; broadcasting and public policy. Other studies
in general educatiaa at the third level may be selected according to the needs
and background of `the student -.forexiimplain economics,_, sociology,
biology, or psychology. The-subjects seleeted-for,study usbal4y--relate
to the subject of.the-studenes research project,-i.e.-of, the-thesie,or
dissertation.

t . . ; ; - ;

, Usual minimum educational prerequisite.iejaMpletion'ofthird level
education : first t-stege of the.type that, leids to a first university' degree
or equivilent usually in the saie or i related field.

Usual award for successful: completion is a higher uhiVereiti degree
(M.Sc.,,: or-the equivalent-...

79907 Public relations programmes

Proigrammes at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university degree or equivalent, consisting of study, seminar
or group discussion and research in the 'theorY and Practice of public relations.
These programmes are usually specialized in subject content and include the
preparation and defence of a thesis or dissertation based on original research.

Principal subject-matter areas within which study and research projects
tend to fill incldde,creative writing and effective use of :language the of

mass media, business psychelogy, public opinion-inrveYiligOindustri
Am

al piathetiee;

narhetink. advertising Other studies in general education at the third

level may J?eseleSted AOording;tO*°0tn41040k-Olcnlrooentaand background -
for 4!0Piei at44ii0i aePe#44ip,49401egY, levoseg14:06(efe*tf6e,
natnral,IciXcek.Or sub j,146 selected fcIT'T.1e0/..ge4irigly
relate, 6.06,41Aleit of the :qedent!e'teeeirch.rilioject; si4; 'of, the .theife or



dissertation.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level

education, I first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree

or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful ..completion is a higher miversity, degree

Ph.D.) or the,equilinlent:

)

Usual tinimum.eduCatioUilprereqUisita2incOmpletiOn'
education first stage of the'type-that.leads:t64 Veiltj .degree
.or equivalent;..usualty inthi'same,or a related field.

Usual award for succesetil,completitmis ahigher'upivirsitrdegree
.

044: or the equivilept.-

.

level : ssoonds4taPei of th
-5, '
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Principal subject-matter :treas. into which courses and research projlcts
bad. to: fall ,include ;the history of crime, and its -treatment; organized
critts and the professional criminal; constitutional- and procedural problems in
las. enforcement; the .prison cow:unity; the alcoholic and the narcotic addict;
sexual offenders and character disorders; White-collar crime; nOnconformist
enIttiree; forensic', toxicology; juvenile delinquency; its prevention and
control; la, and discretion in : criminal sentencing; group psychotherapy in
correctional institutions; the preVention and control. of crime in metropolitan
areas; practical. work and research techniques in criminology. Subject areas
within which:background studies tend' to fall include history, economics.; the
social and lehavionritl sciences, mathematice, nalurst sktences, stati.titics.

tlitual minimum educational prerequig4teAs COmple,tioir ofthitd", level '-

education :.first stage, of the type that leidifiO a first or
vilest,-' :usually ifin the ,sews: or-aJ,Closely related :

! r- .:! 1

Usual award for successful completion' is a, highet:Ile:gree:.(E1-A.-,-
Ph.D.) or the equivalent.

2'.

. .

79919 , Other' civil 'security and military.Programnes,

Programmecat the-third loyal. :,-second%s,tegeer Ithe-:type",that leads

to tt.,,postgradtutte;.tiniversity- degree,or equiiralent,,:primasilr_consilting
olaae,,_roon sea:lions on-the rjob .:-exper,ience, and seminar discubsiceu dealing; With
thic:Wjfeiples and practices of ed.litary ,science. Emphasis is placed on original
%IiilenXch, work,- as 40ubstantiated by the presentation,offs 'scholarly thesis or
dissertation.

Principal subject-matter areas into which courses and research projects
tend to fall include the principles of logisticel, military administration;
personnil management; military justice; service' orientation and leadership;
elementary aerodynamics and aircraft structure; light aircraft operation.;

aerospace power; aerospace management; lineernational aviation regulations;
the history of maritime affairs; ship design: control systems;-the principles
of ship stability; ship weaponry; control and poppelsion systems; world

change and its wilitary implications; political philosophy; defence management;
the ethics of peace, war and defence. ° Subject areas within which background
studies tend to fall include history, economics, the social end behavioural
sciences, mathematics, physics, chemistry, statiaticafr,,

Usual minitme educational prerequisitt is loortttnlon third level
reduCation' -: IOW stage, .'oeilile.' tiiii.'1,iiiiiitif t al .is ' iriiiiitY degree or-,- .

.----- --- ,..,-, ....s,-4,.; :::.equivalent, niinailYAn'the: line' Or- a ilAiiielY relared.,410Lu
s.l.i.-1 ',..: I .......t .:::-:".',,v, ....:" '.1.,:::!..1'4...,,,.' ':"',.n.:: .:f ;'`. !;i',',: 9.:' . ., .: : '

. ,

11Sual award fat '.iiiicitisofill-- iiniiplation'.it"e'highor'degreell .A.4' M.Sc.',, -.

Ph .D.) or the equivalent.



PrOtigantileS at the third - ;level. -second . stegeq.. Of the: type thee'
to a postgraduate .uniiersity degree or equivalent, dealing with the principles

sa*,';11PP/ications:.of,libraty* Ocielce..:: ;.

. 7.. : .;17

Through lectures, .seminars, directed .and indendent.study,"end
research, etudgente;iteqUire a comprehensive kneWledge., either of the general
area of librarY iciest* or of one or more fields.withfn: the broadeir area
such as collection developmant,":catelOgning, and elem.:Vacation, technical

services, alid;'the hisitory of library services.

Programmes lest between one and.three years full-41isii in a university

as:elect:gist of a number of Prescribed core Courses; such as cataloging and
classification, teehiiical serVices, rafeirestee, materials and 'IS:Meese .Souriii,
library arganizetiosi.:ind ediainistratiOn; dessOastratS4 .O0oPetaiala. in 'OP* or

more foreign languages; and the preparation..of7a dieSis or dissertation.
on ortitaal,jrasearch: into ti

based .

usual titbit:Ina educational..-prerequisite :is' ecaplett of t$r'd level;

education . s " first stage* off this,', the ` that leads. to first degree
or eqUivalent,'-usdit/ly.) theileme :

. Usual .aWard fot successful:completion is ,a-higber degree (CA:,,,

Ph.D.) or the eqUivalent.

79932 Social welfare prograteei-:

PrPgriWgii.at the third level : second stage, of the type that leads
to a postgraduate university. degree or equivalent,. consisting 'of lectures,
seminars, indePendent end"direeted study and'reieareh and-field work in the
theory and,prectice of social. welfare programs end work



Students acquire a coraprehensive knowledge of the broad area of
social welfare or of one or more aspects of the subject such as social welfare
policy, social casework, social work research, psychiatric social work, medical
social work or social agency administration.

Programmes usually last one to three years full-time in a school of
social work at a university, and consist of a certain number of prescribed
courses, demonstrated competence in one or more foreign languages, and the
preparation of a thesis or dissertatim based on original research into a
particular -problem within the major subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a 'first university degree
or equivalent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion'is a higher degree -(M.A., M.S.Wp?,
Ph.D., D.S.W.) or the 'equivalent.

t I

79942 PrograMmealin vocational counselling-:.:

:..ProgramMes:at the..thirdleirelsecond stage -0flthet..;typn.ithat leeds-;.!

to a pOstgraduatejuniversityAlegree:or eqUiVallent4:-OriMAtilyconsiatingof
lectures, seminars, independent and directed study and,research'and,lieid,vork
in the theory'andjPractice Of vocational counee3.ing.

Students. 4cqUire of the !broad:.Atrea;pfl.r;,-,::

'.vocational counselling. , l&Mphasia cirpractiCALiWcirk
observation of counselling procedures. An essential part of the :pregraziams

is the preparation aof :4 i.dissertatidrik:.'sehithinaty;:)ConSietIOC411. orderly

and critical presentation of ene part of the whOle:;field.Of -eOunselling',Or v
an account of 'original research. Programmes usually last two to three years,
full -time.

Principal subject areas within which study and research projects tend
to fall include: vocational counselling tbiory; effective employment place- ,

ment; , job analysis and occupational analysis; learning and motivation; human
traits (intelligence, aptitudes, interests and personality); interviewing

methodology; the construction, application and scoring of vocational aptitude

tests. Background study in such subjects as psychology; education science,
humanities, 'social sciences and statistics is usally included.

Usual minim= educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : fisst stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equifialent, usually in the same or a related field.

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university degree
., Ph.10 or the equivalent.
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79952 -ProRrammeeln.enVironmental.ttudies.

Programmes at the th'rd level : second stage, of the type that leads
with

aspects of. the theory and practice of envirOnmentaI'sdienee*AnclUdingwildlife
protection. Most origrammes at this level are concentrated within a
perticular-aspeCt of environmental studies.

Through lectures, seminars, and indep eat and directed study and
research, these programmes provide a thorough c verage of one or more branches
'oUenVironMental science such .as pollution deter iOn'and control,lhe
preeervation of the ecology, the control and planning of the'use of natural
resources, inViromeental.rehabilitation, etc.

Progiammes usually lett between one ancrthreeyeateit d'uni4erpitr..
and consist of &number of prescribed aonises.drawn, in varyintCOMbinatiOnt,
from the humanities, social scienceeaturaleciencesengineeriakan4:
medical sciences, etc.. Students must usually deMOnekeite-C40PatenCe'4one.
or more foreign languages. An important'reqUiredenti.ithevreparatiOnef a
thesiS or dissertation based on original research into a Partionler*Oblim,,.
within thetajor'subject.

Usual minimum educational prerequisite is completion of third
education r first stage, of the type that leads to..afirst:eniVerSiWdegree
or equivalent,Alsuallyinthe same or arelated.subject.,

. Usuallnrard-for successful'completionliva.higher-degree. 04
MAc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.



.

79999'i tther4rogramMes at the third level 1...:BeCond etage-4.0f:the_type,that
leads to a ost aduate ualversx de ree or e uivalent n.e.c.

TrOgralmes at the third level t-sacend stege,-ef the, type that leads
to aipostgraduate-uniVersitflegreeer equivalent, designetito:trailm,
specialists in sUbjectareas other than thole:Ale-fined above (i.e.-79902-tO

.:79952)..

Programmes consist of lectures, seminars, independent and directed
study and research and possibly smile fieldmork. They usually last between
one and three years in a university and include various prescribed courses,
acquisition of competence in one or more foreign languages, and the presen-
tation and defence of a scholarly thesis or dissertation.

Usual ninimum educational prerequisite is completion of third level
education : first stage, of the type that leads to a first university degree
or equivalent.

A

Usual award for successful completion is a higher university° degree :
(K.4., M.Sc., Ph.D.) or the equivalent.
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This category shall include educational programmes that cannot be
defined by level and that are therefore excluded from categories ,0 - 7, i.e.
no particular/definable prior education is required to enable students to
undertake them. This will generally be apparent from the fact that they are,
or can be, followed by students with varied educational experience or, in
certain cases, none at all.

It is important that this category be kept as meaningful as possible
by being restricted to those programmes that cannot be, classified elsewhere.
If this category were to be used as a ready receptacle for all the hard-to-
classify, cases, not only would it be too large and heterogeneous for useful
analysis, but the value of the data in all the other levels Would be affected
adversely.

The programmes not definable:by leVel vary considerably in both scope
and depth as well as in the experience and knowledge they mayrequiie on.the part'
of those 'ngaged in them. Certain programmes, for example, may provide` training'
for professional people, and others may provide it for illiterate adults,.mhile
still others such.as programmes including courses. in the arts pr foreign
languages'- may be equally suited. to university graduates and to-Studente'vith.
little or.Ao.formal education. They thus'cover a very wide range bo. of

education for adults and of out-of-schOol education for children and young
people. However it must again-be emphasized that-the greater part of this
kind of education, falls within categories 0 to 7.

Although not definable by level, the'programmes covered.may be.grouped
into the same broad, areas as-those in. categories 0 to 7 t. general programmes;'

programmes in education and teacher training; the fine and applied arts;....the,

humanities; religion and theOlogyA the social and_behavioural-seiencee;
ccemercial and business programmen law and jurispiudence; .'nettralcieneis;
mathematics and computer science; health-related programmeav engineering;
architecture and 'town planning; =ligrieulture, forestry and fishery4, home

-economics; transport and communications; and trade,. craft.And industrial

training

These programmes are usually part-time, often voluntary,and vary_

greatly in length. They may be provided by a wide range of ageteies'and
institutions such as government departments, (e.g.. EdUcatien,-:Culture,
InfOrmation, Agriculture, Health, Industry, labour, Social : Welfare and0onnity._
Development); educatianel.listitttions (e.g. university extra -aural extension

departments,. adult education intitutes,'cultural centres, correspondence
schools); and non-governmental end veluntary'organizations 144. trade unions,

co- operative societies, women' associations and youth. organizations).

This category of programmes may etIretiMes be difficult to:distingdieh
from programmes of "unorganized" education or from activities that are not,-for_-

the purposes of ISCED, regarded as "education". Both these types of programme

are excluded, as indicated in paragraphs 31 -35 of the Introduction from the,

definition of "education" in Imp. Itfollows therefore that only programmes



of "organized and sustained" education for adults and young people out-of-

school (i.e. those for winch students are enrolled 41 or anized and sustained

teachinrlearning activity) should be included in this category of the ISCED

classification system.

Ji
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914 Progrrmes in education and teacher training, including treiring
for extonslon and other.fr-ormal education

Programmes not definable by level and hence excluded from categories
0 to 7, generally designed for teachers, prospective teachers, or those employed
in or interested in education, including extension and other fields,at non-
formal education for adults and young people out-of-school. The aim of some
of the programmes is to increase knowledge and understanding of educational
philosophy, administration and other aspects of education; oLothers, to
provide training for teachers, education administrators', inspectors or others
employed in education, including the teaching of pre-school children, handi-
capped children, adult extension, or, teChnical and vocational
training. Prograames for teachers and education personnel may be in-service
or pre.serviee, programmes may be full-time (e.g. residential courses) or
part-time, and they vary in length.

lhose taking part in general courses foi the study of education may do
so for their own enlightenment and to increase their knowledge of the subject.
Those taking part in training programmes for teachers and educational
or extension personnel generally do so to improve their competence or to acquire
new skills (e.g. the use of audio-visual aids, the preparation of educational
television programmes).

Programmes vary widely in scope and depth. They may involve direct
teaching and lectures ;6, seminars and tutorials; programmes transmitted through
the media of mass communication; correspondence courses; organized study
and discussion groups; demonstration and role-playing; and combinations of
any of these.

Programme: may be organized by government departments end services,
(e.g. Education, Agriculture, Health); by non-governmental organizations
(e.g. trade unions); and by educational institutions (e.g. universities;
institutes of education, correspondence schools, and teacher-training
institutions).

918 Fine and applied arts programmes

Ptogrammes not definable by level and hence excluded from categories
0 to 7, for adults and young people out of'school, designed to increase
knowledge, understanding and appreciation of the fine sad applied 'arts and/or
to develop creative and/or interpretative skills. Programmes are generally

part-time and vary in length.
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o

Principal course content usually includes general arts studies; the

history and philosophy of art; drawing and painting; sculpturing; music;

the.dance; drama; photography and cinema; interior design, etc. Programmes

may involve classroom sessions and lectures; seminars and tutorials; study

and discussion groups; demonstrations-and performances; the educational use

of exhibitions; broadcasts Iradio and tileViiionWiducational-toUrs; and

combinati,ops of any of these.

. ,

Those taking partusually do so for enjoyment or enlightenMent, or
to deVelop ertiatio talenti for use as a hobby or leisnre-time activity.'
Professional-artistimey take part to extend the ,scope of their artistic
activities or to learn or develop spacial skills.

Programmes may be,organized by government departments and services
(especially Education, Information and Broadcasting, CUlture);' by
governmental organizations,(e.g. trade unions, women's associations); ,4hd
by educational, institutions (e.g." university exteniiim divisions;
correspondence school's, art academies, etc.).

920 Languagel"foreignu'Or second larigues0 prOgraimes

Programmes not definable by level and heuce excluded from categories_
0 to 7, designeA for adults and young people out of school, to teach or
improve knowledge of foreign and living languages.

Programmes are usually parr-tine and vary in length.

Participants generally enrol in these programmes for enjoyment or
enlightenment or to, gain useful knowledge of and skill in speaking, reading
and/or writing a foreign language or languages with a view to travel abroad
or reading foreign literature or enabling them to use the foreign language in
their work.

Programmes vary widely in scope and depth and in the prior educational
experience they require though students may be grouped, or programmes planned,
according to ability in speaking, reading or writing the language being
taught. fgrogremmes primarily or exclusively for .tbe study of literature in
a foreign language' should be included in 922.7

They pay involve direct teaching or lectures; seminars and tutorials;
broadcasts (radio or television); correopondence courses; individual instruct
tion; self-education through language laboratories or sound recordings;
organized study groups; educational visits abroad; and combinations of any
of these.



.Programmes May be organized by: goVernment'departients and serviaes.
(especially Education, Information and Broadcasting.,CultUre);' by nOn-
governMental, organi.zations and by edncational'institutions e;g--.- correspondence
schoolgG linguage schOola; etc.):

921. Humanities srozrances n.e.c.

Programmes not definable by level and hence eicluded from categories-
_

0 to 7,* designed forladults and young people out of school, designed to
improve knowledge, understanding and appreciatiOn of'literature, history,
philosophy and other subjects in the field of humanities.

Programmes are usually part-time and vary in length.

Participants who enrol in these programmes usually do so f.", enjoyment
or enlightenment or to extend their competence as citizens or workers.

Programmes vary widely in scope and depth and in the experience and
knowledge they require on the part of participants. They cover a broad range
of subjects, including the learner's mother tongue or first language and its
literature; other literature; "dead" languages and their literature;
linguistics; comparative literature; history; archaeology; philosophy,
and other humanities programmes.

c

PIOgrammee May be organized by government depart"esits and.services
(especially,Education, InfOrmation and BrOadcasting, Culture); by non-
governmental' organizations (e.g. trade unions, .women"s 'Iassocati.Ons); and
by educational institutions (e.g. -university -extra-triurail extension
departments, correspordence schools; etc.-) '
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920,. Religion.. and: theology ,programes

Programmes not definable.-bY.level and henCe exuded fram,categoriee
-0,to desigrtid.for adultslid young people ont:;of lehe4l., to increase .

their-knowledge and understanding of religion and theology°. PrOgranmes are
usually iiirt-time and vary in length.

Programa-I--;vary widely in scope and depth. -'They may include courses
in comparative religtotior,theology; or instruction in particular religious
beliefs and practices. Tliemay use direct teaching and lectures; Seminars
and tutorials; broadcasts (radio-and television); cerrespondence courses;
indiVidual instruction; study and discusOn groups; demonstration of
religious practices; or cotbinations of these.

Programmes may be organized, occasionally ; government departments
.snd services (nsPeCially Educntian, 74.40Full*Lov44.,:_unreusinalktey,no*-
governmental and especially by reliiioili.orginizations-le:g: 'Churches,
mosques,. , temples, montstaties,. and religious fraternities/ ; . Aiducational
institutions viersity. extra mural extension ,depiw*ats tt 'Pect1061:61-
seMinaries, :COrretipOidenie schoola;.

_I

930 Social "and:behaviouritl.,:science proBraimmee

Programmes net definable-by level and"fierice excluded from:categOriei
Q to . 70; -designed :for adults and rung ,papplennt,pf school. . Some Of the pro-
gralmis, aim to impart 'knOviledge.and understanding 'Of the social 'and,:liehaviourel
Sciences. as theorY, Othersitop,rOVide teaching and ;guidenSe in theli.'

.

,,'application, thrOugh Political, civic or COlithinnitY -education.- ,Thetie

programmes are usually pert-time and :Vary 3.n lenth. .

They also vary widely in scope and depth, as well as in the experienCe
aid knowledge they require on the part of participants. They cover a consider-
able range of subjects within the fields of econ.omics, political science,
sociology, anthropology, psychology, geography, studies of regional/ cu*tures
and other social and behavioural science subjects. Content may be th#oretical
and general, or more specific (e.g. teaching about the political; administrative,
and social structure and organization of a country, solemnity or/group);
international and current affairs, including teaching about the United Nations;
or it may be more practical (e.g. teaching about problems ,of
devalonment, about the learners' rights avd duties as citizens and workers or
as members of specific groups or voluntary assoclations /e.g. tctrade unions
co-operativesT , or as husbandc, wives, parents,. consumers, 'etC.

Programme*: include courses of direct teaching or lee es; seminars
and tutorials; broadcasts (radio and television); correspondence courses;
organized study or discussion groups; role-playing; or contlnations of any
of these. :
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'Programmes are organized by government departments and services (e,g.
Culture,i Information and Broadcasting, Education, Labour, Community Developlaent);
non-governmental organizations (e.g, trade unions, co-operatives, workers'
education associations, women's, parents' and :consInmere*Orgnnuations);
and educational institutions (e.g. university extra-mural extension departments,
adiilt 'idocition(inatitutions)'. a

!- - - ' ;

934: CoitaiiiCiiil; "Clerical,':tbuittiess,tind-;"poblie;,administritian
-. programmes -.:

pregroMme's net defiiiiible by.leVeI'and'heace'exclidedr,.fronircategories
0 to 7, denignie for adniti and young' people` out i of SOme Of : thelet
programmes priArida training? in cOlinerce and in secretarial'' and: clerical work.
Others-are desigied.to increaRe'kizeitledge.ind:competencis'in.businite,
administration, and related subjects. Programmes -are. usual* ..pgirt;4imie
vary.-in

partieipants in these pros/raties; enrel to acquire useful.
knowledge or' Skillai-(e:g1 'typing' and Shorthinid) Ord to extend-, their emipetance
in clerical and Secretarial work, in commerce ores in adMinititiation,:i.- ,

Programmes vary widely in-the...experience or knowledge required on the
partiof the pareiCipants. They may be grouped into the brood areas of
bnifness administration, sometimes with specializetiOn in accountancy, "marketing.,

.ft' e, And investment; public administration; 'enikinstituti.onal
ntstration, They include courses of direct 'teething-and of lectUres;.. .

eninara and 'tutorials; broadcasts. (redid and .televition); .torrespandince
oirees; individual instruction; orgonieml-itudyend'diicnsitaigro001;

role- playing; and simulation exercises; demonstration;; educational visits;
intcombitationOof any of these.

c:; Programmes may oe organize& bYlOVernment detartMents end services
(empecially..Education,: Trade and Industry); or by non-governmental

tieade.uniOnd, inattigensent. assocatibns) -educational
ins 'tutions,. univernity'extra-Mnral.-eXtension. departments milt

: fl: rastitiitea, CorriiiiPendeticecoiligeg', ' ': -n
"
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938 ,Programmes in law .

Pkogrammis not definable by ievel Aind, i4;444.10449.4"..
0 to 7, designed for adults.and Sung people out of iChOol: to

increase knOwledge Of law,end jurisprudence.

Progresses* are usually part-time Aid' vary in length.

- Participants may enrol out of pirlonid.interest Or to acquire
knowledge of law that will be useful tO'-them in their work. :

PrograMes'varyyidely in the"eiperience aCknowledge reqUired on

the part of the participants. They cover theory, pkilOaaphy and history, of
legal .sYsteis, pelt and 'present; the la as a ttion; civil
law; legata'requiimmente:totAtimOsitiOns . such fa*?Pre;04.
marriage divorce,' ate:;- nal law.

,,,,i ' :::.., .' ' , ...,-,. .

:.:., : : ,. ,, :: :: They rma*.iiivolve.-, dirett,:tonChinIVOIPleOPOren.-,,
tutorials;. AiroadOsete..:Iradie,and. tele )1:.!....C9r

...individnetr)titistrOctiOnp.,.o 4 4040NOW1
andzsissaleitiOnederci.sel;...: 11-:Ati3;tito4

-.0ambinationskOti theil:::.,:, ::--. -: F .,

Pragraases east be organized by government 4oP:artimuts:
(0.8.!.'Edscatios.,..Ista$0r, 1440satifil _,)1-$:,1194-S:0*eTS!!!44:!1.i:;,C

; trade:: unionz):; sOigatifOrgil....41401#000r.:f
departments, : adult educatiOn: inetitores P. .CoreePP ;gfa.

942. Natural ,scienc,programes

Programmes: not. definable bylepel and hence encinded, from Catageries
0 to deeigned for adulte..and young, people, out of 84061.. and aimed at,
koitering interest in and;knowledgennd.undertitaniiing of,AhAsOiences and.
their application. Programs* are usually part -time and Vary in length..

Programmes in this category 'nay be intended to popularize science
and to introduce and explain scientific principles and 'methOdli .to non
scientist. or to provide inforMation to scientists on'scientific subjeCts
outside their own specializations.

programei vary widely in scope and depth and in the experience
and knowledge required of participants. They cover an extensive range of-.

-*Object matter, including -bialogY, dentistry, geology,, physics, astronomy,



meteorology, oceanography, and other natural sciences. Especially, in
applied science, courses are often given on specific topics of interest to
special groups (e.g. the use of radar in bird migration etudies; aquarium
managemeht; the geological study of a region; the 'chemistry of life",
etc.).

Programmes consist primarily of courses of direct teaching or of-
lectures; ieninars.and tutorials; Itoadcadts (radio and television);
correspondence courses; individual instruction (e.g. through teaching machines,
do- it- yourself instructional scienceicits);.%organized study;and discussion
groups; demonstration; the systematit -Ute ^of educatioriat exhibitions; and.
combinations of Any:of these.-

Programme may: be organized by government departme mts and services
(e.g. Education, Information-and Eroedcasting); or, toore,.usuidlyk.birnour,
governmental associaticall- (e.g. professiiinat associations, science .clubs)

;

and educational institutions (.g.,.university extra-mutal,eitensiOn,
departments, correepondence schools).

946 Mathematics and s iteclarograZMracienO.:

Programmes not definable by level and hence etCluded fiem categories

0 to-TrAes4hed..4T,A0318 and *P4u8 8.000nk0.1.00 at
increasing knowledgeend.wedereteediAEHO,*44040.4PP*40r:,#41WA
4.14tlietr,..:APP1444P40; :P;oMuL,1! this '104,te*c4"****:-;?", 4010e4,..!0tech mathereatice,.:topopnIarize 4414 cornp:up* *71.00 ./k:tear#
the:elements of computer programising to those-wishing .to ,ufie: cetputertin
their work. .Programraes :ere usually .parttime end ivory, fn.their ; length.

They ay eci vary Widely in scope, and Aepthk ..****0raind
knoWledge required of participants. They cover subjects such as tititeMaties,
statistics, cybernetics, and coMputexscience.

These programmes consist primarili of courses of direct teaching or
of lectures; seminars and tutorials; broadotte (radio and.television);
correspondence courses;_ individual instruction; organiZed:Study and
discussion groups; demonstration; and Combinations of. any. of these. .

Programmes may be organized by government departmeits'and services
(e.g. Education, Information.and Broadcasting); by non-governmental
associations (e.g. professional assocations); and by educational, institutions
(e.g. university extra-mural extensidi'departments,orrespondence schools).
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950 lialtly'reliteePrograMMes
' . .

Programmes not definable by level andhence excluded from-categories
0^ to 7, desifpled for adults and young ,people out of school,. _ Some of the
PrOgiaimiei-MaY provide special training for people in the'para'llaidical or
m profeiSiOnA'in areas outside' their fermal-' training (e.g : ..catiurse-

in health edneation for &Oars, or a contili in fatally: Planning far-Midwives) .
Others may be 'deli-gned 'for the generli.Publiti for special grout's such as

expectant mothers, to impart basic knowledge and its,practical applicatiOn:
to health matters. Programmes are usually part-time and vary in their
length.

Programmes also vary widely in scope and depth, lizid may cover any
atfpet.of medicine, public health, nursing, midwifery, health education,
hygiene and sanitation, the prevention and treatment of sickness and common
diseases, home nursing; sex ethication; and family planning:-

The emphasis is generally on practical trainingpbut this may be
based on theoretical. .study directly relevant to theoitearnees needs and
capacities. Programmes consist primarily of lectures, se.niintars, discussion,
demonstration, visual aids, eXhibitions and health' tauseiniat; . Some programmes
are conducted wholly or partly through the media of radio or television.

Prograznes are organized by government departments and serviceit
(e.g. Health, Covanunity Development, SOcial Welfare, AnimatiOt /French7;
by non-governmental organizations (e.g. women's associat.7 youthuth organi-
zations); or by edicational institutions as extra-curriCular

They may be held in-appropriate buildings (e.g. beilth-clinies,
family planning centres, mother and child health _centres,. community development
training centres, schools) or even out of doors.

954 Engineering I nines

Programmes not definable by level and henceexcluded from categories
0 to 7, designed for adults and young people ovt of school, for the purpose of
improving their knowledge and understanding of eneineeringpractices in general
or those of a branch of engineering. Programmes ire usually part-time and
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their lengths vary.

Some of these programmes may be designed for those professionally
engaged in a branch of engineering or engineering technology or working
with engineers in a non-ergineering capacity. Other programmes may be
geared to the general public or the non-professional groups, to engage their
interest and enlarge their knowledge of engineering.

Programmes vary widely in scope and depth. They may consist of
direct-teaching and lectures; seminars and tutorials; broadcasts (radii
and television); correspondence courses; individual instruction (e.g.
through teaching machines, do-it-yourself kits, etc.); demonstratiun; or any
combination of such methods.

Programmes may be organized by government departments and services
(e.g. Education, Public Works, Information and Broadcasting); by non-
governmental organizations (e.g. engineering societies, building corporations,
trade unions); or by educational institutions (e.g. university extra-mural
and extension departments, correspondence schools, technological institutes,
etc.).

958 town planning

Programmes not definable by, level and hence, excluded from categories
0 to 7, designed for adults and young people out of school, for the purpose of
increasing their knowledge.and understanding of architecture and town phoning.
Programmes are usually part-time and their lengths vary.

Certain of these programmes may be designed for those professionally
engaged in these fields and who wish to extend their knowledge and competence
in specific areas not covered by their previous training. Others of these
programmes may be geared to the general public or to non-professional groups,
to engage their interest and enlarge their knowledge of architecture,
landscape, or town and community Planning. ,

- Programmes vary widely in scope and depth. They may consist of
direct teaching and lectures; seminars and tutorials; broadcasts (radio
and television); exhibitions; correspondence courses; organized study, ;sad

discussion groups; demonstration; and combinations of any of these."

Programmes may be organized, occasionally, by government departments
and services (especially Education,,Information); more usually by now-
govervmeital organizations .(fx..g. amenity or architectural.societies) or by
educaaonol institution,- (k...g. university extra-curel,extension departments,
correspondence schools, etc.).

.
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962 Agricultural, forestry and fishery programmes

Programmes note definable by level and hence excluded from categories
0 to 7. Some of these prosraarsee may be designed for ag old ral,
veterinary, forestry or fishery officer, or for thous professionally 14;lbied
in agricultural extension and related' fields, for the purpose of enlarging
their knowledge and increasing their competence (e4. by in- service training),
perhaps in areas not covered by their previous training. Other prograimes
may be designed for those living and working in rural areas, eipecially
garners, fishermen, forest workers, etc., the object being to train these
people in and to get them to adopt improved practices in, Atop and livestock
production; fishing; forestry; farm management; soil conservation;
marketing. Training for farmers and fishermem or foresters and other
rural workers may be provided through organized courses,seither fullttimm
or part-time, of varying lengths.

Extension programs in which students are not enrolled (e.g. visits
to individual farms by agricultural extension workers) are excluded as
being not "organized and austained" aim definition of "education" in
paragraphs 31-35 of the Introduction7to this voluma

Included in this category are training courses specifically designed
for illiterate adults but not involving the teaching of literacy, which
feature agriculture and related, subjects as the major'emPhasis.

Programmes cover a wide range of activities relevant to,agriculture
and rural development, and they impart knowledge, techniques,'and skills in
such subjects as crop production, horticulture, irrigation, and drainage,
pest control, food storage and preservation, farm budgeting and accounting,
marketing, etc.

Programmes may employ lectures; demonstration and diicussion;
mass communication, especially radio and television. programmes aimed at
farm and related audiences; written and audio-visnal media. 'Young farmers
and "Pour H" clubs,are often formed far the training of young people out of
school.

Programmes are organized by government (agricultural) Aepartments,
by non-governmental organizations(e.g. farmers' trade-unions or co-operatives),
or by*edoc,tional institutions (e.g. nniversity agricultural departments).
Farmeretraining may be given in special fart institutes or in residential
and other training Centres.



966 Home economics programmes

Programmes not definable by level and hence excluded froi,categories
0 to 7, designed for adults and young people out of school T mainly foryomen
and girls - with the aim of imparting basic knowledge and its practical
application in the areas of home economics (domestic science), including the
care, maintenance 'and improvement of the home; child care; nutrition; the
preparation, preserva?ion, cooking and serving of food; beauty care; the
care and mending of apparel. Programmes are usually part-time, and they vary
greatly in length.

Included in this category are training course specifically designed
for illiterate adults but not involving the teaching of literacy, which
feature home economics and related subjects as the major emphasis.

The emphasis is generally on practical training, but this may be based
on theoretiCal study directly relevant to the learner's needs and capacities.
Programmes often make use of oral instruction, demonstration and sometimes
visual aids. Some programers are conducted wholly or partly through the
media of radio or television.

_ _ _

Programmes are organized by!government departmenWandTiarvices
(e.g. Health, CoMmunity Development, Social Welfare,-Anbnation ilrenchT,

Agriculture); by non7governmentsl_orgsmizations,(e.STWi;55a489cfaimaso
. ,

youth-organizatione)-:: or by educational:inatitutions avextra7curriculer
activities .(e.g. damestia. science ,colleges) They may be
appropriate liOildings..(e.g. clinics, fainily-pianningcentres, *other and

child health centres, community development,train4gcentrestaZhciotOk4r:-.
even out of doors.
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970 Transport and communications programmes

Programmes not definable by level and hence excluded from categories
0 to 7, designed for adults and young people out of school for the purpose of
increasing their knowledge and competence in the operation of means of
transport and communications. Programmes may be full-time or part-time, and
they vary in length.

Most of these programmes take the farm of in-service training fot the
personnel of airlines, shipping lines, railways, road transport services,
postal and other communications services. Programmes are often designed to
teach new skills, introduce new techniques, or extend knowledge and competence
in areas net covered by previous training.

These programmes consist primarily of direct teaching and lectures;
demonstration; practice under the supervision of an instructor; the use of
self-teaching devices and audio-visual aids.

Programmes are organized by government departments (e.g. the
Ministries of Transport and Communications); by quasi-governmental aad non-
governmental agencies and private (transport) industries (e.g. airlines,
railway companies, trade unions); and by vocational training institutions
as extra-curricular activities.

974 Trade, craft and industrial programmes

Programmes not definable by level and hence excluded from categories
0 to 7, designed for young people and adults working in trades, crafts, sad
industries, for the purpose of imparting skills and knowledge, introducing
techniques, and developing competence. Programmes are usually part-time,
and they vary greatly in length.

These programmes are distinguished from those at the second and third
levels in that they are not a part of the recognized system of technical/
vocational training, do not require specific entry qualifications, are not
generally subject to recognized or standard tests, and do not generally
award certificates or diplomas. Training in this category is generally in-
service, and designed to upgrade skills, introduce new techniques, or
enlarge essential knowledge and improve competence.

Included in this category are training programmes for those who are
not earning their living as workers or craftsmen, e.g. training in construction
for community development and programmes of elementary vocational training
for illiterates. Excluded from, this category are programmes of work-oriented
functional literacy (category 110), training for handicrafts and hobbies
(category 978), as well as apprenticeships and courses at the second and
third levels of education (e.g. categories 274, 374 and 574).



3,
Training varies widely in scope and depth and may be given to workers

or craftsmen, from the unskilled to the highly skilled; it may be elementary
or advvnced, but is generally practical and of immediate application to the
trade, craft or industry from which the trainee earns his living. It covers
a wide range including, potentially, all trades, crafts and industries.

Training generally involves practice of the skills or application of
the techniques to be learned, uader the supervision of a skilled instructor.
It may be given either on the job or it'short organized courses, at the work
place or in technical and vocational institutions and centres of all kinds,
as an extra-curricular activity.

Programmes are organized by industtial concerns, by ".government
departments or services (e.g. Departments of Labour, Industry, Rural
Industries); by non-govermintal organizations (e.g.' trade unions, craft
associations, co-operatives); or by educati6hal institutions, and especially
by technical and vocational training institutions, as extra-curricular
activities.
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978 Programmes in handicrafts hobbies s orts and physical education

Programmes not definable by leVel and hence'excluded-from categories
0 to 7, designed for adults and young people out of school, with a view to
fostering their interest in and providing training for leisUre-time pursuits
and giving physical education.

Excluded from this category, and included in category 974, are pro-,
grammes not definableby-level that are designed to prepare those 'who take
part' in Comte earwtheir living as workers and craftsmen, or to play Avpart
in community developmentaand related programMes.:' Also excludedi-as being
outside the field of education, are programmes that provide facilities for
the pursuit of handicrafts, hobbies, etc., but that do not provide' systematic
straniug or have any educational purpose.

Programmes vary widely in scope and depth and in thebekiilikeed
experience they require from those intending-to engage in them. Tie' cover a
broad range of4lourses and activities such as training or coaching in iewellety
design, wood carving, beekeeping, gardening, motor driving, sailing, aqualung
diving, equitation, fly fishing, gymnastics, tennis, fontball, etc. Courses
are generally given by direct instruction and demonstration of skills, some-
times in programmes transmitted through the media of mass communication.

Programmes are organized by goverment departments and local authorities
(e.g. Ministries of Youth and Sport,Jlopular.Culture); by a wide range of

.

ton-governmentai organizations, often-specializing-in indfvidual bobbies,
sports, etc.; and by educational institutions.(eSthletic or gymnastic
high scho0e).
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199HOther education,:not-definableby.ilevel

.....P"rogrWome0:09taiokinal4ebyjeSiend.*non::0.*clu4n4Tfvoisosttgotifis
--,.-3:t(014esignadjorFedults and young4e0 Ie cit,oUstool
fosteriog..0043#0,8t.14a..ulderange,of...subJect,04tt*:Ninf4bo ii_.
vocationally and otherwiae,,And not included the abot* fields,', e.' 9"14 to
978.

The subject- matter categories covered include, inter aZia,
specialities in the study of mass communications (e.g. journalirairiadio and
television'broadcasting, public relatious the cineua); criminology and
police work; fire protection; other civil security and military subjects;
library science and documentation work; social welfare; vocational
counselling; environmental studies; etc.-

Programmes vary widely in scope and depth and in the skills and
experience they require from those intending to engage in them._. The

programes ere geflerany,Precticel* although they elelr,,,bleeleafttary'or-quite
advanced. initerbiti-Of the-SUbject indeterminate-regardieg the prior
educationreqpired:for..theirrmeeterYL,'

APTtnOrugtional:*0042inaTbe.lAse4:(0.13.clfesT002"A401,4404..,-.
group-or-suminar, broadcast, corretpondence,
audio - visual aids,

9

,;,PrograMmes,.may,beorgXnized by:. government ignnoiessAm.9484944:,
groups,. private: groups or .40,4, spaocintions,:jnisinoss trade
unions, Aducational'institutions,-sto..;

r:



N D'E X

A

Accountancy, programmes in

Accountancy, programmes with specialization
in

Actuarial science, programmes in

Administration, busliless, programme57in

Administration, institutional, programmes in

Administration, public, programmes in

Adult education,-rogrammes'in"teacher
training for

Adult education, programmes with specialization
in,

Adult literacy teachers,. teacher training,for

ftri-Oltural' economics, programmes in

Agricultural engineering, programmes in

Agricultural programmes

Agricultural programmes, general

,Agricultural programet other

Agricultural programmes, specialized

Agriculture, general programmes in

Agriculture, other programmes in

Air crew programmes

Animal health, programmes in

Animal husbandry, programmes,in

Anthropology, programmes in

Applied arts, other programmes In

Applied arts, programmeS in

'Applied mathematics, other prograMmes in

I SCED I . REV . - page I

53403

63403 73403

54621 64621 74621'

634 734:-

53452 63452 73452

53442 63442: 73442 934

31416 51416 61416

71416

21416

56212 66212 76212

55452 65453 75453,

262 362 562 662 762 962

26201 36201 56201 66201

36299 56249' 66249 76749

26205

26201 36201 56201 66201

36299 56249_ 66249 76249

57002

56232

36204 56203 66203. 76203,

63042 73042

31899 51899 61..899 71899

318 518 618 .718 918

54639
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Applied science, general programmes with
emphasis on

Applied science, general programmes. with
special emphasis on

60105

30108

Archaeology, programmes.. n 62261 72261

Architectural and town planning programmes 558 658 758' 950

Architecture; landscape, programmes in 55812 65812 75812

Architecture, programMet. 558 658 758: 958

Architecture, structural, programMes in 55802 65802 75802

Art, history of, programmes in 71802

Art, philosophy of, programmes in 71802,

Art studieS, general programmes of 51801 61801

Arts, applied, other programmes in 31899 51.899 -61899 71899

Arts, applied, programmes in '318 518 618 718 918

Arts, fine, other programmes in 31899 51899 61899 71899

Arts, fine, programmes in 318 518 618 718 ;9.18

Arts, graphic, programmes in 37428 57442. ,

Arts household, programmes In 76632 :;

Aits, household, programmes with
emphasis on

56632. 66632

A stronomy, programmes in 64242 74242

Behavioural sciences : See - Social and behavioural sciences

Biological science, programmes in

Bookbinding, kogrammes in

Building trades programmes n.e.c..

Business administration and related
programmes

Business administration, general
programmes in.

54202 64202

2742B

27416 37416

634 734

63401

74202



BusineSsadmiristration
programmes

tscp

marketing and'sales 53462

534Business administration., programmes in

Butiness administration with other
specialization, programmes in

Business administration with specialization 63403 73403
In accountancy, programmes in

Business administration.with specialization. 73407
in finance and investment, programmes-in

Business administration with specialization 73405
in marketing, programmes in

Business-machine operation, programmes in 53412

Business, other programmes in 33499 53499)

63409 73409

Business, programmes In

C

Chemical engineering and materials techno'ogy,.
programmes In

334 934

55412

Chemical engineering, programmes In 65412 75412

Chemistry, programmes in 54212 64212

Child care, programmes with emphasis On 36622: 56622

Cinematography, programmes 51842.

'Civil engineering, programmes in. 55416 65416

Civil security, programmes-in: -59919 69919

Clerical programmes .934

Clericaltypist programmes 33408

Commercial and'busIness administration- 534

programmes,

74212

75416.

79919

Commercial and business programmes 334

COMmercial and business programmes, other 33499 53499

Commercial programmes

CoMmercial Programmes, general

234. 934
.6

23401 ,::3340 I 53401
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Commercial programmes, other 23499 33499

Communications arts, other programmes-in 59909 69909

Communications,equ4Ment,. Installation and
maintenance, programmes in

37022 57022

Communications, other programmes In 37029 57029

Communication programmes 370 570 970

CommunItypianning, programmes-1W'

Comparative literature,..programmes in

Computer science, programMes In

Consumer food reSearch programMes In

ConsuMer food research, programmes with an
emphasis on .

Cooking, home economics programmes of pre -
vocational .training in

Counselling, vocational, Oregrammes In.
0 '

Craft, general pro§ramthesOW

Crafts, general programmes with
rh

Cralts,,fother programmes In

an &Thesis on

55822.

52241 62241 72241

546 54644 646 64641 146';

53499

79909

.74641 946

76612

66612.

26608

59942 69942, 79942-,

27401

37401

. 27499 37499 57499

974

66208 76208

72211

Craftt, prOgrammes In 274 1374 574

Criminology, programmes in 69913 79913

Cf-op huSbandry, programmes An 36208 56208

Cultures, regional, studies of 63072 73072

Current or vernacular languages, programmes in 52211 62211

Curriculum development, programmes in 71401 71408

D

Data processing, electronic, prograMmes in 53422

"Dead" languages, programmes in 62221 72221

-Nomography, programmes in 73033



tal practitioners, programmes for :55042

'htaj specialitiesprogrammes in :75012,

55046.

65012

61852 71852

Dental technology, programmes in

Dentistry, programmes in

00S1gni interior, programmes in

Design, programmes in 55406

Documentation personnel, programmes for 59929

DOmestic electricity programmes 57402

(DoMestic science), home economics, general' 66601
programmes in

(Domestic science), home economics Programmes 266 366 566 666 766

Drafting, programmes in 55406

Drama, programmes in the 51832 61832 71832

Drawing, programmes in 31804 51804 61804 71804

Dressmaking, hoMe economics programmeS of 26604
pre-vocational training in

Drink processing, programmes in

Early childhood education, programmes with
specialization in

Economics, agricultural, programmes in

-Economics, programmes in.

27436 37436

71412

562(2 66212 76212.

.53012 63012 73012

Educational sciences, general programmes in the 71,401

Education, first level 1

Education,'first level other programmes of 199

Education, general programmes containing-little 201

'or no technical

'Education not definable by.level

Education not definabld.by level, other

20100
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.Education, physical, prOgriMMes in 59962 69962

Education preceding the:first level 0

Education programmet with specialization in
curriculum development In a non-vocational.
subject-

. 71404-

EduCation programmeS.with.speclalization in
curriculum development in vocational
subjects

lEducation programmes.withspecialilation in
early. childhood eduCation

.71408

71412

Education science (teacher training), other
programmes in

61499 71499

Education science (teacher training),,pro-
graioMes

Education'science withotit teacher training,'
programmes in

Education, second level, iirst stage

Education, second.level first stage,
other programmes

Education, secondlevel, second stage

Education, second level, stee,

.614 714

71472

2

299

'978

.other programmes :

3

second 399 39999

Education (teacher training): See Teacher training, programmes.-In

Education,-technical, general programmes
containing little' or no

Education, third level first stage, of'the
type that leads to an award not equivalent
to a first university degree ! 4%.

201. 20100

Education,third level : firSt stage, of 'the 599 59999
type that leads to an award not equivalent
to a,first unlverstiy degree, other
programmes

Education, third level
.type that leads to.a
degree or equivalent

Education, third level
type that leads to a
degree or equiValent
in

first stage, of the 6
first university-

: first stage, of the
firdt university
general progfaMmes

Q



Educeion,.third level : first stage, of the
typo that leads to a first university
degree or equivalent, other programmes. in

Education, thit'd level*:-second stage, of the
type that leads to a postgraduate, university
degree or equivalent

Education, third level : second stage, of the
type that leads to a postgraduate university
degree or equivalent, other programmes in

Electrical and electronics engineering proms
grammes

Electrical and electronics trades, programmes in

Electrical trades, programmes in

Electriciii, industrial and domestic, pro-
grammes In 2

Electronic data processing, programmes in

Electronics:equipment installation and
servicing, programmes:1h.

Electronics trades, programmes In

Elementary programmes, general

Elementary programmes with some vocational
emphasis'

Elementary school teaching, general teach "er.
a training for

Engineering, agricultural, programmes in

Engineering, chemical, programmes> in

Engineering, civil, programmes in

Engineering, electrical, prograMmes in

Engineering, electronic, programmes in

Engineering, forestry programmes in

Engineering,

,Eggineering,

industrial, 'programme in

mechanical, pro ammes in

,

Engineering, metallurgif programmes in

,Engineering, miningprogramMes In

ISCED 1.REV. - page VII.

69 6$99\

799 79999

55422 65422. 75422

37412

27412 37412

57402

53422

57404

37412

101

104 10400

21401

55452 65453 75453

55412 65412 .75412

55416 65416 75416

55422 \65422 75422

55422 65422 75422x.

55452 65463 75463

55426 65426 75426

55442 65442 75442

55432 65432 75432

55436,5436 75436

a
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Engineering, other programmes in

Engineering, programmes In

EnvironMentai studies, programmes in

F

55499'.65499 75499

554 654. 754 954

59952-69952 79952

Finance, programmes with specialization in 73407

Fine arts, other programmes in the 31899 51899 61899 71899

Fine, arts, programmes in the 318 518 618 718.- 918

Fire fighting, programmes in 59915--

Fire protection, programMes in '59915

First level educatlor, other programmes in 199

Firstr,level education, programmes in 1 .

Fishery, general programmes in 26221 -3625.1

Fishery, other programMes In 36299

Fishery, programmes in- 262 362_562 56272 662

66272 762 76272 962

Fishery science and technology, programmes in 66273 76272

Fishery,.specialized.programmes In 26225

Food and drink processing trades, programmes in 27436

Food management,'programmes in 56612

Food preservation, programmes.of pre- 26608

vocational training in

Food processina,,programmes in 27436 37436 57422

Food research, programmes In 76612

Food research, programmes with an emphasis on 66612

Food sciences and technology, programmes In 66222 76222

Food service, programmes in 57422

Forest products technology, programmes In 56262

Forestry and forest products technology, 56262

programmes in

Forestry engineering, programmes in 55452 65463 75463,



Forestry, general programmes in

Forestry, other programmes In.

0 Forestry, programmes In

ISCED 1.0E . - page IX

26211 36231

36299

.262 362 562 56262

662 66262 762 76262

962

FOrestrY, specialized programmes in 26215

Forestry-technology, programmes ln 56262

Functional literacy, programmes In 110' 11000

General agricultural programmes 26201 36201 56201 66201

General commercial programmes 23401 33401 53401.

'General educational sciences, programmes in the 71401

-General education, special programmes in 18001

General elementary programmes 101

General fishery programmes 26221 36251

General forestry programmes 36231

General home economics programmes 26601 36601 56601 66601

General humanities programmes 62201

General medical auxiliary programines, 25001 35001

General programmes 601

General programmes containing-little or no 201 20100 301

technical education

General programmes for children of pre-primary 001

age

General programmes in law 63801

General programmes in 'mathematics- 64601

General programmes of art studlet 51801 61801

General programmes with a trade, craft or 37401

industrial emphasis
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General programmes with emphasis on the
humanities or the social and
behavioural sciences

60102

General programmes with emphasis on the
natural or applied sciences

60105

General programmes with no special subject
emphasis

30101 60.101

General programmes with special emphasis on
the humanities

30104

General programmes with special emphasis on
mathematics and natural or applied' sciences

30108

General provamMes with special emphasis on
other non-technical subjects

30199

General programmes with special emphasis on
the social sciences

30104

General teacher training programMes 31401 51401 ,61401

General trade and craft programmes 27401.

Geography, programmes in 63062 73062

Geological sciences, programmes in 54222 64222 74222

;Graphic arts, programmes in 37428 57442

H

Handicapped children, training for teachers
of

31422 51422 61422

Handicapped, programmes with specialization 71412

In the education of the

Handicapped, special programmes for the. 080 180 280 380

Handicapped, mentally, special programmes.
for the

18005 28005

Handicrafts, programmes in 31812 51812 958

Health, animal, programmes in 56232

Health-related auxiliary programmet 250 350

Health-related auxiliary programmes, other 25099 35099

Health-related programmes 950
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History of art, programmes in the 71802

History of law, programmes in the 73802

History, programmes In i 62251, 72251

Hobbies, programmes in is 958.

Home economics (domestic science) programmes 266' 366 566 666 766

966

Home economics programmes, general 26601 .36601 56601

66601

Home economics programmes, other 26699 36699 56699

66699 76699

Home economics programmes with emphasis on 66612
household and consumer food research;
nutrition

Home economics programmes with emphaSis on 56632 66632
household arts

Home economics programmes with specialization 26608
In cooking and baking

Home economics programmes with specialization 26604
in dressmaking and sewing

Horticulture, programmes in- 66206 76206

Household arts,, programmes in 76632

Household arts, programmes with an emphasis on 56632 66632

Household food management, programmes with an 56612

emphasis on

Household food research, programmes In 76612

Household food research, programmes with an 66612

emphasis on

Humanities, general programmes in the 62201

Humanities, general programmes with an 60102

emphasis on the

Humanitiet, general programmes with.a special j, 30104
emphasis on the .

Humanities, other programmes in the 52299 62299 72299
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:Humanities, programmes in the 522 622 722 922

Hygiene, programMes in 65062

See also - Health, animal,

Health, public

Industrial and domestic electricity,
programmes in

57402

Industrial engineering, programmes in 55426, 65426' 75426

Industrial programmes 274 374 574 974

Industrial programmes, other 27499 37499' 37499

Industry, general programmes with an
emphasis on

37401

Institutional administration, programmes In 53452 63452 73452

Intertotidastgn, progeamMes in 61852 71852

International law, progr=ammes in 73804.

Interpreters and-translators, programmes for '52202

Investment analysis, 'programmes in 53432

Investment, programmes with specialization in 73407

Journalism; programmes in 59902 69902 79902

Jurisprudence, and history of law, programmes in 73802

Jurisprudence, other programmes in 73899

Jurisprudence, programmes in law/and 638 738

Kindergarten teachers, training programmes for 31412 51412 61412
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Laboratory assistant pro9raMmes-: ,37451

Laboratory technician programmes' .5746Z_

Labour law, programmes in 73806

Landscape architecture, programmes in 55812 65812 75812

Language, current or vernacular, progromes in 52211 62211 7221.1

Languages, "dead",.6rogrammes in 62221 72221

Language ("foreign" or second langage)
programmes

920

Languages, living, programmes in 62215 72215

,Languages, other programmes in 52208

Law and Jurisprudence, other programmes in 73899

Law3nd Jurisprudence, programmes in 638 738

Law enforcement, prograMmes in

Law, general programmes in

Law, history of, programmes in

Law, International, prOgrammes in

Law, laboUr, prbgrammesAn

Law maritime; programmes in

Law programmes in.'

Leather trades, programmes in

Lens - making, optical, programmesin

Library science,- .programmes In

59912

63801

73801:_

73804

73806,

73808

938

27432.'37432

57452

69922: ,79922..

:Library technitians, training programmet.for -59,922_

Linguistics, programmei in 62231 72211

Literacy, functional, prOgraMmes in 110. 11000

Literacy, simple, progriMmes in 108

Literacy, adult, leacher training for
teachers of

21416
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Literature, comparatlye, programmes in 62241 72241

Literature of current or vernacular languages 52211 62211 72211

Literature of "dead" ianguages, programmes in
the

62221 72221

Literature of living languages, prOgrammes In
the

12215

Living languages, programmes iroother 72215

Living languages, programmes in the
literature of

72215

M

MaritiMe law, programmes in '73808

Marketing, programmes in 53462

Marketing,. prOgrammei with specialization in 73405.

Materials technology, programmes in "55412

Mathematici, applied, other programmes in 54639

Mathematics, general programmes in 54601 64601

Mathematics, general- programmes with.
special emphasis on

30108

Mathematics, other programmes in 64639 74639

Mathematics,. programmes in 546 646 746 946

Mechanic trades, programmes in .57408

Mechanical engineering, programmes in 55442 65442 75442

Mechanical repair trades, programmes 27422

Mechanics, programmes for 37422

Medical and para-medical programmes 550 650

Medical and para-medical programmes, other 55099 65099

Medical auxiliaries, general programmes for 25001 35001

Medical science, other programmes in 75099.

Medical science, programmes in 750

Medical specialities, programmes in 75002



MED

Medical technology, other programmes in 55039

Medical technology, programmes in -65042

Nbdical x-ray technology, programmes In .55032

'Medicine, programmes,in 65002

Medicine, rehbilltation,programmes in 65052-

Medicine, veterinary, programmes in 66232 76232

Mentally handicapped, special programmes for the 18005 28005

Metal trades, programmes in. 27404 37404 57412

Metallurgical engineering, programmes in 55432 65432 75432

Meteorol ogy,.prOgrammes in 64252 74252

Midwifery, programmes In 25021 35021: 55015

Military_ training, other programmes in 69919. 79919'

Military training, programmes in 59917

Mining engineering, programmes in 55436 65436 75436

Motor vehicle operation, programmes in 37008 57008

Museum technicians, programmes for the
training of

59925

Music, programmes in 31822 51822 A51822

N

Natural sciences, general programmes with
emphasis on

60105

Natural sciences, general programmes with.
special emphasis on

50108'0.

Natural_ science, other programMet In 54299 64299 74299

Natural science, programmes In 542 642 742 942

Nautical science, programMes in 69972

Non-technical subjects, general programmes
with special emphasis on other

30199

Non-vocational subjects, teacher training
with specialization in

51404

71822
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Non-vocationalcsubjeCts, programmes in
educationa-with specialization in
curriculum development in

"fibtairee, programmes for

itrsing, programmes in

Nutrition, programmes in

Nutrition, programmes with an emphasis on

71401

63812

25011

:76612

36612.

35011

,

566t2

55012

66612

65032

Occupational therapy, programmes in

OceanOgrophy, progratmes in

Odontotogy, programme in

Office machines, programmes in the operation of

Optical-lens making, programmes in

Optomatty4progi'ammes in

Painting programmes in

Para-m1cal programmes

A264.-amedltai programmes, other
,

',programmes

Programmes i in

Philosophy of art, programmes i n

Photography, programmes in:

Physical education, programmes in

Physically handicapped, special programmes for
the : See - Handicapped

Physics, programmes in

Physiotherapy, programmes in

Police work, programmes in

55022

64262 74262

65012

33414

57452'

35062

31804 51804 61804 71604 ,

550 650

55099

55052

62271

71802

,31842

65099

65052

72271

--59962 69962 958

54232 64232 74232

55022

59912
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'political science, programmes in 53022 63022 73022

Postal service programmes= 37026 57026

Post-primary age, general programmes for .00,1

children of

Pre-sChooljeachers,.trainin? programmes for 31412 51412 61412

Pre-vocational training in cooking and food 26608
preservation

Pre - vocational training in dressmaking and
sewing

Printing, programmes In 2742

Psychology, programmes in -.53052 63052

Public administration, programmes In 53442 63442 73442 934

Public health inspection, programmes in 5002.

.26604

73052

Public relations, programmes in 59907 :6990779907

R

Radio broadcasting, programmes in 59904 69904 79904

Railway operating trades, programmes In 37006. 57006

Regional cultures, programmes in 63072 73072

Rehabilitation medicine, programmes in 65052

Religion, programmes. in 326 526 626 726 926

Repair trades, programmes in 57408

Road motor vehicle operation, programmes in 57008 57008

Sales, programmes in 53462

Science, actuarial, programmes in 54621 -64621 74621

Science,. biological, programmes in 54202 64202 74202

Science, computer, programmes in 546 54641 62241 646

64641 746 74641 JR46...
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Science, domestic (home economics) programmes 266 .366 566 666 766

in

966

Science, edutation, programmes in 614 714

Sciente, fishery, programmes in 66272 6272

Science, food, programmes in 56222 '76222.

Science, geological, programmes in 54222 64222 74222

Science, library, programmes In 69922 79922

Science, medical, programmes in 750 75099

Science, natural, programmes in . 542 54299 642 64299

.742 34299 942

Science, nautical, programmes in 69972

Science, political, prOgrammes in 53022 63022.73022

Science, soil, and water, programmasin 56226 .66226 76226

ScUlpturing, programmes in 51808. 61808- 71808

SeCond-level education, first stage 2

Second-level education, second stage 3

Secretarial training, programmes in 33404 53402

Security, civil, programmes in 59919'69919 79919

Service trades programmes 27442.37442 57442

Sewitig,home economics programmes of pre- 26604
vocational training in

Ships' officer programmes 37004 57004

Shorthand,. programmes in 23404

Simple literacy, programmes in 108 .10800

Social and behavioural science, programmes in 530 630 730. 930

Social and behavioural science,general programmes- 63001,
in

Social and behavioUral science, other programmes in 53099 63099 73099

Social sciences, general programmes with 30104
special emphasis. on



.

Social welfare, programmes in

Social work, programmes in

Sociology, programmes in

Soil and water sciences, programmes I

Soil and water technology, programmes in

SpeCial programmes for the handicapped

Special programmes for the mentally
. handicapped

Specialized agricultural programmes

Specialized fishery programmes

Specialized forestry programmes

Specialized teacher training, other
programmes in

Sports, programmes in

Statistics, programmes in

Stenography: See - Shorthand

Stockmarket analysis,. programmes In

Stomatologicel specialities, programmes in

Stome4ology, programmes in

Structural architecture, programmes in

Surgery, programmes in

Suryeying, programmes in

Teacher trainers, programmes for training

TeaCher training, programmes in education for

Teacher training-for elementary school
teaching,, general programmeS 1+1

Teacher, training for specialists

ISCED I .RE, . page XIX.

69932 .79932

59932

53032 63032 73035

66226 76226

X5226

080 .180 18001 280 28001

380. 38001

18005 28005

26205

26225

26215.

31499 51499

958

54611 64611 74611

53432

75012

65012

55002 65802 75802

65002

55402

61432

71432 v

21401

21409
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,

Te-acher training for teacher trainers 61432

Teacher, training for teachers of .adult
education, programmes In

21408 31416 51416 61416

Teacher training for teachers of adult
literacy

21416

Teacher training fot teachers of
handicapped children, programmes in

31422 51422 61422

Teacher. training forteachers of practical
vocational subjectS, programmes in

21408 31408 51408 61408

Teacher training for teachers of pre-school
and kindergarten, programmes in

31412 51412 61412

Teacher training for teachers of.
vocational subjects, programmes in

21408 51408 61408

Teacher training, general programmes in 31401 51401 61401

Teacher training,"other.programmes In 51499 61499 71499

Teacher training, programmes 1 214 314 514 614 711 914

Teacher training, specialized, other
programmes in

31499 5.1499

.

Teacher training with'specialization in
a non-vocational subject, programmes in

51404 61404

Teacher training with specialization in
a vocationaleubject, programmes in

.31408

Technical education, generai.programmes
containing little or no

201 201n0

Television broadcasting, programmes in 59904 699` 1 79904

Textile technology, programmes in .57432

Textile trades, programmes in 27432 37432

Theology, programmes in: See - Religion
2

Therapy, occupational, programmes in 55022

Third level education 5 5909 .59999 15. 601 699

69999 7 799 79999

Town pfannrhg, programmes in 558 55822" 658 6582'2

758 7,5822 958



Trade, general programmes In

Trades, general programmes with an
emphasis on

Trades, other programmes in
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27401

37401

27499 37499 57499

Trades, programmes in 274 374. 574 974

Translators, programmes for 32202

Transport, programmes in 370 570 970

Typing and shorthand programmes 23404

Typists: See - Clerical typist. programmes

V

Vehicle operation, programmes in 57008

Vernacular languages, programmes in 52211 62211. 72211

Veterinary medicine, programmes in 66232 76232

Vocational counselling, programmes th 59942 69942 79942

Vocational subjects, programmes In
education with specialization In
curriculum development In

71408

Water-sciences, programmes-in-- 66226 76226

Water technology, programmes in 56226

Welfare, social, programmes In 69932. 79932

Woodworkingg trades, programmes in 27408 37408

X-ray technology, programmes in 55032


